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ARCH_BOW_A	ARCH_BOW_WAM_REQD_A	ARCH_BOW_RANGE_MAX_A	ARCH_BOW_RANGE_UNIT_A
Bow, Composite Long	1W/2E	150	30
Bow, Recurve Long	1W/2E	200	40
Bow, Recurve Short	1W/2E	125	25
Bow, Composite Short	1W/2E	100	20
Bow, Double Curve Long	1W/2E	120	24
Bow, Double Curve Short	1W/2E	75	15
Bow, Horse (Mohuran)	1W/2E	30	6
Bow, Long	1W/2E	90	18
Bow, Short	1W/2E	60	12



		WEAP_ARW_ARROW_B		WEAP_ARW_ARROW_QTY_B		WEAP_ARW_DMG_B

				0		0

		Arrow, Corded 120'		1		d4

		Arrow, Grappling 120'		1		d3

		Arrow, Barbed 		30		d8

		Arrow, Blunt		30		d2

		Arrow, Bodkin 		30		d3

		Arrow, Broadhead		30		d4

		Arrow, Crescent		30		d3

		Arrow, Leafblade		30		d6

		Arrow, Longleaf		30		d6

		Arrow, Notched		30		d6

		Arrow, Serrated		30		d8

		Arrow, Spearhead		30		d4

		Arrow, Spined		30		d10

		Arrow, Teardrop		30		d4

		Arrow, Waisted		30		d8

		Arrow, Majikal Air		1		d10+1

		Arrow, Majikal Earth		1		d10+1

		Arrow, Majikal Fire		1		d10+1

		Arrow, Majikal Water		1		d10+1

		Bolt/Quarrel, Barbed		20		d8

		Bolt/Quarrel, Blunt		20		d4

		Bolt/Quarrel, Broadhead		20		d6

		Sling Pellet, Spiked		20		d3

		Sling Pellet, Blunt		30		d2




		ARCH_ARROW_A		DMG_ARROW_A

		Arrow (1), Corded 120'		d4+

		Arrow (1), Grappling 120'		d3+

		Arrow, Barbed 		d8+

		Arrow, Blunt		d2+

		Arrow, Bodkin 		d3+

		Arrow, Broadhead		d4+

		Arrow, Crescent		d3+

		Arrow, Leafblade		d6+

		Arrow, Longleaf		d6+

		Arrow, Notched		d6+

		Arrow, Serrated		d8+

		Arrow, Spearhead		d4+

		Arrow, Spined		d10+

		Arrow, Teardrop		d4+

		Arrow, Waisted		d8+




		STAFF_ATK_A		STAFF_HANDS_A		STAFF_WAM_A		STAFF_DMG_A

		Snap, Forward		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Rear		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side High		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side Low		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Strike, Forward 45°		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Strike, Overhead 180°		2 Hands		3		d12+2+

		Strike, Overhead 360°		2 Hands		4		d12+3+

		Strike, Overhead 90°		2 Hands		2		d10+1+

		Sweep, Back		2 Hands		1		d6+

		Sweep, Full		2 Hands		2		d6+2+

		Sweep, Full Counter		2 Hands		2		d6+1+

		Sweep, Side		2 Hands		1		d6+1+

		Sweep, Side Counter		2 Hands		1		d6+

		Swing, Loin Cruncher		2 Hands		2		d12+4+

		Swing, Low		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Swing, Low		1 Hands		1		d8+

		Swing, Side		1 Hands		1		d8+

		Swing, Side		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Swing, Upward		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Downward		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Forward		2 Hands		1		d8+1+

		Thrust, Rear		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Side		2 Hands		1		d8+1+

		Thrust, Upward		2 Hands		1		d8+




		F-WEAP-NAME		F-WEAP-TYPE		F-WEAP-PREREQ		F-WEAP-COMBINE		F-WEAP-EAM		F-WEAP-WAM		F-WEAP-INIT		F-WEAP-ARM		F-WEAP-DMG		F-WEAP-AVDTYPE		F-WEAP-AVDEFF		F-WEAP-USES		F-WEAP-DESC		F-WEAP-COMBAT

		AID COMPANION Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2/Use		1/Use		0		Ally +1		0		MAC% -5%		Negate		1 × per Avail WAM		Weapons Master feints an attack toward an ally's opponent, distracting the opponent, to effect an ARM bonus for the ally. Requires 2 EAM – 1 to move to target and 1 to feint attack. May be used a number of times equal to Weapon Master's WAM. MAC% with scaling penalties allowed to negate.		Distract Target to Give ARM+ to Ally

		AID COMPANION Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2/Use		1/Use		0		Ally +1		0		MAC% -10%		Negate		1 × per Avail WAM		Weapons Master feints an attack toward an ally's opponent, distracting the opponent, to effect an ARM bonus for the ally. Requires 2 EAM – 1 to move to target and 1 to feint attack. May be used a number of times equal to Weapon Master's WAM. MAC% with scaling penalties allowed to negate.		Distract Target to Give ARM+ to Ally

		AID COMPANION Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2/Use		1/Use		0		Ally +2		0		MAC% -15%		Negate		1 × per Avail WAM		Weapons Master feints an attack toward an ally's opponent, distracting the opponent, to effect an ARM bonus for the ally. Requires 2 EAM – 1 to move to target and 1 to feint attack. May be used a number of times equal to Weapon Master's WAM. MAC% with scaling penalties allowed to negate.		Distract Target to Give ARM+ to Ally

		BATTLE READY Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		0		0		+1		0		0		None		None		Automatic		The Weapons Master is alert and keenly observant of the battle field effecting an automatic bonus to his/her Initiative.		Automatic Initiative Bonus

		BATTLE READY Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		0		0		+1		0		0		None		None		Automatic		The Weapons Master is alert and keenly observant of the battle field effecting an automatic bonus to his/her Initiative.		Automatic Initiative Bonus

		BATTLE READY Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		0		0		+1		0		0		None		None		Automatic		The Weapons Master is alert and keenly observant of the battle field effecting an automatic bonus to his/her Initiative.		Automatic Initiative Bonus

		BEHIND THE BACK Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		per Weap		-2		+1		+1		None		None		1 × per Target		The Weapons Master uses a quick slide to move behind the target's back effecting a scaling Initiative penalty/bonus and an ARM and DAMAGE bonus. Backstab damage is not applicable.		Position Shift for DMG/ARM Bonus

		BEHIND THE BACK Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		per Weap		-2		+1		+2		None		None		1 × per Target		The Weapons Master uses a quick slide to move behind the target's back effecting a scaling Initiative penalty/bonus and an ARM and DAMAGE bonus. Backstab damage is not applicable.		Position Shift for DMG/ARM Bonus

		BEHIND THE BACK Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		per Weap		-1		+2		+3		None		None		1 × per Target		The Weapons Master uses a quick slide to move behind the target's back effecting a scaling Initiative penalty/bonus and an ARM and DAMAGE bonus. Backstab damage is not applicable.		Position Shift for DMG/ARM Bonus

		BLUDGEON Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		per Weap		0		0		1/2 DMG		Parry -1		Negate		1× per Combat Round		A successful hit with the flat of a blade, the hilt of a weapon, or other non-edged part of the weapon does ½ damage and causes the target to roll a Physical Avoidance Check (PAC%) on d100 with scaling penalties or be STUNNED for 1-6 rounds based on Mastery Rank. STUNNED: -2 ARM/DEF, -1 INIT, lose all EAM except Avoidance.		Stun d2 Rounds - Half Damage

		BLUDGEON Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		per Weap		0		1		1/2 DMG		Parry -1		Negate		1× per Combat Round		A successful hit with the flat of a blade, the hilt of a weapon, or other non-edged part of the weapon does ½ damage and causes the target to roll a Physical Avoidance Check (PAC%) on d100 with scaling penalties or be STUNNED for 1-6 rounds based on Mastery Rank. STUNNED: -2 ARM/DEF, -1 INIT, lose all EAM except Avoidance.		Stun d2 Rounds - Half Damage

		BLUDGEON Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		per Weap		0		1		1/2 DMG		Parry -2		Negate		1× per Combat Round		A successful hit with the flat of a blade, the hilt of a weapon, or other non-edged part of the weapon does ½ damage and causes the target to roll a Physical Avoidance Check (PAC%) on d100 with scaling penalties or be STUNNED for 1-6 rounds based on Mastery Rank. STUNNED: -2 ARM/DEF, -1 INIT, lose all EAM except Avoidance.		Stun d3 Rounds - Half Damage

		BRAWLER Rank 3		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 per Atk		1 per Atk		-1		-3		1 DMG		Parry -1		Negate		Unlimited		The Weapons Master is proficient with hand-to-hand, fist-fighting, bar room brawling style combat using fists and feet with scaling INITIATIVE and ARM bonuses/penalties. The Weapons Master will receive 1 additional WAM per round for every 10 of his/her Experience Levels. Each Brawler attack will inflict scaling damage (plus normal Mastery Damage bonus).		Bar Room Brawling Fighting

		BRAWLER Rank 4		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 per Atk		1 per Atk		-1		-2		d2		Parry -1		Negate		Unlimited		The Weapons Master is proficient with hand-to-hand, fist-fighting, bar room brawling style combat using fists and feet with scaling INITIATIVE and ARM bonuses/penalties. The Weapons Master will receive 1 additional WAM per round for every 10 of his/her Experience Levels. Each Brawler attack will inflict scaling damage (plus normal Mastery Damage bonus).		Bar Room Brawling Fighting

		BRAWLER Rank 5		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 per Atk		1 per Atk		0		-1		d2+1		Parry -2		Negate		Unlimited		The Weapons Master is proficient with hand-to-hand, fist-fighting, bar room brawling style combat using fists and feet with scaling INITIATIVE and ARM bonuses/penalties. The Weapons Master will receive 1 additional WAM per round for every 10 of his/her Experience Levels. Each Brawler attack will inflict scaling damage (plus normal Mastery Damage bonus).		Bar Room Brawling Fighting

		CHARGE ATTACK Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 + 1/5 ft		per Weap		1/5 ft		+1/5ft		+1/5ft		PAC% -3%		1/2 DMG|No Fall		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master charges to target from 5+ feet away then attacks target with weapon for scaling bonuses to ARM/DMG for every 5 feet of charge (Max 15 feet). Target gets PAC% with scaling penalties. PAC% failure indicates target takes full damange and falls down suffering loss of all WAM and Combat Disadvantage  for remainder of current round while regaining combat ready position. Successful PAC% yields half damage and no fall. Move 5 ft per segment when charging.		Charge for Bonus ARM/DMG

		CHARGE ATTACK Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 + 1/5 ft		per Weap		1/5 ft		+1/5ft		+1/5ft		PAC% -6%		1/2 DMG|No Fall		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master charges to target from 5+ feet away then attacks target with weapon for scaling bonuses to ARM/DMG for every 5 feet of charge (Max 15 feet). Target gets PAC% with scaling penalties. PAC% failure indicates target takes full damange and falls down suffering loss of all WAM and Combat Disadvantage  for remainder of current round while regaining combat ready position. Successful PAC% yields half damage and no fall. Move 5 ft per segment when charging.		Charge for Bonus ARM/DMG

		CHARGE ATTACK Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 + 1/5 ft		per Weap		1/5 ft		+1/5ft		+2/5ft		PAC% -9%		1/2 DMG|No Fall		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master charges to target from 5+ feet away then attacks target with weapon for scaling bonuses to ARM/DMG for every 5 feet of charge (Max 15 feet). Target gets PAC% with scaling penalties. PAC% failure indicates target takes full damange and falls down suffering loss of all WAM and Combat Disadvantage  for remainder of current round while regaining combat ready position. Successful PAC% yields half damage and no fall. Move 5 ft per segment when charging.		Charge for Bonus ARM/DMG

		DEFLECT MISSILE Rank 3		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		-3		0		None		None		Unlimited		Weapons Master uses the weapon-in-hand to deflect an incoming missile attack (arrow, dagger, etc), knocking the missile d20 feet away in a direction of the GameMaster's choosing. Deflect Missile is performed by making a standard parry roll.		Knock Away Incoming Missile

		DEFLECT MISSILE Rank 4		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		-2		0		None		None		Unlimited		Weapons Master uses the weapon-in-hand to deflect an incoming missile attack (arrow, dagger, etc), knocking the missile d20 feet away in a direction of the GameMaster's choosing. Deflect Missile is performed by making a standard parry roll.		Knock Away Incoming Missile

		DEFLECT MISSILE Rank 5		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		-1		0		None		None		Unlimited		Weapons Master uses the weapon-in-hand to deflect an incoming missile attack (arrow, dagger, etc), knocking the missile d20 feet away in a direction of the GameMaster's choosing. Deflect Missile is performed by making a standard parry roll.		Knock Away Incoming Missile

		DISARM ENEMY Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		+1		0		PAC% -3%		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master must make a successful parry with scaling bonuses that targets the enemy's weapon hand and betters the enemy's attack by 2 or more for the Disarm Enemy S+A to be successful. Success causes the enemy to make a successful PAC% with scaling penalties or drop weapon and lose all WAM until in combat ready stance. For example, if a hit of 0 is needed to successfully parry, a hit of -2 or lower forcesa PAC% to disarm the opponent.		Parry to Disarm Target

		DISARM ENEMY Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		+1		0		PAC% -6%		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master must make a successful parry with scaling bonuses that targets the enemy's weapon hand and betters the enemy's attack by 2 or more for the Disarm Enemy S+A to be successful. Success causes the enemy to make a successful PAC% with scaling penalties or drop weapon and lose all WAM until in combat ready stance. For example, if a hit of 0 is needed to successfully parry, a hit of -2 or lower forcesa PAC% to disarm the opponent.		Parry to Disarm Target

		DISARM ENEMY Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		+2		0		PAC% -9%		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master must make a successful parry with scaling bonuses that targets the enemy's weapon hand and betters the enemy's attack by 2 or more for the Disarm Enemy S+A to be successful. Success causes the enemy to make a successful PAC% with scaling penalties or drop weapon and lose all WAM until in combat ready stance. For example, if a hit of 0 is needed to successfully parry, a hit of -2 or lower forcesa PAC% to disarm the opponent.		Parry to Disarm Target

		DUCK & DODGE Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		-2		0		None		None		Unlimited		Weapons Master is able to parry an attack by using a Duck and Dodge maneuver to evade the attack. The Weapons Master must make a standard parry roll to attempt this S+A. The Weapons Master is still in combat ready mode at the end of this action. Attempting this without this S+A incurs a -4 penalty to the parry.		Parry by Duck/Dodge Action

		DUCK & DODGE Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		-1		0		None		None		Unlimited		Weapons Master is able to parry an attack by using a Duck and Dodge maneuver to evade the attack. The Weapons Master must make a standard parry roll to attempt this S+A. The Weapons Master is still in combat ready mode at the end of this action. Attempting this without this S+A incurs a -4 penalty to the parry.		Parry by Duck/Dodge Action

		DUCK & DODGE Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		0		0		None		None		Unlimited		Weapons Master is able to parry an attack by using a Duck and Dodge maneuver to evade the attack. The Weapons Master must make a standard parry roll to attempt this S+A. The Weapons Master is still in combat ready mode at the end of this action. Attempting this without this S+A incurs a -4 penalty to the parry.		Parry by Duck/Dodge Action

		FOCUS STRIKE Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Combine with Precision Strke or Fury Strike		1 per INIT		1		-1 per INIT		+1 per INIT		0		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master holds INIT to focus attack yielding scaling bonus to ARM. Gain +1 for every 1 held INIT with max bonus equal to 1/2 Mastery Rank. Being successfully attacked or failing to attack before end of the combat round results in having to abandon the Focus Strike or start the focus segments over from the beginning. Bonus only applies to 1st attack following the focus segments and expires whehter attack is successful or not.		Hold INIT to Gain ARM Bonus

		FOCUS STRIKE Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Combine with Precision Strke or Fury Strike		1 per INIT		1		-1 per INIT		+1 per INIT		0		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master holds INIT to focus attack yielding scaling bonus to ARM. Gain +1 for every 1 held INIT with max bonus equal to 1/2 Mastery Rank. Being successfully attacked or failing to attack before end of the combat round results in having to abandon the Focus Strike or start the focus segments over from the beginning. Bonus only applies to 1st attack following the focus segments and expires whehter attack is successful or not.		Hold INIT to Gain ARM Bonus

		FOCUS STRIKE Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Combine with Precision Strke or Fury Strike		1 per INIT		1		-1 per INIT		+1 per INIT		0		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master holds INIT to focus attack yielding scaling bonus to ARM. Gain +1 for every 1 held INIT with max bonus equal to 1/2 Mastery Rank. Being successfully attacked or failing to attack before end of the combat round results in having to abandon the Focus Strike or start the focus segments over from the beginning. Bonus only applies to 1st attack following the focus segments and expires whehter attack is successful or not.		Hold INIT to Gain ARM Bonus

		FURY STRIKE Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Combine with Precision Strke or Focus Strike		1 per INIT		1		-1 per INIT		0		+1 per INIT		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master holds INIT to gather strength yielding scaling bonus to DAMAGE. Gain +1 for every 1 held INIT with max bonus equal to 1/2 Mastery Rank. Being successfully attacked or failing to attack before end of the combat round results in abandonment of Fury Strike or start the hold segments over from the beginning. Bonus only applies to 1st attack following the held segments and expires whehter attack is successful or not.		Hold INIT to Gain DMG Bonus

		FURY STRIKE Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Combine with Precision Strke or Focus Strike		1 per INIT		1		-1 per INIT		0		+1 per INIT		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master holds INIT to gather strength yielding scaling bonus to DAMAGE. Gain +1 for every 1 held INIT with max bonus equal to 1/2 Mastery Rank. Being successfully attacked or failing to attack before end of the combat round results in abandonment of Fury Strike or start the hold segments over from the beginning. Bonus only applies to 1st attack following the held segments and expires whehter attack is successful or not.		Hold INIT to Gain DMG Bonus

		FURY STRIKE Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Combine with Precision Strke or Focus Strike		1 per INIT		1		-1 per INIT		0		+1 per INIT		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master holds INIT to gather strength yielding scaling bonus to DAMAGE. Gain +1 for every 1 held INIT with max bonus equal to 1/2 Mastery Rank. Being successfully attacked or failing to attack before end of the combat round results in abandonment of Fury Strike or start the hold segments over from the beginning. Bonus only applies to 1st attack following the held segments and expires whehter attack is successful or not.		Hold INIT to Gain DMG Bonus

		KICKER Rank 3		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 - 3		1 - 3		-2		-2		d3		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master gains 1 extra WAM per combat round for each of his/her 10 Experience Levels. These additional WAM can only be used to kick the enemy with a full leg extension forward kick or a side kick with a scaling ARM bonus depending on Mastery Rank and inflicting scaling damage that ranges from  1 - 12 health points. These kick attacks are in addition to any other WAM during the combat round.		Extra WAM to KICK Target

		KICKER Rank 4		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 - 3		1 - 3		-1		-1		d3+1		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master gains 1 extra WAM per combat round for each of his/her 10 Experience Levels. These additional WAM can only be used to kick the enemy with a full leg extension forward kick or a side kick with a scaling ARM bonus depending on Mastery Rank and inflicting scaling damage that ranges from  1 - 12 health points. These kick attacks are in addition to any other WAM during the combat round.		Extra WAM to KICK Target

		KICKER Rank 5		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 - 3		1 - 3		-1		0		d4+1		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master gains 1 extra WAM per combat round for each of his/her 10 Experience Levels. These additional WAM can only be used to kick the enemy with a full leg extension forward kick or a side kick with a scaling ARM bonus depending on Mastery Rank and inflicting scaling damage that ranges from  1 - 12 health points. These kick attacks are in addition to any other WAM during the combat round.		Extra WAM to KICK Target

		KNOCK OUT WEAPON Rank 3		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		1		-1		-2		d4		PGA -1		Hold Weap		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master targets attack at knuckles of enemy's weapon hand with blunt part of weapon to weaken grip then quickly hits weapon itself sending it flying d4+6 feet away. Enemy must make successful PGA check with scaling penalties to hold onto weapon. If Knock Out is successful, enemy loses all WAM and is at Combat Disadvantage that round and cannot attack again until in Combat Ready Stance no sooner than start of next round.		Know Enemy Weapon up to 10' Away

		KNOCK OUT WEAPON Rank 4		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		1		0		-1		d4		PGA -2		Hold Weap		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master targets attack at knuckles of enemy's weapon hand with blunt part of weapon to weaken grip then quickly hits weapon itself sending it flying d4+6 feet away. Enemy must make successful PGA check with scaling penalties to hold onto weapon. If Knock Out is successful, enemy loses all WAM and is at Combat Disadvantage that round and cannot attack again until in Combat Ready Stance no sooner than start of next round.		Know Enemy Weapon up to 10' Away

		KNOCK OUT WEAPON Rank 5		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		1		0		0		d4		PGA -3		Hold Weap		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master targets attack at knuckles of enemy's weapon hand with blunt part of weapon to weaken grip then quickly hits weapon itself sending it flying d4+6 feet away. Enemy must make successful PGA check with scaling penalties to hold onto weapon. If Knock Out is successful, enemy loses all WAM and is at Combat Disadvantage that round and cannot attack again until in Combat Ready Stance no sooner than start of next round.		Know Enemy Weapon up to 10' Away

		MAJIK BREAKER I Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker II, Majik Breaker III		1		1		0		0		Normal		WIL -1		Cont Cast		1 × per Target		Weapons Master uses initiative sement 1 to verbally taunts spell caster and feints an attack forcing caster to make WIL Check to see if concentration is broken. On segment 2 Weapons Master uses 1 WAM to make melee attack with scaling arm bonus. If the Majik Weaver is still casting, this forces a second WIL check with a scaling penalty. If WIL Chck is successful, he/she continues casting but still takes the damage from the melee attack.		Maj Wvr WIL Penalty + ARM Bonus

		MAJIK BREAKER I Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker II, Majik Breaker III		1		1		0		0		Normal		WIL -2		Cont Cast		1 × per Target		Weapons Master uses initiative sement 1 to verbally taunts spell caster and feints an attack forcing caster to make WIL Check to see if concentration is broken. On segment 2 Weapons Master uses 1 WAM to make melee attack with scaling arm bonus. If the Majik Weaver is still casting, this forces a second WIL check with a scaling penalty. If WIL Chck is successful, he/she continues casting but still takes the damage from the melee attack.		Maj Wvr WIL Penalty + ARM Bonus

		MAJIK BREAKER I Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker II, Majik Breaker III		1		1		0		0		Normal		WIL -3		Cont Cast		1 × per Target		Weapons Master uses initiative sement 1 to verbally taunts spell caster and feints an attack forcing caster to make WIL Check to see if concentration is broken. On segment 2 Weapons Master uses 1 WAM to make melee attack with scaling arm bonus. If the Majik Weaver is still casting, this forces a second WIL check with a scaling penalty. If WIL Chck is successful, he/she continues casting but still takes the damage from the melee attack.		Maj Wvr WIL Penalty + ARM Bonus

		MAJIK BREAKER II Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker I, Majik Breaker III		1		1		0		+1		+1		See MB I		See MB I		1 × per Target		In addition to the benefits of Majik Breaker I, the Weapons Master receives a scaling DAMAGE bonus to his/her melee attack that follows the taunt/feint. 		MB I + DAMAGE Bonus

		MAJIK BREAKER II Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker I, Majik Breaker III		1		1		0		+1		+2		See MB I		See MB I		1 × per Target		In addition to the benefits of Majik Breaker I, the Weapons Master receives a scaling DAMAGE bonus to his/her melee attack that follows the taunt/feint. 		MB I + DAMAGE Bonus

		MAJIK BREAKER II Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker I, Majik Breaker III		1		1		0		+2		+3		See MB I		See MB I		1 × per Target		In addition to the benefits of Majik Breaker I, the Weapons Master receives a scaling DAMAGE bonus to his/her melee attack that follows the taunt/feint. 		MB I + DAMAGE Bonus

		MAJIK BREAKER III Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker I, Majik Breaker II		1		1		0		See MB I		See MB II		See MB I		See MB I		1 × per Target		In addition to MB I and MB II, Weapons Master receives scaling bonus to Avoidance Majik Resistance if the Majik Weaver makes successful WIL check and effects his/her spell.  Bonus only applies to the spell being cast by the Majik Wever being attacked with Majik Breaker by the Weapons Master. Bonus does not apply to any other spells and does not apply to spell effects from Majik Items or innate spell-like abilities.		MB I +MB II + Maj Resist +6%

		MAJIK BREAKER III Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker I, Majik Breaker II		1		1		0		See MB I		See MB II		See MB I		See MB I		1 × per Target		In addition to MB I and MB II, Weapons Master receives scaling bonus to Avoidance Majik Resistance if the Majik Weaver makes successful WIL check and effects his/her spell.  Bonus only applies to the spell being cast by the Majik Wever being attacked with Majik Breaker by the Weapons Master. Bonus does not apply to any other spells and does not apply to spell effects from Majik Items or innate spell-like abilities.		MB I +MB II + Maj Resist +6%

		MAJIK BREAKER III Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker I, Majik Breaker II		1		1		0		See MB I		See MB II		See MB I		See MB I		1 × per Target		In addition to MB I and MB II, Weapons Master receives scaling bonus to Avoidance Majik Resistance if the Majik Weaver makes successful WIL check and effects his/her spell.  Bonus only applies to the spell being cast by the Majik Wever being attacked with Majik Breaker by the Weapons Master. Bonus does not apply to any other spells and does not apply to spell effects from Majik Items or innate spell-like abilities.		MB I +MB II + Maj Resist +6%

		MIGHTY HIT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		1		-1		1		3		Parry -1		Norm DMG		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master steps bak and pulls weapon to max striking distance (causing a -1 INIT), then steps forward to attack with scaling ARM bonus using momentum to gain scaling DAMAGE bonus. If the Weapons Master has more than one WAM per combat round, only the first attack of the round will receive Mighty Hit benefits. Target is allowed Parry with scaling penalties to receive only normal damage instead of Mighty Hit damage. 		Momentum Gives DMG Bonus

		MIGHTY HIT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		1		-1		1		4		Parry -1		Norm DMG		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master steps bak and pulls weapon to max striking distance (causing a -1 INIT), then steps forward to attack with scaling ARM bonus using momentum to gain scaling DAMAGE bonus. If the Weapons Master has more than one WAM per combat round, only the first attack of the round will receive Mighty Hit benefits. Target is allowed Parry with scaling penalties to receive only normal damage instead of Mighty Hit damage. 		Momentum Gives DMG Bonus

		MIGHTY HIT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		1		-1		2		5		Parry -2		Norm DMG		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master steps bak and pulls weapon to max striking distance (causing a -1 INIT), then steps forward to attack with scaling ARM bonus using momentum to gain scaling DAMAGE bonus. If the Weapons Master has more than one WAM per combat round, only the first attack of the round will receive Mighty Hit benefits. Target is allowed Parry with scaling penalties to receive only normal damage instead of Mighty Hit damage. 		Momentum Gives DMG Bonus

		MISSILE & MELEE Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		3		1		-2		-1		+1		Parry -1		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master throws hand-held missile from 5-10 feet then rushes in to make melee attack with scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonuses to both attacks. Missile attack is a free action (does not use any WAM). Melee attack is normal attack and uses 1 WAM. Full combo requires 3 segments (uses 3 EAM) – missile on segment 1, move to the enemy on segment 2, and melee on segment 3. Target gets parry with scaling penalties to negate damage.		1 Msl + 1 Mel Atk Uses 1 WAM

		MISSILE & MELEE Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		3		1		-2		-1		+2		Parry -1		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master throws hand-held missile from 5-10 feet then rushes in to make melee attack with scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonuses to both attacks. Missile attack is a free action (does not use any WAM). Melee attack is normal attack and uses 1 WAM. Full combo requires 3 segments (uses 3 EAM) – missile on segment 1, move to the enemy on segment 2, and melee on segment 3. Target gets parry with scaling penalties to negate damage.		1 Msl + 1 Mel Atk Uses 1 WAM

		MISSILE & MELEE Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		3		1		-1		0		+3		Parry -2		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master throws hand-held missile from 5-10 feet then rushes in to make melee attack with scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonuses to both attacks. Missile attack is a free action (does not use any WAM). Melee attack is normal attack and uses 1 WAM. Full combo requires 3 segments (uses 3 EAM) – missile on segment 1, move to the enemy on segment 2, and melee on segment 3. Target gets parry with scaling penalties to negate damage.		1 Msl + 1 Mel Atk Uses 1 WAM

		MOUNTED COMBAT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		per Weap		per Weap		-1		+1		+1		Parry -1		Negate		While Mounted		Weapons Master has mastered Mounted Combat and can fight proficiently with primary weapon from the back of a mount with scaling modifiers to Initiative, ARM, and Damage while the enemy receives modifiers to parry rolls and suffers Combat Disadvantage. This Skilled + Action is automatically active any time the Weapons Master is sitting atop a mount while engaged in combat.		Use Weapon While Mounted

		MOUNTED COMBAT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		per Weap		per Weap		-1		+1		+1		Parry -1		Negate		While Mounted		Weapons Master has mastered Mounted Combat and can fight proficiently with primary weapon from the back of a mount with scaling modifiers to Initiative, ARM, and Damage while the enemy receives modifiers to parry rolls and suffers Combat Disadvantage. This Skilled + Action is automatically active any time the Weapons Master is sitting atop a mount while engaged in combat.		Use Weapon While Mounted

		MOUNTED COMBAT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		per Weap		per Weap		0		+2		+2		Parry -2		Negate		While Mounted		Weapons Master has mastered Mounted Combat and can fight proficiently with primary weapon from the back of a mount with scaling modifiers to Initiative, ARM, and Damage while the enemy receives modifiers to parry rolls and suffers Combat Disadvantage. This Skilled + Action is automatically active any time the Weapons Master is sitting atop a mount while engaged in combat.		Use Weapon While Mounted

		OUT COLD Rank 3		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		1		0		+1		1/2 Roll Dmg		PGA -1		Neg Effect		Unlimited		Weapons Master uses hilt of weapon for two lightning quick blows (uses only 1 WAM), with scaling ARM bonuses, to target's carotid artery, one on left and one on right. Inflict half normal weapon damage and render target unconscious for a number of rounds equal to 1/2 Weapon Master's Mastery Rank. Target is allowed a PGA check with scaling penalties to negate the Out Cold effect. Any parry attempt by target is at -4 penalty.		Knock Target Unconscious

		OUT COLD Rank 4		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		1		0		+1		1/2 Roll Dmg		PGA -2		Neg Effect		Unlimited		Weapons Master uses hilt of weapon for two lightning quick blows (uses only 1 WAM), with scaling ARM bonuses, to target's carotid artery, one on left and one on right. Inflict half normal weapon damage and render target unconscious for a number of rounds equal to 1/2 Weapon Master's Mastery Rank. Target is allowed a PGA check with scaling penalties to negate the Out Cold effect. Any parry attempt by target is at -4 penalty.		Knock Target Unconscious

		OUT COLD Rank 5		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		1		+1		+2		1/2 Roll Dmg		PGA -3		Neg Effect		Unlimited		Weapons Master uses hilt of weapon for two lightning quick blows (uses only 1 WAM), with scaling ARM bonuses, to target's carotid artery, one on left and one on right. Inflict half normal weapon damage and render target unconscious for a number of rounds equal to 1/2 Weapon Master's Mastery Rank. Target is allowed a PGA check with scaling penalties to negate the Out Cold effect. Any parry attempt by target is at -4 penalty.		Knock Target Unconscious

		PARRY ELITE I Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Parry Elite II		1		0		0		+1		0		None		None		Automatic		The Weapons Master has mastered the art of the parry and parries incoming melee attacks with a scaling bonus. This bonus is automatic and applies to all parries made by the Weapons Master.		Gain ARM Bonus to Parry

		PARRY ELITE I Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Parry Elite II		1		0		0		+2		0		None		None		Automatic		The Weapons Master has mastered the art of the parry and parries incoming melee attacks with a scaling bonus. This bonus is automatic and applies to all parries made by the Weapons Master.		Gain ARM Bonus to Parry

		PARRY ELITE I Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Parry Elite II		1		0		0		+3		0		None		None		Automatic		The Weapons Master has mastered the art of the parry and parries incoming melee attacks with a scaling bonus. This bonus is automatic and applies to all parries made by the Weapons Master.		Gain ARM Bonus to Parry

		PARRY ELITE II Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		Parry Eliite I		Parry Elite I		1		0		0		+1		+1		None		None		Automatic		Weapons Master receives the parry bonus in Parry Elite I as well as an extra Reflex Attack that does not utilize any WAM. The Reflex Attack must be with the weapon-in-hand when the initial parry was made. The Reflex Attack is only available if the Parry Elite is a success and receives the same ARM bonus the initial parry received as well as a scaling DAMAGE bonus. Target is not allowed to parry the Reflex Attack.		Reflex Atk on Parry Success w/ARM +

		PARRY ELITE II Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		Parry Eliite I		Parry Elite I		1		0		0		+2		+1		None		None		Automatic		Weapons Master receives the parry bonus in Parry Elite I as well as an extra Reflex Attack that does not utilize any WAM. The Reflex Attack must be with the weapon-in-hand when the initial parry was made. The Reflex Attack is only available if the Parry Elite is a success and receives the same ARM bonus the initial parry received as well as a scaling DAMAGE bonus. Target is not allowed to parry the Reflex Attack.		Reflex Atk on Parry Success w/ARM +

		PARRY ELITE II Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		Parry Eliite I		Parry Elite I		1		0		0		+3		+2		None		None		Automatic		Weapons Master receives the parry bonus in Parry Elite I as well as an extra Reflex Attack that does not utilize any WAM. The Reflex Attack must be with the weapon-in-hand when the initial parry was made. The Reflex Attack is only available if the Parry Elite is a success and receives the same ARM bonus the initial parry received as well as a scaling DAMAGE bonus. Target is not allowed to parry the Reflex Attack.		Reflex Atk on Parry Success w/ARM +

		PRECISION STRIKE Rank 3		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Focus Strike or Fury Strike		per Weap		per Weap		-2		-3		3		Parry -1		Half DMG		1 × per Combat Round		The Weapons Master targets a specific part or area of the target's body with a better chance to hit than when making a standard called shot and gains scaling ARM and DAMAGE modifiers. A successful Precision Strike has a % chance to cause a minor injury (rolled from the Critical Hit chart) equal to the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank x 2 (rolled on d%). The target is allowed a parry with scaling penalties.		Called Shot with Modifiers

		PRECISION STRIKE Rank 4		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Focus Strike or Fury Strike		per Weap		per Weap		-2		-2		4		Parry -1		Half DMG		1 × per Combat Round		The Weapons Master targets a specific part or area of the target's body with a better chance to hit than when making a standard called shot and gains scaling ARM and DAMAGE modifiers. A successful Precision Strike has a % chance to cause a minor injury (rolled from the Critical Hit chart) equal to the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank x 2 (rolled on d%). The target is allowed a parry with scaling penalties.		Called Shot with Modifiers

		PRECISION STRIKE Rank 5		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Focus Strike or Fury Strike		per Weap		per Weap		-1		-1		5		Parry -2		Half DMG		1 × per Combat Round		The Weapons Master targets a specific part or area of the target's body with a better chance to hit than when making a standard called shot and gains scaling ARM and DAMAGE modifiers. A successful Precision Strike has a % chance to cause a minor injury (rolled from the Critical Hit chart) equal to the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank x 2 (rolled on d%). The target is allowed a parry with scaling penalties.		Called Shot with Modifiers

		REFLEX STRIKE PRO Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		+1		+1		None		None		Automatic		A pro version of a normal reflex attack, when a Weapons Master is attacked by an enemy melee attack, the enemy attack triggers a reflex strike that costs 0 Weapon Master's WAM and gives the Weapon Master's reflex attack a scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonus.		Auto Reflex Atk w/Bonus

		REFLEX STRIKE PRO Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		+1		+1		None		None		Automatic		A pro version of a normal reflex attack, when a Weapons Master is attacked by an enemy melee attack, the enemy attack triggers a reflex strike that costs 0 Weapon Master's WAM and gives the Weapon Master's reflex attack a scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonus.		Auto Reflex Atk w/Bonus

		REFLEX STRIKE PRO Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		+2		+2		None		None		Automatic		A pro version of a normal reflex attack, when a Weapons Master is attacked by an enemy melee attack, the enemy attack triggers a reflex strike that costs 0 Weapon Master's WAM and gives the Weapon Master's reflex attack a scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonus.		Auto Reflex Atk w/Bonus

		SPIN DEFENSE Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1/Seg		0		0		0		0		0		0		Unlimited		Weapons Master rapidly spins weapon-in-hand between him/herself and the enemy yielding a scaling Defense Factor bonus, with a scaling maximum bonus based on Mastery Rank, that lasts as long as the Weapons Master spins weapon. Medium size weapon or larger required. The weapon does not have to be a familiar weapon. Every spin segment uses one EAM (does not use WAM), and he/she must stop the spinning to make an attack.		DEF Bonus +1/Seg MAX = 1

		SPIN DEFENSE Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1/Seg		0		0		0		0		0		0		Unlimited		Weapons Master rapidly spins weapon-in-hand between him/herself and the enemy yielding a scaling Defense Factor bonus, with a scaling maximum bonus based on Mastery Rank, that lasts as long as the Weapons Master spins weapon. Medium size weapon or larger required. The weapon does not have to be a familiar weapon. Every spin segment uses one EAM (does not use WAM), and he/she must stop the spinning to make an attack.		DEF Bonus +1/Seg MAX = 1

		SPIN DEFENSE Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1/Seg		0		0		0		0		0		0		Unlimited		Weapons Master rapidly spins weapon-in-hand between him/herself and the enemy yielding a scaling Defense Factor bonus, with a scaling maximum bonus based on Mastery Rank, that lasts as long as the Weapons Master spins weapon. Medium size weapon or larger required. The weapon does not have to be a familiar weapon. Every spin segment uses one EAM (does not use WAM), and he/she must stop the spinning to make an attack.		DEF Bonus +1/Seg MAX = 2

		SPREAD THE PAIN Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1/Atk		1/Atk		0		+1/Tgt		3		Parry -1		Negate		1 × per 3 Combat Rounds		Weapon Master hits multiple targets in one combat round with scaling ARM/DAMAGE with a flurry of hits and dashes to move from one target to next. Targets must be within 5 feet of one another. Attack sequence = Atk 1 on Seg 1, Move Seg 2, Atk 2 on Seg 3, Move Seg 4, etc. Number of targets only limited by available WAM. Moving from target to target is free action (no EAM). Does not carry to next round. Max Bonus based on Mastery Rank.		Atk Multi Tgt w/Max ARM +3

		SPREAD THE PAIN Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1/Atk		1/Atk		0		+1/Tgt		4		Parry -1		Negate		1 × per 3 Combat Rounds		Weapon Master hits multiple targets in one combat round with scaling ARM/DAMAGE with a flurry of hits and dashes to move from one target to next. Targets must be within 5 feet of one another. Attack sequence = Atk 1 on Seg 1, Move Seg 2, Atk 2 on Seg 3, Move Seg 4, etc. Number of targets only limited by available WAM. Moving from target to target is free action (no EAM). Does not carry to next round. Max Bonus based on Mastery Rank.		Atk Multi Tgt w/Max ARM +4

		SPREAD THE PAIN Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1/Atk		1/Atk		0		+1/Tgt		5		Parry -2		Negate		1 × per 3 Combat Rounds		Weapon Master hits multiple targets in one combat round with scaling ARM/DAMAGE with a flurry of hits and dashes to move from one target to next. Targets must be within 5 feet of one another. Attack sequence = Atk 1 on Seg 1, Move Seg 2, Atk 2 on Seg 3, Move Seg 4, etc. Number of targets only limited by available WAM. Moving from target to target is free action (no EAM). Does not carry to next round. Max Bonus based on Mastery Rank.		Atk Multi Tgt w/Max ARM +5

		THROW WEAPON Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		1		-2		-1		+1		Parry -2		Half DMG		1 × per Combat Enctr		Weapon Master is able to throw the non-missile-weapon-in-hand at a target a distance in feet equal to his/her Strength (STR) × 2 for with a scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonus. In addition, the target suffers a penalty to any attempt to parry the thrown weapon. A successful parry does not negate the attack but yields half damage to the target.		Throw Melee Weap for Bonus

		THROW WEAPON Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		1		-2		0		+2		Parry -2		Half DMG		1 × per Combat Enctr		Weapon Master is able to throw the non-missile-weapon-in-hand at a target a distance in feet equal to his/her Strength (STR) × 2 for with a scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonus. In addition, the target suffers a penalty to any attempt to parry the thrown weapon. A successful parry does not negate the attack but yields half damage to the target.		Throw Melee Weap for Bonus

		THROW WEAPON Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		1		-1		1		+3		Parry -3		Half DMG		1 × per Combat Enctr		Weapon Master is able to throw the non-missile-weapon-in-hand at a target a distance in feet equal to his/her Strength (STR) × 2 for with a scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonus. In addition, the target suffers a penalty to any attempt to parry the thrown weapon. A successful parry does not negate the attack but yields half damage to the target.		Throw Melee Weap for Bonus

		VICIOUS CRIT I Rank 3		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Replaced by Vicious Crit II		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		When the Weapons Master rolls a Critical Hit, the minimum Critical Hit damage is maximum weapon damage × 2 (a roll of 10 or less on the Critical Hit Chart). If the Critical Hit damage rolled is less than maximum weapon damage × 2 (11 or 12 on the Critical it Chart), no re-roll is required, simply change the Critical Hit damage to the appropriate amount.		Increased Crit Hit Minimum

		VICIOUS CRIT I Rank 4		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Replaced by Vicious Crit II		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		When the Weapons Master rolls a Critical Hit, the minimum Critical Hit damage is maximum weapon damage × 2 (a roll of 10 or less on the Critical Hit Chart). If the Critical Hit damage rolled is less than maximum weapon damage × 2 (11 or 12 on the Critical it Chart), no re-roll is required, simply change the Critical Hit damage to the appropriate amount.		Increased Crit Hit Minimum

		VICIOUS CRIT I Rank 5		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Replaced by Vicious Crit II		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		When the Weapons Master rolls a Critical Hit, the minimum Critical Hit damage is maximum weapon damage × 2 (a roll of 10 or less on the Critical Hit Chart). If the Critical Hit damage rolled is less than maximum weapon damage × 2 (11 or 12 on the Critical it Chart), no re-roll is required, simply change the Critical Hit damage to the appropriate amount.		Increased Crit Hit Minimum

		VICIOUS CRIT II Rank 3		PRECISION		Vicious Crit I		Replaced by Vicious Crit III		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		Minimum Critical Hit damage is maximum weapon damage × 2 plus the rolled weapon damage (a roll of 8 or less on the Critical Hit chart) plus chance, equal to the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank x 2 to automatically cause a Minor Injury (roll on Critical Hit Chart). If the damage rolled is less than maximum weapon damage × 2 (9-12 on the Critical Hit Chart), no re-roll is required, simply change the Critical Hit damage to the appropriate amount.		Inc Crit Hit Min + Poss Injury

		VICIOUS CRIT II Rank 4		PRECISION		Vicious Crit I		Replaced by Vicious Crit III		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		Minimum Critical Hit damage is maximum weapon damage × 2 plus the rolled weapon damage (a roll of 8 or less on the Critical Hit chart) plus chance, equal to the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank x 2 to automatically cause a Minor Injury (roll on Critical Hit Chart). If the damage rolled is less than maximum weapon damage × 2 (9-12 on the Critical Hit Chart), no re-roll is required, simply change the Critical Hit damage to the appropriate amount.		Inc Crit Hit Min + Poss Injury

		VICIOUS CRIT II Rank 5		PRECISION		Vicious Crit I		Replaced by Vicious Crit III		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		Minimum Critical Hit damage is maximum weapon damage × 2 plus the rolled weapon damage (a roll of 8 or less on the Critical Hit chart) plus chance, equal to the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank x 2 to automatically cause a Minor Injury (roll on Critical Hit Chart). If the damage rolled is less than maximum weapon damage × 2 (9-12 on the Critical Hit Chart), no re-roll is required, simply change the Critical Hit damage to the appropriate amount.		Inc Crit Hit Min + Poss Injury

		VICIOUS CRIT III Rank 3		PRECISION		Vicious Crit I, Vicious Crit II		Replaces Vicious Crit I-II		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		When the Weapons Master rolls a Critical Hit, the minimum Critical Hit reduces the enemy Health Points to 10 and roll a MINOR injury. The d12 Critical Hit roll is not needed. If enemy health is already 10 or lower, reduce HP to 2. If already at 2 or lower, the enemy dies.		Inc Crit Hit Min + Auto Minor Inj

		VICIOUS CRIT III Rank 4		PRECISION		Vicious Crit I, Vicious Crit II		Replaces Vicious Crit I-II		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		When the Weapons Master rolls a Critical Hit, the minimum Critical Hit reduces the enemy Health Points to 10 and roll a MINOR injury. The d12 Critical Hit roll is not needed. If enemy health is already 10 or lower, reduce HP to 2. If already at 2 or lower, the enemy dies.		Inc Crit Hit Min + Auto Minor Inj

		VICIOUS CRIT III Rank 5		PRECISION		Vicious Crit I, Vicious Crit II		Replaces Vicious Crit I-II		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		When the Weapons Master rolls a Critical Hit, the minimum Critical Hit reduces the enemy Health Points to 10 and roll a MINOR injury. The d12 Critical Hit roll is not needed. If enemy health is already 10 or lower, reduce HP to 2. If already at 2 or lower, the enemy dies.		Inc Crit Hit Min + Auto Minor Inj

		WEAPON FLURRY Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		All EAM		All WAM		-2		-3		+1		Parry -1		Negate		1 × per Combat Enctr		Weapons Master gains surge of battle energy to double WAM for one combat round. Each hit during the S+A round receives a bonus to ARM and Damage depending on Mastery Rank. Does not carry over into the next round, therefore ALL WAM must be used during the combat round in which Weapon Flurry is activated. Critical Hits and Epic Fumbles only apply to the first attack in a Weapon Flurry. In addition, Epic Fumbles negate the S+A.		Double WAM for 1 round

		WEAPON FLURRY Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		All EAM		All WAM		-1		-2		+1		Parry -1		Negate		1 × per Combat Enctr		Weapons Master gains surge of battle energy to double WAM for one combat round. Each hit during the S+A round receives a bonus to ARM and Damage depending on Mastery Rank. Does not carry over into the next round, therefore ALL WAM must be used during the combat round in which Weapon Flurry is activated. Critical Hits and Epic Fumbles only apply to the first attack in a Weapon Flurry. In addition, Epic Fumbles negate the S+A.		Double WAM for 1 round

		WEAPON FLURRY Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		All EAM		All WAM		0		-1		+2		Parry -2		Negate		1 × per Combat Enctr		Weapons Master gains surge of battle energy to double WAM for one combat round. Each hit during the S+A round receives a bonus to ARM and Damage depending on Mastery Rank. Does not carry over into the next round, therefore ALL WAM must be used during the combat round in which Weapon Flurry is activated. Critical Hits and Epic Fumbles only apply to the first attack in a Weapon Flurry. In addition, Epic Fumbles negate the S+A.		Double WAM for 1 round

		WRAP AROUND Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		per Weap		per Weap		-1		-3		d3		PAC% -3%		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master is adept at wrapping a flexible weapon  (such as a whip, a chain, a keusárégáma, etc), around an item or person. The Weapons Master gains a bonus to ARM depending on Mastery Rank. If the target is a person, the target is allowed a PAC% check with a penalty, depending on the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank, to negate the Wrap-Around. A wrapped item or person should be treated as if bound by non-majikal means.		Bind Tgt w/Flexible Weapon

		WRAP AROUND Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		per Weap		per Weap		-1		-2		d3+1		PAC% -6%		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master is adept at wrapping a flexible weapon  (such as a whip, a chain, a keusárégáma, etc), around an item or person. The Weapons Master gains a bonus to ARM depending on Mastery Rank. If the target is a person, the target is allowed a PAC% check with a penalty, depending on the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank, to negate the Wrap-Around. A wrapped item or person should be treated as if bound by non-majikal means.		Bind Tgt w/Flexible Weapon

		WRAP AROUND Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		per Weap		per Weap		0		-1		d4+1		PAC% -9%		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master is adept at wrapping a flexible weapon  (such as a whip, a chain, a keusárégáma, etc), around an item or person. The Weapons Master gains a bonus to ARM depending on Mastery Rank. If the target is a person, the target is allowed a PAC% check with a penalty, depending on the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank, to negate the Wrap-Around. A wrapped item or person should be treated as if bound by non-majikal means.		Bind Tgt w/Flexible Weapon




		TNAZ_ATK_B		TNAZ_FORM_B		TNAZ_WAM_B		TNAZ_DMG_B

		Clap, Ear Thunder		2 Hand Strike		2		d4+St

		Combo Attack		Varies		Varies		Varies

		Kick, Axe		1 Foot Kick		2		d6

		Kick, Back		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Flying Drop		2+ Foot JumpKick		3		d8

		Kick, Flying Front		2+ Foot JumpKick		4		d6

		Kick, Foot Sweep		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Front		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Hook		1 Foot Kick		1		d6

		Kick, Jump		2 Foot JumpKick		2		d6

		Kick, Jumping Axe		2 Foot JumpKick		3		d8

		Kick, Push		2 Foot JumpKick		2		d6

		Kick, Spin		2 Foot Kick		2		d6

		Kick, Spinning Jump		2+ Foot JumpKick		3		d8+2

		Punch, Back Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d4

		Punch, Bolo Uppercut		1 Hand Punch		2		d8+1

		Punch, Double Fist		2 Hand Punch		2		d8

		Punch, Flying Super		1 Hand JumpPunch		3		d10+2

		Punch, Forward Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Punch, Hook Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Punch, Stone Fist		1 Hand Punch		2		d10+1

		Punch, Uppercut Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Strike, Charging		2+ Hand Strike		4		d8+2

		Strike, Finger Beak		1 per 2 Hand Strike		1		d2

		Strike, Front Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d6

		Strike, Hand Knife		1 Hand Strike		1		d4

		Strike, Hand Spear		1 Hand Strike		1		d6

		Strike, Open Hand		1 Hand Strike		1		d10

		Strike, Rear Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d8

		Strike, Side Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d8




		WEAP_ARW_ARROW_A		WEAP_ARW_ARROW_QTY_A		WEAP_ARW_DMG_A

				0		0

		Arrow, Corded 120'		1		d4

		Arrow, Grappling 120'		1		d3

		Arrow, Barbed 		30		d8

		Arrow, Blunt		30		d2

		Arrow, Bodkin 		30		d3

		Arrow, Broadhead		30		d4

		Arrow, Crescent		30		d3

		Arrow, Leafblade		30		d6

		Arrow, Longleaf		30		d6

		Arrow, Notched		30		d6

		Arrow, Serrated		30		d8

		Arrow, Spearhead		30		d4

		Arrow, Spined		30		d10

		Arrow, Teardrop		30		d4

		Arrow, Waisted		30		d8

		Arrow, Majikal Air		1		d10+1

		Arrow, Majikal Earth		1		d10+1

		Arrow, Majikal Fire		1		d10+1

		Arrow, Majikal Water		1		d10+1

		Bolt/Quarrel, Barbed		20		d8

		Bolt/Quarrel, Blunt		20		d4

		Bolt/Quarrel, Broadhead		20		d6

		Sling Pellet, Spiked		20		d3

		Sling Pellet, Blunt		30		d2




		TNAZ_ATK_C		TNAZ_FORM_C		TNAZ_WAM_C		TNAZ_DMG_C

		Clap, Ear Thunder		2 Hand Strike		2		d4+St

		Combo Attack		Varies		Varies		Varies

		Kick, Axe		1 Foot Kick		2		d6

		Kick, Back		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Flying Drop		2+ Foot JumpKick		3		d8

		Kick, Flying Front		2+ Foot JumpKick		4		d6

		Kick, Foot Sweep		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Front		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Hook		1 Foot Kick		1		d6

		Kick, Jump		2 Foot JumpKick		2		d6

		Kick, Jumping Axe		2 Foot JumpKick		3		d8

		Kick, Push		2 Foot JumpKick		2		d6

		Kick, Spin		2 Foot Kick		2		d6

		Kick, Spinning Jump		2+ Foot JumpKick		3		d8+2

		Punch, Back Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d4

		Punch, Bolo Uppercut		1 Hand Punch		2		d8+1

		Punch, Double Fist		2 Hand Punch		2		d8

		Punch, Flying Super		1 Hand JumpPunch		3		d10+2

		Punch, Forward Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Punch, Hook Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Punch, Stone Fist		1 Hand Punch		2		d10+1

		Punch, Uppercut Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Strike, Charging		2+ Hand Strike		4		d8+2

		Strike, Finger Beak		1 per 2 Hand Strike		1		d2

		Strike, Front Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d6

		Strike, Hand Knife		1 Hand Strike		1		d4

		Strike, Hand Spear		1 Hand Strike		1		d6

		Strike, Open Hand		1 Hand Strike		1		d10

		Strike, Rear Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d8

		Strike, Side Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d8




		D-WEAP-NAME		D-WEAP-TYPE		D-WEAP-PREREQ		D-WEAP-COMBINE		D-WEAP-EAM		D-WEAP-WAM		D-WEAP-INIT		D-WEAP-ARM		D-WEAP-DMG		D-WEAP-AVDTYPE		D-WEAP-AVDEFF		D-WEAP-USES		D-WEAP-DESC		D-WEAP-COMBAT

		AID COMPANION Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2/Use		1/Use		0		Ally +1		0		MAC% -5%		Negate		1 × per Avail WAM		Weapons Master feints an attack toward an ally's opponent, distracting the opponent, to effect an ARM bonus for the ally. Requires 2 EAM – 1 to move to target and 1 to feint attack. May be used a number of times equal to Weapon Master's WAM. MAC% with scaling penalties allowed to negate.		Distract Target to Give ARM+ to Ally

		AID COMPANION Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2/Use		1/Use		0		Ally +1		0		MAC% -10%		Negate		1 × per Avail WAM		Weapons Master feints an attack toward an ally's opponent, distracting the opponent, to effect an ARM bonus for the ally. Requires 2 EAM – 1 to move to target and 1 to feint attack. May be used a number of times equal to Weapon Master's WAM. MAC% with scaling penalties allowed to negate.		Distract Target to Give ARM+ to Ally

		AID COMPANION Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2/Use		1/Use		0		Ally +2		0		MAC% -15%		Negate		1 × per Avail WAM		Weapons Master feints an attack toward an ally's opponent, distracting the opponent, to effect an ARM bonus for the ally. Requires 2 EAM – 1 to move to target and 1 to feint attack. May be used a number of times equal to Weapon Master's WAM. MAC% with scaling penalties allowed to negate.		Distract Target to Give ARM+ to Ally

		BATTLE READY Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		0		0		+1		0		0		None		None		Automatic		The Weapons Master is alert and keenly observant of the battle field effecting an automatic bonus to his/her Initiative.		Automatic Initiative Bonus

		BATTLE READY Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		0		0		+1		0		0		None		None		Automatic		The Weapons Master is alert and keenly observant of the battle field effecting an automatic bonus to his/her Initiative.		Automatic Initiative Bonus

		BATTLE READY Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		0		0		+1		0		0		None		None		Automatic		The Weapons Master is alert and keenly observant of the battle field effecting an automatic bonus to his/her Initiative.		Automatic Initiative Bonus

		BEHIND THE BACK Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		per Weap		-2		+1		+1		None		None		1 × per Target		The Weapons Master uses a quick slide to move behind the target's back effecting a scaling Initiative penalty/bonus and an ARM and DAMAGE bonus. Backstab damage is not applicable.		Position Shift for DMG/ARM Bonus

		BEHIND THE BACK Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		per Weap		-2		+1		+2		None		None		1 × per Target		The Weapons Master uses a quick slide to move behind the target's back effecting a scaling Initiative penalty/bonus and an ARM and DAMAGE bonus. Backstab damage is not applicable.		Position Shift for DMG/ARM Bonus

		BEHIND THE BACK Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		per Weap		-1		+2		+3		None		None		1 × per Target		The Weapons Master uses a quick slide to move behind the target's back effecting a scaling Initiative penalty/bonus and an ARM and DAMAGE bonus. Backstab damage is not applicable.		Position Shift for DMG/ARM Bonus

		BLUDGEON Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		per Weap		0		0		1/2 DMG		Parry -1		Negate		1× per Combat Round		A successful hit with the flat of a blade, the hilt of a weapon, or other non-edged part of the weapon does ½ damage and causes the target to roll a Physical Avoidance Check (PAC%) on d100 with scaling penalties or be STUNNED for 1-6 rounds based on Mastery Rank. STUNNED: -2 ARM/DEF, -1 INIT, lose all EAM except Avoidance.		Stun d2 Rounds - Half Damage

		BLUDGEON Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		per Weap		0		1		1/2 DMG		Parry -1		Negate		1× per Combat Round		A successful hit with the flat of a blade, the hilt of a weapon, or other non-edged part of the weapon does ½ damage and causes the target to roll a Physical Avoidance Check (PAC%) on d100 with scaling penalties or be STUNNED for 1-6 rounds based on Mastery Rank. STUNNED: -2 ARM/DEF, -1 INIT, lose all EAM except Avoidance.		Stun d2 Rounds - Half Damage

		BLUDGEON Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		per Weap		0		1		1/2 DMG		Parry -2		Negate		1× per Combat Round		A successful hit with the flat of a blade, the hilt of a weapon, or other non-edged part of the weapon does ½ damage and causes the target to roll a Physical Avoidance Check (PAC%) on d100 with scaling penalties or be STUNNED for 1-6 rounds based on Mastery Rank. STUNNED: -2 ARM/DEF, -1 INIT, lose all EAM except Avoidance.		Stun d3 Rounds - Half Damage

		BRAWLER Rank 3		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 per Atk		1 per Atk		-1		-3		1 DMG		Parry -1		Negate		Unlimited		The Weapons Master is proficient with hand-to-hand, fist-fighting, bar room brawling style combat using fists and feet with scaling INITIATIVE and ARM bonuses/penalties. The Weapons Master will receive 1 additional WAM per round for every 10 of his/her Experience Levels. Each Brawler attack will inflict scaling damage (plus normal Mastery Damage bonus).		Bar Room Brawling Fighting

		BRAWLER Rank 4		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 per Atk		1 per Atk		-1		-2		d2		Parry -1		Negate		Unlimited		The Weapons Master is proficient with hand-to-hand, fist-fighting, bar room brawling style combat using fists and feet with scaling INITIATIVE and ARM bonuses/penalties. The Weapons Master will receive 1 additional WAM per round for every 10 of his/her Experience Levels. Each Brawler attack will inflict scaling damage (plus normal Mastery Damage bonus).		Bar Room Brawling Fighting

		BRAWLER Rank 5		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 per Atk		1 per Atk		0		-1		d2+1		Parry -2		Negate		Unlimited		The Weapons Master is proficient with hand-to-hand, fist-fighting, bar room brawling style combat using fists and feet with scaling INITIATIVE and ARM bonuses/penalties. The Weapons Master will receive 1 additional WAM per round for every 10 of his/her Experience Levels. Each Brawler attack will inflict scaling damage (plus normal Mastery Damage bonus).		Bar Room Brawling Fighting

		CHARGE ATTACK Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 + 1/5 ft		per Weap		1/5 ft		+1/5ft		+1/5ft		PAC% -3%		1/2 DMG|No Fall		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master charges to target from 5+ feet away then attacks target with weapon for scaling bonuses to ARM/DMG for every 5 feet of charge (Max 15 feet). Target gets PAC% with scaling penalties. PAC% failure indicates target takes full damange and falls down suffering loss of all WAM and Combat Disadvantage  for remainder of current round while regaining combat ready position. Successful PAC% yields half damage and no fall. Move 5 ft per segment when charging.		Charge for Bonus ARM/DMG

		CHARGE ATTACK Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 + 1/5 ft		per Weap		1/5 ft		+1/5ft		+1/5ft		PAC% -6%		1/2 DMG|No Fall		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master charges to target from 5+ feet away then attacks target with weapon for scaling bonuses to ARM/DMG for every 5 feet of charge (Max 15 feet). Target gets PAC% with scaling penalties. PAC% failure indicates target takes full damange and falls down suffering loss of all WAM and Combat Disadvantage  for remainder of current round while regaining combat ready position. Successful PAC% yields half damage and no fall. Move 5 ft per segment when charging.		Charge for Bonus ARM/DMG

		CHARGE ATTACK Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 + 1/5 ft		per Weap		1/5 ft		+1/5ft		+2/5ft		PAC% -9%		1/2 DMG|No Fall		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master charges to target from 5+ feet away then attacks target with weapon for scaling bonuses to ARM/DMG for every 5 feet of charge (Max 15 feet). Target gets PAC% with scaling penalties. PAC% failure indicates target takes full damange and falls down suffering loss of all WAM and Combat Disadvantage  for remainder of current round while regaining combat ready position. Successful PAC% yields half damage and no fall. Move 5 ft per segment when charging.		Charge for Bonus ARM/DMG

		DEFLECT MISSILE Rank 3		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		-3		0		None		None		Unlimited		Weapons Master uses the weapon-in-hand to deflect an incoming missile attack (arrow, dagger, etc), knocking the missile d20 feet away in a direction of the GameMaster's choosing. Deflect Missile is performed by making a standard parry roll.		Knock Away Incoming Missile

		DEFLECT MISSILE Rank 4		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		-2		0		None		None		Unlimited		Weapons Master uses the weapon-in-hand to deflect an incoming missile attack (arrow, dagger, etc), knocking the missile d20 feet away in a direction of the GameMaster's choosing. Deflect Missile is performed by making a standard parry roll.		Knock Away Incoming Missile

		DEFLECT MISSILE Rank 5		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		-1		0		None		None		Unlimited		Weapons Master uses the weapon-in-hand to deflect an incoming missile attack (arrow, dagger, etc), knocking the missile d20 feet away in a direction of the GameMaster's choosing. Deflect Missile is performed by making a standard parry roll.		Knock Away Incoming Missile

		DISARM ENEMY Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		+1		0		PAC% -3%		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master must make a successful parry with scaling bonuses that targets the enemy's weapon hand and betters the enemy's attack by 2 or more for the Disarm Enemy S+A to be successful. Success causes the enemy to make a successful PAC% with scaling penalties or drop weapon and lose all WAM until in combat ready stance. For example, if a hit of 0 is needed to successfully parry, a hit of -2 or lower forcesa PAC% to disarm the opponent.		Parry to Disarm Target

		DISARM ENEMY Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		+1		0		PAC% -6%		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master must make a successful parry with scaling bonuses that targets the enemy's weapon hand and betters the enemy's attack by 2 or more for the Disarm Enemy S+A to be successful. Success causes the enemy to make a successful PAC% with scaling penalties or drop weapon and lose all WAM until in combat ready stance. For example, if a hit of 0 is needed to successfully parry, a hit of -2 or lower forcesa PAC% to disarm the opponent.		Parry to Disarm Target

		DISARM ENEMY Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		+2		0		PAC% -9%		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master must make a successful parry with scaling bonuses that targets the enemy's weapon hand and betters the enemy's attack by 2 or more for the Disarm Enemy S+A to be successful. Success causes the enemy to make a successful PAC% with scaling penalties or drop weapon and lose all WAM until in combat ready stance. For example, if a hit of 0 is needed to successfully parry, a hit of -2 or lower forcesa PAC% to disarm the opponent.		Parry to Disarm Target

		DUCK & DODGE Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		-2		0		None		None		Unlimited		Weapons Master is able to parry an attack by using a Duck and Dodge maneuver to evade the attack. The Weapons Master must make a standard parry roll to attempt this S+A. The Weapons Master is still in combat ready mode at the end of this action. Attempting this without this S+A incurs a -4 penalty to the parry.		Parry by Duck/Dodge Action

		DUCK & DODGE Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		-1		0		None		None		Unlimited		Weapons Master is able to parry an attack by using a Duck and Dodge maneuver to evade the attack. The Weapons Master must make a standard parry roll to attempt this S+A. The Weapons Master is still in combat ready mode at the end of this action. Attempting this without this S+A incurs a -4 penalty to the parry.		Parry by Duck/Dodge Action

		DUCK & DODGE Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		0		0		None		None		Unlimited		Weapons Master is able to parry an attack by using a Duck and Dodge maneuver to evade the attack. The Weapons Master must make a standard parry roll to attempt this S+A. The Weapons Master is still in combat ready mode at the end of this action. Attempting this without this S+A incurs a -4 penalty to the parry.		Parry by Duck/Dodge Action

		FOCUS STRIKE Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Combine with Precision Strke or Fury Strike		1 per INIT		1		-1 per INIT		+1 per INIT		0		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master holds INIT to focus attack yielding scaling bonus to ARM. Gain +1 for every 1 held INIT with max bonus equal to 1/2 Mastery Rank. Being successfully attacked or failing to attack before end of the combat round results in having to abandon the Focus Strike or start the focus segments over from the beginning. Bonus only applies to 1st attack following the focus segments and expires whehter attack is successful or not.		Hold INIT to Gain ARM Bonus

		FOCUS STRIKE Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Combine with Precision Strke or Fury Strike		1 per INIT		1		-1 per INIT		+1 per INIT		0		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master holds INIT to focus attack yielding scaling bonus to ARM. Gain +1 for every 1 held INIT with max bonus equal to 1/2 Mastery Rank. Being successfully attacked or failing to attack before end of the combat round results in having to abandon the Focus Strike or start the focus segments over from the beginning. Bonus only applies to 1st attack following the focus segments and expires whehter attack is successful or not.		Hold INIT to Gain ARM Bonus

		FOCUS STRIKE Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Combine with Precision Strke or Fury Strike		1 per INIT		1		-1 per INIT		+1 per INIT		0		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master holds INIT to focus attack yielding scaling bonus to ARM. Gain +1 for every 1 held INIT with max bonus equal to 1/2 Mastery Rank. Being successfully attacked or failing to attack before end of the combat round results in having to abandon the Focus Strike or start the focus segments over from the beginning. Bonus only applies to 1st attack following the focus segments and expires whehter attack is successful or not.		Hold INIT to Gain ARM Bonus

		FURY STRIKE Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Combine with Precision Strke or Focus Strike		1 per INIT		1		-1 per INIT		0		+1 per INIT		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master holds INIT to gather strength yielding scaling bonus to DAMAGE. Gain +1 for every 1 held INIT with max bonus equal to 1/2 Mastery Rank. Being successfully attacked or failing to attack before end of the combat round results in abandonment of Fury Strike or start the hold segments over from the beginning. Bonus only applies to 1st attack following the held segments and expires whehter attack is successful or not.		Hold INIT to Gain DMG Bonus

		FURY STRIKE Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Combine with Precision Strke or Focus Strike		1 per INIT		1		-1 per INIT		0		+1 per INIT		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master holds INIT to gather strength yielding scaling bonus to DAMAGE. Gain +1 for every 1 held INIT with max bonus equal to 1/2 Mastery Rank. Being successfully attacked or failing to attack before end of the combat round results in abandonment of Fury Strike or start the hold segments over from the beginning. Bonus only applies to 1st attack following the held segments and expires whehter attack is successful or not.		Hold INIT to Gain DMG Bonus

		FURY STRIKE Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Combine with Precision Strke or Focus Strike		1 per INIT		1		-1 per INIT		0		+1 per INIT		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master holds INIT to gather strength yielding scaling bonus to DAMAGE. Gain +1 for every 1 held INIT with max bonus equal to 1/2 Mastery Rank. Being successfully attacked or failing to attack before end of the combat round results in abandonment of Fury Strike or start the hold segments over from the beginning. Bonus only applies to 1st attack following the held segments and expires whehter attack is successful or not.		Hold INIT to Gain DMG Bonus

		KICKER Rank 3		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 - 3		1 - 3		-2		-2		d3		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master gains 1 extra WAM per combat round for each of his/her 10 Experience Levels. These additional WAM can only be used to kick the enemy with a full leg extension forward kick or a side kick with a scaling ARM bonus depending on Mastery Rank and inflicting scaling damage that ranges from  1 - 12 health points. These kick attacks are in addition to any other WAM during the combat round.		Extra WAM to KICK Target

		KICKER Rank 4		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 - 3		1 - 3		-1		-1		d3+1		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master gains 1 extra WAM per combat round for each of his/her 10 Experience Levels. These additional WAM can only be used to kick the enemy with a full leg extension forward kick or a side kick with a scaling ARM bonus depending on Mastery Rank and inflicting scaling damage that ranges from  1 - 12 health points. These kick attacks are in addition to any other WAM during the combat round.		Extra WAM to KICK Target

		KICKER Rank 5		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 - 3		1 - 3		-1		0		d4+1		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master gains 1 extra WAM per combat round for each of his/her 10 Experience Levels. These additional WAM can only be used to kick the enemy with a full leg extension forward kick or a side kick with a scaling ARM bonus depending on Mastery Rank and inflicting scaling damage that ranges from  1 - 12 health points. These kick attacks are in addition to any other WAM during the combat round.		Extra WAM to KICK Target

		KNOCK OUT WEAPON Rank 3		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		1		-1		-2		d4		PGA -1		Hold Weap		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master targets attack at knuckles of enemy's weapon hand with blunt part of weapon to weaken grip then quickly hits weapon itself sending it flying d4+6 feet away. Enemy must make successful PGA check with scaling penalties to hold onto weapon. If Knock Out is successful, enemy loses all WAM and is at Combat Disadvantage that round and cannot attack again until in Combat Ready Stance no sooner than start of next round.		Know Enemy Weapon up to 10' Away

		KNOCK OUT WEAPON Rank 4		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		1		0		-1		d4		PGA -2		Hold Weap		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master targets attack at knuckles of enemy's weapon hand with blunt part of weapon to weaken grip then quickly hits weapon itself sending it flying d4+6 feet away. Enemy must make successful PGA check with scaling penalties to hold onto weapon. If Knock Out is successful, enemy loses all WAM and is at Combat Disadvantage that round and cannot attack again until in Combat Ready Stance no sooner than start of next round.		Know Enemy Weapon up to 10' Away

		KNOCK OUT WEAPON Rank 5		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		1		0		0		d4		PGA -3		Hold Weap		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master targets attack at knuckles of enemy's weapon hand with blunt part of weapon to weaken grip then quickly hits weapon itself sending it flying d4+6 feet away. Enemy must make successful PGA check with scaling penalties to hold onto weapon. If Knock Out is successful, enemy loses all WAM and is at Combat Disadvantage that round and cannot attack again until in Combat Ready Stance no sooner than start of next round.		Know Enemy Weapon up to 10' Away

		MAJIK BREAKER I Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker II, Majik Breaker III		1		1		0		0		Normal		WIL -1		Cont Cast		1 × per Target		Weapons Master uses initiative sement 1 to verbally taunts spell caster and feints an attack forcing caster to make WIL Check to see if concentration is broken. On segment 2 Weapons Master uses 1 WAM to make melee attack with scaling arm bonus. If the Majik Weaver is still casting, this forces a second WIL check with a scaling penalty. If WIL Chck is successful, he/she continues casting but still takes the damage from the melee attack.		Maj Wvr WIL Penalty + ARM Bonus

		MAJIK BREAKER I Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker II, Majik Breaker III		1		1		0		0		Normal		WIL -2		Cont Cast		1 × per Target		Weapons Master uses initiative sement 1 to verbally taunts spell caster and feints an attack forcing caster to make WIL Check to see if concentration is broken. On segment 2 Weapons Master uses 1 WAM to make melee attack with scaling arm bonus. If the Majik Weaver is still casting, this forces a second WIL check with a scaling penalty. If WIL Chck is successful, he/she continues casting but still takes the damage from the melee attack.		Maj Wvr WIL Penalty + ARM Bonus

		MAJIK BREAKER I Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker II, Majik Breaker III		1		1		0		0		Normal		WIL -3		Cont Cast		1 × per Target		Weapons Master uses initiative sement 1 to verbally taunts spell caster and feints an attack forcing caster to make WIL Check to see if concentration is broken. On segment 2 Weapons Master uses 1 WAM to make melee attack with scaling arm bonus. If the Majik Weaver is still casting, this forces a second WIL check with a scaling penalty. If WIL Chck is successful, he/she continues casting but still takes the damage from the melee attack.		Maj Wvr WIL Penalty + ARM Bonus

		MAJIK BREAKER II Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker I, Majik Breaker III		1		1		0		+1		+1		See MB I		See MB I		1 × per Target		In addition to the benefits of Majik Breaker I, the Weapons Master receives a scaling DAMAGE bonus to his/her melee attack that follows the taunt/feint. 		MB I + DAMAGE Bonus

		MAJIK BREAKER II Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker I, Majik Breaker III		1		1		0		+1		+2		See MB I		See MB I		1 × per Target		In addition to the benefits of Majik Breaker I, the Weapons Master receives a scaling DAMAGE bonus to his/her melee attack that follows the taunt/feint. 		MB I + DAMAGE Bonus

		MAJIK BREAKER II Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker I, Majik Breaker III		1		1		0		+2		+3		See MB I		See MB I		1 × per Target		In addition to the benefits of Majik Breaker I, the Weapons Master receives a scaling DAMAGE bonus to his/her melee attack that follows the taunt/feint. 		MB I + DAMAGE Bonus

		MAJIK BREAKER III Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker I, Majik Breaker II		1		1		0		See MB I		See MB II		See MB I		See MB I		1 × per Target		In addition to MB I and MB II, Weapons Master receives scaling bonus to Avoidance Majik Resistance if the Majik Weaver makes successful WIL check and effects his/her spell.  Bonus only applies to the spell being cast by the Majik Wever being attacked with Majik Breaker by the Weapons Master. Bonus does not apply to any other spells and does not apply to spell effects from Majik Items or innate spell-like abilities.		MB I +MB II + Maj Resist +6%

		MAJIK BREAKER III Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker I, Majik Breaker II		1		1		0		See MB I		See MB II		See MB I		See MB I		1 × per Target		In addition to MB I and MB II, Weapons Master receives scaling bonus to Avoidance Majik Resistance if the Majik Weaver makes successful WIL check and effects his/her spell.  Bonus only applies to the spell being cast by the Majik Wever being attacked with Majik Breaker by the Weapons Master. Bonus does not apply to any other spells and does not apply to spell effects from Majik Items or innate spell-like abilities.		MB I +MB II + Maj Resist +6%

		MAJIK BREAKER III Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker I, Majik Breaker II		1		1		0		See MB I		See MB II		See MB I		See MB I		1 × per Target		In addition to MB I and MB II, Weapons Master receives scaling bonus to Avoidance Majik Resistance if the Majik Weaver makes successful WIL check and effects his/her spell.  Bonus only applies to the spell being cast by the Majik Wever being attacked with Majik Breaker by the Weapons Master. Bonus does not apply to any other spells and does not apply to spell effects from Majik Items or innate spell-like abilities.		MB I +MB II + Maj Resist +6%

		MIGHTY HIT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		1		-1		1		3		Parry -1		Norm DMG		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master steps bak and pulls weapon to max striking distance (causing a -1 INIT), then steps forward to attack with scaling ARM bonus using momentum to gain scaling DAMAGE bonus. If the Weapons Master has more than one WAM per combat round, only the first attack of the round will receive Mighty Hit benefits. Target is allowed Parry with scaling penalties to receive only normal damage instead of Mighty Hit damage. 		Momentum Gives DMG Bonus

		MIGHTY HIT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		1		-1		1		4		Parry -1		Norm DMG		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master steps bak and pulls weapon to max striking distance (causing a -1 INIT), then steps forward to attack with scaling ARM bonus using momentum to gain scaling DAMAGE bonus. If the Weapons Master has more than one WAM per combat round, only the first attack of the round will receive Mighty Hit benefits. Target is allowed Parry with scaling penalties to receive only normal damage instead of Mighty Hit damage. 		Momentum Gives DMG Bonus

		MIGHTY HIT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		1		-1		2		5		Parry -2		Norm DMG		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master steps bak and pulls weapon to max striking distance (causing a -1 INIT), then steps forward to attack with scaling ARM bonus using momentum to gain scaling DAMAGE bonus. If the Weapons Master has more than one WAM per combat round, only the first attack of the round will receive Mighty Hit benefits. Target is allowed Parry with scaling penalties to receive only normal damage instead of Mighty Hit damage. 		Momentum Gives DMG Bonus

		MISSILE & MELEE Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		3		1		-2		-1		+1		Parry -1		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master throws hand-held missile from 5-10 feet then rushes in to make melee attack with scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonuses to both attacks. Missile attack is a free action (does not use any WAM). Melee attack is normal attack and uses 1 WAM. Full combo requires 3 segments (uses 3 EAM) – missile on segment 1, move to the enemy on segment 2, and melee on segment 3. Target gets parry with scaling penalties to negate damage.		1 Msl + 1 Mel Atk Uses 1 WAM

		MISSILE & MELEE Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		3		1		-2		-1		+2		Parry -1		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master throws hand-held missile from 5-10 feet then rushes in to make melee attack with scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonuses to both attacks. Missile attack is a free action (does not use any WAM). Melee attack is normal attack and uses 1 WAM. Full combo requires 3 segments (uses 3 EAM) – missile on segment 1, move to the enemy on segment 2, and melee on segment 3. Target gets parry with scaling penalties to negate damage.		1 Msl + 1 Mel Atk Uses 1 WAM

		MISSILE & MELEE Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		3		1		-1		0		+3		Parry -2		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master throws hand-held missile from 5-10 feet then rushes in to make melee attack with scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonuses to both attacks. Missile attack is a free action (does not use any WAM). Melee attack is normal attack and uses 1 WAM. Full combo requires 3 segments (uses 3 EAM) – missile on segment 1, move to the enemy on segment 2, and melee on segment 3. Target gets parry with scaling penalties to negate damage.		1 Msl + 1 Mel Atk Uses 1 WAM

		MOUNTED COMBAT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		per Weap		per Weap		-1		+1		+1		Parry -1		Negate		While Mounted		Weapons Master has mastered Mounted Combat and can fight proficiently with primary weapon from the back of a mount with scaling modifiers to Initiative, ARM, and Damage while the enemy receives modifiers to parry rolls and suffers Combat Disadvantage. This Skilled + Action is automatically active any time the Weapons Master is sitting atop a mount while engaged in combat.		Use Weapon While Mounted

		MOUNTED COMBAT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		per Weap		per Weap		-1		+1		+1		Parry -1		Negate		While Mounted		Weapons Master has mastered Mounted Combat and can fight proficiently with primary weapon from the back of a mount with scaling modifiers to Initiative, ARM, and Damage while the enemy receives modifiers to parry rolls and suffers Combat Disadvantage. This Skilled + Action is automatically active any time the Weapons Master is sitting atop a mount while engaged in combat.		Use Weapon While Mounted

		MOUNTED COMBAT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		per Weap		per Weap		0		+2		+2		Parry -2		Negate		While Mounted		Weapons Master has mastered Mounted Combat and can fight proficiently with primary weapon from the back of a mount with scaling modifiers to Initiative, ARM, and Damage while the enemy receives modifiers to parry rolls and suffers Combat Disadvantage. This Skilled + Action is automatically active any time the Weapons Master is sitting atop a mount while engaged in combat.		Use Weapon While Mounted

		OUT COLD Rank 3		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		1		0		+1		1/2 Roll Dmg		PGA -1		Neg Effect		Unlimited		Weapons Master uses hilt of weapon for two lightning quick blows (uses only 1 WAM), with scaling ARM bonuses, to target's carotid artery, one on left and one on right. Inflict half normal weapon damage and render target unconscious for a number of rounds equal to 1/2 Weapon Master's Mastery Rank. Target is allowed a PGA check with scaling penalties to negate the Out Cold effect. Any parry attempt by target is at -4 penalty.		Knock Target Unconscious

		OUT COLD Rank 4		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		1		0		+1		1/2 Roll Dmg		PGA -2		Neg Effect		Unlimited		Weapons Master uses hilt of weapon for two lightning quick blows (uses only 1 WAM), with scaling ARM bonuses, to target's carotid artery, one on left and one on right. Inflict half normal weapon damage and render target unconscious for a number of rounds equal to 1/2 Weapon Master's Mastery Rank. Target is allowed a PGA check with scaling penalties to negate the Out Cold effect. Any parry attempt by target is at -4 penalty.		Knock Target Unconscious

		OUT COLD Rank 5		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		1		+1		+2		1/2 Roll Dmg		PGA -3		Neg Effect		Unlimited		Weapons Master uses hilt of weapon for two lightning quick blows (uses only 1 WAM), with scaling ARM bonuses, to target's carotid artery, one on left and one on right. Inflict half normal weapon damage and render target unconscious for a number of rounds equal to 1/2 Weapon Master's Mastery Rank. Target is allowed a PGA check with scaling penalties to negate the Out Cold effect. Any parry attempt by target is at -4 penalty.		Knock Target Unconscious

		PARRY ELITE I Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Parry Elite II		1		0		0		+1		0		None		None		Automatic		The Weapons Master has mastered the art of the parry and parries incoming melee attacks with a scaling bonus. This bonus is automatic and applies to all parries made by the Weapons Master.		Gain ARM Bonus to Parry

		PARRY ELITE I Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Parry Elite II		1		0		0		+2		0		None		None		Automatic		The Weapons Master has mastered the art of the parry and parries incoming melee attacks with a scaling bonus. This bonus is automatic and applies to all parries made by the Weapons Master.		Gain ARM Bonus to Parry

		PARRY ELITE I Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Parry Elite II		1		0		0		+3		0		None		None		Automatic		The Weapons Master has mastered the art of the parry and parries incoming melee attacks with a scaling bonus. This bonus is automatic and applies to all parries made by the Weapons Master.		Gain ARM Bonus to Parry

		PARRY ELITE II Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		Parry Eliite I		Parry Elite I		1		0		0		+1		+1		None		None		Automatic		Weapons Master receives the parry bonus in Parry Elite I as well as an extra Reflex Attack that does not utilize any WAM. The Reflex Attack must be with the weapon-in-hand when the initial parry was made. The Reflex Attack is only available if the Parry Elite is a success and receives the same ARM bonus the initial parry received as well as a scaling DAMAGE bonus. Target is not allowed to parry the Reflex Attack.		Reflex Atk on Parry Success w/ARM +

		PARRY ELITE II Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		Parry Eliite I		Parry Elite I		1		0		0		+2		+1		None		None		Automatic		Weapons Master receives the parry bonus in Parry Elite I as well as an extra Reflex Attack that does not utilize any WAM. The Reflex Attack must be with the weapon-in-hand when the initial parry was made. The Reflex Attack is only available if the Parry Elite is a success and receives the same ARM bonus the initial parry received as well as a scaling DAMAGE bonus. Target is not allowed to parry the Reflex Attack.		Reflex Atk on Parry Success w/ARM +

		PARRY ELITE II Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		Parry Eliite I		Parry Elite I		1		0		0		+3		+2		None		None		Automatic		Weapons Master receives the parry bonus in Parry Elite I as well as an extra Reflex Attack that does not utilize any WAM. The Reflex Attack must be with the weapon-in-hand when the initial parry was made. The Reflex Attack is only available if the Parry Elite is a success and receives the same ARM bonus the initial parry received as well as a scaling DAMAGE bonus. Target is not allowed to parry the Reflex Attack.		Reflex Atk on Parry Success w/ARM +

		PRECISION STRIKE Rank 3		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Focus Strike or Fury Strike		per Weap		per Weap		-2		-3		3		Parry -1		Half DMG		1 × per Combat Round		The Weapons Master targets a specific part or area of the target's body with a better chance to hit than when making a standard called shot and gains scaling ARM and DAMAGE modifiers. A successful Precision Strike has a % chance to cause a minor injury (rolled from the Critical Hit chart) equal to the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank x 2 (rolled on d%). The target is allowed a parry with scaling penalties.		Called Shot with Modifiers

		PRECISION STRIKE Rank 4		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Focus Strike or Fury Strike		per Weap		per Weap		-2		-2		4		Parry -1		Half DMG		1 × per Combat Round		The Weapons Master targets a specific part or area of the target's body with a better chance to hit than when making a standard called shot and gains scaling ARM and DAMAGE modifiers. A successful Precision Strike has a % chance to cause a minor injury (rolled from the Critical Hit chart) equal to the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank x 2 (rolled on d%). The target is allowed a parry with scaling penalties.		Called Shot with Modifiers

		PRECISION STRIKE Rank 5		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Focus Strike or Fury Strike		per Weap		per Weap		-1		-1		5		Parry -2		Half DMG		1 × per Combat Round		The Weapons Master targets a specific part or area of the target's body with a better chance to hit than when making a standard called shot and gains scaling ARM and DAMAGE modifiers. A successful Precision Strike has a % chance to cause a minor injury (rolled from the Critical Hit chart) equal to the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank x 2 (rolled on d%). The target is allowed a parry with scaling penalties.		Called Shot with Modifiers

		REFLEX STRIKE PRO Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		+1		+1		None		None		Automatic		A pro version of a normal reflex attack, when a Weapons Master is attacked by an enemy melee attack, the enemy attack triggers a reflex strike that costs 0 Weapon Master's WAM and gives the Weapon Master's reflex attack a scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonus.		Auto Reflex Atk w/Bonus

		REFLEX STRIKE PRO Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		+1		+1		None		None		Automatic		A pro version of a normal reflex attack, when a Weapons Master is attacked by an enemy melee attack, the enemy attack triggers a reflex strike that costs 0 Weapon Master's WAM and gives the Weapon Master's reflex attack a scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonus.		Auto Reflex Atk w/Bonus

		REFLEX STRIKE PRO Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		+2		+2		None		None		Automatic		A pro version of a normal reflex attack, when a Weapons Master is attacked by an enemy melee attack, the enemy attack triggers a reflex strike that costs 0 Weapon Master's WAM and gives the Weapon Master's reflex attack a scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonus.		Auto Reflex Atk w/Bonus

		SPIN DEFENSE Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1/Seg		0		0		0		0		0		0		Unlimited		Weapons Master rapidly spins weapon-in-hand between him/herself and the enemy yielding a scaling Defense Factor bonus, with a scaling maximum bonus based on Mastery Rank, that lasts as long as the Weapons Master spins weapon. Medium size weapon or larger required. The weapon does not have to be a familiar weapon. Every spin segment uses one EAM (does not use WAM), and he/she must stop the spinning to make an attack.		DEF Bonus +1/Seg MAX = 1

		SPIN DEFENSE Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1/Seg		0		0		0		0		0		0		Unlimited		Weapons Master rapidly spins weapon-in-hand between him/herself and the enemy yielding a scaling Defense Factor bonus, with a scaling maximum bonus based on Mastery Rank, that lasts as long as the Weapons Master spins weapon. Medium size weapon or larger required. The weapon does not have to be a familiar weapon. Every spin segment uses one EAM (does not use WAM), and he/she must stop the spinning to make an attack.		DEF Bonus +1/Seg MAX = 1

		SPIN DEFENSE Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1/Seg		0		0		0		0		0		0		Unlimited		Weapons Master rapidly spins weapon-in-hand between him/herself and the enemy yielding a scaling Defense Factor bonus, with a scaling maximum bonus based on Mastery Rank, that lasts as long as the Weapons Master spins weapon. Medium size weapon or larger required. The weapon does not have to be a familiar weapon. Every spin segment uses one EAM (does not use WAM), and he/she must stop the spinning to make an attack.		DEF Bonus +1/Seg MAX = 2

		SPREAD THE PAIN Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1/Atk		1/Atk		0		+1/Tgt		3		Parry -1		Negate		1 × per 3 Combat Rounds		Weapon Master hits multiple targets in one combat round with scaling ARM/DAMAGE with a flurry of hits and dashes to move from one target to next. Targets must be within 5 feet of one another. Attack sequence = Atk 1 on Seg 1, Move Seg 2, Atk 2 on Seg 3, Move Seg 4, etc. Number of targets only limited by available WAM. Moving from target to target is free action (no EAM). Does not carry to next round. Max Bonus based on Mastery Rank.		Atk Multi Tgt w/Max ARM +3

		SPREAD THE PAIN Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1/Atk		1/Atk		0		+1/Tgt		4		Parry -1		Negate		1 × per 3 Combat Rounds		Weapon Master hits multiple targets in one combat round with scaling ARM/DAMAGE with a flurry of hits and dashes to move from one target to next. Targets must be within 5 feet of one another. Attack sequence = Atk 1 on Seg 1, Move Seg 2, Atk 2 on Seg 3, Move Seg 4, etc. Number of targets only limited by available WAM. Moving from target to target is free action (no EAM). Does not carry to next round. Max Bonus based on Mastery Rank.		Atk Multi Tgt w/Max ARM +4

		SPREAD THE PAIN Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1/Atk		1/Atk		0		+1/Tgt		5		Parry -2		Negate		1 × per 3 Combat Rounds		Weapon Master hits multiple targets in one combat round with scaling ARM/DAMAGE with a flurry of hits and dashes to move from one target to next. Targets must be within 5 feet of one another. Attack sequence = Atk 1 on Seg 1, Move Seg 2, Atk 2 on Seg 3, Move Seg 4, etc. Number of targets only limited by available WAM. Moving from target to target is free action (no EAM). Does not carry to next round. Max Bonus based on Mastery Rank.		Atk Multi Tgt w/Max ARM +5

		THROW WEAPON Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		1		-2		-1		+1		Parry -2		Half DMG		1 × per Combat Enctr		Weapon Master is able to throw the non-missile-weapon-in-hand at a target a distance in feet equal to his/her Strength (STR) × 2 for with a scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonus. In addition, the target suffers a penalty to any attempt to parry the thrown weapon. A successful parry does not negate the attack but yields half damage to the target.		Throw Melee Weap for Bonus

		THROW WEAPON Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		1		-2		0		+2		Parry -2		Half DMG		1 × per Combat Enctr		Weapon Master is able to throw the non-missile-weapon-in-hand at a target a distance in feet equal to his/her Strength (STR) × 2 for with a scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonus. In addition, the target suffers a penalty to any attempt to parry the thrown weapon. A successful parry does not negate the attack but yields half damage to the target.		Throw Melee Weap for Bonus

		THROW WEAPON Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		1		-1		1		+3		Parry -3		Half DMG		1 × per Combat Enctr		Weapon Master is able to throw the non-missile-weapon-in-hand at a target a distance in feet equal to his/her Strength (STR) × 2 for with a scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonus. In addition, the target suffers a penalty to any attempt to parry the thrown weapon. A successful parry does not negate the attack but yields half damage to the target.		Throw Melee Weap for Bonus

		VICIOUS CRIT I Rank 3		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Replaced by Vicious Crit II		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		When the Weapons Master rolls a Critical Hit, the minimum Critical Hit damage is maximum weapon damage × 2 (a roll of 10 or less on the Critical Hit Chart). If the Critical Hit damage rolled is less than maximum weapon damage × 2 (11 or 12 on the Critical it Chart), no re-roll is required, simply change the Critical Hit damage to the appropriate amount.		Increased Crit Hit Minimum

		VICIOUS CRIT I Rank 4		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Replaced by Vicious Crit II		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		When the Weapons Master rolls a Critical Hit, the minimum Critical Hit damage is maximum weapon damage × 2 (a roll of 10 or less on the Critical Hit Chart). If the Critical Hit damage rolled is less than maximum weapon damage × 2 (11 or 12 on the Critical it Chart), no re-roll is required, simply change the Critical Hit damage to the appropriate amount.		Increased Crit Hit Minimum

		VICIOUS CRIT I Rank 5		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Replaced by Vicious Crit II		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		When the Weapons Master rolls a Critical Hit, the minimum Critical Hit damage is maximum weapon damage × 2 (a roll of 10 or less on the Critical Hit Chart). If the Critical Hit damage rolled is less than maximum weapon damage × 2 (11 or 12 on the Critical it Chart), no re-roll is required, simply change the Critical Hit damage to the appropriate amount.		Increased Crit Hit Minimum

		VICIOUS CRIT II Rank 3		PRECISION		Vicious Crit I		Replaced by Vicious Crit III		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		Minimum Critical Hit damage is maximum weapon damage × 2 plus the rolled weapon damage (a roll of 8 or less on the Critical Hit chart) plus chance, equal to the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank x 2 to automatically cause a Minor Injury (roll on Critical Hit Chart). If the damage rolled is less than maximum weapon damage × 2 (9-12 on the Critical Hit Chart), no re-roll is required, simply change the Critical Hit damage to the appropriate amount.		Inc Crit Hit Min + Poss Injury

		VICIOUS CRIT II Rank 4		PRECISION		Vicious Crit I		Replaced by Vicious Crit III		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		Minimum Critical Hit damage is maximum weapon damage × 2 plus the rolled weapon damage (a roll of 8 or less on the Critical Hit chart) plus chance, equal to the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank x 2 to automatically cause a Minor Injury (roll on Critical Hit Chart). If the damage rolled is less than maximum weapon damage × 2 (9-12 on the Critical Hit Chart), no re-roll is required, simply change the Critical Hit damage to the appropriate amount.		Inc Crit Hit Min + Poss Injury

		VICIOUS CRIT II Rank 5		PRECISION		Vicious Crit I		Replaced by Vicious Crit III		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		Minimum Critical Hit damage is maximum weapon damage × 2 plus the rolled weapon damage (a roll of 8 or less on the Critical Hit chart) plus chance, equal to the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank x 2 to automatically cause a Minor Injury (roll on Critical Hit Chart). If the damage rolled is less than maximum weapon damage × 2 (9-12 on the Critical Hit Chart), no re-roll is required, simply change the Critical Hit damage to the appropriate amount.		Inc Crit Hit Min + Poss Injury

		VICIOUS CRIT III Rank 3		PRECISION		Vicious Crit I, Vicious Crit II		Replaces Vicious Crit I-II		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		When the Weapons Master rolls a Critical Hit, the minimum Critical Hit reduces the enemy Health Points to 10 and roll a MINOR injury. The d12 Critical Hit roll is not needed. If enemy health is already 10 or lower, reduce HP to 2. If already at 2 or lower, the enemy dies.		Inc Crit Hit Min + Auto Minor Inj

		VICIOUS CRIT III Rank 4		PRECISION		Vicious Crit I, Vicious Crit II		Replaces Vicious Crit I-II		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		When the Weapons Master rolls a Critical Hit, the minimum Critical Hit reduces the enemy Health Points to 10 and roll a MINOR injury. The d12 Critical Hit roll is not needed. If enemy health is already 10 or lower, reduce HP to 2. If already at 2 or lower, the enemy dies.		Inc Crit Hit Min + Auto Minor Inj

		VICIOUS CRIT III Rank 5		PRECISION		Vicious Crit I, Vicious Crit II		Replaces Vicious Crit I-II		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		When the Weapons Master rolls a Critical Hit, the minimum Critical Hit reduces the enemy Health Points to 10 and roll a MINOR injury. The d12 Critical Hit roll is not needed. If enemy health is already 10 or lower, reduce HP to 2. If already at 2 or lower, the enemy dies.		Inc Crit Hit Min + Auto Minor Inj

		WEAPON FLURRY Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		All EAM		All WAM		-2		-3		+1		Parry -1		Negate		1 × per Combat Enctr		Weapons Master gains surge of battle energy to double WAM for one combat round. Each hit during the S+A round receives a bonus to ARM and Damage depending on Mastery Rank. Does not carry over into the next round, therefore ALL WAM must be used during the combat round in which Weapon Flurry is activated. Critical Hits and Epic Fumbles only apply to the first attack in a Weapon Flurry. In addition, Epic Fumbles negate the S+A.		Double WAM for 1 round

		WEAPON FLURRY Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		All EAM		All WAM		-1		-2		+1		Parry -1		Negate		1 × per Combat Enctr		Weapons Master gains surge of battle energy to double WAM for one combat round. Each hit during the S+A round receives a bonus to ARM and Damage depending on Mastery Rank. Does not carry over into the next round, therefore ALL WAM must be used during the combat round in which Weapon Flurry is activated. Critical Hits and Epic Fumbles only apply to the first attack in a Weapon Flurry. In addition, Epic Fumbles negate the S+A.		Double WAM for 1 round

		WEAPON FLURRY Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		All EAM		All WAM		0		-1		+2		Parry -2		Negate		1 × per Combat Enctr		Weapons Master gains surge of battle energy to double WAM for one combat round. Each hit during the S+A round receives a bonus to ARM and Damage depending on Mastery Rank. Does not carry over into the next round, therefore ALL WAM must be used during the combat round in which Weapon Flurry is activated. Critical Hits and Epic Fumbles only apply to the first attack in a Weapon Flurry. In addition, Epic Fumbles negate the S+A.		Double WAM for 1 round

		WRAP AROUND Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		per Weap		per Weap		-1		-3		d3		PAC% -3%		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master is adept at wrapping a flexible weapon  (such as a whip, a chain, a keusárégáma, etc), around an item or person. The Weapons Master gains a bonus to ARM depending on Mastery Rank. If the target is a person, the target is allowed a PAC% check with a penalty, depending on the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank, to negate the Wrap-Around. A wrapped item or person should be treated as if bound by non-majikal means.		Bind Tgt w/Flexible Weapon

		WRAP AROUND Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		per Weap		per Weap		-1		-2		d3+1		PAC% -6%		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master is adept at wrapping a flexible weapon  (such as a whip, a chain, a keusárégáma, etc), around an item or person. The Weapons Master gains a bonus to ARM depending on Mastery Rank. If the target is a person, the target is allowed a PAC% check with a penalty, depending on the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank, to negate the Wrap-Around. A wrapped item or person should be treated as if bound by non-majikal means.		Bind Tgt w/Flexible Weapon

		WRAP AROUND Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		per Weap		per Weap		0		-1		d4+1		PAC% -9%		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master is adept at wrapping a flexible weapon  (such as a whip, a chain, a keusárégáma, etc), around an item or person. The Weapons Master gains a bonus to ARM depending on Mastery Rank. If the target is a person, the target is allowed a PAC% check with a penalty, depending on the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank, to negate the Wrap-Around. A wrapped item or person should be treated as if bound by non-majikal means.		Bind Tgt w/Flexible Weapon




		WEAP_MIS_A		WEAP_MIS_QTY_A		WEAP_MIS_WAM_REQD_A		WEAP_MIS-RANGE-MAX_A		WEAP_MIS-RANGE-UNIT_A		WEAP_MIS_DMG_TOT_A

		Select A Missile Weapon		0		0		0		0		0

		Axe, Battle (Double Edged)		1		1		STR × 2		Max ÷ 2		d10

		Axe, Battle (Single Edged)		1		1		STR × 2		Max ÷ 2		d8

		Axe, Hand/throwing		2		1		75		15		d6

		Axe, Mákéwáré		2		1		STR × 2		Max ÷ 2		2d4

		Axe, Two-handed		1		1		STR × 2		Max ÷ 2		2d3

		Axe, Wárékomé		1		1		75		15		2d2

		Bolas, Two Ball		2		1		300		60		d4

		Bolas, Two Ball Spiked		2		1		300		60		d4

		Boomerang		2		1		200		40		d3

		Bottle/Vial/Jar/Clay Pot/etc.		2		1		50		10		1

		Chakram		1		1		250		50		d4

		Club		1		1		100		20		d4

		Club, Great		1		1		75		15		d6

		Club, Tetsúbo		1		1		125		25		2d3

		Cudgel		1		1		100		20		d4

		Dagger		2		1		50		10		d4

		Dagger, Curved		2		1		50		10		d4

		Dagger, Push		2		1		50		10		d4

		Dagger, Serrated		2		1		50		10		d6

		Dagger, Stiletto		2		1		50		10		d4

		Dagger. Parrying		2		1		50		10		d4

		Dart (20), Hand		20		1		25		5		d2

		Dart (50) (Barbed), Blow		50		1		PGA × 2		PGA × 2		d2

		Dart (50) (Barbed), Hand		50		1		25		5		d3

		Dart (50), Blow		50		1		PGA × 2		PGA × 2		1

		Fire, Combustible Based		1		1		Varies		Varies		d4

		Fire, Oil Based		1		1		Varies		Varies		d6

		Grappling Hook 120'		1		1		120		24		d2

		Hammer (Throwing)		2		1		100		20		d4

		Hammer, Melon		1		1		100		20		d4

		Hammer, Sledge 		1		1		STR × 2		Max ÷ 2		d6

		Hammer, War		1		1		50		10		d8

		Hammer, War (2 Handed)		1		1		STR × 2		Max ÷ 2		d10

		Harpoon		1		1		180		36		d8

		Hatchet		2		1		125		25		2d2

		Javelin		1		1		150		30		d8

		Kaltráp (15 Medium)		15		1		25		5		2d3

		Kaltráp (30 Small)		30		1		50		10		4d2

		Kaltráp (6 Large)		6		1		10		2		d4

		Káma Blade		2		1		75		- - -		d6

		Keusárégáma 		1		1		5		0		d6+d4

		Knife		2		1		50		10		d4

		Knife, Keukré		2		1		50		10		d6

		Knife, Tanto		2		1		50		10		d4

		Knife, Throwing (2)		2		1		50		10		d2

		Mace, Double		1		1		5		0		2d4

		Mace, Heavy		1		1		5		0		d8

		Mace, Light		1		1		5		0		d6

		Rock (Large)		1		1		2		50		d6

		Rock (Medium)		1		1		1		100		d4

		Rock (Small)		2		1		1		75		d3

		Shurikýn (2 per Attack)		12		1		60		12		d4

		Spear (Long)		1		1		200		40		d6

		Spear (One-handed)		1		1		250		50		d6

		Spear (Short) 		1		1				0		d6

		Spear (Two-handed)		1		1		100		20		d8

		Spear, Angon		1		1		250		50		d6

		Spear, Deum		1		1		250		50		2d4

		Spear, Nagi'Yáré		1		1		250		50		d6+1

		Spear, Serrated		1		1		250		50		3d3

		Sticks, Eskrýma		2		1		75		- - -		d4

		Tonfá Blades		2		1		100		20		d6

		Tonfá Sticks		2		1		75		15		d4

		Trident		1		1		100		20		d6

		Trident, Two-handed		1		1		75		15		d8




		WEAP_MEL_ATK_D		WEAP_MEL_WAM_D		WEAP_MEL_DMG_D

				0		0

		Axe, Battle (Double Edged)		1		d10

		Axe, Battle (Single Edged)		1		d8

		Axe, Hand/throwing		1		d6

		Axe, Mákéwáré		1		2d4

		Axe, Two-handed		1		2d3

		Axe, Wárékomé		1		2d2

		Brass Knuckles		1		d2

		Club		1		d4

		Club, Great		1		d6

		Club, Tetsúbo		1		2d3

		Cudgel		1		d4

		Dagger		1		d4

		Dagger, Curved		1		d4

		Dagger, Punch		1		d4

		Dagger, Push		1		d4

		Dagger, Serrated		1		d6

		Dagger, Stiletto		1		d4

		Dagger. Parrying		1		d4

		Dart (20), Hand		1		d2

		Dart (50) (Barbed), Hand		1		d3

		Fist, Gauntlet		1		d4

		Fist, Unarmed		1		d3

		Flail		1		d4

		Flail, Bladed		1		d8

		Flail, Spiked		1		d6

		Flat of Blade (LG Weapons)		1		d6

		Flat of Blade (MD Weapons)		1		d4

		Flat of Blade (SM) Weapons)		1		d2

		Fork, Pitch		1		d6

		Fork, Tiger (Long)		1		d6

		Fork, Tiger (Short)		1		d6

		Fork, War (Long)		1		d4

		Fork, War (Short)		1		d4

		Gaff/Hook		1		d3

		Garrott Wire		1		d10

		Grappling Hook 120'		1		d2

		Hammer (Throwing)		1		d4

		Hammer, Melon		1		d4

		Hammer, Sledge 		1		d6

		Hammer, War		1		d8

		Hammer, War (2 Handed)		1		d10

		Harpoon		1		d8

		Hatchet		1		2d2

		Hilt of Large Weapon		1		d6

		Hilt of Medium Weapon		1		d4

		Hilt of Small Weapon		1		d2

		Javelin		1		d8

		Jité Rod		1		d3

		Káma Blade		1		d6

		Keusárégáma 		1		d6+d4

		Knife		1		d4

		Knife, Keukré		1		d6

		Knife, Tanto		1		d4

		Lance, Heavy		1		d12

		Lance, Light		1		d8

		Lance, Medium		1		d10

		Lasso		1		0

		Machete		1		d6

		Mancatcher		1		1

		Maul		1		2d4

		Morningstar		1		d6

		Net		1		Special

		Nuncháku		1		d4

		Pick, Heavy		1		d8

		Pick, Light		1		d6

		Pipe, Máché'Kánshésha		2		Special

		Polearm, Bardiche		1		d8

		Polearm, Fauchard		1		d8

		Polearm, Glaive		1		d8

		Polearm, Halberd		1		d8

		Polearm, Pike		1		d10

		Polearm, Pilum		1		d6

		Polearm, Ranseur		1		d6

		Polearm, Spetum		1		d6

		Pry bar		1		d4

		Rake, Keumádé		1		d4

		Rock (Large)		1		d6

		Rock (Medium)		1		d4

		Rock (Small)		1		d3

		Rod, Chéjéréké		1		2d4

		Sai		1		d6

		Sap   		1		d2

		Scourge		1		2d4

		Scythe		1		d6

		Shobo Sticks (2)		1		d2

		Shovel		1		d4

		Sickle		1		d4

		Spear (Long)		1		d6

		Spear (One-handed)		1		d6

		Spear (Short) 		1		d6

		Spear (Two-handed)		1		d8

		Spear, Angon		1		d6

		Spear, Deum		1		2d4

		Spear, Nagi'Yáré		1		d6+1

		Spear, Serrated		1		3d3

		Staff, 3 Part		1		d6

		Staff, Bladed (Double)		1		d8

		Staff, Bladed (Single)		1		d8

		Staff, Flute (Long)		1		d6

		Staff, Flute (Short)		1		d4

		Staff, Long (QuarterStaff)		1		d6

		Staff, Metal Cap (Blunt)		- -		+1

		Staff, Metal Cap (Clawed)		- -		+3

		Staff, Metal Cap (Point)		- -		+2

		Staff, Short (BoStaff)		1		d6

		Sticks, Eskrýma		1		d4

		Swofd, Nagénáta		1		d8+1

		Sword, Bastard		1		d10

		Sword, Bastard (Two-handed) 1		1		d12

		Sword, Broad		1		d10

		Sword, Butterfly		1		d6

		Sword, Claymore		1		d12

		Sword, Cutlass		1		d8

		Sword, Dádao		1		d6

		Sword, Falchion		1		d8

		Sword, Great		1		d10

		Sword, Kátána		1		2d4

		Sword, Kopesh		1		d8

		Sword, Kopesh Two-Handed 		1		d10

		Sword, Serrated Long		1		d10

		Sword, Long		1		d8

		Sword, Rapier		1		d8

		Sword, Sabre		1		d8

		Sword, Sápára		1		d8

		Sword, Serrated Scimitar		1		d10

		Sword, Scimitar		1		d8

		Sword, Shávona		1		d8

		Sword, Short		1		d6

		Sword, Two-handed		1		d10

		Sword, Wákézáshé		1		2d3

		Thimbles, Neko'Té (5)		1		3d2

		Tiger Claws (2)		1		d6

		Tonfá Blades		1		d6

		Tonfá Sticks		1		d4

		Trident		1		d6

		Trident, Two-handed		1		d8

		War Fan (2)		1		d4

		Whip		1		d4

		Whip, Barbed		1		3d2

		Whip, Multi		1		3d3




		WEAPON_MISSILE02		DMG_NOMAST_MIS02

		Arrow (1), Corded 120'		d4

		Arrow (1), Grappling 120'		d3

		Arrow, Barbed 		d8

		Arrow, Blunt		d2

		Arrow, Bodkin 		d3

		Arrow, Broadhead		d4

		Arrow, Crescent		d3

		Arrow, Leafblade		d6

		Arrow, Longleaf		d6

		Arrow, Notched		d6

		Arrow, Serrated		d8

		Arrow, Spearhead		d4

		Arrow, Spined		d10

		Arrow, Teardrop		d4

		Arrow, Waisted		d8

		Axe, Battle (Double Edged)		d10

		Axe, Battle (Single Edged)		d8

		Axe, Hand/throwing		d6

		Axe, Mákéwáré		2d4

		Axe, Two-handed		2d3

		Axe, Wárékomé		2d2

		Blowgun		0

		Bolas, Two Ball		d4

		Bolas, Two Ball Spiked		d4

		Bolt/Quarrel, Barbed		d8

		Bolt/Quarrel, Blunt		d4

		Bolt/Quarrel, Broadhead		d6

		Boomerang		d3

		Bottle/Vial/Jar/Clay Pot/etc.		1

		Chakram		d4

		Club		d4

		Club, Great		d6

		Club, Tetsúbo		2d3

		Cudgel		d4

		Dagger		d4

		Dagger, Curved		d4

		Dagger, Push		d4

		Dagger, Serrated		d6

		Dagger, Stiletto		d4

		Dagger. Parrying		d4

		Dart (20), Hand		d2

		Dart (50) (Barbed), Blow		d2

		Dart (50) (Barbed), Hand		d3

		Dart (50), Blow		1

		Fire, Combustible Based		d4

		Fire, Oil Based		d6

		Grappling Hook 120'		d2

		Hammer (Throwing)		d4

		Hammer, Melon		d4

		Hammer, Sledge 		d6

		Hammer, War		d8

		Hammer, War (2 Handed)		d10

		Harpoon		d8

		Hatchet		2d2

		Javelin		d8

		Kaltráp (15 Medium)		2d3

		Kaltráp (30 Small)		4d2

		Kaltráp (6 Large)		d4

		Káma Blade		d6

		Keusárégáma 		d6+d4

		Knife		d4

		Knife, Keukré		d6

		Knife, Tanto		d4

		Knife, Throwing (2)		d2

		Mace, Double		2d4

		Mace, Heavy		d8

		Mace, Light		d6

		Rock (Large)		d6

		Rock (Medium)		d4

		Rock (Small)		d3

		Shurikýn (2 per Attack)		d4

		Sling Pellet, Blunt		d2

		Sling Pellet, Spiked		d3

		Spear (Long)		d6

		Spear (One-handed)		d6

		Spear (Short) 		d6

		Spear (Two-handed)		d8

		Spear, Angon		d6

		Spear, Deum		2d4

		Spear, Nagi'Yáré		d6+1

		Spear, Serrated		3d3

		Sticks, Eskrýma		d4

		Tonfá Blades		d6

		Tonfá Sticks		d4

		Trident		d6

		Trident, Two-handed		d8
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		Mountain Dward		2		1				-1		1														-1						-2								0		Lumivision		240		1		0		Dwarish		Mountain

		High Elf						1		1				1				-1				-1										-1								0		Lumivision		150		0		1		Elvish		High

		Moon Elf		-2		-1						-2				2				1				1						1										0		Lumivision		240		0		1		Elvish		Moon

		Sand Elf				1		1				1						-1		-1								-1												0		Lumivision		150		1		0		Elvish		Sand

		Sky Elf		1		1						-2				1												1				-2								0		Lumivision		240		0		1		Elvish		Sky

		Wood Elf		1				2		1						-1		-1						-1				-1												0		Lumivision		240		0		1		Elvish		Wood

		Rock Gnome		1		1				2		1				-2												-1		-1				-1						0		Lumivision		150		0		1		Gnomish		Rock

		Hairfoot Halfling		-2				1		1								2								-1								-1						0		Lumivision		150		1		0		Halfling		Hairfoot		

		Bábora Human		2		1						1														-1				-2		-1								0		Normal		N/A		1		0		Kaendoran		Bábora

		Daelkýn Human		1				-1				1								-1								1								-1				0		Normal		N/A		1		0		Kaendoran		Daelkýn

		Gýnto Human																				-1				1		-1		-1		1				1				0		Normal		N/A		0		1		Kaendoran		Gýnto

		Keuntár Human		-1		1		1		2		-1										1				-1				-1		-1								0		Normal		N/A		1		0		Kaendoran		Keuntár

		Mýnotár Anthropomorph		3		1						1				-1														-2				-1		-1				0		Lumivision		150		1		0		Kaendoran		Mýnotár

		Wairýn Anthropomorph				1		1		2		-1		1				-1						-1						-1				-1						0		Lumivision		300		0		1		Kaendoran		Wairýn

		Plains Kobolds						1		1										1				-1								-1		-1						0		Lumivision		150		0		1		Kobrosh		Plains

		Brursár Anthropomorph		2		1		-1		-2		1										1		-1						-1										0		Lumivision		150		1		0		Kaendoran Brursár




		WEAP_MEL_ATK_E		WEAP_MEL_WAM_E		WEAP_MEL_EMG_E

				0		0

		Axe, Battle (Double Edged)		1		d10

		Axe, Battle (Single Edged)		1		d8

		Axe, Hand/throwing		1		d6

		Axe, Mákéwáré		1		2d4

		Axe, Two-handed		1		2d3

		Axe, Wárékomé		1		2d2

		Brass Knuckles		1		d2

		Club		1		d4

		Club, Great		1		d6

		Club, Tetsúbo		1		2d3

		Cudgel		1		d4

		Dagger		1		d4

		Dagger, Curved		1		d4

		Dagger, Punch		1		d4

		Dagger, Push		1		d4

		Dagger, Serrated		1		d6

		Dagger, Stiletto		1		d4

		Dagger. Parrying		1		d4

		Dart (20), Hand		1		d2

		Dart (50) (Barbed), Hand		1		d3

		Fist, Gauntlet		1		d4

		Fist, Unarmed		1		d3

		Flail		1		d4

		Flail, Bladed		1		d8

		Flail, Spiked		1		d6

		Flat of Blade (LG Weapons)		1		d6

		Flat of Blade (MD Weapons)		1		d4

		Flat of Blade (SM) Weapons)		1		d2

		Fork, Pitch		1		d6

		Fork, Tiger (Long)		1		d6

		Fork, Tiger (Short)		1		d6

		Fork, War (Long)		1		d4

		Fork, War (Short)		1		d4

		Gaff/Hook		1		d3

		Garrott Wire		1		d10

		Grappling Hook 120'		1		d2

		Hammer (Throwing)		1		d4

		Hammer, Melon		1		d4

		Hammer, Sledge 		1		d6

		Hammer, War		1		d8

		Hammer, War (2 Handed)		1		d10

		Harpoon		1		d8

		Hatchet		1		2d2

		Hilt of Large Weapon		1		d6

		Hilt of Medium Weapon		1		d4

		Hilt of Small Weapon		1		d2

		Javelin		1		d8

		Jité Rod		1		d3

		Káma Blade		1		d6

		Keusárégáma 		1		d6+d4

		Knife		1		d4

		Knife, Keukré		1		d6

		Knife, Tanto		1		d4

		Lance, Heavy		1		d12

		Lance, Light		1		d8

		Lance, Medium		1		d10

		Lasso		1		0

		Machete		1		d6

		Mancatcher		1		1

		Maul		1		2d4

		Morningstar		1		d6

		Net		1		Special

		Nuncháku		1		d4

		Pick, Heavy		1		d8

		Pick, Light		1		d6

		Pipe, Máché'Kánshésha		2		Special

		Polearm, Bardiche		1		d8

		Polearm, Fauchard		1		d8

		Polearm, Glaive		1		d8

		Polearm, Halberd		1		d8

		Polearm, Pike		1		d10

		Polearm, Pilum		1		d6

		Polearm, Ranseur		1		d6

		Polearm, Spetum		1		d6

		Pry bar		1		d4

		Rake, Keumádé		1		d4

		Rock (Large)		1		d6

		Rock (Medium)		1		d4

		Rock (Small)		1		d3

		Rod, Chéjéréké		1		2d4

		Sai		1		d6

		Sap   		1		d2

		Scourge		1		2d4

		Scythe		1		d6

		Shobo Sticks (2)		1		d2

		Shovel		1		d4

		Sickle		1		d4

		Spear (Long)		1		d6

		Spear (One-handed)		1		d6

		Spear (Short) 		1		d6

		Spear (Two-handed)		1		d8

		Spear, Angon		1		d6

		Spear, Deum		1		2d4

		Spear, Nagi'Yáré		1		d6+1

		Spear, Serrated		1		3d3

		Staff, 3 Part		1		d6

		Staff, Bladed (Double)		1		d8

		Staff, Bladed (Single)		1		d8

		Staff, Flute (Long)		1		d6

		Staff, Flute (Short)		1		d4

		Staff, Long (QuarterStaff)		1		d6

		Staff, Metal Cap (Blunt)		- -		+1

		Staff, Metal Cap (Clawed)		- -		+3

		Staff, Metal Cap (Point)		- -		+2

		Staff, Short (BoStaff)		1		d6

		Sticks, Eskrýma		1		d4

		Swofd, Nagénáta		1		d8+1

		Sword, Bastard		1		d10

		Sword, Bastard (Two-handed) 1		1		d12

		Sword, Broad		1		d10

		Sword, Butterfly		1		d6

		Sword, Claymore		1		d12

		Sword, Cutlass		1		d8

		Sword, Dádao		1		d6

		Sword, Falchion		1		d8

		Sword, Great		1		d10

		Sword, Kátána		1		2d4

		Sword, Kopesh		1		d8

		Sword, Kopesh Two-Handed 		1		d10

		Sword, Serrated Long		1		d10

		Sword, Long		1		d8

		Sword, Rapier		1		d8

		Sword, Sabre		1		d8

		Sword, Sápára		1		d8

		Sword, Serrated Scimitar		1		d10

		Sword, Scimitar		1		d8

		Sword, Shávona		1		d8

		Sword, Short		1		d6

		Sword, Two-handed		1		d10

		Sword, Wákézáshé		1		2d3

		Thimbles, Neko'Té (5)		1		3d2

		Tiger Claws (2)		1		d6

		Tonfá Blades		1		d6

		Tonfá Sticks		1		d4

		Trident		1		d6

		Trident, Two-handed		1		d8

		War Fan (2)		1		d4

		Whip		1		d4

		Whip, Barbed		1		3d2

		Whip, Multi		1		3d3




ARCH_BOW_C	ARCH_BOW_WAM_REQD_C	ARCH_BOW_RANGE_MAX_C	ARCH_BOW_RANGE_UNIT_C
Bow, Composite Long	1W/2E	150	30
Bow, Recurve Long	1W/2E	200	40
Bow, Recurve Short	1W/2E	125	25
Bow, Composite Short	1W/2E	100	20
Bow, Double Curve Long	1W/2E	120	24
Bow, Double Curve Short	1W/2E	75	15
Bow, Horse (Mohuran)	1W/2E	30	6
Bow, Long	1W/2E	90	18
Bow, Short	1W/2E	60	12



		TNAZ_ATK_D		TNAZ_FORM_D		TNAZ_WAM_D		TNAZ_DMG_D

		Clap, Ear Thunder		2 Hand Strike		2		d4+St

		Combo Attack		Varies		Varies		Varies

		Kick, Axe		1 Foot Kick		2		d6

		Kick, Back		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Flying Drop		2+ Foot JumpKick		3		d8

		Kick, Flying Front		2+ Foot JumpKick		4		d6

		Kick, Foot Sweep		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Front		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Hook		1 Foot Kick		1		d6

		Kick, Jump		2 Foot JumpKick		2		d6

		Kick, Jumping Axe		2 Foot JumpKick		3		d8

		Kick, Push		2 Foot JumpKick		2		d6

		Kick, Spin		2 Foot Kick		2		d6

		Kick, Spinning Jump		2+ Foot JumpKick		3		d8+2

		Punch, Back Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d4

		Punch, Bolo Uppercut		1 Hand Punch		2		d8+1

		Punch, Double Fist		2 Hand Punch		2		d8

		Punch, Flying Super		1 Hand JumpPunch		3		d10+2

		Punch, Forward Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Punch, Hook Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Punch, Stone Fist		1 Hand Punch		2		d10+1

		Punch, Uppercut Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Strike, Charging		2+ Hand Strike		4		d8+2

		Strike, Finger Beak		1 per 2 Hand Strike		1		d2

		Strike, Front Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d6

		Strike, Hand Knife		1 Hand Strike		1		d4

		Strike, Hand Spear		1 Hand Strike		1		d6

		Strike, Open Hand		1 Hand Strike		1		d10

		Strike, Rear Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d8

		Strike, Side Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d8




		STAFF_ATK_C		STAFF_HANDS_C		STAFF_WAM_C		STAFF_DMG_C

		Snap, Forward		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Rear		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side High		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side Low		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Strike, Forward 45°		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Strike, Overhead 180°		2 Hands		3		d12+2+

		Strike, Overhead 360°		2 Hands		4		d12+3+

		Strike, Overhead 90°		2 Hands		2		d10+1+

		Sweep, Back		2 Hands		1		d6+

		Sweep, Full		2 Hands		2		d6+2+

		Sweep, Full Counter		2 Hands		2		d6+1+

		Sweep, Side		2 Hands		1		d6+1+

		Sweep, Side Counter		2 Hands		1		d6+

		Swing, Loin Cruncher		2 Hands		2		d12+4+

		Swing, Low		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Swing, Low		1 Hands		1		d8+

		Swing, Side		1 Hands		1		d8+

		Swing, Side		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Swing, Upward		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Downward		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Forward		2 Hands		1		d8+1+

		Thrust, Rear		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Side		2 Hands		1		d8+1+

		Thrust, Upward		2 Hands		1		d8+




ARCH_BOW_B	ARCH_BOW_WAM_REQD_B	ARCH_BOW_RANGE_MAX_B	ARCH_BOW_RANGE_UNIT_B
Bow, Composite Long	1W/2E	150	30
Bow, Recurve Long	1W/2E	200	40
Bow, Recurve Short	1W/2E	125	25
Bow, Composite Short	1W/2E	100	20
Bow, Double Curve Long	1W/2E	120	24
Bow, Double Curve Short	1W/2E	75	15
Bow, Horse (Mohuran)	1W/2E	30	6
Bow, Long	1W/2E	90	18
Bow, Short	1W/2E	60	12



		SHIELD		SHIELD_DEF_BASE

		No Shield		0

		Buckler Shield (BRZ)		1

		Buckler Shield (CHR)		1

		Buckler Shield (STL)		1

		Buckler Shield (TIT)		1

		Buckler Shield (TUN)		1

		Buckler Shield (WnL)		1

		Buckler Shield (WOD)		1

		Coffin Shield (BRZ)		2

		Coffin Shield (CHR)		2

		Coffin Shield (STL)		2

		Coffin Shield (TIT)		2

		Coffin Shield (TUN)		2

		Coffin Shield (WnL)		2

		Coffin Shield (WOD)		2

		Heater Shield (BRZ)		2

		Heater Shield (CHR)		2

		Heater Shield (STL)		2

		Heater Shield (TIT)		2

		Heater Shield (TUN)		2

		Heater Shield (WnL)		2

		Heater Shield (WOD)		2

		Kite Shield (BRZ)		2

		Kite Shield (CHR)		2

		Kite Shield (STL)		2

		Kite Shield (TIT)		2

		Kite Shield (TUN)		2

		Kite Shield (WnL)		2

		Kite Shield (WOD)		2

		Oval Shield (BRZ)		2

		Oval Shield (CHR)		2

		Oval Shield (STL)		2

		Oval Shield (TIT)		2

		Oval Shield (TUN)		2

		Oval Shield (WnL)		2

		Oval Shield (WOD)		2

		Round Shield (BRZ)		1

		Round Shield (CHR)		1

		Round Shield (STL)		1

		Round Shield (TIT)		1

		Round Shield (TUN)		1

		Round Shield (WnL)		1

		Round Shield (WOD)		1

		Target Shield (BRZ)		1

		Target Shield (CHR)		1

		Target Shield (STL)		1

		Target Shield (TIT)		1

		Target Shield (TUN)		1

		Target Shield (WnL)		1

		Target Shield (WOD)		1

		Tower Shield (BRZ)		3

		Tower Shield (CHR)		3

		Tower Shield (STL)		3

		Tower Shield (TIT)		3

		Tower Shield (TUN)		3

		Tower Shield (WnL)		3

		Tower Shield (WOD)		3

		Tribal Shield (BRZ)		2

		Tribal Shield (CHR)		2

		Tribal Shield (STL)		2

		Tribal Shield (TIT)		2

		Tribal Shield (TUN)		2

		Tribal Shield (WnL)		2

		Tribal Shield (WOD)		2

		Waisted Shield (BRZ)		2

		Waisted Shield (CHR)		2

		Waisted Shield (STL)		2

		Waisted Shield (TIT)		2

		Waisted Shield (TUN)		2

		Waisted Shield (WnL)		2

		Waisted Shield (WOD)		2

		Wankel Shield (BRZ)		1

		Wankel Shield (CHR)		1

		Wankel Shield (STL)		1

		Wankel Shield (TIT)		1

		Wankel Shield (TUN)		1

		Wankel Shield (WnL)		1

		Wankel Shield (WOD)		1

		War Shield (BRZ)		4

		War Shield (CHR)		4

		War Shield (STL)		4

		War Shield (TIT)		4

		War Shield (TUN)		4

		War Shield (WnL)		4

		War Shield (WOD)		4




		TNAZ_ATK_E		TNAZ_FORM_E		TNAZ_WAM_E		TNAZ_DMG_E

		Clap, Ear Thunder		2 Hand Strike		2		d4+St

		Combo Attack		Varies		Varies		Varies

		Kick, Axe		1 Foot Kick		2		d6

		Kick, Back		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Flying Drop		2+ Foot JumpKick		3		d8

		Kick, Flying Front		2+ Foot JumpKick		4		d6

		Kick, Foot Sweep		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Front		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Hook		1 Foot Kick		1		d6

		Kick, Jump		2 Foot JumpKick		2		d6

		Kick, Jumping Axe		2 Foot JumpKick		3		d8

		Kick, Push		2 Foot JumpKick		2		d6

		Kick, Spin		2 Foot Kick		2		d6

		Kick, Spinning Jump		2+ Foot JumpKick		3		d8+2

		Punch, Back Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d4

		Punch, Bolo Uppercut		1 Hand Punch		2		d8+1

		Punch, Double Fist		2 Hand Punch		2		d8

		Punch, Flying Super		1 Hand JumpPunch		3		d10+2

		Punch, Forward Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Punch, Hook Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Punch, Stone Fist		1 Hand Punch		2		d10+1

		Punch, Uppercut Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Strike, Charging		2+ Hand Strike		4		d8+2

		Strike, Finger Beak		1 per 2 Hand Strike		1		d2

		Strike, Front Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d6

		Strike, Hand Knife		1 Hand Strike		1		d4

		Strike, Hand Spear		1 Hand Strike		1		d6

		Strike, Open Hand		1 Hand Strike		1		d10

		Strike, Rear Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d8

		Strike, Side Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d8




		E-WEAP-NAME		E-WEAP-TYPE		E-WEAP-PREREQ		E-WEAP-COMBINE		E-WEAP-EAM		E-WEAP-WAM		E-WEAP-INIT		E-WEAP-ARM		E-WEAP-DMG		E-WEAP-AVDTYPE		E-WEAP-AVDEFF		E-WEAP-USES		E-WEAP-DESC		E-WEAP-COMBAT

		AID COMPANION Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2/Use		1/Use		0		Ally +1		0		MAC% -5%		Negate		1 × per Avail WAM		Weapons Master feints an attack toward an ally's opponent, distracting the opponent, to effect an ARM bonus for the ally. Requires 2 EAM – 1 to move to target and 1 to feint attack. May be used a number of times equal to Weapon Master's WAM. MAC% with scaling penalties allowed to negate.		Distract Target to Give ARM+ to Ally

		AID COMPANION Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2/Use		1/Use		0		Ally +1		0		MAC% -10%		Negate		1 × per Avail WAM		Weapons Master feints an attack toward an ally's opponent, distracting the opponent, to effect an ARM bonus for the ally. Requires 2 EAM – 1 to move to target and 1 to feint attack. May be used a number of times equal to Weapon Master's WAM. MAC% with scaling penalties allowed to negate.		Distract Target to Give ARM+ to Ally

		AID COMPANION Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2/Use		1/Use		0		Ally +2		0		MAC% -15%		Negate		1 × per Avail WAM		Weapons Master feints an attack toward an ally's opponent, distracting the opponent, to effect an ARM bonus for the ally. Requires 2 EAM – 1 to move to target and 1 to feint attack. May be used a number of times equal to Weapon Master's WAM. MAC% with scaling penalties allowed to negate.		Distract Target to Give ARM+ to Ally

		BATTLE READY Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		0		0		+1		0		0		None		None		Automatic		The Weapons Master is alert and keenly observant of the battle field effecting an automatic bonus to his/her Initiative.		Automatic Initiative Bonus

		BATTLE READY Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		0		0		+1		0		0		None		None		Automatic		The Weapons Master is alert and keenly observant of the battle field effecting an automatic bonus to his/her Initiative.		Automatic Initiative Bonus

		BATTLE READY Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		0		0		+1		0		0		None		None		Automatic		The Weapons Master is alert and keenly observant of the battle field effecting an automatic bonus to his/her Initiative.		Automatic Initiative Bonus

		BEHIND THE BACK Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		per Weap		-2		+1		+1		None		None		1 × per Target		The Weapons Master uses a quick slide to move behind the target's back effecting a scaling Initiative penalty/bonus and an ARM and DAMAGE bonus. Backstab damage is not applicable.		Position Shift for DMG/ARM Bonus

		BEHIND THE BACK Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		per Weap		-2		+1		+2		None		None		1 × per Target		The Weapons Master uses a quick slide to move behind the target's back effecting a scaling Initiative penalty/bonus and an ARM and DAMAGE bonus. Backstab damage is not applicable.		Position Shift for DMG/ARM Bonus

		BEHIND THE BACK Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		per Weap		-1		+2		+3		None		None		1 × per Target		The Weapons Master uses a quick slide to move behind the target's back effecting a scaling Initiative penalty/bonus and an ARM and DAMAGE bonus. Backstab damage is not applicable.		Position Shift for DMG/ARM Bonus

		BLUDGEON Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		per Weap		0		0		1/2 DMG		Parry -1		Negate		1× per Combat Round		A successful hit with the flat of a blade, the hilt of a weapon, or other non-edged part of the weapon does ½ damage and causes the target to roll a Physical Avoidance Check (PAC%) on d100 with scaling penalties or be STUNNED for 1-6 rounds based on Mastery Rank. STUNNED: -2 ARM/DEF, -1 INIT, lose all EAM except Avoidance.		Stun d2 Rounds - Half Damage

		BLUDGEON Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		per Weap		0		1		1/2 DMG		Parry -1		Negate		1× per Combat Round		A successful hit with the flat of a blade, the hilt of a weapon, or other non-edged part of the weapon does ½ damage and causes the target to roll a Physical Avoidance Check (PAC%) on d100 with scaling penalties or be STUNNED for 1-6 rounds based on Mastery Rank. STUNNED: -2 ARM/DEF, -1 INIT, lose all EAM except Avoidance.		Stun d2 Rounds - Half Damage

		BLUDGEON Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		per Weap		0		1		1/2 DMG		Parry -2		Negate		1× per Combat Round		A successful hit with the flat of a blade, the hilt of a weapon, or other non-edged part of the weapon does ½ damage and causes the target to roll a Physical Avoidance Check (PAC%) on d100 with scaling penalties or be STUNNED for 1-6 rounds based on Mastery Rank. STUNNED: -2 ARM/DEF, -1 INIT, lose all EAM except Avoidance.		Stun d3 Rounds - Half Damage

		BRAWLER Rank 3		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 per Atk		1 per Atk		-1		-3		1 DMG		Parry -1		Negate		Unlimited		The Weapons Master is proficient with hand-to-hand, fist-fighting, bar room brawling style combat using fists and feet with scaling INITIATIVE and ARM bonuses/penalties. The Weapons Master will receive 1 additional WAM per round for every 10 of his/her Experience Levels. Each Brawler attack will inflict scaling damage (plus normal Mastery Damage bonus).		Bar Room Brawling Fighting

		BRAWLER Rank 4		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 per Atk		1 per Atk		-1		-2		d2		Parry -1		Negate		Unlimited		The Weapons Master is proficient with hand-to-hand, fist-fighting, bar room brawling style combat using fists and feet with scaling INITIATIVE and ARM bonuses/penalties. The Weapons Master will receive 1 additional WAM per round for every 10 of his/her Experience Levels. Each Brawler attack will inflict scaling damage (plus normal Mastery Damage bonus).		Bar Room Brawling Fighting

		BRAWLER Rank 5		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 per Atk		1 per Atk		0		-1		d2+1		Parry -2		Negate		Unlimited		The Weapons Master is proficient with hand-to-hand, fist-fighting, bar room brawling style combat using fists and feet with scaling INITIATIVE and ARM bonuses/penalties. The Weapons Master will receive 1 additional WAM per round for every 10 of his/her Experience Levels. Each Brawler attack will inflict scaling damage (plus normal Mastery Damage bonus).		Bar Room Brawling Fighting

		CHARGE ATTACK Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 + 1/5 ft		per Weap		1/5 ft		+1/5ft		+1/5ft		PAC% -3%		1/2 DMG|No Fall		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master charges to target from 5+ feet away then attacks target with weapon for scaling bonuses to ARM/DMG for every 5 feet of charge (Max 15 feet). Target gets PAC% with scaling penalties. PAC% failure indicates target takes full damange and falls down suffering loss of all WAM and Combat Disadvantage  for remainder of current round while regaining combat ready position. Successful PAC% yields half damage and no fall. Move 5 ft per segment when charging.		Charge for Bonus ARM/DMG

		CHARGE ATTACK Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 + 1/5 ft		per Weap		1/5 ft		+1/5ft		+1/5ft		PAC% -6%		1/2 DMG|No Fall		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master charges to target from 5+ feet away then attacks target with weapon for scaling bonuses to ARM/DMG for every 5 feet of charge (Max 15 feet). Target gets PAC% with scaling penalties. PAC% failure indicates target takes full damange and falls down suffering loss of all WAM and Combat Disadvantage  for remainder of current round while regaining combat ready position. Successful PAC% yields half damage and no fall. Move 5 ft per segment when charging.		Charge for Bonus ARM/DMG

		CHARGE ATTACK Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 + 1/5 ft		per Weap		1/5 ft		+1/5ft		+2/5ft		PAC% -9%		1/2 DMG|No Fall		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master charges to target from 5+ feet away then attacks target with weapon for scaling bonuses to ARM/DMG for every 5 feet of charge (Max 15 feet). Target gets PAC% with scaling penalties. PAC% failure indicates target takes full damange and falls down suffering loss of all WAM and Combat Disadvantage  for remainder of current round while regaining combat ready position. Successful PAC% yields half damage and no fall. Move 5 ft per segment when charging.		Charge for Bonus ARM/DMG

		DEFLECT MISSILE Rank 3		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		-3		0		None		None		Unlimited		Weapons Master uses the weapon-in-hand to deflect an incoming missile attack (arrow, dagger, etc), knocking the missile d20 feet away in a direction of the GameMaster's choosing. Deflect Missile is performed by making a standard parry roll.		Knock Away Incoming Missile

		DEFLECT MISSILE Rank 4		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		-2		0		None		None		Unlimited		Weapons Master uses the weapon-in-hand to deflect an incoming missile attack (arrow, dagger, etc), knocking the missile d20 feet away in a direction of the GameMaster's choosing. Deflect Missile is performed by making a standard parry roll.		Knock Away Incoming Missile

		DEFLECT MISSILE Rank 5		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		-1		0		None		None		Unlimited		Weapons Master uses the weapon-in-hand to deflect an incoming missile attack (arrow, dagger, etc), knocking the missile d20 feet away in a direction of the GameMaster's choosing. Deflect Missile is performed by making a standard parry roll.		Knock Away Incoming Missile

		DISARM ENEMY Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		+1		0		PAC% -3%		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master must make a successful parry with scaling bonuses that targets the enemy's weapon hand and betters the enemy's attack by 2 or more for the Disarm Enemy S+A to be successful. Success causes the enemy to make a successful PAC% with scaling penalties or drop weapon and lose all WAM until in combat ready stance. For example, if a hit of 0 is needed to successfully parry, a hit of -2 or lower forcesa PAC% to disarm the opponent.		Parry to Disarm Target

		DISARM ENEMY Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		+1		0		PAC% -6%		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master must make a successful parry with scaling bonuses that targets the enemy's weapon hand and betters the enemy's attack by 2 or more for the Disarm Enemy S+A to be successful. Success causes the enemy to make a successful PAC% with scaling penalties or drop weapon and lose all WAM until in combat ready stance. For example, if a hit of 0 is needed to successfully parry, a hit of -2 or lower forcesa PAC% to disarm the opponent.		Parry to Disarm Target

		DISARM ENEMY Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		+2		0		PAC% -9%		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master must make a successful parry with scaling bonuses that targets the enemy's weapon hand and betters the enemy's attack by 2 or more for the Disarm Enemy S+A to be successful. Success causes the enemy to make a successful PAC% with scaling penalties or drop weapon and lose all WAM until in combat ready stance. For example, if a hit of 0 is needed to successfully parry, a hit of -2 or lower forcesa PAC% to disarm the opponent.		Parry to Disarm Target

		DUCK & DODGE Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		-2		0		None		None		Unlimited		Weapons Master is able to parry an attack by using a Duck and Dodge maneuver to evade the attack. The Weapons Master must make a standard parry roll to attempt this S+A. The Weapons Master is still in combat ready mode at the end of this action. Attempting this without this S+A incurs a -4 penalty to the parry.		Parry by Duck/Dodge Action

		DUCK & DODGE Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		-1		0		None		None		Unlimited		Weapons Master is able to parry an attack by using a Duck and Dodge maneuver to evade the attack. The Weapons Master must make a standard parry roll to attempt this S+A. The Weapons Master is still in combat ready mode at the end of this action. Attempting this without this S+A incurs a -4 penalty to the parry.		Parry by Duck/Dodge Action

		DUCK & DODGE Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		0		0		None		None		Unlimited		Weapons Master is able to parry an attack by using a Duck and Dodge maneuver to evade the attack. The Weapons Master must make a standard parry roll to attempt this S+A. The Weapons Master is still in combat ready mode at the end of this action. Attempting this without this S+A incurs a -4 penalty to the parry.		Parry by Duck/Dodge Action

		FOCUS STRIKE Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Combine with Precision Strke or Fury Strike		1 per INIT		1		-1 per INIT		+1 per INIT		0		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master holds INIT to focus attack yielding scaling bonus to ARM. Gain +1 for every 1 held INIT with max bonus equal to 1/2 Mastery Rank. Being successfully attacked or failing to attack before end of the combat round results in having to abandon the Focus Strike or start the focus segments over from the beginning. Bonus only applies to 1st attack following the focus segments and expires whehter attack is successful or not.		Hold INIT to Gain ARM Bonus

		FOCUS STRIKE Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Combine with Precision Strke or Fury Strike		1 per INIT		1		-1 per INIT		+1 per INIT		0		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master holds INIT to focus attack yielding scaling bonus to ARM. Gain +1 for every 1 held INIT with max bonus equal to 1/2 Mastery Rank. Being successfully attacked or failing to attack before end of the combat round results in having to abandon the Focus Strike or start the focus segments over from the beginning. Bonus only applies to 1st attack following the focus segments and expires whehter attack is successful or not.		Hold INIT to Gain ARM Bonus

		FOCUS STRIKE Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Combine with Precision Strke or Fury Strike		1 per INIT		1		-1 per INIT		+1 per INIT		0		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master holds INIT to focus attack yielding scaling bonus to ARM. Gain +1 for every 1 held INIT with max bonus equal to 1/2 Mastery Rank. Being successfully attacked or failing to attack before end of the combat round results in having to abandon the Focus Strike or start the focus segments over from the beginning. Bonus only applies to 1st attack following the focus segments and expires whehter attack is successful or not.		Hold INIT to Gain ARM Bonus

		FURY STRIKE Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Combine with Precision Strke or Focus Strike		1 per INIT		1		-1 per INIT		0		+1 per INIT		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master holds INIT to gather strength yielding scaling bonus to DAMAGE. Gain +1 for every 1 held INIT with max bonus equal to 1/2 Mastery Rank. Being successfully attacked or failing to attack before end of the combat round results in abandonment of Fury Strike or start the hold segments over from the beginning. Bonus only applies to 1st attack following the held segments and expires whehter attack is successful or not.		Hold INIT to Gain DMG Bonus

		FURY STRIKE Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Combine with Precision Strke or Focus Strike		1 per INIT		1		-1 per INIT		0		+1 per INIT		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master holds INIT to gather strength yielding scaling bonus to DAMAGE. Gain +1 for every 1 held INIT with max bonus equal to 1/2 Mastery Rank. Being successfully attacked or failing to attack before end of the combat round results in abandonment of Fury Strike or start the hold segments over from the beginning. Bonus only applies to 1st attack following the held segments and expires whehter attack is successful or not.		Hold INIT to Gain DMG Bonus

		FURY STRIKE Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Combine with Precision Strke or Focus Strike		1 per INIT		1		-1 per INIT		0		+1 per INIT		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master holds INIT to gather strength yielding scaling bonus to DAMAGE. Gain +1 for every 1 held INIT with max bonus equal to 1/2 Mastery Rank. Being successfully attacked or failing to attack before end of the combat round results in abandonment of Fury Strike or start the hold segments over from the beginning. Bonus only applies to 1st attack following the held segments and expires whehter attack is successful or not.		Hold INIT to Gain DMG Bonus

		KICKER Rank 3		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 - 3		1 - 3		-2		-2		d3		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master gains 1 extra WAM per combat round for each of his/her 10 Experience Levels. These additional WAM can only be used to kick the enemy with a full leg extension forward kick or a side kick with a scaling ARM bonus depending on Mastery Rank and inflicting scaling damage that ranges from  1 - 12 health points. These kick attacks are in addition to any other WAM during the combat round.		Extra WAM to KICK Target

		KICKER Rank 4		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 - 3		1 - 3		-1		-1		d3+1		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master gains 1 extra WAM per combat round for each of his/her 10 Experience Levels. These additional WAM can only be used to kick the enemy with a full leg extension forward kick or a side kick with a scaling ARM bonus depending on Mastery Rank and inflicting scaling damage that ranges from  1 - 12 health points. These kick attacks are in addition to any other WAM during the combat round.		Extra WAM to KICK Target

		KICKER Rank 5		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 - 3		1 - 3		-1		0		d4+1		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master gains 1 extra WAM per combat round for each of his/her 10 Experience Levels. These additional WAM can only be used to kick the enemy with a full leg extension forward kick or a side kick with a scaling ARM bonus depending on Mastery Rank and inflicting scaling damage that ranges from  1 - 12 health points. These kick attacks are in addition to any other WAM during the combat round.		Extra WAM to KICK Target

		KNOCK OUT WEAPON Rank 3		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		1		-1		-2		d4		PGA -1		Hold Weap		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master targets attack at knuckles of enemy's weapon hand with blunt part of weapon to weaken grip then quickly hits weapon itself sending it flying d4+6 feet away. Enemy must make successful PGA check with scaling penalties to hold onto weapon. If Knock Out is successful, enemy loses all WAM and is at Combat Disadvantage that round and cannot attack again until in Combat Ready Stance no sooner than start of next round.		Know Enemy Weapon up to 10' Away

		KNOCK OUT WEAPON Rank 4		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		1		0		-1		d4		PGA -2		Hold Weap		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master targets attack at knuckles of enemy's weapon hand with blunt part of weapon to weaken grip then quickly hits weapon itself sending it flying d4+6 feet away. Enemy must make successful PGA check with scaling penalties to hold onto weapon. If Knock Out is successful, enemy loses all WAM and is at Combat Disadvantage that round and cannot attack again until in Combat Ready Stance no sooner than start of next round.		Know Enemy Weapon up to 10' Away

		KNOCK OUT WEAPON Rank 5		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		1		0		0		d4		PGA -3		Hold Weap		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master targets attack at knuckles of enemy's weapon hand with blunt part of weapon to weaken grip then quickly hits weapon itself sending it flying d4+6 feet away. Enemy must make successful PGA check with scaling penalties to hold onto weapon. If Knock Out is successful, enemy loses all WAM and is at Combat Disadvantage that round and cannot attack again until in Combat Ready Stance no sooner than start of next round.		Know Enemy Weapon up to 10' Away

		MAJIK BREAKER I Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker II, Majik Breaker III		1		1		0		0		Normal		WIL -1		Cont Cast		1 × per Target		Weapons Master uses initiative sement 1 to verbally taunts spell caster and feints an attack forcing caster to make WIL Check to see if concentration is broken. On segment 2 Weapons Master uses 1 WAM to make melee attack with scaling arm bonus. If the Majik Weaver is still casting, this forces a second WIL check with a scaling penalty. If WIL Chck is successful, he/she continues casting but still takes the damage from the melee attack.		Maj Wvr WIL Penalty + ARM Bonus

		MAJIK BREAKER I Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker II, Majik Breaker III		1		1		0		0		Normal		WIL -2		Cont Cast		1 × per Target		Weapons Master uses initiative sement 1 to verbally taunts spell caster and feints an attack forcing caster to make WIL Check to see if concentration is broken. On segment 2 Weapons Master uses 1 WAM to make melee attack with scaling arm bonus. If the Majik Weaver is still casting, this forces a second WIL check with a scaling penalty. If WIL Chck is successful, he/she continues casting but still takes the damage from the melee attack.		Maj Wvr WIL Penalty + ARM Bonus

		MAJIK BREAKER I Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker II, Majik Breaker III		1		1		0		0		Normal		WIL -3		Cont Cast		1 × per Target		Weapons Master uses initiative sement 1 to verbally taunts spell caster and feints an attack forcing caster to make WIL Check to see if concentration is broken. On segment 2 Weapons Master uses 1 WAM to make melee attack with scaling arm bonus. If the Majik Weaver is still casting, this forces a second WIL check with a scaling penalty. If WIL Chck is successful, he/she continues casting but still takes the damage from the melee attack.		Maj Wvr WIL Penalty + ARM Bonus

		MAJIK BREAKER II Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker I, Majik Breaker III		1		1		0		+1		+1		See MB I		See MB I		1 × per Target		In addition to the benefits of Majik Breaker I, the Weapons Master receives a scaling DAMAGE bonus to his/her melee attack that follows the taunt/feint. 		MB I + DAMAGE Bonus

		MAJIK BREAKER II Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker I, Majik Breaker III		1		1		0		+1		+2		See MB I		See MB I		1 × per Target		In addition to the benefits of Majik Breaker I, the Weapons Master receives a scaling DAMAGE bonus to his/her melee attack that follows the taunt/feint. 		MB I + DAMAGE Bonus

		MAJIK BREAKER II Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker I, Majik Breaker III		1		1		0		+2		+3		See MB I		See MB I		1 × per Target		In addition to the benefits of Majik Breaker I, the Weapons Master receives a scaling DAMAGE bonus to his/her melee attack that follows the taunt/feint. 		MB I + DAMAGE Bonus

		MAJIK BREAKER III Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker I, Majik Breaker II		1		1		0		See MB I		See MB II		See MB I		See MB I		1 × per Target		In addition to MB I and MB II, Weapons Master receives scaling bonus to Avoidance Majik Resistance if the Majik Weaver makes successful WIL check and effects his/her spell.  Bonus only applies to the spell being cast by the Majik Wever being attacked with Majik Breaker by the Weapons Master. Bonus does not apply to any other spells and does not apply to spell effects from Majik Items or innate spell-like abilities.		MB I +MB II + Maj Resist +6%

		MAJIK BREAKER III Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker I, Majik Breaker II		1		1		0		See MB I		See MB II		See MB I		See MB I		1 × per Target		In addition to MB I and MB II, Weapons Master receives scaling bonus to Avoidance Majik Resistance if the Majik Weaver makes successful WIL check and effects his/her spell.  Bonus only applies to the spell being cast by the Majik Wever being attacked with Majik Breaker by the Weapons Master. Bonus does not apply to any other spells and does not apply to spell effects from Majik Items or innate spell-like abilities.		MB I +MB II + Maj Resist +6%

		MAJIK BREAKER III Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker I, Majik Breaker II		1		1		0		See MB I		See MB II		See MB I		See MB I		1 × per Target		In addition to MB I and MB II, Weapons Master receives scaling bonus to Avoidance Majik Resistance if the Majik Weaver makes successful WIL check and effects his/her spell.  Bonus only applies to the spell being cast by the Majik Wever being attacked with Majik Breaker by the Weapons Master. Bonus does not apply to any other spells and does not apply to spell effects from Majik Items or innate spell-like abilities.		MB I +MB II + Maj Resist +6%

		MIGHTY HIT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		1		-1		1		3		Parry -1		Norm DMG		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master steps bak and pulls weapon to max striking distance (causing a -1 INIT), then steps forward to attack with scaling ARM bonus using momentum to gain scaling DAMAGE bonus. If the Weapons Master has more than one WAM per combat round, only the first attack of the round will receive Mighty Hit benefits. Target is allowed Parry with scaling penalties to receive only normal damage instead of Mighty Hit damage. 		Momentum Gives DMG Bonus

		MIGHTY HIT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		1		-1		1		4		Parry -1		Norm DMG		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master steps bak and pulls weapon to max striking distance (causing a -1 INIT), then steps forward to attack with scaling ARM bonus using momentum to gain scaling DAMAGE bonus. If the Weapons Master has more than one WAM per combat round, only the first attack of the round will receive Mighty Hit benefits. Target is allowed Parry with scaling penalties to receive only normal damage instead of Mighty Hit damage. 		Momentum Gives DMG Bonus

		MIGHTY HIT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		1		-1		2		5		Parry -2		Norm DMG		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master steps bak and pulls weapon to max striking distance (causing a -1 INIT), then steps forward to attack with scaling ARM bonus using momentum to gain scaling DAMAGE bonus. If the Weapons Master has more than one WAM per combat round, only the first attack of the round will receive Mighty Hit benefits. Target is allowed Parry with scaling penalties to receive only normal damage instead of Mighty Hit damage. 		Momentum Gives DMG Bonus

		MISSILE & MELEE Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		3		1		-2		-1		+1		Parry -1		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master throws hand-held missile from 5-10 feet then rushes in to make melee attack with scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonuses to both attacks. Missile attack is a free action (does not use any WAM). Melee attack is normal attack and uses 1 WAM. Full combo requires 3 segments (uses 3 EAM) – missile on segment 1, move to the enemy on segment 2, and melee on segment 3. Target gets parry with scaling penalties to negate damage.		1 Msl + 1 Mel Atk Uses 1 WAM

		MISSILE & MELEE Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		3		1		-2		-1		+2		Parry -1		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master throws hand-held missile from 5-10 feet then rushes in to make melee attack with scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonuses to both attacks. Missile attack is a free action (does not use any WAM). Melee attack is normal attack and uses 1 WAM. Full combo requires 3 segments (uses 3 EAM) – missile on segment 1, move to the enemy on segment 2, and melee on segment 3. Target gets parry with scaling penalties to negate damage.		1 Msl + 1 Mel Atk Uses 1 WAM

		MISSILE & MELEE Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		3		1		-1		0		+3		Parry -2		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master throws hand-held missile from 5-10 feet then rushes in to make melee attack with scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonuses to both attacks. Missile attack is a free action (does not use any WAM). Melee attack is normal attack and uses 1 WAM. Full combo requires 3 segments (uses 3 EAM) – missile on segment 1, move to the enemy on segment 2, and melee on segment 3. Target gets parry with scaling penalties to negate damage.		1 Msl + 1 Mel Atk Uses 1 WAM

		MOUNTED COMBAT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		per Weap		per Weap		-1		+1		+1		Parry -1		Negate		While Mounted		Weapons Master has mastered Mounted Combat and can fight proficiently with primary weapon from the back of a mount with scaling modifiers to Initiative, ARM, and Damage while the enemy receives modifiers to parry rolls and suffers Combat Disadvantage. This Skilled + Action is automatically active any time the Weapons Master is sitting atop a mount while engaged in combat.		Use Weapon While Mounted

		MOUNTED COMBAT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		per Weap		per Weap		-1		+1		+1		Parry -1		Negate		While Mounted		Weapons Master has mastered Mounted Combat and can fight proficiently with primary weapon from the back of a mount with scaling modifiers to Initiative, ARM, and Damage while the enemy receives modifiers to parry rolls and suffers Combat Disadvantage. This Skilled + Action is automatically active any time the Weapons Master is sitting atop a mount while engaged in combat.		Use Weapon While Mounted

		MOUNTED COMBAT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		per Weap		per Weap		0		+2		+2		Parry -2		Negate		While Mounted		Weapons Master has mastered Mounted Combat and can fight proficiently with primary weapon from the back of a mount with scaling modifiers to Initiative, ARM, and Damage while the enemy receives modifiers to parry rolls and suffers Combat Disadvantage. This Skilled + Action is automatically active any time the Weapons Master is sitting atop a mount while engaged in combat.		Use Weapon While Mounted

		OUT COLD Rank 3		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		1		0		+1		1/2 Roll Dmg		PGA -1		Neg Effect		Unlimited		Weapons Master uses hilt of weapon for two lightning quick blows (uses only 1 WAM), with scaling ARM bonuses, to target's carotid artery, one on left and one on right. Inflict half normal weapon damage and render target unconscious for a number of rounds equal to 1/2 Weapon Master's Mastery Rank. Target is allowed a PGA check with scaling penalties to negate the Out Cold effect. Any parry attempt by target is at -4 penalty.		Knock Target Unconscious

		OUT COLD Rank 4		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		1		0		+1		1/2 Roll Dmg		PGA -2		Neg Effect		Unlimited		Weapons Master uses hilt of weapon for two lightning quick blows (uses only 1 WAM), with scaling ARM bonuses, to target's carotid artery, one on left and one on right. Inflict half normal weapon damage and render target unconscious for a number of rounds equal to 1/2 Weapon Master's Mastery Rank. Target is allowed a PGA check with scaling penalties to negate the Out Cold effect. Any parry attempt by target is at -4 penalty.		Knock Target Unconscious

		OUT COLD Rank 5		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		1		+1		+2		1/2 Roll Dmg		PGA -3		Neg Effect		Unlimited		Weapons Master uses hilt of weapon for two lightning quick blows (uses only 1 WAM), with scaling ARM bonuses, to target's carotid artery, one on left and one on right. Inflict half normal weapon damage and render target unconscious for a number of rounds equal to 1/2 Weapon Master's Mastery Rank. Target is allowed a PGA check with scaling penalties to negate the Out Cold effect. Any parry attempt by target is at -4 penalty.		Knock Target Unconscious

		PARRY ELITE I Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Parry Elite II		1		0		0		+1		0		None		None		Automatic		The Weapons Master has mastered the art of the parry and parries incoming melee attacks with a scaling bonus. This bonus is automatic and applies to all parries made by the Weapons Master.		Gain ARM Bonus to Parry

		PARRY ELITE I Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Parry Elite II		1		0		0		+2		0		None		None		Automatic		The Weapons Master has mastered the art of the parry and parries incoming melee attacks with a scaling bonus. This bonus is automatic and applies to all parries made by the Weapons Master.		Gain ARM Bonus to Parry

		PARRY ELITE I Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Parry Elite II		1		0		0		+3		0		None		None		Automatic		The Weapons Master has mastered the art of the parry and parries incoming melee attacks with a scaling bonus. This bonus is automatic and applies to all parries made by the Weapons Master.		Gain ARM Bonus to Parry

		PARRY ELITE II Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		Parry Eliite I		Parry Elite I		1		0		0		+1		+1		None		None		Automatic		Weapons Master receives the parry bonus in Parry Elite I as well as an extra Reflex Attack that does not utilize any WAM. The Reflex Attack must be with the weapon-in-hand when the initial parry was made. The Reflex Attack is only available if the Parry Elite is a success and receives the same ARM bonus the initial parry received as well as a scaling DAMAGE bonus. Target is not allowed to parry the Reflex Attack.		Reflex Atk on Parry Success w/ARM +

		PARRY ELITE II Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		Parry Eliite I		Parry Elite I		1		0		0		+2		+1		None		None		Automatic		Weapons Master receives the parry bonus in Parry Elite I as well as an extra Reflex Attack that does not utilize any WAM. The Reflex Attack must be with the weapon-in-hand when the initial parry was made. The Reflex Attack is only available if the Parry Elite is a success and receives the same ARM bonus the initial parry received as well as a scaling DAMAGE bonus. Target is not allowed to parry the Reflex Attack.		Reflex Atk on Parry Success w/ARM +

		PARRY ELITE II Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		Parry Eliite I		Parry Elite I		1		0		0		+3		+2		None		None		Automatic		Weapons Master receives the parry bonus in Parry Elite I as well as an extra Reflex Attack that does not utilize any WAM. The Reflex Attack must be with the weapon-in-hand when the initial parry was made. The Reflex Attack is only available if the Parry Elite is a success and receives the same ARM bonus the initial parry received as well as a scaling DAMAGE bonus. Target is not allowed to parry the Reflex Attack.		Reflex Atk on Parry Success w/ARM +

		PRECISION STRIKE Rank 3		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Focus Strike or Fury Strike		per Weap		per Weap		-2		-3		3		Parry -1		Half DMG		1 × per Combat Round		The Weapons Master targets a specific part or area of the target's body with a better chance to hit than when making a standard called shot and gains scaling ARM and DAMAGE modifiers. A successful Precision Strike has a % chance to cause a minor injury (rolled from the Critical Hit chart) equal to the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank x 2 (rolled on d%). The target is allowed a parry with scaling penalties.		Called Shot with Modifiers

		PRECISION STRIKE Rank 4		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Focus Strike or Fury Strike		per Weap		per Weap		-2		-2		4		Parry -1		Half DMG		1 × per Combat Round		The Weapons Master targets a specific part or area of the target's body with a better chance to hit than when making a standard called shot and gains scaling ARM and DAMAGE modifiers. A successful Precision Strike has a % chance to cause a minor injury (rolled from the Critical Hit chart) equal to the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank x 2 (rolled on d%). The target is allowed a parry with scaling penalties.		Called Shot with Modifiers

		PRECISION STRIKE Rank 5		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Focus Strike or Fury Strike		per Weap		per Weap		-1		-1		5		Parry -2		Half DMG		1 × per Combat Round		The Weapons Master targets a specific part or area of the target's body with a better chance to hit than when making a standard called shot and gains scaling ARM and DAMAGE modifiers. A successful Precision Strike has a % chance to cause a minor injury (rolled from the Critical Hit chart) equal to the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank x 2 (rolled on d%). The target is allowed a parry with scaling penalties.		Called Shot with Modifiers

		REFLEX STRIKE PRO Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		+1		+1		None		None		Automatic		A pro version of a normal reflex attack, when a Weapons Master is attacked by an enemy melee attack, the enemy attack triggers a reflex strike that costs 0 Weapon Master's WAM and gives the Weapon Master's reflex attack a scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonus.		Auto Reflex Atk w/Bonus

		REFLEX STRIKE PRO Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		+1		+1		None		None		Automatic		A pro version of a normal reflex attack, when a Weapons Master is attacked by an enemy melee attack, the enemy attack triggers a reflex strike that costs 0 Weapon Master's WAM and gives the Weapon Master's reflex attack a scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonus.		Auto Reflex Atk w/Bonus

		REFLEX STRIKE PRO Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		+2		+2		None		None		Automatic		A pro version of a normal reflex attack, when a Weapons Master is attacked by an enemy melee attack, the enemy attack triggers a reflex strike that costs 0 Weapon Master's WAM and gives the Weapon Master's reflex attack a scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonus.		Auto Reflex Atk w/Bonus

		SPIN DEFENSE Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1/Seg		0		0		0		0		0		0		Unlimited		Weapons Master rapidly spins weapon-in-hand between him/herself and the enemy yielding a scaling Defense Factor bonus, with a scaling maximum bonus based on Mastery Rank, that lasts as long as the Weapons Master spins weapon. Medium size weapon or larger required. The weapon does not have to be a familiar weapon. Every spin segment uses one EAM (does not use WAM), and he/she must stop the spinning to make an attack.		DEF Bonus +1/Seg MAX = 1

		SPIN DEFENSE Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1/Seg		0		0		0		0		0		0		Unlimited		Weapons Master rapidly spins weapon-in-hand between him/herself and the enemy yielding a scaling Defense Factor bonus, with a scaling maximum bonus based on Mastery Rank, that lasts as long as the Weapons Master spins weapon. Medium size weapon or larger required. The weapon does not have to be a familiar weapon. Every spin segment uses one EAM (does not use WAM), and he/she must stop the spinning to make an attack.		DEF Bonus +1/Seg MAX = 1

		SPIN DEFENSE Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1/Seg		0		0		0		0		0		0		Unlimited		Weapons Master rapidly spins weapon-in-hand between him/herself and the enemy yielding a scaling Defense Factor bonus, with a scaling maximum bonus based on Mastery Rank, that lasts as long as the Weapons Master spins weapon. Medium size weapon or larger required. The weapon does not have to be a familiar weapon. Every spin segment uses one EAM (does not use WAM), and he/she must stop the spinning to make an attack.		DEF Bonus +1/Seg MAX = 2

		SPREAD THE PAIN Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1/Atk		1/Atk		0		+1/Tgt		3		Parry -1		Negate		1 × per 3 Combat Rounds		Weapon Master hits multiple targets in one combat round with scaling ARM/DAMAGE with a flurry of hits and dashes to move from one target to next. Targets must be within 5 feet of one another. Attack sequence = Atk 1 on Seg 1, Move Seg 2, Atk 2 on Seg 3, Move Seg 4, etc. Number of targets only limited by available WAM. Moving from target to target is free action (no EAM). Does not carry to next round. Max Bonus based on Mastery Rank.		Atk Multi Tgt w/Max ARM +3

		SPREAD THE PAIN Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1/Atk		1/Atk		0		+1/Tgt		4		Parry -1		Negate		1 × per 3 Combat Rounds		Weapon Master hits multiple targets in one combat round with scaling ARM/DAMAGE with a flurry of hits and dashes to move from one target to next. Targets must be within 5 feet of one another. Attack sequence = Atk 1 on Seg 1, Move Seg 2, Atk 2 on Seg 3, Move Seg 4, etc. Number of targets only limited by available WAM. Moving from target to target is free action (no EAM). Does not carry to next round. Max Bonus based on Mastery Rank.		Atk Multi Tgt w/Max ARM +4

		SPREAD THE PAIN Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1/Atk		1/Atk		0		+1/Tgt		5		Parry -2		Negate		1 × per 3 Combat Rounds		Weapon Master hits multiple targets in one combat round with scaling ARM/DAMAGE with a flurry of hits and dashes to move from one target to next. Targets must be within 5 feet of one another. Attack sequence = Atk 1 on Seg 1, Move Seg 2, Atk 2 on Seg 3, Move Seg 4, etc. Number of targets only limited by available WAM. Moving from target to target is free action (no EAM). Does not carry to next round. Max Bonus based on Mastery Rank.		Atk Multi Tgt w/Max ARM +5

		THROW WEAPON Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		1		-2		-1		+1		Parry -2		Half DMG		1 × per Combat Enctr		Weapon Master is able to throw the non-missile-weapon-in-hand at a target a distance in feet equal to his/her Strength (STR) × 2 for with a scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonus. In addition, the target suffers a penalty to any attempt to parry the thrown weapon. A successful parry does not negate the attack but yields half damage to the target.		Throw Melee Weap for Bonus

		THROW WEAPON Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		1		-2		0		+2		Parry -2		Half DMG		1 × per Combat Enctr		Weapon Master is able to throw the non-missile-weapon-in-hand at a target a distance in feet equal to his/her Strength (STR) × 2 for with a scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonus. In addition, the target suffers a penalty to any attempt to parry the thrown weapon. A successful parry does not negate the attack but yields half damage to the target.		Throw Melee Weap for Bonus

		THROW WEAPON Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		1		-1		1		+3		Parry -3		Half DMG		1 × per Combat Enctr		Weapon Master is able to throw the non-missile-weapon-in-hand at a target a distance in feet equal to his/her Strength (STR) × 2 for with a scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonus. In addition, the target suffers a penalty to any attempt to parry the thrown weapon. A successful parry does not negate the attack but yields half damage to the target.		Throw Melee Weap for Bonus

		VICIOUS CRIT I Rank 3		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Replaced by Vicious Crit II		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		When the Weapons Master rolls a Critical Hit, the minimum Critical Hit damage is maximum weapon damage × 2 (a roll of 10 or less on the Critical Hit Chart). If the Critical Hit damage rolled is less than maximum weapon damage × 2 (11 or 12 on the Critical it Chart), no re-roll is required, simply change the Critical Hit damage to the appropriate amount.		Increased Crit Hit Minimum

		VICIOUS CRIT I Rank 4		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Replaced by Vicious Crit II		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		When the Weapons Master rolls a Critical Hit, the minimum Critical Hit damage is maximum weapon damage × 2 (a roll of 10 or less on the Critical Hit Chart). If the Critical Hit damage rolled is less than maximum weapon damage × 2 (11 or 12 on the Critical it Chart), no re-roll is required, simply change the Critical Hit damage to the appropriate amount.		Increased Crit Hit Minimum

		VICIOUS CRIT I Rank 5		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Replaced by Vicious Crit II		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		When the Weapons Master rolls a Critical Hit, the minimum Critical Hit damage is maximum weapon damage × 2 (a roll of 10 or less on the Critical Hit Chart). If the Critical Hit damage rolled is less than maximum weapon damage × 2 (11 or 12 on the Critical it Chart), no re-roll is required, simply change the Critical Hit damage to the appropriate amount.		Increased Crit Hit Minimum

		VICIOUS CRIT II Rank 3		PRECISION		Vicious Crit I		Replaced by Vicious Crit III		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		Minimum Critical Hit damage is maximum weapon damage × 2 plus the rolled weapon damage (a roll of 8 or less on the Critical Hit chart) plus chance, equal to the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank x 2 to automatically cause a Minor Injury (roll on Critical Hit Chart). If the damage rolled is less than maximum weapon damage × 2 (9-12 on the Critical Hit Chart), no re-roll is required, simply change the Critical Hit damage to the appropriate amount.		Inc Crit Hit Min + Poss Injury

		VICIOUS CRIT II Rank 4		PRECISION		Vicious Crit I		Replaced by Vicious Crit III		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		Minimum Critical Hit damage is maximum weapon damage × 2 plus the rolled weapon damage (a roll of 8 or less on the Critical Hit chart) plus chance, equal to the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank x 2 to automatically cause a Minor Injury (roll on Critical Hit Chart). If the damage rolled is less than maximum weapon damage × 2 (9-12 on the Critical Hit Chart), no re-roll is required, simply change the Critical Hit damage to the appropriate amount.		Inc Crit Hit Min + Poss Injury

		VICIOUS CRIT II Rank 5		PRECISION		Vicious Crit I		Replaced by Vicious Crit III		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		Minimum Critical Hit damage is maximum weapon damage × 2 plus the rolled weapon damage (a roll of 8 or less on the Critical Hit chart) plus chance, equal to the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank x 2 to automatically cause a Minor Injury (roll on Critical Hit Chart). If the damage rolled is less than maximum weapon damage × 2 (9-12 on the Critical Hit Chart), no re-roll is required, simply change the Critical Hit damage to the appropriate amount.		Inc Crit Hit Min + Poss Injury

		VICIOUS CRIT III Rank 3		PRECISION		Vicious Crit I, Vicious Crit II		Replaces Vicious Crit I-II		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		When the Weapons Master rolls a Critical Hit, the minimum Critical Hit reduces the enemy Health Points to 10 and roll a MINOR injury. The d12 Critical Hit roll is not needed. If enemy health is already 10 or lower, reduce HP to 2. If already at 2 or lower, the enemy dies.		Inc Crit Hit Min + Auto Minor Inj

		VICIOUS CRIT III Rank 4		PRECISION		Vicious Crit I, Vicious Crit II		Replaces Vicious Crit I-II		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		When the Weapons Master rolls a Critical Hit, the minimum Critical Hit reduces the enemy Health Points to 10 and roll a MINOR injury. The d12 Critical Hit roll is not needed. If enemy health is already 10 or lower, reduce HP to 2. If already at 2 or lower, the enemy dies.		Inc Crit Hit Min + Auto Minor Inj

		VICIOUS CRIT III Rank 5		PRECISION		Vicious Crit I, Vicious Crit II		Replaces Vicious Crit I-II		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		When the Weapons Master rolls a Critical Hit, the minimum Critical Hit reduces the enemy Health Points to 10 and roll a MINOR injury. The d12 Critical Hit roll is not needed. If enemy health is already 10 or lower, reduce HP to 2. If already at 2 or lower, the enemy dies.		Inc Crit Hit Min + Auto Minor Inj

		WEAPON FLURRY Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		All EAM		All WAM		-2		-3		+1		Parry -1		Negate		1 × per Combat Enctr		Weapons Master gains surge of battle energy to double WAM for one combat round. Each hit during the S+A round receives a bonus to ARM and Damage depending on Mastery Rank. Does not carry over into the next round, therefore ALL WAM must be used during the combat round in which Weapon Flurry is activated. Critical Hits and Epic Fumbles only apply to the first attack in a Weapon Flurry. In addition, Epic Fumbles negate the S+A.		Double WAM for 1 round

		WEAPON FLURRY Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		All EAM		All WAM		-1		-2		+1		Parry -1		Negate		1 × per Combat Enctr		Weapons Master gains surge of battle energy to double WAM for one combat round. Each hit during the S+A round receives a bonus to ARM and Damage depending on Mastery Rank. Does not carry over into the next round, therefore ALL WAM must be used during the combat round in which Weapon Flurry is activated. Critical Hits and Epic Fumbles only apply to the first attack in a Weapon Flurry. In addition, Epic Fumbles negate the S+A.		Double WAM for 1 round

		WEAPON FLURRY Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		All EAM		All WAM		0		-1		+2		Parry -2		Negate		1 × per Combat Enctr		Weapons Master gains surge of battle energy to double WAM for one combat round. Each hit during the S+A round receives a bonus to ARM and Damage depending on Mastery Rank. Does not carry over into the next round, therefore ALL WAM must be used during the combat round in which Weapon Flurry is activated. Critical Hits and Epic Fumbles only apply to the first attack in a Weapon Flurry. In addition, Epic Fumbles negate the S+A.		Double WAM for 1 round

		WRAP AROUND Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		per Weap		per Weap		-1		-3		d3		PAC% -3%		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master is adept at wrapping a flexible weapon  (such as a whip, a chain, a keusárégáma, etc), around an item or person. The Weapons Master gains a bonus to ARM depending on Mastery Rank. If the target is a person, the target is allowed a PAC% check with a penalty, depending on the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank, to negate the Wrap-Around. A wrapped item or person should be treated as if bound by non-majikal means.		Bind Tgt w/Flexible Weapon

		WRAP AROUND Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		per Weap		per Weap		-1		-2		d3+1		PAC% -6%		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master is adept at wrapping a flexible weapon  (such as a whip, a chain, a keusárégáma, etc), around an item or person. The Weapons Master gains a bonus to ARM depending on Mastery Rank. If the target is a person, the target is allowed a PAC% check with a penalty, depending on the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank, to negate the Wrap-Around. A wrapped item or person should be treated as if bound by non-majikal means.		Bind Tgt w/Flexible Weapon

		WRAP AROUND Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		per Weap		per Weap		0		-1		d4+1		PAC% -9%		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master is adept at wrapping a flexible weapon  (such as a whip, a chain, a keusárégáma, etc), around an item or person. The Weapons Master gains a bonus to ARM depending on Mastery Rank. If the target is a person, the target is allowed a PAC% check with a penalty, depending on the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank, to negate the Wrap-Around. A wrapped item or person should be treated as if bound by non-majikal means.		Bind Tgt w/Flexible Weapon




		ARMOR		ARMOR_DEF_BASE

		Choose One		0

		No Armor  Just Clothing		0

		Banded Mail (Bronze)		4

		Banded Mail (Chromium)		8

		Banded Mail (Fired Wood)		4

		Banded Mail (Steel)		5

		Banded Mail (Tungsten)		7

		Banded Mail (Titanium)		6

		Banded Mail (Wood)		3

		Breast Plate (Bronze)		4

		Breast Plate (Chromium)		8

		Breast Plate (Steel)		5

		Breast Plate (Tungsten)		7

		Breast Plate (Titanium)		6

		Brigandine (Bronze/Lthr)		3

		Brigandine (Chromium/Lthr)		7

		Brigandine (Steel/Lthr)		4

		Brigandine (Tungsten/Lthr)		6

		Brigandine (Titanium/Lthr)		5

		Brigandine (Wood/Lthr)		1

		Brigandine Fired (Wood/Lthr)		2

		Chain Mail  Elven Full (Alloy)		5

		Chain Mail  Elven Shirt (Alloy)		4

		Field Plate  Dwarven (Alloy)		5

		Chain Mail  Full (Bronze)		4

		Chain Mail  Full (Chromium)		8

		Chain Mail  Full (Steel)		5

		Chain Mail  Full (Tungsten)		7

		Chain Mail  Full (Titanium)		6

		Chain Mail  Shirt (Bronze)		3

		Chain Mail  Shirt (Chromium)		7

		Chain Mail  Shirt (Steel)		4

		Chain Mail  Shirt (Tungsten)		6

		Chain Mail  Shirt (Titanium)		5

		Clothing  Padded Cloth		1

		Field Plate (Bronze)		6

		Field Plate (Chromium)		10

		Field Plate (Steel)		7

		Field Plate (Tungsten)		9

		Field Plate (Titanium)		8

		Full Plate (Bronze)		7

		Full Plate (Chromium)		11

		Full Plate (Steel)		8

		Full Plate (Tungsten)		10

		Full Plate (Titanium)		9

		Hide, Crocodile		5

		Hide, Elephant		3

		Hide, Hard Cured		2

		Hide, Rhinoceros		4

		Hide, Soft		1

		Lthr, Hardened		2

		Lthr, Soft		1

		Lthr, Spiked		2

		Lthr, Studded		2

		Plate Mail (Fired Wood)		5

		Plated Mail (Bronze)		5

		Plated Mail (Chromium)		9

		Plated Mail (Steel)		6

		Plated Mail (Tungsten)		8

		Plated Mail (Titanium)		7

		Plated Mail (Wood)		4

		Ring Mail (Bronze)		3

		Ring Mail (Chromium)		7

		Ring Mail (Steel)		4

		Ring Mail (Tungsten)		6

		Ring Mail (Titanium)		5

		Samurai Plate (Lthr/Bronze)		5

		Samurai Plate (Lthr/Chromium)		9

		Samurai Plate (Lthr/Steel)		6

		Samurai Plate (Lthr/Tungsten)		8

		Samurai Plate (Lthr/Titanium)		7

		Samurai Plate (Lthr/Wood)		4

		Samurai Plate (Lthr/Wood)		3

		Scale Mail (Bronze)		3

		Scale Mail (Chromium)		7

		Scale Mail (Fired Wood)		2

		Scale Mail (Steel)		4

		Scale Mail (Tungsten)		6

		Scale Mail (Titanium)		5

		Scale Mail (Wood)		1

		Splint Mail (Bronze)		4

		Splint Mail (Chromium)		8

		Splint Mail (Fired Wood)		3

		Splint Mail (Steel)		5

		Splint Mail (Tungsten)		7

		Splint Mail (Titanium)		6

		Splint Mail (Wood)		2

		Splint Mail (Wood)		3




		STAFF_ATK_B		STAFF_HANDS_B		STAFF_WAM_B		STAFF_DMG_B

		Snap, Forward		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Rear		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side High		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side Low		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Strike, Forward 45°		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Strike, Overhead 180°		2 Hands		3		d12+2+

		Strike, Overhead 360°		2 Hands		4		d12+3+

		Strike, Overhead 90°		2 Hands		2		d10+1+

		Sweep, Back		2 Hands		1		d6+

		Sweep, Full		2 Hands		2		d6+2+

		Sweep, Full Counter		2 Hands		2		d6+1+

		Sweep, Side		2 Hands		1		d6+1+

		Sweep, Side Counter		2 Hands		1		d6+

		Swing, Loin Cruncher		2 Hands		2		d12+4+

		Swing, Low		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Swing, Low		1 Hands		1		d8+

		Swing, Side		1 Hands		1		d8+

		Swing, Side		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Swing, Upward		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Downward		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Forward		2 Hands		1		d8+1+

		Thrust, Rear		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Side		2 Hands		1		d8+1+

		Thrust, Upward		2 Hands		1		d8+




		TNAZ_ATK_F		TNAZ_FORM_F		TNAZ_WAM_F		TNAZ_DMG_F

		Clap, Ear Thunder		2 Hand Strike		2		d4+St

		Combo Attack		Varies		Varies		Varies

		Kick, Axe		1 Foot Kick		2		d6

		Kick, Back		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Flying Drop		2+ Foot JumpKick		3		d8

		Kick, Flying Front		2+ Foot JumpKick		4		d6

		Kick, Foot Sweep		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Front		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Hook		1 Foot Kick		1		d6

		Kick, Jump		2 Foot JumpKick		2		d6

		Kick, Jumping Axe		2 Foot JumpKick		3		d8

		Kick, Push		2 Foot JumpKick		2		d6

		Kick, Spin		2 Foot Kick		2		d6

		Kick, Spinning Jump		2+ Foot JumpKick		3		d8+2

		Punch, Back Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d4

		Punch, Bolo Uppercut		1 Hand Punch		2		d8+1

		Punch, Double Fist		2 Hand Punch		2		d8

		Punch, Flying Super		1 Hand JumpPunch		3		d10+2

		Punch, Forward Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Punch, Hook Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Punch, Stone Fist		1 Hand Punch		2		d10+1

		Punch, Uppercut Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Strike, Charging		2+ Hand Strike		4		d8+2

		Strike, Finger Beak		1 per 2 Hand Strike		1		d2

		Strike, Front Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d6

		Strike, Hand Knife		1 Hand Strike		1		d4

		Strike, Hand Spear		1 Hand Strike		1		d6

		Strike, Open Hand		1 Hand Strike		1		d10

		Strike, Rear Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d8

		Strike, Side Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d8




		WEAP_ARW_BOW_A		WEAP_ARW_BOW_WAM_REQD_A		WEAP_ARW_BOW_RANGE_MAX_A		WEAP_ARW_BOW_RANGE_UNIT_A

				0		0		0

		Bow, Composite Long		1W/2E		150		30

		Bow, Recurve Long		1W/2E		200		40

		Bow, Recurve Short		1W/2E		125		25

		Bow, Composite Short		1W/2E		100		20

		Bow, Double Curve Long		1W/2E		120		24

		Bow, Double Curve Short		1W/2E		75		15

		Bow, Horse (Mohuran)		1W/2E		30		6

		Bow, Long		1W/2E		90		18

		Bow, Short		1W/2E		60		12

		Crossbow, Hand		1W/2E		50		10

		Crossbow, Heavy		1W/2E		150		30

		Crossbow, Light		1W/2E		100		20

		Sling		1W/2E		100		20

		Sling Staff		1W/2E		150		30




		WEAP_MEL_ATK_B		WEAP_MEL_WAM_B		WEAP_MEL_DMG_B

				0		0

		Axe, Battle (Double Edged)		1		d10

		Axe, Battle (Single Edged)		1		d8

		Axe, Hand/throwing		1		d6

		Axe, Mákéwáré		1		2d4

		Axe, Two-handed		1		2d3

		Axe, Wárékomé		1		2d2

		Brass Knuckles		1		d2

		Club		1		d4

		Club, Great		1		d6

		Club, Tetsúbo		1		2d3

		Cudgel		1		d4

		Dagger		1		d4

		Dagger, Curved		1		d4

		Dagger, Punch		1		d4

		Dagger, Push		1		d4

		Dagger, Serrated		1		d6

		Dagger, Stiletto		1		d4

		Dagger. Parrying		1		d4

		Dart (20), Hand		1		d2

		Dart (50) (Barbed), Hand		1		d3

		Fist, Gauntlet		1		d4

		Fist, Unarmed		1		d3

		Flail		1		d4

		Flail, Bladed		1		d8

		Flail, Spiked		1		d6

		Flat of Blade (LG Weapons)		1		d6

		Flat of Blade (MD Weapons)		1		d4

		Flat of Blade (SM) Weapons)		1		d2

		Fork, Pitch		1		d6

		Fork, Tiger (Long)		1		d6

		Fork, Tiger (Short)		1		d6

		Fork, War (Long)		1		d4

		Fork, War (Short)		1		d4

		Gaff/Hook		1		d3

		Garrott Wire		1		d10

		Grappling Hook 120'		1		d2

		Hammer (Throwing)		1		d4

		Hammer, Melon		1		d4

		Hammer, Sledge 		1		d6

		Hammer, War		1		d8

		Hammer, War (2 Handed)		1		d10

		Harpoon		1		d8

		Hatchet		1		2d2

		Hilt of Large Weapon		1		d6

		Hilt of Medium Weapon		1		d4

		Hilt of Small Weapon		1		d2

		Javelin		1		d8

		Jité Rod		1		d3

		Káma Blade		1		d6

		Keusárégáma 		1		d6+d4

		Knife		1		d4

		Knife, Keukré		1		d6

		Knife, Tanto		1		d4

		Lance, Heavy		1		d12

		Lance, Light		1		d8

		Lance, Medium		1		d10

		Lasso		1		0

		Machete		1		d6

		Mancatcher		1		1

		Maul		1		2d4

		Morningstar		1		d6

		Net		1		Special

		Nuncháku		1		d4

		Pick, Heavy		1		d8

		Pick, Light		1		d6

		Pipe, Máché'Kánshésha		2		Special

		Polearm, Bardiche		1		d8

		Polearm, Fauchard		1		d8

		Polearm, Glaive		1		d8

		Polearm, Halberd		1		d8

		Polearm, Pike		1		d10

		Polearm, Pilum		1		d6

		Polearm, Ranseur		1		d6

		Polearm, Spetum		1		d6

		Pry bar		1		d4

		Rake, Keumádé		1		d4

		Rock (Large)		1		d6

		Rock (Medium)		1		d4

		Rock (Small)		1		d3

		Rod, Chéjéréké		1		2d4

		Sai		1		d6

		Sap   		1		d2

		Scourge		1		2d4

		Scythe		1		d6

		Shobo Sticks (2)		1		d2

		Shovel		1		d4

		Sickle		1		d4

		Spear (Long)		1		d6

		Spear (One-handed)		1		d6

		Spear (Short) 		1		d6

		Spear (Two-handed)		1		d8

		Spear, Angon		1		d6

		Spear, Deum		1		2d4

		Spear, Nagi'Yáré		1		d6+1

		Spear, Serrated		1		3d3

		Staff, 3 Part		1		d6

		Staff, Bladed (Double)		1		d8

		Staff, Bladed (Single)		1		d8

		Staff, Flute (Long)		1		d6

		Staff, Flute (Short)		1		d4

		Staff, Long (QuarterStaff)		1		d6

		Staff, Metal Cap (Blunt)		- -		+1

		Staff, Metal Cap (Clawed)		- -		+3

		Staff, Metal Cap (Point)		- -		+2

		Staff, Short (BoStaff)		1		d6

		Sticks, Eskrýma		1		d4

		Swofd, Nagénáta		1		d8+1

		Sword, Bastard		1		d10

		Sword, Bastard (Two-handed) 1		1		d12

		Sword, Broad		1		d10

		Sword, Butterfly		1		d6

		Sword, Claymore		1		d12

		Sword, Cutlass		1		d8

		Sword, Dádao		1		d6

		Sword, Falchion		1		d8

		Sword, Great		1		d10

		Sword, Kátána		1		2d4

		Sword, Kopesh		1		d8

		Sword, Kopesh Two-Handed 		1		d10

		Sword, Serrated Long		1		d10

		Sword, Long		1		d8

		Sword, Rapier		1		d8

		Sword, Sabre		1		d8

		Sword, Sápára		1		d8

		Sword, Serrated Scimitar		1		d10

		Sword, Scimitar		1		d8

		Sword, Shávona		1		d8

		Sword, Short		1		d6

		Sword, Two-handed		1		d10

		Sword, Wákézáshé		1		2d3

		Thimbles, Neko'Té (5)		1		3d2

		Tiger Claws (2)		1		d6

		Tonfá Blades		1		d6

		Tonfá Sticks		1		d4

		Trident		1		d6

		Trident, Two-handed		1		d8

		War Fan (2)		1		d4

		Whip		1		d4

		Whip, Barbed		1		3d2

		Whip, Multi		1		3d3




		B-WEAP-NAME		B-WEAP-TYPE		B-WEAP-PREREQ		B-WEAP-COMBINE		B-WEAP-EAM		B-WEAP-WAM		B-WEAP-INIT		B-WEAP-ARM		B-WEAP-DMG		B-WEAP-AVDTYPE		B-WEAP-AVDEFF		B-WEAP-USES		B-WEAP-DESC		B-WEAP-COMBAT

		AID COMPANION Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2/Use		1/Use		0		Ally +1		0		MAC% -5%		Negate		1 × per Avail WAM		Weapons Master feints an attack toward an ally's opponent, distracting the opponent, to effect an ARM bonus for the ally. Requires 2 EAM – 1 to move to target and 1 to feint attack. May be used a number of times equal to Weapon Master's WAM. MAC% with scaling penalties allowed to negate.		Distract Target to Give ARM+ to Ally

		AID COMPANION Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2/Use		1/Use		0		Ally +1		0		MAC% -10%		Negate		1 × per Avail WAM		Weapons Master feints an attack toward an ally's opponent, distracting the opponent, to effect an ARM bonus for the ally. Requires 2 EAM – 1 to move to target and 1 to feint attack. May be used a number of times equal to Weapon Master's WAM. MAC% with scaling penalties allowed to negate.		Distract Target to Give ARM+ to Ally

		AID COMPANION Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2/Use		1/Use		0		Ally +2		0		MAC% -15%		Negate		1 × per Avail WAM		Weapons Master feints an attack toward an ally's opponent, distracting the opponent, to effect an ARM bonus for the ally. Requires 2 EAM – 1 to move to target and 1 to feint attack. May be used a number of times equal to Weapon Master's WAM. MAC% with scaling penalties allowed to negate.		Distract Target to Give ARM+ to Ally

		BATTLE READY Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		0		0		+1		0		0		None		None		Automatic		The Weapons Master is alert and keenly observant of the battle field effecting an automatic bonus to his/her Initiative.		Automatic Initiative Bonus

		BATTLE READY Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		0		0		+1		0		0		None		None		Automatic		The Weapons Master is alert and keenly observant of the battle field effecting an automatic bonus to his/her Initiative.		Automatic Initiative Bonus

		BATTLE READY Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		0		0		+1		0		0		None		None		Automatic		The Weapons Master is alert and keenly observant of the battle field effecting an automatic bonus to his/her Initiative.		Automatic Initiative Bonus

		BEHIND THE BACK Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		per Weap		-2		+1		+1		None		None		1 × per Target		The Weapons Master uses a quick slide to move behind the target's back effecting a scaling Initiative penalty/bonus and an ARM and DAMAGE bonus. Backstab damage is not applicable.		Position Shift for DMG/ARM Bonus

		BEHIND THE BACK Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		per Weap		-2		+1		+2		None		None		1 × per Target		The Weapons Master uses a quick slide to move behind the target's back effecting a scaling Initiative penalty/bonus and an ARM and DAMAGE bonus. Backstab damage is not applicable.		Position Shift for DMG/ARM Bonus

		BEHIND THE BACK Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		per Weap		-1		+2		+3		None		None		1 × per Target		The Weapons Master uses a quick slide to move behind the target's back effecting a scaling Initiative penalty/bonus and an ARM and DAMAGE bonus. Backstab damage is not applicable.		Position Shift for DMG/ARM Bonus

		BLUDGEON Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		per Weap		0		0		1/2 DMG		Parry -1		Negate		1× per Combat Round		A successful hit with the flat of a blade, the hilt of a weapon, or other non-edged part of the weapon does ½ damage and causes the target to roll a Physical Avoidance Check (PAC%) on d100 with scaling penalties or be STUNNED for 1-6 rounds based on Mastery Rank. STUNNED: -2 ARM/DEF, -1 INIT, lose all EAM except Avoidance.		Stun d2 Rounds - Half Damage

		BLUDGEON Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		per Weap		0		1		1/2 DMG		Parry -1		Negate		1× per Combat Round		A successful hit with the flat of a blade, the hilt of a weapon, or other non-edged part of the weapon does ½ damage and causes the target to roll a Physical Avoidance Check (PAC%) on d100 with scaling penalties or be STUNNED for 1-6 rounds based on Mastery Rank. STUNNED: -2 ARM/DEF, -1 INIT, lose all EAM except Avoidance.		Stun d2 Rounds - Half Damage

		BLUDGEON Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		per Weap		0		1		1/2 DMG		Parry -2		Negate		1× per Combat Round		A successful hit with the flat of a blade, the hilt of a weapon, or other non-edged part of the weapon does ½ damage and causes the target to roll a Physical Avoidance Check (PAC%) on d100 with scaling penalties or be STUNNED for 1-6 rounds based on Mastery Rank. STUNNED: -2 ARM/DEF, -1 INIT, lose all EAM except Avoidance.		Stun d3 Rounds - Half Damage

		BRAWLER Rank 3		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 per Atk		1 per Atk		-1		-3		1 DMG		Parry -1		Negate		Unlimited		The Weapons Master is proficient with hand-to-hand, fist-fighting, bar room brawling style combat using fists and feet with scaling INITIATIVE and ARM bonuses/penalties. The Weapons Master will receive 1 additional WAM per round for every 10 of his/her Experience Levels. Each Brawler attack will inflict scaling damage (plus normal Mastery Damage bonus).		Bar Room Brawling Fighting

		BRAWLER Rank 4		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 per Atk		1 per Atk		-1		-2		d2		Parry -1		Negate		Unlimited		The Weapons Master is proficient with hand-to-hand, fist-fighting, bar room brawling style combat using fists and feet with scaling INITIATIVE and ARM bonuses/penalties. The Weapons Master will receive 1 additional WAM per round for every 10 of his/her Experience Levels. Each Brawler attack will inflict scaling damage (plus normal Mastery Damage bonus).		Bar Room Brawling Fighting

		BRAWLER Rank 5		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 per Atk		1 per Atk		0		-1		d2+1		Parry -2		Negate		Unlimited		The Weapons Master is proficient with hand-to-hand, fist-fighting, bar room brawling style combat using fists and feet with scaling INITIATIVE and ARM bonuses/penalties. The Weapons Master will receive 1 additional WAM per round for every 10 of his/her Experience Levels. Each Brawler attack will inflict scaling damage (plus normal Mastery Damage bonus).		Bar Room Brawling Fighting

		CHARGE ATTACK Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 + 1/5 ft		per Weap		1/5 ft		+1/5ft		+1/5ft		PAC% -3%		1/2 DMG|No Fall		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master charges to target from 5+ feet away then attacks target with weapon for scaling bonuses to ARM/DMG for every 5 feet of charge (Max 15 feet). Target gets PAC% with scaling penalties. PAC% failure indicates target takes full damange and falls down suffering loss of all WAM and Combat Disadvantage  for remainder of current round while regaining combat ready position. Successful PAC% yields half damage and no fall. Move 5 ft per segment when charging.		Charge for Bonus ARM/DMG

		CHARGE ATTACK Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 + 1/5 ft		per Weap		1/5 ft		+1/5ft		+1/5ft		PAC% -6%		1/2 DMG|No Fall		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master charges to target from 5+ feet away then attacks target with weapon for scaling bonuses to ARM/DMG for every 5 feet of charge (Max 15 feet). Target gets PAC% with scaling penalties. PAC% failure indicates target takes full damange and falls down suffering loss of all WAM and Combat Disadvantage  for remainder of current round while regaining combat ready position. Successful PAC% yields half damage and no fall. Move 5 ft per segment when charging.		Charge for Bonus ARM/DMG

		CHARGE ATTACK Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 + 1/5 ft		per Weap		1/5 ft		+1/5ft		+2/5ft		PAC% -9%		1/2 DMG|No Fall		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master charges to target from 5+ feet away then attacks target with weapon for scaling bonuses to ARM/DMG for every 5 feet of charge (Max 15 feet). Target gets PAC% with scaling penalties. PAC% failure indicates target takes full damange and falls down suffering loss of all WAM and Combat Disadvantage  for remainder of current round while regaining combat ready position. Successful PAC% yields half damage and no fall. Move 5 ft per segment when charging.		Charge for Bonus ARM/DMG

		DEFLECT MISSILE Rank 3		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		-3		0		None		None		Unlimited		Weapons Master uses the weapon-in-hand to deflect an incoming missile attack (arrow, dagger, etc), knocking the missile d20 feet away in a direction of the GameMaster's choosing. Deflect Missile is performed by making a standard parry roll.		Knock Away Incoming Missile

		DEFLECT MISSILE Rank 4		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		-2		0		None		None		Unlimited		Weapons Master uses the weapon-in-hand to deflect an incoming missile attack (arrow, dagger, etc), knocking the missile d20 feet away in a direction of the GameMaster's choosing. Deflect Missile is performed by making a standard parry roll.		Knock Away Incoming Missile

		DEFLECT MISSILE Rank 5		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		-1		0		None		None		Unlimited		Weapons Master uses the weapon-in-hand to deflect an incoming missile attack (arrow, dagger, etc), knocking the missile d20 feet away in a direction of the GameMaster's choosing. Deflect Missile is performed by making a standard parry roll.		Knock Away Incoming Missile

		DISARM ENEMY Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		+1		0		PAC% -3%		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master must make a successful parry with scaling bonuses that targets the enemy's weapon hand and betters the enemy's attack by 2 or more for the Disarm Enemy S+A to be successful. Success causes the enemy to make a successful PAC% with scaling penalties or drop weapon and lose all WAM until in combat ready stance. For example, if a hit of 0 is needed to successfully parry, a hit of -2 or lower forcesa PAC% to disarm the opponent.		Parry to Disarm Target

		DISARM ENEMY Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		+1		0		PAC% -6%		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master must make a successful parry with scaling bonuses that targets the enemy's weapon hand and betters the enemy's attack by 2 or more for the Disarm Enemy S+A to be successful. Success causes the enemy to make a successful PAC% with scaling penalties or drop weapon and lose all WAM until in combat ready stance. For example, if a hit of 0 is needed to successfully parry, a hit of -2 or lower forcesa PAC% to disarm the opponent.		Parry to Disarm Target

		DISARM ENEMY Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		+2		0		PAC% -9%		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master must make a successful parry with scaling bonuses that targets the enemy's weapon hand and betters the enemy's attack by 2 or more for the Disarm Enemy S+A to be successful. Success causes the enemy to make a successful PAC% with scaling penalties or drop weapon and lose all WAM until in combat ready stance. For example, if a hit of 0 is needed to successfully parry, a hit of -2 or lower forcesa PAC% to disarm the opponent.		Parry to Disarm Target

		DUCK & DODGE Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		-2		0		None		None		Unlimited		Weapons Master is able to parry an attack by using a Duck and Dodge maneuver to evade the attack. The Weapons Master must make a standard parry roll to attempt this S+A. The Weapons Master is still in combat ready mode at the end of this action. Attempting this without this S+A incurs a -4 penalty to the parry.		Parry by Duck/Dodge Action

		DUCK & DODGE Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		-1		0		None		None		Unlimited		Weapons Master is able to parry an attack by using a Duck and Dodge maneuver to evade the attack. The Weapons Master must make a standard parry roll to attempt this S+A. The Weapons Master is still in combat ready mode at the end of this action. Attempting this without this S+A incurs a -4 penalty to the parry.		Parry by Duck/Dodge Action

		DUCK & DODGE Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		0		0		None		None		Unlimited		Weapons Master is able to parry an attack by using a Duck and Dodge maneuver to evade the attack. The Weapons Master must make a standard parry roll to attempt this S+A. The Weapons Master is still in combat ready mode at the end of this action. Attempting this without this S+A incurs a -4 penalty to the parry.		Parry by Duck/Dodge Action

		FOCUS STRIKE Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Combine with Precision Strke or Fury Strike		1 per INIT		1		-1 per INIT		+1 per INIT		0		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master holds INIT to focus attack yielding scaling bonus to ARM. Gain +1 for every 1 held INIT with max bonus equal to 1/2 Mastery Rank. Being successfully attacked or failing to attack before end of the combat round results in having to abandon the Focus Strike or start the focus segments over from the beginning. Bonus only applies to 1st attack following the focus segments and expires whehter attack is successful or not.		Hold INIT to Gain ARM Bonus

		FOCUS STRIKE Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Combine with Precision Strke or Fury Strike		1 per INIT		1		-1 per INIT		+1 per INIT		0		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master holds INIT to focus attack yielding scaling bonus to ARM. Gain +1 for every 1 held INIT with max bonus equal to 1/2 Mastery Rank. Being successfully attacked or failing to attack before end of the combat round results in having to abandon the Focus Strike or start the focus segments over from the beginning. Bonus only applies to 1st attack following the focus segments and expires whehter attack is successful or not.		Hold INIT to Gain ARM Bonus

		FOCUS STRIKE Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Combine with Precision Strke or Fury Strike		1 per INIT		1		-1 per INIT		+1 per INIT		0		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master holds INIT to focus attack yielding scaling bonus to ARM. Gain +1 for every 1 held INIT with max bonus equal to 1/2 Mastery Rank. Being successfully attacked or failing to attack before end of the combat round results in having to abandon the Focus Strike or start the focus segments over from the beginning. Bonus only applies to 1st attack following the focus segments and expires whehter attack is successful or not.		Hold INIT to Gain ARM Bonus

		FURY STRIKE Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Combine with Precision Strke or Focus Strike		1 per INIT		1		-1 per INIT		0		+1 per INIT		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master holds INIT to gather strength yielding scaling bonus to DAMAGE. Gain +1 for every 1 held INIT with max bonus equal to 1/2 Mastery Rank. Being successfully attacked or failing to attack before end of the combat round results in abandonment of Fury Strike or start the hold segments over from the beginning. Bonus only applies to 1st attack following the held segments and expires whehter attack is successful or not.		Hold INIT to Gain DMG Bonus

		FURY STRIKE Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Combine with Precision Strke or Focus Strike		1 per INIT		1		-1 per INIT		0		+1 per INIT		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master holds INIT to gather strength yielding scaling bonus to DAMAGE. Gain +1 for every 1 held INIT with max bonus equal to 1/2 Mastery Rank. Being successfully attacked or failing to attack before end of the combat round results in abandonment of Fury Strike or start the hold segments over from the beginning. Bonus only applies to 1st attack following the held segments and expires whehter attack is successful or not.		Hold INIT to Gain DMG Bonus

		FURY STRIKE Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Combine with Precision Strke or Focus Strike		1 per INIT		1		-1 per INIT		0		+1 per INIT		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master holds INIT to gather strength yielding scaling bonus to DAMAGE. Gain +1 for every 1 held INIT with max bonus equal to 1/2 Mastery Rank. Being successfully attacked or failing to attack before end of the combat round results in abandonment of Fury Strike or start the hold segments over from the beginning. Bonus only applies to 1st attack following the held segments and expires whehter attack is successful or not.		Hold INIT to Gain DMG Bonus

		KICKER Rank 3		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 - 3		1 - 3		-2		-2		d3		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master gains 1 extra WAM per combat round for each of his/her 10 Experience Levels. These additional WAM can only be used to kick the enemy with a full leg extension forward kick or a side kick with a scaling ARM bonus depending on Mastery Rank and inflicting scaling damage that ranges from  1 - 12 health points. These kick attacks are in addition to any other WAM during the combat round.		Extra WAM to KICK Target

		KICKER Rank 4		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 - 3		1 - 3		-1		-1		d3+1		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master gains 1 extra WAM per combat round for each of his/her 10 Experience Levels. These additional WAM can only be used to kick the enemy with a full leg extension forward kick or a side kick with a scaling ARM bonus depending on Mastery Rank and inflicting scaling damage that ranges from  1 - 12 health points. These kick attacks are in addition to any other WAM during the combat round.		Extra WAM to KICK Target

		KICKER Rank 5		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 - 3		1 - 3		-1		0		d4+1		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master gains 1 extra WAM per combat round for each of his/her 10 Experience Levels. These additional WAM can only be used to kick the enemy with a full leg extension forward kick or a side kick with a scaling ARM bonus depending on Mastery Rank and inflicting scaling damage that ranges from  1 - 12 health points. These kick attacks are in addition to any other WAM during the combat round.		Extra WAM to KICK Target

		KNOCK OUT WEAPON Rank 3		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		1		-1		-2		d4		PGA -1		Hold Weap		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master targets attack at knuckles of enemy's weapon hand with blunt part of weapon to weaken grip then quickly hits weapon itself sending it flying d4+6 feet away. Enemy must make successful PGA check with scaling penalties to hold onto weapon. If Knock Out is successful, enemy loses all WAM and is at Combat Disadvantage that round and cannot attack again until in Combat Ready Stance no sooner than start of next round.		Know Enemy Weapon up to 10' Away

		KNOCK OUT WEAPON Rank 4		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		1		0		-1		d4		PGA -2		Hold Weap		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master targets attack at knuckles of enemy's weapon hand with blunt part of weapon to weaken grip then quickly hits weapon itself sending it flying d4+6 feet away. Enemy must make successful PGA check with scaling penalties to hold onto weapon. If Knock Out is successful, enemy loses all WAM and is at Combat Disadvantage that round and cannot attack again until in Combat Ready Stance no sooner than start of next round.		Know Enemy Weapon up to 10' Away

		KNOCK OUT WEAPON Rank 5		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		1		0		0		d4		PGA -3		Hold Weap		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master targets attack at knuckles of enemy's weapon hand with blunt part of weapon to weaken grip then quickly hits weapon itself sending it flying d4+6 feet away. Enemy must make successful PGA check with scaling penalties to hold onto weapon. If Knock Out is successful, enemy loses all WAM and is at Combat Disadvantage that round and cannot attack again until in Combat Ready Stance no sooner than start of next round.		Know Enemy Weapon up to 10' Away

		MAJIK BREAKER I Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker II, Majik Breaker III		1		1		0		0		Normal		WIL -1		Cont Cast		1 × per Target		Weapons Master uses initiative sement 1 to verbally taunts spell caster and feints an attack forcing caster to make WIL Check to see if concentration is broken. On segment 2 Weapons Master uses 1 WAM to make melee attack with scaling arm bonus. If the Majik Weaver is still casting, this forces a second WIL check with a scaling penalty. If WIL Chck is successful, he/she continues casting but still takes the damage from the melee attack.		Maj Wvr WIL Penalty + ARM Bonus

		MAJIK BREAKER I Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker II, Majik Breaker III		1		1		0		0		Normal		WIL -2		Cont Cast		1 × per Target		Weapons Master uses initiative sement 1 to verbally taunts spell caster and feints an attack forcing caster to make WIL Check to see if concentration is broken. On segment 2 Weapons Master uses 1 WAM to make melee attack with scaling arm bonus. If the Majik Weaver is still casting, this forces a second WIL check with a scaling penalty. If WIL Chck is successful, he/she continues casting but still takes the damage from the melee attack.		Maj Wvr WIL Penalty + ARM Bonus

		MAJIK BREAKER I Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker II, Majik Breaker III		1		1		0		0		Normal		WIL -3		Cont Cast		1 × per Target		Weapons Master uses initiative sement 1 to verbally taunts spell caster and feints an attack forcing caster to make WIL Check to see if concentration is broken. On segment 2 Weapons Master uses 1 WAM to make melee attack with scaling arm bonus. If the Majik Weaver is still casting, this forces a second WIL check with a scaling penalty. If WIL Chck is successful, he/she continues casting but still takes the damage from the melee attack.		Maj Wvr WIL Penalty + ARM Bonus

		MAJIK BREAKER II Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker I, Majik Breaker III		1		1		0		+1		+1		See MB I		See MB I		1 × per Target		In addition to the benefits of Majik Breaker I, the Weapons Master receives a scaling DAMAGE bonus to his/her melee attack that follows the taunt/feint. 		MB I + DAMAGE Bonus

		MAJIK BREAKER II Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker I, Majik Breaker III		1		1		0		+1		+2		See MB I		See MB I		1 × per Target		In addition to the benefits of Majik Breaker I, the Weapons Master receives a scaling DAMAGE bonus to his/her melee attack that follows the taunt/feint. 		MB I + DAMAGE Bonus

		MAJIK BREAKER II Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker I, Majik Breaker III		1		1		0		+2		+3		See MB I		See MB I		1 × per Target		In addition to the benefits of Majik Breaker I, the Weapons Master receives a scaling DAMAGE bonus to his/her melee attack that follows the taunt/feint. 		MB I + DAMAGE Bonus

		MAJIK BREAKER III Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker I, Majik Breaker II		1		1		0		See MB I		See MB II		See MB I		See MB I		1 × per Target		In addition to MB I and MB II, Weapons Master receives scaling bonus to Avoidance Majik Resistance if the Majik Weaver makes successful WIL check and effects his/her spell.  Bonus only applies to the spell being cast by the Majik Wever being attacked with Majik Breaker by the Weapons Master. Bonus does not apply to any other spells and does not apply to spell effects from Majik Items or innate spell-like abilities.		MB I +MB II + Maj Resist +6%

		MAJIK BREAKER III Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker I, Majik Breaker II		1		1		0		See MB I		See MB II		See MB I		See MB I		1 × per Target		In addition to MB I and MB II, Weapons Master receives scaling bonus to Avoidance Majik Resistance if the Majik Weaver makes successful WIL check and effects his/her spell.  Bonus only applies to the spell being cast by the Majik Wever being attacked with Majik Breaker by the Weapons Master. Bonus does not apply to any other spells and does not apply to spell effects from Majik Items or innate spell-like abilities.		MB I +MB II + Maj Resist +6%

		MAJIK BREAKER III Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker I, Majik Breaker II		1		1		0		See MB I		See MB II		See MB I		See MB I		1 × per Target		In addition to MB I and MB II, Weapons Master receives scaling bonus to Avoidance Majik Resistance if the Majik Weaver makes successful WIL check and effects his/her spell.  Bonus only applies to the spell being cast by the Majik Wever being attacked with Majik Breaker by the Weapons Master. Bonus does not apply to any other spells and does not apply to spell effects from Majik Items or innate spell-like abilities.		MB I +MB II + Maj Resist +6%

		MIGHTY HIT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		1		-1		1		3		Parry -1		Norm DMG		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master steps bak and pulls weapon to max striking distance (causing a -1 INIT), then steps forward to attack with scaling ARM bonus using momentum to gain scaling DAMAGE bonus. If the Weapons Master has more than one WAM per combat round, only the first attack of the round will receive Mighty Hit benefits. Target is allowed Parry with scaling penalties to receive only normal damage instead of Mighty Hit damage. 		Momentum Gives DMG Bonus

		MIGHTY HIT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		1		-1		1		4		Parry -1		Norm DMG		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master steps bak and pulls weapon to max striking distance (causing a -1 INIT), then steps forward to attack with scaling ARM bonus using momentum to gain scaling DAMAGE bonus. If the Weapons Master has more than one WAM per combat round, only the first attack of the round will receive Mighty Hit benefits. Target is allowed Parry with scaling penalties to receive only normal damage instead of Mighty Hit damage. 		Momentum Gives DMG Bonus

		MIGHTY HIT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		1		-1		2		5		Parry -2		Norm DMG		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master steps bak and pulls weapon to max striking distance (causing a -1 INIT), then steps forward to attack with scaling ARM bonus using momentum to gain scaling DAMAGE bonus. If the Weapons Master has more than one WAM per combat round, only the first attack of the round will receive Mighty Hit benefits. Target is allowed Parry with scaling penalties to receive only normal damage instead of Mighty Hit damage. 		Momentum Gives DMG Bonus

		MISSILE & MELEE Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		3		1		-2		-1		+1		Parry -1		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master throws hand-held missile from 5-10 feet then rushes in to make melee attack with scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonuses to both attacks. Missile attack is a free action (does not use any WAM). Melee attack is normal attack and uses 1 WAM. Full combo requires 3 segments (uses 3 EAM) – missile on segment 1, move to the enemy on segment 2, and melee on segment 3. Target gets parry with scaling penalties to negate damage.		1 Msl + 1 Mel Atk Uses 1 WAM

		MISSILE & MELEE Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		3		1		-2		-1		+2		Parry -1		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master throws hand-held missile from 5-10 feet then rushes in to make melee attack with scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonuses to both attacks. Missile attack is a free action (does not use any WAM). Melee attack is normal attack and uses 1 WAM. Full combo requires 3 segments (uses 3 EAM) – missile on segment 1, move to the enemy on segment 2, and melee on segment 3. Target gets parry with scaling penalties to negate damage.		1 Msl + 1 Mel Atk Uses 1 WAM

		MISSILE & MELEE Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		3		1		-1		0		+3		Parry -2		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master throws hand-held missile from 5-10 feet then rushes in to make melee attack with scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonuses to both attacks. Missile attack is a free action (does not use any WAM). Melee attack is normal attack and uses 1 WAM. Full combo requires 3 segments (uses 3 EAM) – missile on segment 1, move to the enemy on segment 2, and melee on segment 3. Target gets parry with scaling penalties to negate damage.		1 Msl + 1 Mel Atk Uses 1 WAM

		MOUNTED COMBAT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		per Weap		per Weap		-1		+1		+1		Parry -1		Negate		While Mounted		Weapons Master has mastered Mounted Combat and can fight proficiently with primary weapon from the back of a mount with scaling modifiers to Initiative, ARM, and Damage while the enemy receives modifiers to parry rolls and suffers Combat Disadvantage. This Skilled + Action is automatically active any time the Weapons Master is sitting atop a mount while engaged in combat.		Use Weapon While Mounted

		MOUNTED COMBAT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		per Weap		per Weap		-1		+1		+1		Parry -1		Negate		While Mounted		Weapons Master has mastered Mounted Combat and can fight proficiently with primary weapon from the back of a mount with scaling modifiers to Initiative, ARM, and Damage while the enemy receives modifiers to parry rolls and suffers Combat Disadvantage. This Skilled + Action is automatically active any time the Weapons Master is sitting atop a mount while engaged in combat.		Use Weapon While Mounted

		MOUNTED COMBAT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		per Weap		per Weap		0		+2		+2		Parry -2		Negate		While Mounted		Weapons Master has mastered Mounted Combat and can fight proficiently with primary weapon from the back of a mount with scaling modifiers to Initiative, ARM, and Damage while the enemy receives modifiers to parry rolls and suffers Combat Disadvantage. This Skilled + Action is automatically active any time the Weapons Master is sitting atop a mount while engaged in combat.		Use Weapon While Mounted

		OUT COLD Rank 3		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		1		0		+1		1/2 Roll Dmg		PGA -1		Neg Effect		Unlimited		Weapons Master uses hilt of weapon for two lightning quick blows (uses only 1 WAM), with scaling ARM bonuses, to target's carotid artery, one on left and one on right. Inflict half normal weapon damage and render target unconscious for a number of rounds equal to 1/2 Weapon Master's Mastery Rank. Target is allowed a PGA check with scaling penalties to negate the Out Cold effect. Any parry attempt by target is at -4 penalty.		Knock Target Unconscious

		OUT COLD Rank 4		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		1		0		+1		1/2 Roll Dmg		PGA -2		Neg Effect		Unlimited		Weapons Master uses hilt of weapon for two lightning quick blows (uses only 1 WAM), with scaling ARM bonuses, to target's carotid artery, one on left and one on right. Inflict half normal weapon damage and render target unconscious for a number of rounds equal to 1/2 Weapon Master's Mastery Rank. Target is allowed a PGA check with scaling penalties to negate the Out Cold effect. Any parry attempt by target is at -4 penalty.		Knock Target Unconscious

		OUT COLD Rank 5		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		1		+1		+2		1/2 Roll Dmg		PGA -3		Neg Effect		Unlimited		Weapons Master uses hilt of weapon for two lightning quick blows (uses only 1 WAM), with scaling ARM bonuses, to target's carotid artery, one on left and one on right. Inflict half normal weapon damage and render target unconscious for a number of rounds equal to 1/2 Weapon Master's Mastery Rank. Target is allowed a PGA check with scaling penalties to negate the Out Cold effect. Any parry attempt by target is at -4 penalty.		Knock Target Unconscious

		PARRY ELITE I Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Parry Elite II		1		0		0		+1		0		None		None		Automatic		The Weapons Master has mastered the art of the parry and parries incoming melee attacks with a scaling bonus. This bonus is automatic and applies to all parries made by the Weapons Master.		Gain ARM Bonus to Parry

		PARRY ELITE I Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Parry Elite II		1		0		0		+2		0		None		None		Automatic		The Weapons Master has mastered the art of the parry and parries incoming melee attacks with a scaling bonus. This bonus is automatic and applies to all parries made by the Weapons Master.		Gain ARM Bonus to Parry

		PARRY ELITE I Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Parry Elite II		1		0		0		+3		0		None		None		Automatic		The Weapons Master has mastered the art of the parry and parries incoming melee attacks with a scaling bonus. This bonus is automatic and applies to all parries made by the Weapons Master.		Gain ARM Bonus to Parry

		PARRY ELITE II Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		Parry Eliite I		Parry Elite I		1		0		0		+1		+1		None		None		Automatic		Weapons Master receives the parry bonus in Parry Elite I as well as an extra Reflex Attack that does not utilize any WAM. The Reflex Attack must be with the weapon-in-hand when the initial parry was made. The Reflex Attack is only available if the Parry Elite is a success and receives the same ARM bonus the initial parry received as well as a scaling DAMAGE bonus. Target is not allowed to parry the Reflex Attack.		Reflex Atk on Parry Success w/ARM +

		PARRY ELITE II Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		Parry Eliite I		Parry Elite I		1		0		0		+2		+1		None		None		Automatic		Weapons Master receives the parry bonus in Parry Elite I as well as an extra Reflex Attack that does not utilize any WAM. The Reflex Attack must be with the weapon-in-hand when the initial parry was made. The Reflex Attack is only available if the Parry Elite is a success and receives the same ARM bonus the initial parry received as well as a scaling DAMAGE bonus. Target is not allowed to parry the Reflex Attack.		Reflex Atk on Parry Success w/ARM +

		PARRY ELITE II Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		Parry Eliite I		Parry Elite I		1		0		0		+3		+2		None		None		Automatic		Weapons Master receives the parry bonus in Parry Elite I as well as an extra Reflex Attack that does not utilize any WAM. The Reflex Attack must be with the weapon-in-hand when the initial parry was made. The Reflex Attack is only available if the Parry Elite is a success and receives the same ARM bonus the initial parry received as well as a scaling DAMAGE bonus. Target is not allowed to parry the Reflex Attack.		Reflex Atk on Parry Success w/ARM +

		PRECISION STRIKE Rank 3		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Focus Strike or Fury Strike		per Weap		per Weap		-2		-3		3		Parry -1		Half DMG		1 × per Combat Round		The Weapons Master targets a specific part or area of the target's body with a better chance to hit than when making a standard called shot and gains scaling ARM and DAMAGE modifiers. A successful Precision Strike has a % chance to cause a minor injury (rolled from the Critical Hit chart) equal to the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank x 2 (rolled on d%). The target is allowed a parry with scaling penalties.		Called Shot with Modifiers

		PRECISION STRIKE Rank 4		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Focus Strike or Fury Strike		per Weap		per Weap		-2		-2		4		Parry -1		Half DMG		1 × per Combat Round		The Weapons Master targets a specific part or area of the target's body with a better chance to hit than when making a standard called shot and gains scaling ARM and DAMAGE modifiers. A successful Precision Strike has a % chance to cause a minor injury (rolled from the Critical Hit chart) equal to the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank x 2 (rolled on d%). The target is allowed a parry with scaling penalties.		Called Shot with Modifiers

		PRECISION STRIKE Rank 5		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Focus Strike or Fury Strike		per Weap		per Weap		-1		-1		5		Parry -2		Half DMG		1 × per Combat Round		The Weapons Master targets a specific part or area of the target's body with a better chance to hit than when making a standard called shot and gains scaling ARM and DAMAGE modifiers. A successful Precision Strike has a % chance to cause a minor injury (rolled from the Critical Hit chart) equal to the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank x 2 (rolled on d%). The target is allowed a parry with scaling penalties.		Called Shot with Modifiers

		REFLEX STRIKE PRO Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		+1		+1		None		None		Automatic		A pro version of a normal reflex attack, when a Weapons Master is attacked by an enemy melee attack, the enemy attack triggers a reflex strike that costs 0 Weapon Master's WAM and gives the Weapon Master's reflex attack a scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonus.		Auto Reflex Atk w/Bonus

		REFLEX STRIKE PRO Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		+1		+1		None		None		Automatic		A pro version of a normal reflex attack, when a Weapons Master is attacked by an enemy melee attack, the enemy attack triggers a reflex strike that costs 0 Weapon Master's WAM and gives the Weapon Master's reflex attack a scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonus.		Auto Reflex Atk w/Bonus

		REFLEX STRIKE PRO Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		+2		+2		None		None		Automatic		A pro version of a normal reflex attack, when a Weapons Master is attacked by an enemy melee attack, the enemy attack triggers a reflex strike that costs 0 Weapon Master's WAM and gives the Weapon Master's reflex attack a scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonus.		Auto Reflex Atk w/Bonus

		SPIN DEFENSE Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1/Seg		0		0		0		0		0		0		Unlimited		Weapons Master rapidly spins weapon-in-hand between him/herself and the enemy yielding a scaling Defense Factor bonus, with a scaling maximum bonus based on Mastery Rank, that lasts as long as the Weapons Master spins weapon. Medium size weapon or larger required. The weapon does not have to be a familiar weapon. Every spin segment uses one EAM (does not use WAM), and he/she must stop the spinning to make an attack.		DEF Bonus +1/Seg MAX = 1

		SPIN DEFENSE Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1/Seg		0		0		0		0		0		0		Unlimited		Weapons Master rapidly spins weapon-in-hand between him/herself and the enemy yielding a scaling Defense Factor bonus, with a scaling maximum bonus based on Mastery Rank, that lasts as long as the Weapons Master spins weapon. Medium size weapon or larger required. The weapon does not have to be a familiar weapon. Every spin segment uses one EAM (does not use WAM), and he/she must stop the spinning to make an attack.		DEF Bonus +1/Seg MAX = 1

		SPIN DEFENSE Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1/Seg		0		0		0		0		0		0		Unlimited		Weapons Master rapidly spins weapon-in-hand between him/herself and the enemy yielding a scaling Defense Factor bonus, with a scaling maximum bonus based on Mastery Rank, that lasts as long as the Weapons Master spins weapon. Medium size weapon or larger required. The weapon does not have to be a familiar weapon. Every spin segment uses one EAM (does not use WAM), and he/she must stop the spinning to make an attack.		DEF Bonus +1/Seg MAX = 2

		SPREAD THE PAIN Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1/Atk		1/Atk		0		+1/Tgt		3		Parry -1		Negate		1 × per 3 Combat Rounds		Weapon Master hits multiple targets in one combat round with scaling ARM/DAMAGE with a flurry of hits and dashes to move from one target to next. Targets must be within 5 feet of one another. Attack sequence = Atk 1 on Seg 1, Move Seg 2, Atk 2 on Seg 3, Move Seg 4, etc. Number of targets only limited by available WAM. Moving from target to target is free action (no EAM). Does not carry to next round. Max Bonus based on Mastery Rank.		Atk Multi Tgt w/Max ARM +3

		SPREAD THE PAIN Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1/Atk		1/Atk		0		+1/Tgt		4		Parry -1		Negate		1 × per 3 Combat Rounds		Weapon Master hits multiple targets in one combat round with scaling ARM/DAMAGE with a flurry of hits and dashes to move from one target to next. Targets must be within 5 feet of one another. Attack sequence = Atk 1 on Seg 1, Move Seg 2, Atk 2 on Seg 3, Move Seg 4, etc. Number of targets only limited by available WAM. Moving from target to target is free action (no EAM). Does not carry to next round. Max Bonus based on Mastery Rank.		Atk Multi Tgt w/Max ARM +4

		SPREAD THE PAIN Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1/Atk		1/Atk		0		+1/Tgt		5		Parry -2		Negate		1 × per 3 Combat Rounds		Weapon Master hits multiple targets in one combat round with scaling ARM/DAMAGE with a flurry of hits and dashes to move from one target to next. Targets must be within 5 feet of one another. Attack sequence = Atk 1 on Seg 1, Move Seg 2, Atk 2 on Seg 3, Move Seg 4, etc. Number of targets only limited by available WAM. Moving from target to target is free action (no EAM). Does not carry to next round. Max Bonus based on Mastery Rank.		Atk Multi Tgt w/Max ARM +5

		THROW WEAPON Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		1		-2		-1		+1		Parry -2		Half DMG		1 × per Combat Enctr		Weapon Master is able to throw the non-missile-weapon-in-hand at a target a distance in feet equal to his/her Strength (STR) × 2 for with a scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonus. In addition, the target suffers a penalty to any attempt to parry the thrown weapon. A successful parry does not negate the attack but yields half damage to the target.		Throw Melee Weap for Bonus

		THROW WEAPON Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		1		-2		0		+2		Parry -2		Half DMG		1 × per Combat Enctr		Weapon Master is able to throw the non-missile-weapon-in-hand at a target a distance in feet equal to his/her Strength (STR) × 2 for with a scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonus. In addition, the target suffers a penalty to any attempt to parry the thrown weapon. A successful parry does not negate the attack but yields half damage to the target.		Throw Melee Weap for Bonus

		THROW WEAPON Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		1		-1		1		+3		Parry -3		Half DMG		1 × per Combat Enctr		Weapon Master is able to throw the non-missile-weapon-in-hand at a target a distance in feet equal to his/her Strength (STR) × 2 for with a scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonus. In addition, the target suffers a penalty to any attempt to parry the thrown weapon. A successful parry does not negate the attack but yields half damage to the target.		Throw Melee Weap for Bonus

		VICIOUS CRIT I Rank 3		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Replaced by Vicious Crit II		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		When the Weapons Master rolls a Critical Hit, the minimum Critical Hit damage is maximum weapon damage × 2 (a roll of 10 or less on the Critical Hit Chart). If the Critical Hit damage rolled is less than maximum weapon damage × 2 (11 or 12 on the Critical it Chart), no re-roll is required, simply change the Critical Hit damage to the appropriate amount.		Increased Crit Hit Minimum

		VICIOUS CRIT I Rank 4		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Replaced by Vicious Crit II		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		When the Weapons Master rolls a Critical Hit, the minimum Critical Hit damage is maximum weapon damage × 2 (a roll of 10 or less on the Critical Hit Chart). If the Critical Hit damage rolled is less than maximum weapon damage × 2 (11 or 12 on the Critical it Chart), no re-roll is required, simply change the Critical Hit damage to the appropriate amount.		Increased Crit Hit Minimum

		VICIOUS CRIT I Rank 5		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Replaced by Vicious Crit II		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		When the Weapons Master rolls a Critical Hit, the minimum Critical Hit damage is maximum weapon damage × 2 (a roll of 10 or less on the Critical Hit Chart). If the Critical Hit damage rolled is less than maximum weapon damage × 2 (11 or 12 on the Critical it Chart), no re-roll is required, simply change the Critical Hit damage to the appropriate amount.		Increased Crit Hit Minimum

		VICIOUS CRIT II Rank 3		PRECISION		Vicious Crit I		Replaced by Vicious Crit III		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		Minimum Critical Hit damage is maximum weapon damage × 2 plus the rolled weapon damage (a roll of 8 or less on the Critical Hit chart) plus chance, equal to the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank x 2 to automatically cause a Minor Injury (roll on Critical Hit Chart). If the damage rolled is less than maximum weapon damage × 2 (9-12 on the Critical Hit Chart), no re-roll is required, simply change the Critical Hit damage to the appropriate amount.		Inc Crit Hit Min + Poss Injury

		VICIOUS CRIT II Rank 4		PRECISION		Vicious Crit I		Replaced by Vicious Crit III		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		Minimum Critical Hit damage is maximum weapon damage × 2 plus the rolled weapon damage (a roll of 8 or less on the Critical Hit chart) plus chance, equal to the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank x 2 to automatically cause a Minor Injury (roll on Critical Hit Chart). If the damage rolled is less than maximum weapon damage × 2 (9-12 on the Critical Hit Chart), no re-roll is required, simply change the Critical Hit damage to the appropriate amount.		Inc Crit Hit Min + Poss Injury

		VICIOUS CRIT II Rank 5		PRECISION		Vicious Crit I		Replaced by Vicious Crit III		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		Minimum Critical Hit damage is maximum weapon damage × 2 plus the rolled weapon damage (a roll of 8 or less on the Critical Hit chart) plus chance, equal to the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank x 2 to automatically cause a Minor Injury (roll on Critical Hit Chart). If the damage rolled is less than maximum weapon damage × 2 (9-12 on the Critical Hit Chart), no re-roll is required, simply change the Critical Hit damage to the appropriate amount.		Inc Crit Hit Min + Poss Injury

		VICIOUS CRIT III Rank 3		PRECISION		Vicious Crit I, Vicious Crit II		Replaces Vicious Crit I-II		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		When the Weapons Master rolls a Critical Hit, the minimum Critical Hit reduces the enemy Health Points to 10 and roll a MINOR injury. The d12 Critical Hit roll is not needed. If enemy health is already 10 or lower, reduce HP to 2. If already at 2 or lower, the enemy dies.		Inc Crit Hit Min + Auto Minor Inj

		VICIOUS CRIT III Rank 4		PRECISION		Vicious Crit I, Vicious Crit II		Replaces Vicious Crit I-II		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		When the Weapons Master rolls a Critical Hit, the minimum Critical Hit reduces the enemy Health Points to 10 and roll a MINOR injury. The d12 Critical Hit roll is not needed. If enemy health is already 10 or lower, reduce HP to 2. If already at 2 or lower, the enemy dies.		Inc Crit Hit Min + Auto Minor Inj

		VICIOUS CRIT III Rank 5		PRECISION		Vicious Crit I, Vicious Crit II		Replaces Vicious Crit I-II		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		When the Weapons Master rolls a Critical Hit, the minimum Critical Hit reduces the enemy Health Points to 10 and roll a MINOR injury. The d12 Critical Hit roll is not needed. If enemy health is already 10 or lower, reduce HP to 2. If already at 2 or lower, the enemy dies.		Inc Crit Hit Min + Auto Minor Inj

		WEAPON FLURRY Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		All EAM		All WAM		-2		-3		+1		Parry -1		Negate		1 × per Combat Enctr		Weapons Master gains surge of battle energy to double WAM for one combat round. Each hit during the S+A round receives a bonus to ARM and Damage depending on Mastery Rank. Does not carry over into the next round, therefore ALL WAM must be used during the combat round in which Weapon Flurry is activated. Critical Hits and Epic Fumbles only apply to the first attack in a Weapon Flurry. In addition, Epic Fumbles negate the S+A.		Double WAM for 1 round

		WEAPON FLURRY Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		All EAM		All WAM		-1		-2		+1		Parry -1		Negate		1 × per Combat Enctr		Weapons Master gains surge of battle energy to double WAM for one combat round. Each hit during the S+A round receives a bonus to ARM and Damage depending on Mastery Rank. Does not carry over into the next round, therefore ALL WAM must be used during the combat round in which Weapon Flurry is activated. Critical Hits and Epic Fumbles only apply to the first attack in a Weapon Flurry. In addition, Epic Fumbles negate the S+A.		Double WAM for 1 round

		WEAPON FLURRY Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		All EAM		All WAM		0		-1		+2		Parry -2		Negate		1 × per Combat Enctr		Weapons Master gains surge of battle energy to double WAM for one combat round. Each hit during the S+A round receives a bonus to ARM and Damage depending on Mastery Rank. Does not carry over into the next round, therefore ALL WAM must be used during the combat round in which Weapon Flurry is activated. Critical Hits and Epic Fumbles only apply to the first attack in a Weapon Flurry. In addition, Epic Fumbles negate the S+A.		Double WAM for 1 round

		WRAP AROUND Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		per Weap		per Weap		-1		-3		d3		PAC% -3%		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master is adept at wrapping a flexible weapon  (such as a whip, a chain, a keusárégáma, etc), around an item or person. The Weapons Master gains a bonus to ARM depending on Mastery Rank. If the target is a person, the target is allowed a PAC% check with a penalty, depending on the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank, to negate the Wrap-Around. A wrapped item or person should be treated as if bound by non-majikal means.		Bind Tgt w/Flexible Weapon

		WRAP AROUND Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		per Weap		per Weap		-1		-2		d3+1		PAC% -6%		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master is adept at wrapping a flexible weapon  (such as a whip, a chain, a keusárégáma, etc), around an item or person. The Weapons Master gains a bonus to ARM depending on Mastery Rank. If the target is a person, the target is allowed a PAC% check with a penalty, depending on the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank, to negate the Wrap-Around. A wrapped item or person should be treated as if bound by non-majikal means.		Bind Tgt w/Flexible Weapon

		WRAP AROUND Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		per Weap		per Weap		0		-1		d4+1		PAC% -9%		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master is adept at wrapping a flexible weapon  (such as a whip, a chain, a keusárégáma, etc), around an item or person. The Weapons Master gains a bonus to ARM depending on Mastery Rank. If the target is a person, the target is allowed a PAC% check with a penalty, depending on the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank, to negate the Wrap-Around. A wrapped item or person should be treated as if bound by non-majikal means.		Bind Tgt w/Flexible Weapon




ARCH_BOW_E	ARCH_BOW_WAM_REQD_E	ARCH_BOW_RANGE_MAX_E	ARCH_BOW_RANGE_UNIT_E
Bow, Composite Long	1W/2E	150	30
Bow, Recurve Long	1W/2E	200	40
Bow, Recurve Short	1W/2E	125	25
Bow, Composite Short	1W/2E	100	20
Bow, Double Curve Long	1W/2E	120	24
Bow, Double Curve Short	1W/2E	75	15
Bow, Horse (Mohuran)	1W/2E	30	6
Bow, Long	1W/2E	90	18
Bow, Short	1W/2E	60	12



		STAFF_ATK_G		STAFF_HANDS_G		STAFF_WAM_G		STAFF_DMG_G

		Snap, Forward		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Rear		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side High		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side Low		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Strike, Forward 45°		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Strike, Overhead 180°		2 Hands		3		d12+2+

		Strike, Overhead 360°		2 Hands		4		d12+3+

		Strike, Overhead 90°		2 Hands		2		d10+1+

		Sweep, Back		2 Hands		1		d6+

		Sweep, Full		2 Hands		2		d6+2+

		Sweep, Full Counter		2 Hands		2		d6+1+

		Sweep, Side		2 Hands		1		d6+1+

		Sweep, Side Counter		2 Hands		1		d6+

		Swing, Loin Cruncher		2 Hands		2		d12+4+

		Swing, Low		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Swing, Low		1 Hands		1		d8+

		Swing, Side		1 Hands		1		d8+

		Swing, Side		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Swing, Upward		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Downward		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Forward		2 Hands		1		d8+1+

		Thrust, Rear		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Side		2 Hands		1		d8+1+

		Thrust, Upward		2 Hands		1		d8+




		WEAP_MEL_ATK_A		WEAP_MEL_WAM_A		WEAP_MEL_DMG_A

				0		0

		Axe, Battle (Double Edged)		1		d10

		Axe, Battle (Single Edged)		1		d8

		Axe, Hand/throwing		1		d6

		Axe, Mákéwáré		1		2d4

		Axe, Two-handed		1		2d3

		Axe, Wárékomé		1		2d2

		Brass Knuckles		1		d2

		Club		1		d4

		Club, Great		1		d6

		Club, Tetsúbo		1		2d3

		Cudgel		1		d4

		Dagger		1		d4

		Dagger, Curved		1		d4

		Dagger, Punch		1		d4

		Dagger, Push		1		d4

		Dagger, Serrated		1		d6

		Dagger, Stiletto		1		d4

		Dagger. Parrying		1		d4

		Dart (20), Hand		1		d2

		Dart (50) (Barbed), Hand		1		d3

		Fist, Gauntlet		1		d4

		Fist, Unarmed		1		d3

		Flail		1		d4

		Flail, Bladed		1		d8

		Flail, Spiked		1		d6

		Flat of Blade (LG Weapons)		1		d6

		Flat of Blade (MD Weapons)		1		d4

		Flat of Blade (SM) Weapons)		1		d2

		Fork, Pitch		1		d6

		Fork, Tiger (Long)		1		d6

		Fork, Tiger (Short)		1		d6

		Fork, War (Long)		1		d4

		Fork, War (Short)		1		d4

		Gaff/Hook		1		d3

		Garrott Wire		1		d10

		Grappling Hook 120'		1		d2

		Hammer (Throwing)		1		d4

		Hammer, Melon		1		d4

		Hammer, Sledge 		1		d6

		Hammer, War		1		d8

		Hammer, War (2 Handed)		1		d10

		Harpoon		1		d8

		Hatchet		1		2d2

		Hilt of Large Weapon		1		d6

		Hilt of Medium Weapon		1		d4

		Hilt of Small Weapon		1		d2

		Javelin		1		d8

		Jité Rod		1		d3

		Káma Blade		1		d6

		Keusárégáma 		1		d6+d4

		Knife		1		d4

		Knife, Keukré		1		d6

		Knife, Tanto		1		d4

		Lance, Heavy		1		d12

		Lance, Light		1		d8

		Lance, Medium		1		d10

		Lasso		1		0

		Machete		1		d6

		Mancatcher		1		1

		Maul		1		2d4

		Morningstar		1		d6

		Net		1		Special

		Nuncháku		1		d4

		Pick, Heavy		1		d8

		Pick, Light		1		d6

		Pipe, Máché'Kánshésha		2		Special

		Polearm, Bardiche		1		d8

		Polearm, Fauchard		1		d8

		Polearm, Glaive		1		d8

		Polearm, Halberd		1		d8

		Polearm, Pike		1		d10

		Polearm, Pilum		1		d6

		Polearm, Ranseur		1		d6

		Polearm, Spetum		1		d6

		Pry bar		1		d4

		Rake, Keumádé		1		d4

		Rock (Large)		1		d6

		Rock (Medium)		1		d4

		Rock (Small)		1		d3

		Rod, Chéjéréké		1		2d4

		Sai		1		d6

		Sap   		1		d2

		Scourge		1		2d4

		Scythe		1		d6

		Shobo Sticks (2)		1		d2

		Shovel		1		d4

		Sickle		1		d4

		Spear (Long)		1		d6

		Spear (One-handed)		1		d6

		Spear (Short) 		1		d6

		Spear (Two-handed)		1		d8

		Spear, Angon		1		d6

		Spear, Deum		1		2d4

		Spear, Nagi'Yáré		1		d6+1

		Spear, Serrated		1		3d3

		Staff, 3 Part		1		d6

		Staff, Bladed (Double)		1		d8

		Staff, Bladed (Single)		1		d8

		Staff, Flute (Long)		1		d6

		Staff, Flute (Short)		1		d4

		Staff, Long (QuarterStaff)		1		d6

		Staff, Metal Cap (Blunt)		- -		+1

		Staff, Metal Cap (Clawed)		- -		+3

		Staff, Metal Cap (Point)		- -		+2

		Staff, Short (BoStaff)		1		d6

		Sticks, Eskrýma		1		d4

		Swofd, Nagénáta		1		d8+1

		Sword, Bastard		1		d10

		Sword, Bastard (Two-handed) 1		1		d12

		Sword, Broad		1		d10

		Sword, Butterfly		1		d6

		Sword, Claymore		1		d12

		Sword, Cutlass		1		d8

		Sword, Dádao		1		d6

		Sword, Falchion		1		d8

		Sword, Great		1		d10

		Sword, Kátána		1		2d4

		Sword, Kopesh		1		d8

		Sword, Kopesh Two-Handed 		1		d10

		Sword, Serrated Long		1		d10

		Sword, Long		1		d8

		Sword, Rapier		1		d8

		Sword, Sabre		1		d8

		Sword, Sápára		1		d8

		Sword, Serrated Scimitar		1		d10

		Sword, Scimitar		1		d8

		Sword, Shávona		1		d8

		Sword, Short		1		d6

		Sword, Two-handed		1		d10

		Sword, Wákézáshé		1		2d3

		Thimbles, Neko'Té (5)		1		3d2

		Tiger Claws (2)		1		d6

		Tonfá Blades		1		d6

		Tonfá Sticks		1		d4

		Trident		1		d6

		Trident, Two-handed		1		d8

		War Fan (2)		1		d4

		Whip		1		d4

		Whip, Barbed		1		3d2

		Whip, Multi		1		3d3




		STAFF_ATK_E		STAFF_HANDS_E		STAFF_WAM_E		STAFF_DMG_E

		Snap, Forward		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Rear		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side High		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side Low		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Strike, Forward 45°		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Strike, Overhead 180°		2 Hands		3		d12+2+

		Strike, Overhead 360°		2 Hands		4		d12+3+

		Strike, Overhead 90°		2 Hands		2		d10+1+

		Sweep, Back		2 Hands		1		d6+

		Sweep, Full		2 Hands		2		d6+2+

		Sweep, Full Counter		2 Hands		2		d6+1+

		Sweep, Side		2 Hands		1		d6+1+

		Sweep, Side Counter		2 Hands		1		d6+

		Swing, Loin Cruncher		2 Hands		2		d12+4+

		Swing, Low		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Swing, Low		1 Hands		1		d8+

		Swing, Side		1 Hands		1		d8+

		Swing, Side		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Swing, Upward		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Downward		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Forward		2 Hands		1		d8+1+

		Thrust, Rear		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Side		2 Hands		1		d8+1+

		Thrust, Upward		2 Hands		1		d8+




		ZZ-MSCODE		ZZ-MSARM		ZZ-MSDMG		ZZ-MSWAM

		AM.0.5		0		0		0

		AM.0.6		0		0		0

		AM.0.7		0		0		0

		AM.0.8		0		0		0

		AM.0.9		0		0		0

		AM.0.10		0		0		0

		AM.0.11		0		0		0

		AM.0.12		0		0		0

		AM.0.13		0		0		0

		AM.0.14		0		0		0

		AM.0.15		0		0		0

		AM.0.16		0		0		0

		AM.0.17		0		0		0

		AM.0.18		0		0		0

		AM.0.19		0		0		0

		AM.0.20		0		0		0

		AM.0.21		0		0		0

		AM.0.22		0		0		0

		AM.0.23		0		0		0

		AM.0.24		0		0		0

		AM.1.5		0		0		1/1

		AM.1.6		0		0		1/1

		AM.1.7		0		0		1/1

		AM.1.8		0		0		1/1

		AM.1.9		0		0		1/1

		AM.1.10		0		0		1/1

		AM.1.11		0		0		1/1

		AM.1.12		0		0		1/1

		AM.1.13		0		0		1/1

		AM.1.14		0		0		1/1

		AM.1.15		1		1		1/1

		AM.1.16		1		1		1/1

		AM.1.17		1		1		1/1

		AM.1.18		2		2		1/1

		AM.1.19		2		2		1/1

		AM.1.20		2		2		1/1

		AM.1.21		3		3		1/1

		AM.1.22		3		3		1/1

		AM.1.23		3		3		1/1

		AM.1.24		4		4		1/1

		AM.2.5		0		0		1/1

		AM.2.6		0		0		1/1

		AM.2.7		1		1		1/1

		AM.2.8		1		1		1/1

		AM.2.9		1		1		1/1

		AM.2.10		1		1		1/1

		AM.2.11		1		1		1/1

		AM.2.12		1		1		1/1

		AM.2.13		1		1		1/1

		AM.2.14		1		1		1/1

		AM.2.15		2		2		3/2

		AM.2.16		2		2		3/2

		AM.2.17		2		2		3/2

		AM.2.18		3		3		3/2

		AM.2.19		3		3		3/2

		AM.2.20		3		3		3/2

		AM.2.21		4		4		3/2

		AM.2.22		4		4		3/2

		AM.2.23		4		4		3/2

		AM.2.24		5		5		3/2

		AM.3.5		1		1		3/2

		AM.3.6		1		1		3/2

		AM.3.7		1		1		3/2

		AM.3.8		1		1		3/2

		AM.3.9		1		1		3/2

		AM.3.10		1		1		3/2

		AM.3.11		1		1		3/2

		AM.3.12		2		2		3/2

		AM.3.13		2		2		3/2

		AM.3.14		2		2		3/2

		AM.3.15		3		3		3/2

		AM.3.16		3		3		3/2

		AM.3.17		3		3		3/2

		AM.3.18		4		4		3/2

		AM.3.19		4		4		3/2

		AM.3.20		4		4		3/2

		AM.3.21		5		5		3/2

		AM.3.22		5		5		3/2

		AM.3.23		5		5		3/2

		AM.3.24		6		6		3/2

		AM.4.5		1		1		3/2

		AM.4.6		1		1		3/2

		AM.4.7		1		1		3/2

		AM.4.8		1		1		3/2

		AM.4.9		2		2		3/2

		AM.4.10		2		2		3/2

		AM.4.11		2		2		3/2

		AM.4.12		3		3		3/2

		AM.4.13		3		3		3/2

		AM.4.14		3		3		3/2

		AM.4.15		4		4		2/1

		AM.4.16		4		4		2/1

		AM.4.17		4		4		2/1

		AM.4.18		5		5		2/1

		AM.4.19		5		5		2/1

		AM.4.20		5		5		2/1

		AM.4.21		6		6		2/1

		AM.4.22		6		6		2/1

		AM.4.23		6		6		2/1

		AM.4.24		7		7		2/1

		AM.5.5		1		1		2/1

		AM.5.6		2		2		2/1

		AM.5.7		2		2		2/1

		AM.5.8		2		2		2/1

		AM.5.9		3		3		2/1

		AM.5.10		3		3		2/1

		AM.5.11		3		3		2/1

		AM.5.12		4		4		2/1

		AM.5.13		4		4		2/1

		AM.5.14		4		4		2/1

		AM.5.15		5		5		5/2

		AM.5.16		5		5		5/2

		AM.5.17		5		5		5/2

		AM.5.18		6		6		5/2

		AM.5.19		6		6		5/2

		AM.5.20		6		6		5/2

		AM.5.21		7		7		5/2

		AM.5.22		7		7		5/2

		AM.5.23		7		7		5/2

		AM.5.24		8		8		5/2

		AM.6.5		2		2		5/2

		AM.6.6		3		3		5/2

		AM.6.7		3		3		5/2

		AM.6.8		3		3		5/2

		AM.6.9		4		4		5/2

		AM.6.10		4		4		5/2

		AM.6.11		4		4		5/2

		AM.6.12		5		5		5/2

		AM.6.13		5		5		5/2

		AM.6.14		5		5		5/2

		AM.6.15		6		6		3/1

		AM.6.16		6		6		3/1

		AM.6.17		6		6		3/1

		AM.6.18		7		7		3/1

		AM.6.19		7		7		3/1

		AM.6.20		7		7		3/1

		AM.6.21		8		8		3/1

		AM.6.22		8		8		3/1

		AM.6.23		8		8		3/1

		AM.6.24		9		9		3/1

		AM.7.5		3		3		3/1

		AM.7.6		4		4		3/1

		AM.7.7		4		4		3/1

		AM.7.8		4		4		3/1

		AM.7.9		5		5		3/1

		AM.7.10		5		5		3/1

		AM.7.11		5		5		3/1

		AM.7.12		6		6		3/1

		AM.7.13		6		6		3/1

		AM.7.14		6		6		3/1

		AM.7.15		7		7		7/2

		AM.7.16		7		7		7/2

		AM.7.17		7		7		7/2

		AM.7.18		8		8		7/2

		AM.7.19		8		8		7/2

		AM.7.20		8		8		7/2

		AM.7.21		9		9		7/2

		AM.7.22		9		9		7/2

		AM.7.23		9		9		7/2

		AM.7.24		10		10		7/2

		AM.8.5		4		4		7/2

		AM.8.5		5		5		4/1

		AM.8.6		5		5		7/2

		AM.8.6		6		6		4/1

		AM.8.7		5		5		7/2

		AM.8.7		6		6		4/1

		AM.8.8		5		5		7/2

		AM.8.8		6		6		4/1

		AM.8.9		6		6		7/2

		AM.8.9		7		7		4/1

		AM.8.10		6		6		7/2

		AM.8.10		7		7		4/1

		AM.8.11		6		6		7/2

		AM.8.11		7		7		4/1

		AM.8.12		7		7		7/2

		AM.8.12		8		8		4/1

		AM.8.13		7		7		7/2

		AM.8.13		8		8		4/1

		AM.8.14		7		7		7/2

		AM.8.14		8		8		4/1

		AM.8.15		8		8		4/1

		AM.8.15		9		9		9/2

		AM.8.16		8		8		4/1

		AM.8.16		9		9		9/2

		AM.8.17		8		8		4/1

		AM.8.17		9		9		9/2

		AM.8.18		9		9		4/1

		AM.8.18		10		10		9/2

		AM.8.19		9		9		4/1

		AM.8.19		10		10		9/2

		AM.8.20		9		9		4/1

		AM.8.20		10		10		9/2

		AM.8.21		10		10		4/1

		AM.8.21		11		11		9/2

		AM.8.22		10		10		4/1

		AM.8.22		11		11		9/2

		AM.8.23		10		10		4/1

		AM.8.23		12		12		9/2

		AM.8.24		11		11		4/1

		AM.8.24		12		12		9/2

		AM.9.5		6		6		9/2

		AM.9.6		7		7		9/2

		AM.9.7		7		7		9/2

		AM.9.8		7		7		9/2

		AM.9.9		8		8		9/2

		AM.9.10		8		8		9/2

		AM.9.11		8		8		9/2

		AM.9.12		9		9		9/2

		AM.9.13		9		9		9/2

		AM.9.14		9		9		9/2

		AM.9.15		10		10		5/1

		AM.9.16		10		10		5/1

		AM.9.17		10		10		5/1

		AM.9.18		11		11		5/1

		AM.9.19		11		11		5/1

		AM.9.20		11		11		5/1

		AM.9.21		12		12		5/1

		AM.9.22		12		12		5/1

		AM.9.23		13		13		5/1

		AM.9.24		14		14		5/1

		AM.10.5		7		7		5/1

		AM.10.6		8		8		5/1

		AM.10.7		8		8		5/1

		AM.10.8		8		8		5/1

		AM.10.9		9		9		5/1

		AM.10.10		9		9		5/1

		AM.10.11		9		9		5/1

		AM.10.12		10		10		11/2

		AM.10.13		10		10		11/2

		AM.10.14		10		10		11/2

		AM.10.15		11		11		11/2

		AM.10.16		11		11		11/2

		AM.10.17		11		11		11/2

		AM.10.18		12		12		6/1

		AM.10.19		12		12		6/1

		AM.10.20		12		12		6/1

		AM.10.21		13		13		6/1

		AM.10.22		13		13		6/1

		AM.10.23		14		14		6/1

		AM.10.24		15		15		6/1

		BA.0.5		0		0		0

		BA.0.6		0		0		0

		BA.0.7		0		0		0

		BA.0.8		0		0		0

		BA.0.9		0		0		0

		BA.0.10		0		0		0

		BA.0.11		0		0		0

		BA.0.12		0		0		0

		BA.0.13		0		0		0

		BA.0.14		0		0		0

		BA.0.15		0		0		0

		BA.0.16		0		0		0

		BA.0.17		0		0		0

		BA.0.18		0		0		0

		BA.0.19		0		0		0

		BA.0.20		0		0		0

		BA.0.21		0		0		0

		BA.0.22		0		0		0

		BA.0.23		0		0		0

		BA.0.24		0		0		0

		BA.1.5		0		0		1/1

		BA.1.6		0		0		1/1

		BA.1.7		0		0		1/1

		BA.1.8		0		0		1/1

		BA.1.9		0		0		1/1

		BA.1.10		0		0		1/1

		BA.1.11		0		0		1/1

		BA.1.12		0		0		1/1

		BA.1.13		0		0		1/1

		BA.1.14		0		0		1/1

		BA.1.15		1		1		1/1

		BA.1.16		1		1		1/1

		BA.1.17		1		1		1/1

		BA.1.18		2		2		1/1

		BA.1.19		2		2		1/1

		BA.1.20		2		2		1/1

		BA.1.21		3		3		1/1

		BA.1.22		3		3		1/1

		BA.1.23		3		3		1/1

		BA.1.24		4		4		1/1

		BA.2.5		0		0		1/1

		BA.2.6		0		0		1/1

		BA.2.7		1		1		1/1

		BA.2.8		1		1		1/1

		BA.2.9		1		1		1/1

		BA.2.10		1		1		1/1

		BA.2.11		1		1		1/1

		BA.2.12		1		1		1/1

		BA.2.13		1		1		1/1

		BA.2.14		1		1		1/1

		BA.2.15		2		2		3/2

		BA.2.16		2		2		3/2

		BA.2.17		2		2		3/2

		BA.2.18		3		3		3/2

		BA.2.19		3		3		3/2

		BA.2.20		3		3		3/2

		BA.2.21		4		4		3/2

		BA.2.22		4		4		3/2

		BA.2.23		4		4		3/2

		BA.2.24		5		5		3/2

		BA.3.5		1		1		3/2

		BA.3.6		1		1		3/2

		BA.3.7		1		1		3/2

		BA.3.8		1		1		3/2

		BA.3.9		1		1		3/2

		BA.3.10		1		1		3/2

		BA.3.11		1		1		3/2

		BA.3.12		2		2		3/2

		BA.3.13		2		2		3/2

		BA.3.14		2		2		3/2

		BA.3.15		3		3		3/2

		BA.3.16		3		3		3/2

		BA.3.17		3		3		3/2

		BA.3.18		4		4		3/2

		BA.3.19		4		4		3/2

		BA.3.20		4		4		3/2

		BA.3.21		5		5		3/2

		BA.3.22		5		5		3/2

		BA.3.23		5		5		3/2

		BA.3.24		6		6		3/2

		BA.4.5		1		1		3/2

		BA.4.6		1		1		3/2

		BA.4.7		1		1		3/2

		BA.4.8		1		1		3/2

		BA.4.9		2		2		3/2

		BA.4.10		2		2		3/2

		BA.4.11		2		2		3/2

		BA.4.12		3		3		3/2

		BA.4.13		3		3		3/2

		BA.4.14		3		3		3/2

		BA.4.15		4		4		2/1

		BA.4.16		4		4		2/1

		BA.4.17		4		4		2/1

		BA.4.18		5		5		2/1

		BA.4.19		5		5		2/1

		BA.4.20		5		5		2/1

		BA.4.21		6		6		2/1

		BA.4.22		6		6		2/1

		BA.4.23		6		6		2/1

		BA.4.24		7		7		2/1

		BA.5.5		1		1		2/1

		BA.5.6		2		2		2/1

		BA.5.7		2		2		2/1

		BA.5.8		2		2		2/1

		BA.5.9		3		3		2/1

		BA.5.10		3		3		2/1

		BA.5.11		3		3		2/1

		BA.5.12		4		4		2/1

		BA.5.13		4		4		2/1

		BA.5.14		4		4		2/1

		BA.5.15		5		5		5/2

		BA.5.16		5		5		5/2

		BA.5.17		5		5		5/2

		BA.5.18		6		6		5/2

		BA.5.19		6		6		5/2

		BA.5.20		6		6		5/2

		BA.5.21		7		7		5/2

		BA.5.22		7		7		5/2

		BA.5.23		7		7		5/2

		BA.5.24		8		8		5/2

		BA.6.5		2		2		5/2

		BA.6.6		3		3		5/2

		BA.6.7		3		3		5/2

		BA.6.8		3		3		5/2

		BA.6.9		4		4		5/2

		BA.6.10		4		4		5/2

		BA.6.11		4		4		5/2

		BA.6.12		5		5		5/2

		BA.6.13		5		5		5/2

		BA.6.14		5		5		5/2

		BA.6.15		6		6		3/1

		BA.6.16		6		6		3/1

		BA.6.17		6		6		3/1

		BA.6.18		7		7		3/1

		BA.6.19		7		7		3/1

		BA.6.20		7		7		3/1

		BA.6.21		8		8		3/1

		BA.6.22		8		8		3/1

		BA.6.23		8		8		3/1

		BA.6.24		9		9		3/1

		BA.7.5		3		3		3/1

		BA.7.6		4		4		3/1

		BA.7.7		4		4		3/1

		BA.7.8		4		4		3/1

		BA.7.9		5		5		3/1

		BA.7.10		5		5		3/1

		BA.7.11		5		5		3/1

		BA.7.12		6		6		3/1

		BA.7.13		6		6		3/1

		BA.7.14		6		6		3/1

		BA.7.15		7		7		7/2

		BA.7.16		7		7		7/2

		BA.7.17		7		7		7/2

		BA.7.18		8		8		7/2

		BA.7.19		8		8		7/2

		BA.7.20		8		8		7/2

		BA.7.21		9		9		7/2

		BA.7.22		9		9		7/2

		BA.7.23		9		9		7/2

		BA.7.24		10		10		7/2

		BA.8.5		4		4		7/2

		BA.8.5		5		5		4/1

		BA.8.6		5		5		7/2

		BA.8.6		6		6		4/1

		BA.8.7		5		5		7/2

		BA.8.7		6		6		4/1

		BA.8.8		5		5		7/2

		BA.8.8		6		6		4/1

		BA.8.9		6		6		7/2

		BA.8.9		7		7		4/1

		BA.8.10		6		6		7/2

		BA.8.10		7		7		4/1

		BA.8.11		6		6		7/2

		BA.8.11		7		7		4/1

		BA.8.12		7		7		7/2

		BA.8.12		8		8		4/1

		BA.8.13		7		7		7/2

		BA.8.13		8		8		4/1

		BA.8.14		7		7		7/2

		BA.8.14		8		8		4/1

		BA.8.15		8		8		4/1

		BA.8.15		9		9		9/2

		BA.8.16		8		8		4/1

		BA.8.16		9		9		9/2

		BA.8.17		8		8		4/1

		BA.8.17		9		9		9/2

		BA.8.18		9		9		4/1

		BA.8.18		10		10		9/2

		BA.8.19		9		9		4/1

		BA.8.19		10		10		9/2

		BA.8.20		9		9		4/1

		BA.8.20		10		10		9/2

		BA.8.21		10		10		4/1

		BA.8.21		11		11		9/2

		BA.8.22		10		10		4/1

		BA.8.22		11		11		9/2

		BA.8.23		10		10		4/1

		BA.8.23		12		12		9/2

		BA.8.24		11		11		4/1

		BA.8.24		12		12		9/2

		BA.9.5		6		6		9/2

		BA.9.6		7		7		9/2

		BA.9.7		7		7		9/2

		BA.9.8		7		7		9/2

		BA.9.9		8		8		9/2

		BA.9.10		8		8		9/2

		BA.9.11		8		8		9/2

		BA.9.12		9		9		9/2

		BA.9.13		9		9		9/2

		BA.9.14		9		9		9/2

		BA.9.15		10		10		5/1

		BA.9.16		10		10		5/1

		BA.9.17		10		10		5/1

		BA.9.18		11		11		5/1

		BA.9.19		11		11		5/1

		BA.9.20		11		11		5/1

		BA.9.21		12		12		5/1

		BA.9.22		12		12		5/1

		BA.9.23		13		13		5/1

		BA.9.24		14		14		5/1

		BA.10.5		7		7		5/1

		BA.10.6		8		8		5/1

		BA.10.7		8		8		5/1

		BA.10.8		8		8		5/1

		BA.10.9		9		9		5/1

		BA.10.10		9		9		5/1

		BA.10.11		9		9		5/1

		BA.10.12		10		10		11/2

		BA.10.13		10		10		11/2

		BA.10.14		10		10		11/2

		BA.10.15		11		11		11/2

		BA.10.16		11		11		11/2

		BA.10.17		11		11		11/2

		BA.10.18		12		12		6/1

		BA.10.19		12		12		6/1

		BA.10.20		12		12		6/1

		BA.10.21		13		13		6/1

		BA.10.22		13		13		6/1

		BA.10.23		14		14		6/1

		BA.10.24		15		15		6/1

		BM.1.0		0		0		0

		BM.1.5		0		0		1/1

		BM.1.6		0		0		1/1

		BM.1.7		0		0		1/1

		BM.1.8		0		0		1/1

		BM.1.9		0		0		1/1

		BM.1.10		0		0		1/1

		BM.1.11		0		0		1/1

		BM.1.12		0		0		1/1

		BM.1.13		1		0		1/1

		BM.1.14		1		0		1/1

		BM.1.15		1		0		1/1

		BM.1.16		1		1		1/1

		BM.1.17		1		2		1/1

		BM.1.18		1		3		1/1

		BM.1.19		2		4		1/1

		BM.1.20		2		5		1/1

		BM.1.21		2		6		1/1

		BM.1.22		3		7		3/2

		BM.1.23		3		8		3/2

		BM.1.24		3		9		3/2

		BM.2.0		0		0		0

		BM.2.5		0		0		1/1

		BM.2.6		0		0		1/1

		BM.2.7		0		0		1/1

		BM.2.8		0		0		1/1

		BM.2.9		0		0		1/1

		BM.2.10		1		0		1/1

		BM.2.11		1		0		1/1

		BM.2.12		1		0		1/1

		BM.2.13		1		0		1/1

		BM.2.14		1		0		1/1

		BM.2.15		1		1		1/1

		BM.2.16		2		2		1/1

		BM.2.17		2		3		1/1

		BM.2.18		2		4		1/1

		BM.2.19		3		5		3/2

		BM.2.20		3		6		3/2

		BM.2.21		3		7		3/2

		BM.2.22		4		8		2/1

		BM.2.23		4		9		2/1

		BM.2.24		4		10		2/1

		BM.3.0		0		0		0

		BM.3.5		1		0		1/1

		BM.3.6		1		0		1/1

		BM.3.7		1		0		1/1

		BM.3.8		1		0		1/1

		BM.3.9		1		0		1/1

		BM.3.10		1		0		3/2

		BM.3.11		1		0		3/2

		BM.3.12		1		0		3/2

		BM.3.13		2		1		3/2

		BM.3.14		2		1		3/2

		BM.3.15		2		2		3/2

		BM.3.16		3		3		3/2

		BM.3.17		3		4		3/2

		BM.3.18		3		5		3/2

		BM.3.19		4		6		2/1

		BM.3.20		4		7		2/1

		BM.3.21		5		8		5/2

		BM.3.22		5		9		5/2

		BM.3.23		5		10		6/1

		BM.3.24		5		11		6/1

		BM.4.0		0		0		0

		BM.4.5		1		0		3/2

		BM.4.6		1		0		3/2

		BM.4.7		1		0		3/2

		BM.4.8		1		0		3/2

		BM.4.9		1		0		3/2

		BM.4.10		2		1		3/2

		BM.4.11		2		1		3/2

		BM.4.12		2		1		3/2

		BM.4.13		3		2		3/2

		BM.4.14		3		3		3/2

		BM.4.15		3		4		3/2

		BM.4.16		4		5		2/1

		BM.4.17		4		6		2/1

		BM.4.18		4		7		2/1

		BM.4.19		5		8		5/2

		BM.4.20		5		9		5/2

		BM.4.21		5		10		3/1

		BM.4.22		6		11		3/1

		BM.4.23		6		12		7/2

		BM.4.24		6		9		7/2

		BM.5.0		0		0		0

		BM.5.5		2		1		3/2

		BM.5.6		2		1		3/2

		BM.5.7		2		1		3/2

		BM.5.8		2		1		3/2

		BM.5.9		2		1		3/2

		BM.5.10		3		2		2/1

		BM.5.11		3		2		2/1

		BM.5.12		3		2		2/1

		BM.5.13		4		3		2/1

		BM.5.14		4		3		2/1

		BM.5.15		4		4		2/1

		BM.5.16		5		5		5/2

		BM.5.17		5		6		5/2

		BM.5.18		5		7		3/1

		BM.5.19		6		8		3/1

		BM.5.20		6		9		7.2

		BM.5.21		7		10		7/2

		BM.5.22		7		11		4./

		BM.5.23		7		12		4/1

		BM.5.24		7		13		9/2

		BM.6.0		0		0		0

		BM.6.5		3		2		2/1

		BM.6.6		3		2		2/1

		BM.6.7		3		2		2/1

		BM.6.8		3		2		2/1

		BM.6.9		3		2		2/1

		BM.6.10		4		3		2/1

		BM.6.11		4		3		2/1

		BM.6.12		4		3		2/1

		BM.6.13		5		4		5/2

		BM.6.14		5		4		5/2

		BM.6.15		5		5		5/2

		BM.6.16		6		6		3/1

		BM.6.17		6		7		3/1

		BM.6.18		6		8		7/2

		BM.6.19		7		9		7/2

		BM.6.20		7		10		4/1

		BM.6.21		7		11		4/1

		BM.6.22		8		12		9/2

		BM.6.23		8		13		9/2

		BM.6.24		8		14		5/1

		BM.7.0		0		0		0

		BM.7.5		4		3		2/1

		BM.7.6		4		3		2/1

		BM.7.7		4		3		2/1

		BM.7.8		4		3		2/1

		BM.7.9		4		3		2/1

		BM.7.10		5		4		5/2

		BM.7.11		5		4		5/2

		BM.7.12		5		4		5/2

		BM.7.13		6		5		3/1

		BM.7.14		6		5		3/1

		BM.7.15		6		6		3/1

		BM.7.16		7		7		7/2

		BM.7.17		7		8		7/2

		BM.7.18		7		9		4/1

		BM.7.19		8		10		4/1

		BM.7.20		8		11		9/2

		BM.7.21		8		12		9/2

		BM.7.22		9		13		5/1

		BM.7.23		9		14		5/1

		BM.7.24		9		15		11/2

		BM.8.0		0		0		0

		BM.8.5		5		4		5/2

		BM.8.6		5		4		5/2

		BM.8.7		5		4		5/2

		BM.8.8		5		4		5/2

		BM.8.9		5		4		5/2

		BM.8.10		6		5		3/1

		BM.8.11		6		5		3/1

		BM.8.12		6		5		3/1

		BM.8.13		7		6		7/2

		BM.8.14		7		6		7/2

		BM.8.15		7		7		7/2

		BM.8.16		8		8		4/1

		BM.8.17		8		9		4/1

		BM.8.18		8		10		9/2

		BM.8.19		9		11		9/2

		BM.8.20		9		12		5/1

		BM.8.21		9		13		11/2

		BM.8.22		10		14		6/1

		BM.8.23		10		15		13/2

		BM.8.24		10		16		7/1

		BM.9.0		0		0		0

		BM.9.5		5		5		5/2

		BM.9.6		5		5		5/2

		BM.9.7		6		5		5/2

		BM.9.8		6		5		5/2

		BM.9.9		6		5		5/2

		BM.9.10		7		6		7/2

		BM.9.11		7		6		7/2

		BM.9.12		7		6		7/2

		BM.9.13		8		7		4/1

		BM.9.14		8		7		4/1

		BM.9.15		8		8		4/1

		BM.9.16		9		9		9/2

		BM.9.17		9		10		9/2

		BM.9.18		9		11		5/1

		BM.9.19		10		12		11/2

		BM.9.20		10		13		6/1

		BM.9.21		10		14		13/2

		BM.9.22		11		15		7/1

		BM.9.23		11		16		15/2

		BM.9.24		11		17		8/1

		BM.10.0		0		0		0

		BM.10.5		6		5		3/2

		BM.10.6		6		5		3/2

		BM.10.7		7		6		3/2

		BM.10.8		7		6		3/2

		BM.10.9		7		6		3/2

		BM.10.10		8		7		4/1

		BM.10.11		8		7		4/1

		BM.10.12		8		7		9/2

		BM.10.13		9		8		9/2

		BM.10.14		9		8		5/1

		BM.10.15		9		9		5/1

		BM.10.16		10		10		11/2

		BM.10.17		10		11		11/2

		BM.10.18		10		12		6/1

		BM.10.19		11		13		6/1

		BM.10.20		11		14		13/2

		BM.10.21		11		15		13/2

		BM.10.22		12		16		7/1

		BM.10.23		12		17		15/2

		BM.10.24		12		18		8/1

		SM.1.0		0		0		0

		SM.1.5		1		0		1/1

		SM.1.6		1		0		1/1

		SM.1.7		1		0		1/1

		SM.1.8		1		0		1/1

		SM.1.9		1		0		1/1

		SM.1.10		1		0		1/1

		SM.1.11		1		0		1/1

		SM.1.12		1		0		1/1

		SM.1.13		1		0		1/1

		SM.1.14		1		0		1/1

		SM.1.15		1		0		1/1

		SM.1.16		2		1		3/2

		SM.1.17		2		2		3/2

		SM.1.18		2		3		3/2

		SM.1.19		2		4		2/1

		SM.1.20		2		5		2/1

		SM.1.21		2		6		5/2

		SM.1.22		3		7		5/2

		SM.1.23		3		8		3/1

		SM.1.24		3		9		7/2

		SM.2.0		0		0		0

		SM.2.5		1		0		1/1

		SM.2.6		1		0		1/1

		SM.2.7		1		0		1/1

		SM.2.8		1		0		1/1

		SM.2.9		1		0		1/1

		SM.2.10		1		0		1/1

		SM.2.11		1		0		1/1

		SM.2.12		1		0		1/1

		SM.2.13		2		0		3/2

		SM.2.14		2		0		3/2

		SM.2.15		2		1		3/2

		SM.2.16		2		2		2/1

		SM.2.17		2		3		2/1

		SM.2.18		2		4		2/1

		SM.2.19		3		5		5/2

		SM.2.20		3		6		5/2

		SM.2.21		3		7		3/1

		SM.2.22		4		8		3/1

		SM.2.23		4		9		3/1

		SM.2.24		4		10		3/1

		SM.3.0		0		0		0

		SM.3.5		1		0		3/2

		SM.3.6		1		0		3/2

		SM.3.7		1		0		3/2

		SM.3.8		1		0		3/2

		SM.3.9		1		0		3/2

		SM.3.10		2		0		3/2

		SM.3.11		2		0		3/2

		SM.3.12		2		0		3/2

		SM.3.13		2		1		2/1

		SM.3.14		2		1		2/1

		SM.3.15		2		2		2/1

		SM.3.16		3		3		5/2

		SM.3.17		3		4		5/2

		SM.3.18		3		5		5/2

		SM.3.19		4		6		3/1

		SM.3.20		4		7		3/1

		SM.3.21		4		8		7/2

		SM.3.22		5		9		7/2

		SM.3.23		5		10		4/1

		SM.3.24		5		11		9/2

		SM.4.0		0		0		0

		SM.4.5		2		0		3/2

		SM.4.6		2		0		3/2

		SM.4.7		2		0		3/2

		SM.4.8		2		0		3/2

		SM.4.9		2		0		3/2

		SM.4.10		2		1		2/1

		SM.4.11		2		1		2/1

		SM.4.12		2		1		2/1

		SM.4.13		3		2		5/2

		SM.4.14		3		3		5/2

		SM.4.15		3		4		5/2

		SM.4.16		4		5		3/1

		SM.4.17		4		6		3/1

		SM.4.18		4		7		3/1

		SM.4.19		5		8		7/2

		SM.4.20		5		9		7/2

		SM.4.21		5		10		4/1

		SM.4.22		6		11		4/1

		SM.4.23		6		12		9/2

		SM.4.24		6		9		5/1

		SM.5.0		0		0		0

		SM.5.5		2		1		2/1

		SM.5.6		2		1		2/1

		SM.5.7		2		1		2/1

		SM.5.8		2		1		2/1

		SM.5.9		2		1		2/1

		SM.5.10		3		2		5/2

		SM.5.11		3		2		5/2

		SM.5.12		3		2		5/2

		SM.5.13		4		3		3/1

		SM.5.14		4		3		3/1

		SM.5.15		4		4		3/1

		SM.5.16		5		5		7/2

		SM.5.17		5		6		7/2

		SM.5.18		5		7		7/2

		SM.5.19		6		8		4/1

		SM.5.20		6		9		4/1

		SM.5.21		6		10		9/2

		SM.5.22		7		11		9/2

		SM.5.23		7		12		5/1

		SM.5.24		7		13		11/2

		SM.6.0		0		0		0

		SM.6.5		3		2		5/2

		SM.6.6		3		2		5/2

		SM.6.7		3		2		5/2

		SM.6.8		3		2		5/2

		SM.6.9		3		2		5/2

		SM.6.10		4		3		3/1

		SM.6.11		4		3		3/1

		SM.6.12		4		3		3/1

		SM.6.13		5		4		7/2

		SM.6.14		5		4		7/2

		SM.6.15		5		5		7/2

		SM.6.16		6		6		4/1

		SM.6.17		6		7		4/1

		SM.6.18		6		8		4/1

		SM.6.19		7		9		9/2

		SM.6.20		7		10		9/2

		SM.6.21		7		11		5/1

		SM.6.22		8		12		5/1

		SM.6.23		8		13		11/2

		SM.6.24		8		14		6/1

		SM.7.0		0		0		0

		SM.7.5		4		3		3/1

		SM.7.6		4		3		3/1

		SM.7.7		4		3		3/1

		SM.7.8		4		3		3/1

		SM.7.9		4		3		3/1

		SM.7.10		5		4		7/2

		SM.7.11		5		4		7/2

		SM.7.12		5		4		7/2

		SM.7.13		6		5		4/1

		SM.7.14		6		5		4/1

		SM.7.15		6		6		4/1

		SM.7.16		7		7		9/2

		SM.7.17		7		8		9/2

		SM.7.18		7		9		9/2

		SM.7.19		8		10		5/1

		SM.7.20		8		11		5/1

		SM.7.21		8		12		11/2

		SM.7.22		9		13		11/2

		SM.7.23		9		14		6/1

		SM.7.24		9		15		13/2

		SM.8.0		0		0		0

		SM.8.5		4		4		7/2

		SM.8.6		4		4		7/2

		SM.8.7		4		4		7/2

		SM.8.8		4		4		7/2

		SM.8.9		4		4		7/2

		SM.8.10		5		5		4/1

		SM.8.11		5		5		4/1

		SM.8.12		5		5		4/1

		SM.8.13		6		6		9/2

		SM.8.14		6		6		9/2

		SM.8.15		6		7		9/2

		SM.8.16		7		8		5/1

		SM.8.17		7		9		5/1

		SM.8.18		7		10		5/1

		SM.8.19		8		11		11/2

		SM.8.20		8		12		11/2

		SM.8.21		8		13		6/1

		SM.8.22		9		14		6/1

		SM.8.23		9		15		13/2

		SM.8.24		9		16		7/1

		SM.9.0		0		0		0

		SM.9.5		5		5		4/1

		SM.9.6		5		5		4/1

		SM.9.7		5		5		4/1

		SM.9.8		5		5		4/1

		SM.9.9		5		5		4/1

		SM.9.10		6		6		9/2

		SM.9.11		6		6		9/2

		SM.9.12		6		6		9/2

		SM.9.13		7		7		5/1

		SM.9.14		7		7		5/1

		SM.9.15		7		8		5/1

		SM.9.16		8		9		11/2

		SM.9.17		8		10		11/2

		SM.9.18		8		11		6/1

		SM.9.19		9		12		6/1

		SM.9.20		9		13		13/2

		SM.9.21		9		14		13/2

		SM.9.22		10		15		7/1

		SM.9.23		10		16		7/1

		SM.9.24		10		17		15/2

		SM.10.0		0		0		0

		SM.10.5		6		5		9/2

		SM.10.6		6		5		9/2

		SM.10.7		6		6		9/2

		SM.10.8		6		6		9/2

		SM.10.9		6		6		9/2

		SM.10.10		7		7		5/1

		SM.10.11		7		7		5/1

		SM.10.12		7		7		5/1

		SM.10.13		8		8		11/2

		SM.10.14		8		8		11/2

		SM.10.15		8		9		11/2

		SM.10.16		9		10		6/1

		SM.10.17		9		11		6/1

		SM.10.18		9		12		13/2

		SM.10.19		10		13		13/2

		SM.10.20		10		14		7/1

		SM.10.21		10		15		7/1

		SM.10.22		11		16		15/2

		SM.10.23		11		17		15/2

		SM.10.24		11		18		8/1

		TM.1.0		0		0		0

		TM.1.5		1		0		1/1

		TM.1.6		1		0		1/1

		TM.1.7		1		0		1/1

		TM.1.8		1		0		1/1

		TM.1.9		1		0		1/1

		TM.1.10		1		1		3/2

		TM.1.11		1		1		3/2

		TM.1.12		1		1		3/2

		TM.1.13		2		2		2/1

		TM.1.14		2		2		2/1

		TM.1.15		2		2		2/1

		TM.1.16		3		3		5/2

		TM.1.17		3		3		5/2

		TM.1.18		3		3		5/2

		TM.1.19		4		4		3/1

		TM.1.20		4		4		3/1

		TM.1.21		4		4		7/2

		TM.1.22		5		5		4/1

		TM.1.23		5		5		9/2

		TM.1.24		5		6		5/1

		TM.2.0		0		0		0

		TM.2.5		1		1		3/2

		TM.2.6		1		1		3/2

		TM.2.7		1		1		3/2

		TM.2.8		1		1		3/2

		TM.2.9		1		1		3/2

		TM.2.10		2		2		2/1

		TM.2.11		2		2		2/1

		TM.2.12		2		2		2/1

		TM.2.13		3		3		5/2

		TM.2.14		3		3		5/2

		TM.2.15		3		3		5/2

		TM.2.16		4		4		3/1

		TM.2.17		4		4		3/1

		TM.2.18		4		4		3/1

		TM.2.19		5		5		7/2

		TM.2.20		5		5		4/1

		TM.2.21		5		5		9/2

		TM.2.22		6		6		5/1

		TM.2.23		6		6		11/2

		TM.2.24		6		7		6/1

		TM.3.0		0		0		0

		TM.3.5		2		2		2/1

		TM.3.6		2		2		2/1

		TM.3.7		2		2		2/1

		TM.3.8		2		2		2/1

		TM.3.9		2		2		2/1

		TM.3.10		3		3		5/2

		TM.3.11		3		3		5/2

		TM.3.12		3		3		5/2

		TM.3.13		4		4		3/1

		TM.3.14		4		4		3/1

		TM.3.15		4		4		3/1

		TM.3.16		5		5		7/2

		TM.3.17		5		5		7/2

		TM.3.18		5		5		7/2

		TM.3.19		6		6		4/1

		TM.3.20		6		6		9/2

		TM.3.21		6		6		5/1

		TM.3.22		7		7		11/2

		TM.3.23		7		7		6/1

		TM.3.24		7		8		13/2

		TM.4.0		0		0		0

		TM.4.5		3		3		5/2

		TM.4.6		3		3		5/2

		TM.4.7		3		3		5/2

		TM.4.8		3		3		5/2

		TM.4.9		3		3		5/2

		TM.4.10		4		4		3/1

		TM.4.11		4		4		3/1

		TM.4.12		4		4		3/1

		TM.4.13		5		5		7/2

		TM.4.14		5		5		7/2

		TM.4.15		5		5		7/2

		TM.4.16		6		6		4/1

		TM.4.17		6		6		4/1

		TM.4.18		6		6		4/1

		TM.4.19		7		7		9/2

		TM.4.20		7		7		5/1

		TM.4.21		7		7		11/2

		TM.4.22		8		8		6/1

		TM.4.23		8		8		13/2

		TM.4.24		8		9		7/1

		TM.5.0		0		0		0

		TM.5.5		4		4		3/1

		TM.5.6		4		4		3/1

		TM.5.7		4		4		3/1

		TM.5.8		4		4		3/1

		TM.5.9		4		4		3/1

		TM.5.10		5		5		7/2

		TM.5.11		5		5		7/2

		TM.5.12		5		5		7/2

		TM.5.13		6		6		4/1

		TM.5.14		6		6		4/1

		TM.5.15		6		6		4/1

		TM.5.16		7		7		9/2

		TM.5.17		7		7		9/2

		TM.5.18		7		7		9/2

		TM.5.19		8		8		5/1

		TM.5.20		8		8		11/2

		TM.5.21		8		8		6/1

		TM.5.22		9		9		13/2

		TM.5.23		9		9		7/1

		TM.5.24		9		10		15/2

		TM.6.0		0		0		0

		TM.6.5		5		5		7/2

		TM.6.6		5		5		7/2

		TM.6.7		5		5		7/2

		TM.6.8		5		5		7/2

		TM.6.9		5		5		7/2

		TM.6.10		6		6		4/1

		TM.6.11		6		6		4/1

		TM.6.12		6		6		4/1

		TM.6.13		7		7		9/2

		TM.6.14		7		7		9/2

		TM.6.15		7		7		9/2

		TM.6.16		8		8		5/1

		TM.6.17		8		8		5/1

		TM.6.18		8		8		5/1

		TM.6.19		9		9		11/2

		TM.6.20		9		9		6/1

		TM.6.21		9		9		13/2

		TM.6.22		10		10		7/1

		TM.6.23		10		10		15/2

		TM.6.24		10		11		8/1

		TM.7.0		0		0		0

		TM.7.5		6		6		4/1

		TM.7.6		6		6		4/1

		TM.7.7		6		6		4/1

		TM.7.8		6		6		4/1

		TM.7.9		6		6		4/1

		TM.7.10		7		7		9/2

		TM.7.11		7		7		9/2

		TM.7.12		7		7		9/2

		TM.7.13		8		8		5/1

		TM.7.14		8		8		5/1

		TM.7.15		8		8		5/1

		TM.7.16		9		9		11/2

		TM.7.17		9		9		11/2

		TM.7.18		9		9		11/2

		TM.7.19		10		10		6/1

		TM.7.20		10		10		13/2

		TM.7.21		10		10		7/1

		TM.7.22		11		11		15/2

		TM.7.23		11		11		8/1

		TM.7.24		11		12		17/2

		TM.8.0		0		0		0

		TM.8.5		7		7		9/2

		TM.8.6		7		7		9/2

		TM.8.7		7		7		9/2

		TM.8.8		7		7		9/2

		TM.8.9		7		7		9/2

		TM.8.10		8		8		5/1

		TM.8.11		8		8		5/1

		TM.8.12		8		8		5/1

		TM.8.13		9		9		11/2

		TM.8.14		9		9		11/2

		TM.8.15		9		9		11/2

		TM.8.16		10		10		6/1

		TM.8.17		10		10		6/1

		TM.8.18		10		10		6/1

		TM.8.19		11		11		13/2

		TM.8.20		11		11		7/1

		TM.8.21		11		11		15/2

		TM.8.22		12		12		8/1

		TM.8.23		12		12		17/2

		TM.8.24		12		13		9/1

		TM.9.0		0		0		0

		TM.9.5		8		8		5/1

		TM.9.6		8		8		5/1

		TM.9.7		8		8		5/1

		TM.9.8		8		8		5/1

		TM.9.9		8		8		5/1

		TM.9.10		9		9		11/2

		TM.9.11		9		9		11/2

		TM.9.12		9		9		11/2

		TM.9.13		10		10		6/1

		TM.9.14		10		10		6/1

		TM.9.15		10		10		6/1

		TM.9.16		11		11		13/2

		TM.9.17		11		11		13/2

		TM.9.18		11		11		13/2

		TM.9.19		12		12		7/1

		TM.9.20		12		12		15/2

		TM.9.21		12		12		8/1

		TM.9.22		13		13		17/2

		TM.9.23		13		13		9/1

		TM.9.24		13		14		19/2

		TM.10.0		0		0		0

		TM.10.5		9		9		11/2

		TM.10.6		9		9		11/2

		TM.10.7		9		9		11/2

		TM.10.8		9		9		11/2

		TM.10.9		9		9		11/2

		TM.10.10		10		10		6/1

		TM.10.11		10		10		6/1

		TM.10.12		10		10		6/1

		TM.10.13		11		11		13/2

		TM.10.14		11		11		13/2

		TM.10.15		11		11		13/2

		TM.10.16		12		12		7/1

		TM.10.17		12		12		7/1

		TM.10.18		12		12		7/1

		TM.10.19		13		13		15/2

		TM.10.20		13		13		8/1

		TM.10.21		13		13		17/2

		TM.10.22		14		14		9/1

		TM.10.23		14		14		19/2

		TM.10.24		14		15		10/1

		WM.1.0		0		0		0

		WM.1.5		0		0		1/1

		WM.1.6		0		0		1/1

		WM.1.7		0		0		1/1

		WM.1.8		0		0		1/1

		WM.1.9		0		0		1/1

		WM.1.10		1		1		1/1

		WM.1.11		1		1		1/1

		WM.1.12		1		1		1/1

		WM.1.13		1		1		1/1

		WM.1.14		1		1		1/1

		WM.1.15		1		1		1/1

		WM.1.16		2		2		3/2

		WM.1.17		2		2		3/2

		WM.1.18		2		'3		3/2

		WM.1.19		'3		'4		3/2

		WM.1.20		'3		'5		3/2

		WM.1.21		'3		'6		2/1

		WM.1.22		'4		7		2/1

		WM.1.23		'4		8		2/1

		WM.1.24		'4		9		2/1

		WM.2.0		0		0		0

		WM.2.5		1		1		1/1

		WM.2.6		1		1		1/1

		WM.2.7		1		1		1/1

		WM.2.8		1		1		1/1

		WM.2.9		1		1		1/1

		WM.2.10		1		1		1/1

		WM.2.11		1		1		1/1

		WM.2.12		1		1		1/1

		WM.2.13		2		2		3/2

		WM.2.14		2		2		3/2

		WM.2.15		2		2		3/2

		WM.2.16		3		3		3/2

		WM.2.17		3		3		3/2

		WM.2.18		3		4		3/2

		WM.2.19		4		5		2/1

		WM.2.20		4		6		2/1

		WM.2.21		4		7		5/2

		WM.2.22		5		8		5/2

		WM.2.23		5		9		5/2

		WM.2.24		5		10		5/2

		WM.3.0		0		0		0

		WM.3.5		1		1		1/1

		WM.3.6		1		1		1/1

		WM.3.7		1		1		1/1

		WM.3.8		1		1		1/1

		WM.3.9		1		1		1/1

		WM.3.10		2		2		1/1

		WM.3.11		2		2		1/1

		WM.3.12		2		2		1/1

		WM.3.13		3		3		3/2

		WM.3.14		3		3		3/2

		WM.3.15		3		3		3/2

		WM.3.16		4		4		2/1

		WM.3.17		4		4		2/1

		WM.3.18		4		5		2/1

		WM.3.19		5		6		5/2

		WM.3.20		5		7		5/2

		WM.3.21		5		8		3/1

		WM.3.22		6		9		3/1

		WM.3.23		6		10		3/1

		WM.3.24		6		11		3/1

		WM.4.0		0		0		0

		WM.4.5		2		2		1/1

		WM.4.6		2		2		1/1

		WM.4.7		2		2		1/1

		WM.4.8		2		2		1/1

		WM.4.9		2		2		1/1

		WM.4.10		3		3		3/2

		WM.4.11		3		3		3/2

		WM.4.12		3		3		3/2

		WM.4.13		4		4		2/1

		WM.4.14		4		4		2/1

		WM.4.15		4		4		2/1

		WM.4.16		5		5		5/2

		WM.4.17		5		5		5/2

		WM.4.18		5		6		5/2

		WM.4.19		6		7		3/1

		WM.4.20		6		8		3/1

		WM.4.21		6		9		7/2

		WM.4.22		7		10		7/2

		WM.4.23		7		11		7/2

		WM.4.24		7		12		7/2

		WM.5.0		0		0		0

		WM.5.5		3		3		3/2

		WM.5.6		3		3		3/2

		WM.5.7		3		3		3/2

		WM.5.8		3		3		3/2

		WM.5.9		3		3		3/2

		WM.5.10		4		4		2/1

		WM.5.11		4		4		2/1

		WM.5.12		4		4		2/1

		WM.5.13		5		5		5/2

		WM.5.14		5		5		5/2

		WM.5.15		5		5		5/2

		WM.5.16		6		6		3/1

		WM.5.17		6		6		3/1

		WM.5.18		6		7		3/1

		WM.5.19		7		8		7/2

		WM.5.20		7		9		7/2

		WM.5.21		7		10		4/1

		WM.5.22		8		11		4/1

		WM.5.23		8		12		4/1

		WM.5.24		8		13		4/1

		WM.6.0		0		0		0

		WM.6.5		4		4		2/1

		WM.6.6		4		4		2/1

		WM.6.7		4		4		2/1

		WM.6.8		4		4		2/1

		WM.6.9		4		4		2/1

		WM.6.10		5		5		5/2

		WM.6.11		5		5		5/2

		WM.6.12		5		5		5/2

		WM.6.13		6		6		3/1

		WM.6.14		6		6		3/1

		WM.6.15		6		6		3/1

		WM.6.16		7		7		7/2

		WM.6.17		7		7		7/2

		WM.6.18		7		8		7/2

		WM.6.19		8		9		4/1

		WM.6.20		8		10		4/1

		WM.6.21		8		11		9/2

		WM.6.22		9		12		9/2

		WM.6.23		9		13		9/2

		WM.6.24		9		14		9/2

		WM.7.0		0		0		0

		WM.7.5		5		5		5/2

		WM.7.6		5		5		5/2

		WM.7.7		5		5		5/2

		WM.7.8		5		5		5/2

		WM.7.9		5		5		5/2

		WM.7.10		6		6		3/1

		WM.7.11		6		6		3/1

		WM.7.12		6		6		3/1

		WM.7.13		7		7		7/2

		WM.7.14		7		7		7/2

		WM.7.15		7		7		4/1

		WM.7.16		8		8		4/1

		WM.7.17		8		8		4/1

		WM.7.18		8		9		4/1

		WM.7.19		9		10		9/2

		WM.7.20		9		11		9/2

		WM.7.21		9		12		5/1

		WM.7.22		10		13		5/1

		WM.7.23		10		14		5/1

		WM.7.24		10		15		5/1

		WM.8.0		0		0		0

		WM.8.5		6		6		3/1

		WM.8.6		6		6		3/1

		WM.8.7		6		6		3/1

		WM.8.8		6		6		3/1

		WM.8.9		6		6		3/1

		WM.8.10		7		7		7/2

		WM.8.11		7		7		7/2

		WM.8.12		7		7		7/2

		WM.8.13		8		8		4/1

		WM.8.14		8		8		4/1

		WM.8.15		8		8		4/1

		WM.8.16		9		9		9/2

		WM.8.17		9		9		9/2

		WM.8.18		9		10		9/2

		WM.8.19		10		11		5/1

		WM.8.20		10		12		5/1

		WM.8.21		10		13		11/2

		WM.8.22		11		14		11/2

		WM.8.23		11		15		11/2

		WM.8.24		11		16		11/2

		WM.9.0		0		0		0

		WM.9.5		7		7		7/2

		WM.9.6		7		7		7/2

		WM.9.7		7		7		7/2

		WM.9.8		7		7		7/2

		WM.9.9		7		7		7/2

		WM.9.10		8		8		4/1

		WM.9.11		8		8		4/1

		WM.9.12		8		8		4/1

		WM.9.13		9		9		9/2

		WM.9.14		9		9		9/2

		WM.9.15		9		9		9/2

		WM.9.16		10		10		5/1

		WM.9.17		10		10		5/1

		WM.9.18		10		11		5/1

		WM.9.19		11		12		11/2

		WM.9.20		11		13		11/2

		WM.9.21		11		14		6/1

		WM.9.22		12		15		6/1

		WM.9.23		12		16		6/1

		WM.9.24		12		17		6/1

		WM.10.0		0		0		0

		WM.10.5		10		10		9/2

		WM.10.6		10		10		9/2

		WM.10.7		10		10		9/2

		WM.10.8		10		10		9/2

		WM.10.9		10		10		9/2

		WM.10.10		11		11		5/1

		WM.10.11		11		11		5/1

		WM.10.12		11		11		5/1

		WM.10.13		12		12		11/2

		WM.10.14		12		12		11/2

		WM.10.15		12		12		11/2

		WM.10.16		13		13		6/1

		WM.10.17		13		13		6/1

		WM.10.18		13		14		6/1

		WM.10.19		14		15		13/2

		WM.10.20		14		16		13/2

		WM.10.21		14		17		7/1

		WM.10.22		15		18		7/1

		WM.10.23		15		19		15/2

		WM.10.24		15		20		8/1




		TNAZ_ATK_G		TNAZ_FORM_G		TNAZ_WAM_G		TNAZ_DMG_G

		Clap, Ear Thunder		2 Hand Strike		2		d4+St

		Combo Attack		Varies		Varies		Varies

		Kick, Axe		1 Foot Kick		2		d6

		Kick, Back		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Flying Drop		2+ Foot JumpKick		3		d8

		Kick, Flying Front		2+ Foot JumpKick		4		d6

		Kick, Foot Sweep		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Front		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Hook		1 Foot Kick		1		d6

		Kick, Jump		2 Foot JumpKick		2		d6

		Kick, Jumping Axe		2 Foot JumpKick		3		d8

		Kick, Push		2 Foot JumpKick		2		d6

		Kick, Spin		2 Foot Kick		2		d6

		Kick, Spinning Jump		2+ Foot JumpKick		3		d8+2

		Punch, Back Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d4

		Punch, Bolo Uppercut		1 Hand Punch		2		d8+1

		Punch, Double Fist		2 Hand Punch		2		d8

		Punch, Flying Super		1 Hand JumpPunch		3		d10+2

		Punch, Forward Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Punch, Hook Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Punch, Stone Fist		1 Hand Punch		2		d10+1

		Punch, Uppercut Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Strike, Charging		2+ Hand Strike		4		d8+2

		Strike, Finger Beak		1 per 2 Hand Strike		1		d2

		Strike, Front Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d6

		Strike, Hand Knife		1 Hand Strike		1		d4

		Strike, Hand Spear		1 Hand Strike		1		d6

		Strike, Open Hand		1 Hand Strike		1		d10

		Strike, Rear Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d8

		Strike, Side Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d8




		WEAP_MEL_ATK_C		WEAP_MEL_WAM_C		WEAP_MEL_DMG_C

				0		0

		Axe, Battle (Double Edged)		1		d10

		Axe, Battle (Single Edged)		1		d8

		Axe, Hand/throwing		1		d6

		Axe, Mákéwáré		1		2d4

		Axe, Two-handed		1		2d3

		Axe, Wárékomé		1		2d2

		Brass Knuckles		1		d2

		Club		1		d4

		Club, Great		1		d6

		Club, Tetsúbo		1		2d3

		Cudgel		1		d4

		Dagger		1		d4

		Dagger, Curved		1		d4

		Dagger, Punch		1		d4

		Dagger, Push		1		d4

		Dagger, Serrated		1		d6

		Dagger, Stiletto		1		d4

		Dagger. Parrying		1		d4

		Dart (20), Hand		1		d2

		Dart (50) (Barbed), Hand		1		d3

		Fist, Gauntlet		1		d4

		Fist, Unarmed		1		d3

		Flail		1		d4

		Flail, Bladed		1		d8

		Flail, Spiked		1		d6

		Flat of Blade (LG Weapons)		1		d6

		Flat of Blade (MD Weapons)		1		d4

		Flat of Blade (SM) Weapons)		1		d2

		Fork, Pitch		1		d6

		Fork, Tiger (Long)		1		d6

		Fork, Tiger (Short)		1		d6

		Fork, War (Long)		1		d4

		Fork, War (Short)		1		d4

		Gaff/Hook		1		d3

		Garrott Wire		1		d10

		Grappling Hook 120'		1		d2

		Hammer (Throwing)		1		d4

		Hammer, Melon		1		d4

		Hammer, Sledge 		1		d6

		Hammer, War		1		d8

		Hammer, War (2 Handed)		1		d10

		Harpoon		1		d8

		Hatchet		1		2d2

		Hilt of Large Weapon		1		d6

		Hilt of Medium Weapon		1		d4

		Hilt of Small Weapon		1		d2

		Javelin		1		d8

		Jité Rod		1		d3

		Káma Blade		1		d6

		Keusárégáma 		1		d6+d4

		Knife		1		d4

		Knife, Keukré		1		d6

		Knife, Tanto		1		d4

		Lance, Heavy		1		d12

		Lance, Light		1		d8

		Lance, Medium		1		d10

		Lasso		1		0

		Machete		1		d6

		Mancatcher		1		1

		Maul		1		2d4

		Morningstar		1		d6

		Net		1		Special

		Nuncháku		1		d4

		Pick, Heavy		1		d8

		Pick, Light		1		d6

		Pipe, Máché'Kánshésha		2		Special

		Polearm, Bardiche		1		d8

		Polearm, Fauchard		1		d8

		Polearm, Glaive		1		d8

		Polearm, Halberd		1		d8

		Polearm, Pike		1		d10

		Polearm, Pilum		1		d6

		Polearm, Ranseur		1		d6

		Polearm, Spetum		1		d6

		Pry bar		1		d4

		Rake, Keumádé		1		d4

		Rock (Large)		1		d6

		Rock (Medium)		1		d4

		Rock (Small)		1		d3

		Rod, Chéjéréké		1		2d4

		Sai		1		d6

		Sap   		1		d2

		Scourge		1		2d4

		Scythe		1		d6

		Shobo Sticks (2)		1		d2

		Shovel		1		d4

		Sickle		1		d4

		Spear (Long)		1		d6

		Spear (One-handed)		1		d6

		Spear (Short) 		1		d6

		Spear (Two-handed)		1		d8

		Spear, Angon		1		d6

		Spear, Deum		1		2d4

		Spear, Nagi'Yáré		1		d6+1

		Spear, Serrated		1		3d3

		Staff, 3 Part		1		d6

		Staff, Bladed (Double)		1		d8

		Staff, Bladed (Single)		1		d8

		Staff, Flute (Long)		1		d6

		Staff, Flute (Short)		1		d4

		Staff, Long (QuarterStaff)		1		d6

		Staff, Metal Cap (Blunt)		- -		+1

		Staff, Metal Cap (Clawed)		- -		+3

		Staff, Metal Cap (Point)		- -		+2

		Staff, Short (BoStaff)		1		d6

		Sticks, Eskrýma		1		d4

		Swofd, Nagénáta		1		d8+1

		Sword, Bastard		1		d10

		Sword, Bastard (Two-handed) 1		1		d12

		Sword, Broad		1		d10

		Sword, Butterfly		1		d6

		Sword, Claymore		1		d12

		Sword, Cutlass		1		d8

		Sword, Dádao		1		d6

		Sword, Falchion		1		d8

		Sword, Great		1		d10

		Sword, Kátána		1		2d4

		Sword, Kopesh		1		d8

		Sword, Kopesh Two-Handed 		1		d10

		Sword, Serrated Long		1		d10

		Sword, Long		1		d8

		Sword, Rapier		1		d8

		Sword, Sabre		1		d8

		Sword, Sápára		1		d8

		Sword, Serrated Scimitar		1		d10

		Sword, Scimitar		1		d8

		Sword, Shávona		1		d8

		Sword, Short		1		d6

		Sword, Two-handed		1		d10

		Sword, Wákézáshé		1		2d3

		Thimbles, Neko'Té (5)		1		3d2

		Tiger Claws (2)		1		d6

		Tonfá Blades		1		d6

		Tonfá Sticks		1		d4

		Trident		1		d6

		Trident, Two-handed		1		d8

		War Fan (2)		1		d4

		Whip		1		d4

		Whip, Barbed		1		3d2

		Whip, Multi		1		3d3




		WEAPON_MISSILE01		DMG_NOMAST_MIS01

		Arrow (1), Corded 120'		d4

		Arrow (1), Grappling 120'		d3

		Arrow, Barbed 		d8

		Arrow, Blunt		d2

		Arrow, Bodkin 		d3

		Arrow, Broadhead		d4

		Arrow, Crescent		d3

		Arrow, Leafblade		d6

		Arrow, Longleaf		d6

		Arrow, Notched		d6

		Arrow, Serrated		d8

		Arrow, Spearhead		d4

		Arrow, Spined		d10

		Arrow, Teardrop		d4

		Arrow, Waisted		d8

		Axe, Battle (Double Edged)		d10

		Axe, Battle (Single Edged)		d8

		Axe, Hand/throwing		d6

		Axe, Mákéwáré		2d4

		Axe, Two-handed		2d3

		Axe, Wárékomé		2d2

		Blowgun		0

		Bolas, Two Ball		d4

		Bolas, Two Ball Spiked		d4

		Bolt/Quarrel, Barbed		d8

		Bolt/Quarrel, Blunt		d4

		Bolt/Quarrel, Broadhead		d6

		Boomerang		d3

		Bottle/Vial/Jar/Clay Pot/etc.		1

		Chakram		d4

		Club		d4

		Club, Great		d6

		Club, Tetsúbo		2d3

		Cudgel		d4

		Dagger		d4

		Dagger, Curved		d4

		Dagger, Push		d4

		Dagger, Serrated		d6

		Dagger, Stiletto		d4

		Dagger. Parrying		d4

		Dart (20), Hand		d2

		Dart (50) (Barbed), Blow		d2

		Dart (50) (Barbed), Hand		d3

		Dart (50), Blow		1

		Fire, Combustible Based		d4

		Fire, Oil Based		d6

		Grappling Hook 120'		d2

		Hammer (Throwing)		d4

		Hammer, Melon		d4

		Hammer, Sledge 		d6

		Hammer, War		d8

		Hammer, War (2 Handed)		d10

		Harpoon		d8

		Hatchet		2d2

		Javelin		d8

		Kaltráp (15 Medium)		2d3

		Kaltráp (30 Small)		4d2

		Kaltráp (6 Large)		d4

		Káma Blade		d6

		Keusárégáma 		d6+d4

		Knife		d4

		Knife, Keukré		d6

		Knife, Tanto		d4

		Knife, Throwing (2)		d2

		Mace, Double		2d4

		Mace, Heavy		d8

		Mace, Light		d6

		Rock (Large)		d6

		Rock (Medium)		d4

		Rock (Small)		d3

		Shurikýn (2 per Attack)		d4

		Sling Pellet, Blunt		d2

		Sling Pellet, Spiked		d3

		Spear (Long)		d6

		Spear (One-handed)		d6

		Spear (Short) 		d6

		Spear (Two-handed)		d8

		Spear, Angon		d6

		Spear, Deum		2d4

		Spear, Nagi'Yáré		d6+1

		Spear, Serrated		3d3

		Sticks, Eskrýma		d4

		Tonfá Blades		d6

		Tonfá Sticks		d4

		Trident		d6

		Trident, Two-handed		d8




		ARCH_ARROW_E		DMG_ARROW_E

		Arrow (1), Corded 120'		d4+

		Arrow (1), Grappling 120'		d3+

		Arrow, Barbed 		d8+

		Arrow, Blunt		d2+

		Arrow, Bodkin 		d3+

		Arrow, Broadhead		d4+

		Arrow, Crescent		d3+

		Arrow, Leafblade		d6+

		Arrow, Longleaf		d6+

		Arrow, Notched		d6+

		Arrow, Serrated		d8+

		Arrow, Spearhead		d4+

		Arrow, Spined		d10+

		Arrow, Teardrop		d4+

		Arrow, Waisted		d8+




ARCH_BOW_D	ARCH_BOW_WAM_REQD_D	ARCH_BOW_RANGE_MAX_D	ARCH_BOW_RANGE_UNIT_D
Bow, Composite Long	1W/2E	150	30
Bow, Recurve Long	1W/2E	200	40
Bow, Recurve Short	1W/2E	125	25
Bow, Composite Short	1W/2E	100	20
Bow, Double Curve Long	1W/2E	120	24
Bow, Double Curve Short	1W/2E	75	15
Bow, Horse (Mohuran)	1W/2E	30	6
Bow, Long	1W/2E	90	18
Bow, Short	1W/2E	60	12



		STAFF_ATK_H		STAFF_HANDS_H		STAFF_WAM_H		STAFF_DMG_H

		Snap, Forward		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Rear		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side High		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side Low		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Strike, Forward 45°		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Strike, Overhead 180°		2 Hands		3		d12+2+

		Strike, Overhead 360°		2 Hands		4		d12+3+

		Strike, Overhead 90°		2 Hands		2		d10+1+

		Sweep, Back		2 Hands		1		d6+

		Sweep, Full		2 Hands		2		d6+2+

		Sweep, Full Counter		2 Hands		2		d6+1+

		Sweep, Side		2 Hands		1		d6+1+

		Sweep, Side Counter		2 Hands		1		d6+

		Swing, Loin Cruncher		2 Hands		2		d12+4+

		Swing, Low		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Swing, Low		1 Hands		1		d8+

		Swing, Side		1 Hands		1		d8+

		Swing, Side		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Swing, Upward		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Downward		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Forward		2 Hands		1		d8+1+

		Thrust, Rear		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Side		2 Hands		1		d8+1+

		Thrust, Upward		2 Hands		1		d8+




		WEAPON_MELEE03		WAM_REQD_MEL03		DMG_BASE_MEL03

		Axe, Battle (Double Edged)		1		d10+

		Axe, Battle (Single Edged)		1		d8+

		Axe, Hand/throwing		1		d6+

		Axe, Mákéwáré		1		2d4+

		Axe, Two-handed		1		2d3+

		Axe, Wárékomé		1		2d2+

		Brass Knuckles		1		d2+

		Club		1		d4+

		Club, Great		1		d6+

		Club, Tetsúbo		1		2d3+

		Cudgel		1		d4+

		Dagger		1		d4+

		Dagger, Curved		1		d4+

		Dagger, Punch		1		d4+

		Dagger, Push		1		d4+

		Dagger, Serrated		1		d6+

		Dagger, Stiletto		1		d4+

		Dagger. Parrying		1		d4+

		Dart (20), Hand		1		d2+

		Dart (50) (Barbed), Hand		1		d3+

		Fist, Gauntlet		1		d4+

		Fist, Unarmed		1		d3+

		Flail		1		d4+

		Flail, Bladed		1		d8+

		Flail, Spiked		1		d6+

		Fork, Pitch		1		d6+

		Fork, Tiger (Long)		1		d6+

		Fork, Tiger (Short)		1		d6+

		Fork, War (Long)		1		d4+

		Fork, War (Short)		1		d4+

		Gaff/Hook		1		d3+

		Garrott Wire		1		d10+

		Grappling Hook 120'		1		d2+

		Hammer (Throwing)		1		d4+

		Hammer, Melon		1		d4+

		Hammer, Sledge 		1		d6+

		Hammer, War		1		d8+

		Hammer, War (2 Handed)		1		d10+

		Harpoon		1		d8+

		Hatchet		1		2d2+

		Hilt of Large Weapon		1		d6+

		Hilt of Medium Weapon		1		d4+

		Hilt of Small Weapon		1		d2+

		Javelin		1		d8+

		Jité Rod		1		d3+

		Káma Blade		1		d6+

		Keusárégáma 		1		d6+d4+

		Knife		1		d4+

		Knife, Keukré		1		d6+

		Knife, Tanto		1		d4+

		Lance, Heavy		1		d12+

		Lance, Light		1		d8+

		Lance, Medium		1		d10+

		Lasso		1		0+

		Machete		1		d6+

		Mancatcher		1		1+

		Maul		1		2d4+

		Morningstar		1		d6+

		Net		1		Special+

		Nuncháku		1		d4+

		Pick, Heavy		1		d8+

		Pick, Light		1		d6+

		Pipe, Máché'Kánshésha		2		Special+

		Polearm, Bardiche		1		d8+

		Polearm, Fauchard		1		d8+

		Polearm, Glaive		1		d8+

		Polearm, Halberd		1		d8+

		Polearm, Pike		1		d10+

		Polearm, Pilum		1		d6+

		Polearm, Ranseur		1		d6+

		Polearm, Spetum		1		d6+

		Pry bar		1		d4+

		Rake, Keumádé		1		d4+

		Rock (Large)		1		d6+

		Rock (Medium)		1		d4+

		Rock (Small)		1		d3+

		Rod, Chéjéréké		1		2d4+

		Sai		1		d6+

		Sap   		1		d2+

		Scourge		1		2d4+

		Scythe		1		d6+

		Shobo Sticks (2)		1		d2+

		Shovel		1		d4+

		Sickle		1		d4+

		Spear (Long)		1		d6+

		Spear (One-handed)		1		d6+

		Spear (Short) 		1		d6+

		Spear (Two-handed)		1		d8+

		Spear, Angon		1		d6+

		Spear, Deum		1		2d4+

		Spear, Nagi'Yáré		1		d6+1+

		Spear, Serrated		1		3d3+

		Staff, 3 Part		1		d6+

		Staff, Bladed (Double)		1		d8+

		Staff, Bladed (Single)		1		d8+

		Staff, Flute (Long)		1		d6+

		Staff, Flute (Short)		1		d4+

		Staff, Long (QuarterStaff)		1		d6+

		Staff, Metal Cap (Blunt)		- -		+1+

		Staff, Metal Cap (Clawed)		- -		+3+

		Staff, Metal Cap (Point)		- -		+2+

		Staff, Short (BoStaff)		1		d6+

		Sticks, Eskrýma		1		d4+

		Swofd, Nagénáta		1		d8+1+

		Sword, Bastard		1		d10+

		Sword, Bastard (Two-handed) 1		1		d12+

		Sword, Broad		1		d10+

		Sword, Butterfly		1		d6+

		Sword, Claymore		1		d12+

		Sword, Cutlass		1		d8+

		Sword, Dádao		1		d6+

		Sword, Falchion		1		d8+

		Sword, Great		1		d10+

		Sword, Kátána		1		2d4+

		Sword, Kopesh		1		d8+

		Sword, Kopesh Two-Handed 		1		d10+

		Sword, Serrated Long		1		d10+

		Sword, Long		1		d8+

		Sword, Rapier		1		d8+

		Sword, Sabre		1		d8+

		Sword, Sápára		1		d8+

		Sword, Serrated Scimitar		1		d10+

		Sword, Scimitar		1		d8+

		Sword, Shávona		1		d8+

		Sword, Short		1		d6+

		Sword, Two-handed		1		d10+

		Sword, Wákézáshé		1		2d3+

		Thimbles, Neko'Té (5)		1		3d2+

		Tiger Claws (2)		1		d6+

		Tonfá Blades		1		d6+

		Tonfá Sticks		1		d4+

		Trident		1		d6+

		Trident, Two-handed		1		d8+

		War Fan (2)		1		d4+

		Whip		1		d4+

		Whip, Barbed		1		3d2+

		Whip, Multi		1		3d3+




		HELM		HELM_DEF_BASE

		No Helm		0

		Barbuta Helm (BRZ)		2

		Barbuta Helm (CHR)		2

		Barbuta Helm (STL)		2

		Barbuta Helm (TNG)		2

		Barbuta Helm (TTN)		2

		Bascinet Helm (BRZ)		2

		Bascinet Helm (CHR)		2

		Bascinet Helm (STL)		2

		Bascinet Helm (TNG)		2

		Bascinet Helm (TTN)		2

		Carved Cap (Fired WD)		1

		Carved Cap (WD)		1

		Conical Helm (BRZ)		1

		Conical Helm (CHR)		1

		Conical Helm (STL)		1

		Conical Helm (TNG)		1

		Conical Helm (TTN)		1

		Great Helm (BRZ)		3

		Great Helm (CHR)		3

		Great Helm (STL)		3

		Great Helm (TNG)		3

		Great Helm (TTN)		3

		Kettle Helm (BRZ)		1

		Kettle Helm (CHR)		1

		Kettle Helm (STL)		1

		Kettle Helm (TNG)		1

		Kettle Helm (TTN)		1

		Round Helm (BRZ)		1

		Round Helm (CHR)		1

		Round Helm (STL)		1

		Round Helm (TNG)		1

		Round Helm (TTN)		1

		Sallet Helm (BRZ)		1

		Sallet Helm (CHR)		1

		Sallet Helm (STL)		1

		Sallet Helm (TNG)		1

		Sallet Helm (TTN)		1

		Sewn Cap (LTH)		1

		Spangen Helm (BRZ)		1

		Spangen Helm (CHR)		1

		Spangen Helm (STL)		1

		Spangen Helm (TNG)		1

		Spangen Helm (TTN)		1

		Tung Round Helm		1

		Tung Sallet Helm		1

		Tung Spangen Helm		1

		Wood Carved Cap		0

		Wood Carved Cap		0




		C-WEAP-NAME		C-WEAP-TYPE		C-WEAP-PREREQ		C-WEAP-COMBINE		C-WEAP-EAM		C-WEAP-WAM		C-WEAP-INIT		C-WEAP-ARM		C-WEAP-DMG		C-WEAP-AVDTYPE		C-WEAP-AVDEFF		C-WEAP-USES		C-WEAP-DESC		C-WEAP-COMBAT

		AID COMPANION Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2/Use		1/Use		0		Ally +1		0		MAC% -5%		Negate		1 × per Avail WAM		Weapons Master feints an attack toward an ally's opponent, distracting the opponent, to effect an ARM bonus for the ally. Requires 2 EAM – 1 to move to target and 1 to feint attack. May be used a number of times equal to Weapon Master's WAM. MAC% with scaling penalties allowed to negate.		Distract Target to Give ARM+ to Ally

		AID COMPANION Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2/Use		1/Use		0		Ally +1		0		MAC% -10%		Negate		1 × per Avail WAM		Weapons Master feints an attack toward an ally's opponent, distracting the opponent, to effect an ARM bonus for the ally. Requires 2 EAM – 1 to move to target and 1 to feint attack. May be used a number of times equal to Weapon Master's WAM. MAC% with scaling penalties allowed to negate.		Distract Target to Give ARM+ to Ally

		AID COMPANION Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2/Use		1/Use		0		Ally +2		0		MAC% -15%		Negate		1 × per Avail WAM		Weapons Master feints an attack toward an ally's opponent, distracting the opponent, to effect an ARM bonus for the ally. Requires 2 EAM – 1 to move to target and 1 to feint attack. May be used a number of times equal to Weapon Master's WAM. MAC% with scaling penalties allowed to negate.		Distract Target to Give ARM+ to Ally

		BATTLE READY Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		0		0		+1		0		0		None		None		Automatic		The Weapons Master is alert and keenly observant of the battle field effecting an automatic bonus to his/her Initiative.		Automatic Initiative Bonus

		BATTLE READY Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		0		0		+1		0		0		None		None		Automatic		The Weapons Master is alert and keenly observant of the battle field effecting an automatic bonus to his/her Initiative.		Automatic Initiative Bonus

		BATTLE READY Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		0		0		+1		0		0		None		None		Automatic		The Weapons Master is alert and keenly observant of the battle field effecting an automatic bonus to his/her Initiative.		Automatic Initiative Bonus

		BEHIND THE BACK Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		per Weap		-2		+1		+1		None		None		1 × per Target		The Weapons Master uses a quick slide to move behind the target's back effecting a scaling Initiative penalty/bonus and an ARM and DAMAGE bonus. Backstab damage is not applicable.		Position Shift for DMG/ARM Bonus

		BEHIND THE BACK Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		per Weap		-2		+1		+2		None		None		1 × per Target		The Weapons Master uses a quick slide to move behind the target's back effecting a scaling Initiative penalty/bonus and an ARM and DAMAGE bonus. Backstab damage is not applicable.		Position Shift for DMG/ARM Bonus

		BEHIND THE BACK Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		per Weap		-1		+2		+3		None		None		1 × per Target		The Weapons Master uses a quick slide to move behind the target's back effecting a scaling Initiative penalty/bonus and an ARM and DAMAGE bonus. Backstab damage is not applicable.		Position Shift for DMG/ARM Bonus

		BLUDGEON Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		per Weap		0		0		1/2 DMG		Parry -1		Negate		1× per Combat Round		A successful hit with the flat of a blade, the hilt of a weapon, or other non-edged part of the weapon does ½ damage and causes the target to roll a Physical Avoidance Check (PAC%) on d100 with scaling penalties or be STUNNED for 1-6 rounds based on Mastery Rank. STUNNED: -2 ARM/DEF, -1 INIT, lose all EAM except Avoidance.		Stun d2 Rounds - Half Damage

		BLUDGEON Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		per Weap		0		1		1/2 DMG		Parry -1		Negate		1× per Combat Round		A successful hit with the flat of a blade, the hilt of a weapon, or other non-edged part of the weapon does ½ damage and causes the target to roll a Physical Avoidance Check (PAC%) on d100 with scaling penalties or be STUNNED for 1-6 rounds based on Mastery Rank. STUNNED: -2 ARM/DEF, -1 INIT, lose all EAM except Avoidance.		Stun d2 Rounds - Half Damage

		BLUDGEON Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		per Weap		0		1		1/2 DMG		Parry -2		Negate		1× per Combat Round		A successful hit with the flat of a blade, the hilt of a weapon, or other non-edged part of the weapon does ½ damage and causes the target to roll a Physical Avoidance Check (PAC%) on d100 with scaling penalties or be STUNNED for 1-6 rounds based on Mastery Rank. STUNNED: -2 ARM/DEF, -1 INIT, lose all EAM except Avoidance.		Stun d3 Rounds - Half Damage

		BRAWLER Rank 3		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 per Atk		1 per Atk		-1		-3		1 DMG		Parry -1		Negate		Unlimited		The Weapons Master is proficient with hand-to-hand, fist-fighting, bar room brawling style combat using fists and feet with scaling INITIATIVE and ARM bonuses/penalties. The Weapons Master will receive 1 additional WAM per round for every 10 of his/her Experience Levels. Each Brawler attack will inflict scaling damage (plus normal Mastery Damage bonus).		Bar Room Brawling Fighting

		BRAWLER Rank 4		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 per Atk		1 per Atk		-1		-2		d2		Parry -1		Negate		Unlimited		The Weapons Master is proficient with hand-to-hand, fist-fighting, bar room brawling style combat using fists and feet with scaling INITIATIVE and ARM bonuses/penalties. The Weapons Master will receive 1 additional WAM per round for every 10 of his/her Experience Levels. Each Brawler attack will inflict scaling damage (plus normal Mastery Damage bonus).		Bar Room Brawling Fighting

		BRAWLER Rank 5		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 per Atk		1 per Atk		0		-1		d2+1		Parry -2		Negate		Unlimited		The Weapons Master is proficient with hand-to-hand, fist-fighting, bar room brawling style combat using fists and feet with scaling INITIATIVE and ARM bonuses/penalties. The Weapons Master will receive 1 additional WAM per round for every 10 of his/her Experience Levels. Each Brawler attack will inflict scaling damage (plus normal Mastery Damage bonus).		Bar Room Brawling Fighting

		CHARGE ATTACK Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 + 1/5 ft		per Weap		1/5 ft		+1/5ft		+1/5ft		PAC% -3%		1/2 DMG|No Fall		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master charges to target from 5+ feet away then attacks target with weapon for scaling bonuses to ARM/DMG for every 5 feet of charge (Max 15 feet). Target gets PAC% with scaling penalties. PAC% failure indicates target takes full damange and falls down suffering loss of all WAM and Combat Disadvantage  for remainder of current round while regaining combat ready position. Successful PAC% yields half damage and no fall. Move 5 ft per segment when charging.		Charge for Bonus ARM/DMG

		CHARGE ATTACK Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 + 1/5 ft		per Weap		1/5 ft		+1/5ft		+1/5ft		PAC% -6%		1/2 DMG|No Fall		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master charges to target from 5+ feet away then attacks target with weapon for scaling bonuses to ARM/DMG for every 5 feet of charge (Max 15 feet). Target gets PAC% with scaling penalties. PAC% failure indicates target takes full damange and falls down suffering loss of all WAM and Combat Disadvantage  for remainder of current round while regaining combat ready position. Successful PAC% yields half damage and no fall. Move 5 ft per segment when charging.		Charge for Bonus ARM/DMG

		CHARGE ATTACK Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 + 1/5 ft		per Weap		1/5 ft		+1/5ft		+2/5ft		PAC% -9%		1/2 DMG|No Fall		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master charges to target from 5+ feet away then attacks target with weapon for scaling bonuses to ARM/DMG for every 5 feet of charge (Max 15 feet). Target gets PAC% with scaling penalties. PAC% failure indicates target takes full damange and falls down suffering loss of all WAM and Combat Disadvantage  for remainder of current round while regaining combat ready position. Successful PAC% yields half damage and no fall. Move 5 ft per segment when charging.		Charge for Bonus ARM/DMG

		DEFLECT MISSILE Rank 3		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		-3		0		None		None		Unlimited		Weapons Master uses the weapon-in-hand to deflect an incoming missile attack (arrow, dagger, etc), knocking the missile d20 feet away in a direction of the GameMaster's choosing. Deflect Missile is performed by making a standard parry roll.		Knock Away Incoming Missile

		DEFLECT MISSILE Rank 4		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		-2		0		None		None		Unlimited		Weapons Master uses the weapon-in-hand to deflect an incoming missile attack (arrow, dagger, etc), knocking the missile d20 feet away in a direction of the GameMaster's choosing. Deflect Missile is performed by making a standard parry roll.		Knock Away Incoming Missile

		DEFLECT MISSILE Rank 5		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		-1		0		None		None		Unlimited		Weapons Master uses the weapon-in-hand to deflect an incoming missile attack (arrow, dagger, etc), knocking the missile d20 feet away in a direction of the GameMaster's choosing. Deflect Missile is performed by making a standard parry roll.		Knock Away Incoming Missile

		DISARM ENEMY Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		+1		0		PAC% -3%		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master must make a successful parry with scaling bonuses that targets the enemy's weapon hand and betters the enemy's attack by 2 or more for the Disarm Enemy S+A to be successful. Success causes the enemy to make a successful PAC% with scaling penalties or drop weapon and lose all WAM until in combat ready stance. For example, if a hit of 0 is needed to successfully parry, a hit of -2 or lower forcesa PAC% to disarm the opponent.		Parry to Disarm Target

		DISARM ENEMY Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		+1		0		PAC% -6%		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master must make a successful parry with scaling bonuses that targets the enemy's weapon hand and betters the enemy's attack by 2 or more for the Disarm Enemy S+A to be successful. Success causes the enemy to make a successful PAC% with scaling penalties or drop weapon and lose all WAM until in combat ready stance. For example, if a hit of 0 is needed to successfully parry, a hit of -2 or lower forcesa PAC% to disarm the opponent.		Parry to Disarm Target

		DISARM ENEMY Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		+2		0		PAC% -9%		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master must make a successful parry with scaling bonuses that targets the enemy's weapon hand and betters the enemy's attack by 2 or more for the Disarm Enemy S+A to be successful. Success causes the enemy to make a successful PAC% with scaling penalties or drop weapon and lose all WAM until in combat ready stance. For example, if a hit of 0 is needed to successfully parry, a hit of -2 or lower forcesa PAC% to disarm the opponent.		Parry to Disarm Target

		DUCK & DODGE Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		-2		0		None		None		Unlimited		Weapons Master is able to parry an attack by using a Duck and Dodge maneuver to evade the attack. The Weapons Master must make a standard parry roll to attempt this S+A. The Weapons Master is still in combat ready mode at the end of this action. Attempting this without this S+A incurs a -4 penalty to the parry.		Parry by Duck/Dodge Action

		DUCK & DODGE Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		-1		0		None		None		Unlimited		Weapons Master is able to parry an attack by using a Duck and Dodge maneuver to evade the attack. The Weapons Master must make a standard parry roll to attempt this S+A. The Weapons Master is still in combat ready mode at the end of this action. Attempting this without this S+A incurs a -4 penalty to the parry.		Parry by Duck/Dodge Action

		DUCK & DODGE Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		0		0		None		None		Unlimited		Weapons Master is able to parry an attack by using a Duck and Dodge maneuver to evade the attack. The Weapons Master must make a standard parry roll to attempt this S+A. The Weapons Master is still in combat ready mode at the end of this action. Attempting this without this S+A incurs a -4 penalty to the parry.		Parry by Duck/Dodge Action

		FOCUS STRIKE Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Combine with Precision Strke or Fury Strike		1 per INIT		1		-1 per INIT		+1 per INIT		0		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master holds INIT to focus attack yielding scaling bonus to ARM. Gain +1 for every 1 held INIT with max bonus equal to 1/2 Mastery Rank. Being successfully attacked or failing to attack before end of the combat round results in having to abandon the Focus Strike or start the focus segments over from the beginning. Bonus only applies to 1st attack following the focus segments and expires whehter attack is successful or not.		Hold INIT to Gain ARM Bonus

		FOCUS STRIKE Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Combine with Precision Strke or Fury Strike		1 per INIT		1		-1 per INIT		+1 per INIT		0		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master holds INIT to focus attack yielding scaling bonus to ARM. Gain +1 for every 1 held INIT with max bonus equal to 1/2 Mastery Rank. Being successfully attacked or failing to attack before end of the combat round results in having to abandon the Focus Strike or start the focus segments over from the beginning. Bonus only applies to 1st attack following the focus segments and expires whehter attack is successful or not.		Hold INIT to Gain ARM Bonus

		FOCUS STRIKE Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Combine with Precision Strke or Fury Strike		1 per INIT		1		-1 per INIT		+1 per INIT		0		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master holds INIT to focus attack yielding scaling bonus to ARM. Gain +1 for every 1 held INIT with max bonus equal to 1/2 Mastery Rank. Being successfully attacked or failing to attack before end of the combat round results in having to abandon the Focus Strike or start the focus segments over from the beginning. Bonus only applies to 1st attack following the focus segments and expires whehter attack is successful or not.		Hold INIT to Gain ARM Bonus

		FURY STRIKE Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Combine with Precision Strke or Focus Strike		1 per INIT		1		-1 per INIT		0		+1 per INIT		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master holds INIT to gather strength yielding scaling bonus to DAMAGE. Gain +1 for every 1 held INIT with max bonus equal to 1/2 Mastery Rank. Being successfully attacked or failing to attack before end of the combat round results in abandonment of Fury Strike or start the hold segments over from the beginning. Bonus only applies to 1st attack following the held segments and expires whehter attack is successful or not.		Hold INIT to Gain DMG Bonus

		FURY STRIKE Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Combine with Precision Strke or Focus Strike		1 per INIT		1		-1 per INIT		0		+1 per INIT		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master holds INIT to gather strength yielding scaling bonus to DAMAGE. Gain +1 for every 1 held INIT with max bonus equal to 1/2 Mastery Rank. Being successfully attacked or failing to attack before end of the combat round results in abandonment of Fury Strike or start the hold segments over from the beginning. Bonus only applies to 1st attack following the held segments and expires whehter attack is successful or not.		Hold INIT to Gain DMG Bonus

		FURY STRIKE Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Combine with Precision Strke or Focus Strike		1 per INIT		1		-1 per INIT		0		+1 per INIT		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master holds INIT to gather strength yielding scaling bonus to DAMAGE. Gain +1 for every 1 held INIT with max bonus equal to 1/2 Mastery Rank. Being successfully attacked or failing to attack before end of the combat round results in abandonment of Fury Strike or start the hold segments over from the beginning. Bonus only applies to 1st attack following the held segments and expires whehter attack is successful or not.		Hold INIT to Gain DMG Bonus

		KICKER Rank 3		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 - 3		1 - 3		-2		-2		d3		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master gains 1 extra WAM per combat round for each of his/her 10 Experience Levels. These additional WAM can only be used to kick the enemy with a full leg extension forward kick or a side kick with a scaling ARM bonus depending on Mastery Rank and inflicting scaling damage that ranges from  1 - 12 health points. These kick attacks are in addition to any other WAM during the combat round.		Extra WAM to KICK Target

		KICKER Rank 4		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 - 3		1 - 3		-1		-1		d3+1		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master gains 1 extra WAM per combat round for each of his/her 10 Experience Levels. These additional WAM can only be used to kick the enemy with a full leg extension forward kick or a side kick with a scaling ARM bonus depending on Mastery Rank and inflicting scaling damage that ranges from  1 - 12 health points. These kick attacks are in addition to any other WAM during the combat round.		Extra WAM to KICK Target

		KICKER Rank 5		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 - 3		1 - 3		-1		0		d4+1		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master gains 1 extra WAM per combat round for each of his/her 10 Experience Levels. These additional WAM can only be used to kick the enemy with a full leg extension forward kick or a side kick with a scaling ARM bonus depending on Mastery Rank and inflicting scaling damage that ranges from  1 - 12 health points. These kick attacks are in addition to any other WAM during the combat round.		Extra WAM to KICK Target

		KNOCK OUT WEAPON Rank 3		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		1		-1		-2		d4		PGA -1		Hold Weap		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master targets attack at knuckles of enemy's weapon hand with blunt part of weapon to weaken grip then quickly hits weapon itself sending it flying d4+6 feet away. Enemy must make successful PGA check with scaling penalties to hold onto weapon. If Knock Out is successful, enemy loses all WAM and is at Combat Disadvantage that round and cannot attack again until in Combat Ready Stance no sooner than start of next round.		Know Enemy Weapon up to 10' Away

		KNOCK OUT WEAPON Rank 4		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		1		0		-1		d4		PGA -2		Hold Weap		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master targets attack at knuckles of enemy's weapon hand with blunt part of weapon to weaken grip then quickly hits weapon itself sending it flying d4+6 feet away. Enemy must make successful PGA check with scaling penalties to hold onto weapon. If Knock Out is successful, enemy loses all WAM and is at Combat Disadvantage that round and cannot attack again until in Combat Ready Stance no sooner than start of next round.		Know Enemy Weapon up to 10' Away

		KNOCK OUT WEAPON Rank 5		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		1		0		0		d4		PGA -3		Hold Weap		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master targets attack at knuckles of enemy's weapon hand with blunt part of weapon to weaken grip then quickly hits weapon itself sending it flying d4+6 feet away. Enemy must make successful PGA check with scaling penalties to hold onto weapon. If Knock Out is successful, enemy loses all WAM and is at Combat Disadvantage that round and cannot attack again until in Combat Ready Stance no sooner than start of next round.		Know Enemy Weapon up to 10' Away

		MAJIK BREAKER I Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker II, Majik Breaker III		1		1		0		0		Normal		WIL -1		Cont Cast		1 × per Target		Weapons Master uses initiative sement 1 to verbally taunts spell caster and feints an attack forcing caster to make WIL Check to see if concentration is broken. On segment 2 Weapons Master uses 1 WAM to make melee attack with scaling arm bonus. If the Majik Weaver is still casting, this forces a second WIL check with a scaling penalty. If WIL Chck is successful, he/she continues casting but still takes the damage from the melee attack.		Maj Wvr WIL Penalty + ARM Bonus

		MAJIK BREAKER I Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker II, Majik Breaker III		1		1		0		0		Normal		WIL -2		Cont Cast		1 × per Target		Weapons Master uses initiative sement 1 to verbally taunts spell caster and feints an attack forcing caster to make WIL Check to see if concentration is broken. On segment 2 Weapons Master uses 1 WAM to make melee attack with scaling arm bonus. If the Majik Weaver is still casting, this forces a second WIL check with a scaling penalty. If WIL Chck is successful, he/she continues casting but still takes the damage from the melee attack.		Maj Wvr WIL Penalty + ARM Bonus

		MAJIK BREAKER I Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker II, Majik Breaker III		1		1		0		0		Normal		WIL -3		Cont Cast		1 × per Target		Weapons Master uses initiative sement 1 to verbally taunts spell caster and feints an attack forcing caster to make WIL Check to see if concentration is broken. On segment 2 Weapons Master uses 1 WAM to make melee attack with scaling arm bonus. If the Majik Weaver is still casting, this forces a second WIL check with a scaling penalty. If WIL Chck is successful, he/she continues casting but still takes the damage from the melee attack.		Maj Wvr WIL Penalty + ARM Bonus

		MAJIK BREAKER II Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker I, Majik Breaker III		1		1		0		+1		+1		See MB I		See MB I		1 × per Target		In addition to the benefits of Majik Breaker I, the Weapons Master receives a scaling DAMAGE bonus to his/her melee attack that follows the taunt/feint. 		MB I + DAMAGE Bonus

		MAJIK BREAKER II Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker I, Majik Breaker III		1		1		0		+1		+2		See MB I		See MB I		1 × per Target		In addition to the benefits of Majik Breaker I, the Weapons Master receives a scaling DAMAGE bonus to his/her melee attack that follows the taunt/feint. 		MB I + DAMAGE Bonus

		MAJIK BREAKER II Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker I, Majik Breaker III		1		1		0		+2		+3		See MB I		See MB I		1 × per Target		In addition to the benefits of Majik Breaker I, the Weapons Master receives a scaling DAMAGE bonus to his/her melee attack that follows the taunt/feint. 		MB I + DAMAGE Bonus

		MAJIK BREAKER III Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker I, Majik Breaker II		1		1		0		See MB I		See MB II		See MB I		See MB I		1 × per Target		In addition to MB I and MB II, Weapons Master receives scaling bonus to Avoidance Majik Resistance if the Majik Weaver makes successful WIL check and effects his/her spell.  Bonus only applies to the spell being cast by the Majik Wever being attacked with Majik Breaker by the Weapons Master. Bonus does not apply to any other spells and does not apply to spell effects from Majik Items or innate spell-like abilities.		MB I +MB II + Maj Resist +6%

		MAJIK BREAKER III Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker I, Majik Breaker II		1		1		0		See MB I		See MB II		See MB I		See MB I		1 × per Target		In addition to MB I and MB II, Weapons Master receives scaling bonus to Avoidance Majik Resistance if the Majik Weaver makes successful WIL check and effects his/her spell.  Bonus only applies to the spell being cast by the Majik Wever being attacked with Majik Breaker by the Weapons Master. Bonus does not apply to any other spells and does not apply to spell effects from Majik Items or innate spell-like abilities.		MB I +MB II + Maj Resist +6%

		MAJIK BREAKER III Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker I, Majik Breaker II		1		1		0		See MB I		See MB II		See MB I		See MB I		1 × per Target		In addition to MB I and MB II, Weapons Master receives scaling bonus to Avoidance Majik Resistance if the Majik Weaver makes successful WIL check and effects his/her spell.  Bonus only applies to the spell being cast by the Majik Wever being attacked with Majik Breaker by the Weapons Master. Bonus does not apply to any other spells and does not apply to spell effects from Majik Items or innate spell-like abilities.		MB I +MB II + Maj Resist +6%

		MIGHTY HIT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		1		-1		1		3		Parry -1		Norm DMG		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master steps bak and pulls weapon to max striking distance (causing a -1 INIT), then steps forward to attack with scaling ARM bonus using momentum to gain scaling DAMAGE bonus. If the Weapons Master has more than one WAM per combat round, only the first attack of the round will receive Mighty Hit benefits. Target is allowed Parry with scaling penalties to receive only normal damage instead of Mighty Hit damage. 		Momentum Gives DMG Bonus

		MIGHTY HIT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		1		-1		1		4		Parry -1		Norm DMG		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master steps bak and pulls weapon to max striking distance (causing a -1 INIT), then steps forward to attack with scaling ARM bonus using momentum to gain scaling DAMAGE bonus. If the Weapons Master has more than one WAM per combat round, only the first attack of the round will receive Mighty Hit benefits. Target is allowed Parry with scaling penalties to receive only normal damage instead of Mighty Hit damage. 		Momentum Gives DMG Bonus

		MIGHTY HIT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		1		-1		2		5		Parry -2		Norm DMG		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master steps bak and pulls weapon to max striking distance (causing a -1 INIT), then steps forward to attack with scaling ARM bonus using momentum to gain scaling DAMAGE bonus. If the Weapons Master has more than one WAM per combat round, only the first attack of the round will receive Mighty Hit benefits. Target is allowed Parry with scaling penalties to receive only normal damage instead of Mighty Hit damage. 		Momentum Gives DMG Bonus

		MISSILE & MELEE Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		3		1		-2		-1		+1		Parry -1		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master throws hand-held missile from 5-10 feet then rushes in to make melee attack with scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonuses to both attacks. Missile attack is a free action (does not use any WAM). Melee attack is normal attack and uses 1 WAM. Full combo requires 3 segments (uses 3 EAM) – missile on segment 1, move to the enemy on segment 2, and melee on segment 3. Target gets parry with scaling penalties to negate damage.		1 Msl + 1 Mel Atk Uses 1 WAM

		MISSILE & MELEE Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		3		1		-2		-1		+2		Parry -1		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master throws hand-held missile from 5-10 feet then rushes in to make melee attack with scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonuses to both attacks. Missile attack is a free action (does not use any WAM). Melee attack is normal attack and uses 1 WAM. Full combo requires 3 segments (uses 3 EAM) – missile on segment 1, move to the enemy on segment 2, and melee on segment 3. Target gets parry with scaling penalties to negate damage.		1 Msl + 1 Mel Atk Uses 1 WAM

		MISSILE & MELEE Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		3		1		-1		0		+3		Parry -2		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master throws hand-held missile from 5-10 feet then rushes in to make melee attack with scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonuses to both attacks. Missile attack is a free action (does not use any WAM). Melee attack is normal attack and uses 1 WAM. Full combo requires 3 segments (uses 3 EAM) – missile on segment 1, move to the enemy on segment 2, and melee on segment 3. Target gets parry with scaling penalties to negate damage.		1 Msl + 1 Mel Atk Uses 1 WAM

		MOUNTED COMBAT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		per Weap		per Weap		-1		+1		+1		Parry -1		Negate		While Mounted		Weapons Master has mastered Mounted Combat and can fight proficiently with primary weapon from the back of a mount with scaling modifiers to Initiative, ARM, and Damage while the enemy receives modifiers to parry rolls and suffers Combat Disadvantage. This Skilled + Action is automatically active any time the Weapons Master is sitting atop a mount while engaged in combat.		Use Weapon While Mounted

		MOUNTED COMBAT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		per Weap		per Weap		-1		+1		+1		Parry -1		Negate		While Mounted		Weapons Master has mastered Mounted Combat and can fight proficiently with primary weapon from the back of a mount with scaling modifiers to Initiative, ARM, and Damage while the enemy receives modifiers to parry rolls and suffers Combat Disadvantage. This Skilled + Action is automatically active any time the Weapons Master is sitting atop a mount while engaged in combat.		Use Weapon While Mounted

		MOUNTED COMBAT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		per Weap		per Weap		0		+2		+2		Parry -2		Negate		While Mounted		Weapons Master has mastered Mounted Combat and can fight proficiently with primary weapon from the back of a mount with scaling modifiers to Initiative, ARM, and Damage while the enemy receives modifiers to parry rolls and suffers Combat Disadvantage. This Skilled + Action is automatically active any time the Weapons Master is sitting atop a mount while engaged in combat.		Use Weapon While Mounted

		OUT COLD Rank 3		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		1		0		+1		1/2 Roll Dmg		PGA -1		Neg Effect		Unlimited		Weapons Master uses hilt of weapon for two lightning quick blows (uses only 1 WAM), with scaling ARM bonuses, to target's carotid artery, one on left and one on right. Inflict half normal weapon damage and render target unconscious for a number of rounds equal to 1/2 Weapon Master's Mastery Rank. Target is allowed a PGA check with scaling penalties to negate the Out Cold effect. Any parry attempt by target is at -4 penalty.		Knock Target Unconscious

		OUT COLD Rank 4		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		1		0		+1		1/2 Roll Dmg		PGA -2		Neg Effect		Unlimited		Weapons Master uses hilt of weapon for two lightning quick blows (uses only 1 WAM), with scaling ARM bonuses, to target's carotid artery, one on left and one on right. Inflict half normal weapon damage and render target unconscious for a number of rounds equal to 1/2 Weapon Master's Mastery Rank. Target is allowed a PGA check with scaling penalties to negate the Out Cold effect. Any parry attempt by target is at -4 penalty.		Knock Target Unconscious

		OUT COLD Rank 5		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		1		+1		+2		1/2 Roll Dmg		PGA -3		Neg Effect		Unlimited		Weapons Master uses hilt of weapon for two lightning quick blows (uses only 1 WAM), with scaling ARM bonuses, to target's carotid artery, one on left and one on right. Inflict half normal weapon damage and render target unconscious for a number of rounds equal to 1/2 Weapon Master's Mastery Rank. Target is allowed a PGA check with scaling penalties to negate the Out Cold effect. Any parry attempt by target is at -4 penalty.		Knock Target Unconscious

		PARRY ELITE I Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Parry Elite II		1		0		0		+1		0		None		None		Automatic		The Weapons Master has mastered the art of the parry and parries incoming melee attacks with a scaling bonus. This bonus is automatic and applies to all parries made by the Weapons Master.		Gain ARM Bonus to Parry

		PARRY ELITE I Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Parry Elite II		1		0		0		+2		0		None		None		Automatic		The Weapons Master has mastered the art of the parry and parries incoming melee attacks with a scaling bonus. This bonus is automatic and applies to all parries made by the Weapons Master.		Gain ARM Bonus to Parry

		PARRY ELITE I Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Parry Elite II		1		0		0		+3		0		None		None		Automatic		The Weapons Master has mastered the art of the parry and parries incoming melee attacks with a scaling bonus. This bonus is automatic and applies to all parries made by the Weapons Master.		Gain ARM Bonus to Parry

		PARRY ELITE II Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		Parry Eliite I		Parry Elite I		1		0		0		+1		+1		None		None		Automatic		Weapons Master receives the parry bonus in Parry Elite I as well as an extra Reflex Attack that does not utilize any WAM. The Reflex Attack must be with the weapon-in-hand when the initial parry was made. The Reflex Attack is only available if the Parry Elite is a success and receives the same ARM bonus the initial parry received as well as a scaling DAMAGE bonus. Target is not allowed to parry the Reflex Attack.		Reflex Atk on Parry Success w/ARM +

		PARRY ELITE II Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		Parry Eliite I		Parry Elite I		1		0		0		+2		+1		None		None		Automatic		Weapons Master receives the parry bonus in Parry Elite I as well as an extra Reflex Attack that does not utilize any WAM. The Reflex Attack must be with the weapon-in-hand when the initial parry was made. The Reflex Attack is only available if the Parry Elite is a success and receives the same ARM bonus the initial parry received as well as a scaling DAMAGE bonus. Target is not allowed to parry the Reflex Attack.		Reflex Atk on Parry Success w/ARM +

		PARRY ELITE II Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		Parry Eliite I		Parry Elite I		1		0		0		+3		+2		None		None		Automatic		Weapons Master receives the parry bonus in Parry Elite I as well as an extra Reflex Attack that does not utilize any WAM. The Reflex Attack must be with the weapon-in-hand when the initial parry was made. The Reflex Attack is only available if the Parry Elite is a success and receives the same ARM bonus the initial parry received as well as a scaling DAMAGE bonus. Target is not allowed to parry the Reflex Attack.		Reflex Atk on Parry Success w/ARM +

		PRECISION STRIKE Rank 3		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Focus Strike or Fury Strike		per Weap		per Weap		-2		-3		3		Parry -1		Half DMG		1 × per Combat Round		The Weapons Master targets a specific part or area of the target's body with a better chance to hit than when making a standard called shot and gains scaling ARM and DAMAGE modifiers. A successful Precision Strike has a % chance to cause a minor injury (rolled from the Critical Hit chart) equal to the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank x 2 (rolled on d%). The target is allowed a parry with scaling penalties.		Called Shot with Modifiers

		PRECISION STRIKE Rank 4		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Focus Strike or Fury Strike		per Weap		per Weap		-2		-2		4		Parry -1		Half DMG		1 × per Combat Round		The Weapons Master targets a specific part or area of the target's body with a better chance to hit than when making a standard called shot and gains scaling ARM and DAMAGE modifiers. A successful Precision Strike has a % chance to cause a minor injury (rolled from the Critical Hit chart) equal to the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank x 2 (rolled on d%). The target is allowed a parry with scaling penalties.		Called Shot with Modifiers

		PRECISION STRIKE Rank 5		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Focus Strike or Fury Strike		per Weap		per Weap		-1		-1		5		Parry -2		Half DMG		1 × per Combat Round		The Weapons Master targets a specific part or area of the target's body with a better chance to hit than when making a standard called shot and gains scaling ARM and DAMAGE modifiers. A successful Precision Strike has a % chance to cause a minor injury (rolled from the Critical Hit chart) equal to the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank x 2 (rolled on d%). The target is allowed a parry with scaling penalties.		Called Shot with Modifiers

		REFLEX STRIKE PRO Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		+1		+1		None		None		Automatic		A pro version of a normal reflex attack, when a Weapons Master is attacked by an enemy melee attack, the enemy attack triggers a reflex strike that costs 0 Weapon Master's WAM and gives the Weapon Master's reflex attack a scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonus.		Auto Reflex Atk w/Bonus

		REFLEX STRIKE PRO Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		+1		+1		None		None		Automatic		A pro version of a normal reflex attack, when a Weapons Master is attacked by an enemy melee attack, the enemy attack triggers a reflex strike that costs 0 Weapon Master's WAM and gives the Weapon Master's reflex attack a scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonus.		Auto Reflex Atk w/Bonus

		REFLEX STRIKE PRO Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		+2		+2		None		None		Automatic		A pro version of a normal reflex attack, when a Weapons Master is attacked by an enemy melee attack, the enemy attack triggers a reflex strike that costs 0 Weapon Master's WAM and gives the Weapon Master's reflex attack a scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonus.		Auto Reflex Atk w/Bonus

		SPIN DEFENSE Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1/Seg		0		0		0		0		0		0		Unlimited		Weapons Master rapidly spins weapon-in-hand between him/herself and the enemy yielding a scaling Defense Factor bonus, with a scaling maximum bonus based on Mastery Rank, that lasts as long as the Weapons Master spins weapon. Medium size weapon or larger required. The weapon does not have to be a familiar weapon. Every spin segment uses one EAM (does not use WAM), and he/she must stop the spinning to make an attack.		DEF Bonus +1/Seg MAX = 1

		SPIN DEFENSE Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1/Seg		0		0		0		0		0		0		Unlimited		Weapons Master rapidly spins weapon-in-hand between him/herself and the enemy yielding a scaling Defense Factor bonus, with a scaling maximum bonus based on Mastery Rank, that lasts as long as the Weapons Master spins weapon. Medium size weapon or larger required. The weapon does not have to be a familiar weapon. Every spin segment uses one EAM (does not use WAM), and he/she must stop the spinning to make an attack.		DEF Bonus +1/Seg MAX = 1

		SPIN DEFENSE Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1/Seg		0		0		0		0		0		0		Unlimited		Weapons Master rapidly spins weapon-in-hand between him/herself and the enemy yielding a scaling Defense Factor bonus, with a scaling maximum bonus based on Mastery Rank, that lasts as long as the Weapons Master spins weapon. Medium size weapon or larger required. The weapon does not have to be a familiar weapon. Every spin segment uses one EAM (does not use WAM), and he/she must stop the spinning to make an attack.		DEF Bonus +1/Seg MAX = 2

		SPREAD THE PAIN Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1/Atk		1/Atk		0		+1/Tgt		3		Parry -1		Negate		1 × per 3 Combat Rounds		Weapon Master hits multiple targets in one combat round with scaling ARM/DAMAGE with a flurry of hits and dashes to move from one target to next. Targets must be within 5 feet of one another. Attack sequence = Atk 1 on Seg 1, Move Seg 2, Atk 2 on Seg 3, Move Seg 4, etc. Number of targets only limited by available WAM. Moving from target to target is free action (no EAM). Does not carry to next round. Max Bonus based on Mastery Rank.		Atk Multi Tgt w/Max ARM +3

		SPREAD THE PAIN Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1/Atk		1/Atk		0		+1/Tgt		4		Parry -1		Negate		1 × per 3 Combat Rounds		Weapon Master hits multiple targets in one combat round with scaling ARM/DAMAGE with a flurry of hits and dashes to move from one target to next. Targets must be within 5 feet of one another. Attack sequence = Atk 1 on Seg 1, Move Seg 2, Atk 2 on Seg 3, Move Seg 4, etc. Number of targets only limited by available WAM. Moving from target to target is free action (no EAM). Does not carry to next round. Max Bonus based on Mastery Rank.		Atk Multi Tgt w/Max ARM +4

		SPREAD THE PAIN Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1/Atk		1/Atk		0		+1/Tgt		5		Parry -2		Negate		1 × per 3 Combat Rounds		Weapon Master hits multiple targets in one combat round with scaling ARM/DAMAGE with a flurry of hits and dashes to move from one target to next. Targets must be within 5 feet of one another. Attack sequence = Atk 1 on Seg 1, Move Seg 2, Atk 2 on Seg 3, Move Seg 4, etc. Number of targets only limited by available WAM. Moving from target to target is free action (no EAM). Does not carry to next round. Max Bonus based on Mastery Rank.		Atk Multi Tgt w/Max ARM +5

		THROW WEAPON Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		1		-2		-1		+1		Parry -2		Half DMG		1 × per Combat Enctr		Weapon Master is able to throw the non-missile-weapon-in-hand at a target a distance in feet equal to his/her Strength (STR) × 2 for with a scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonus. In addition, the target suffers a penalty to any attempt to parry the thrown weapon. A successful parry does not negate the attack but yields half damage to the target.		Throw Melee Weap for Bonus

		THROW WEAPON Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		1		-2		0		+2		Parry -2		Half DMG		1 × per Combat Enctr		Weapon Master is able to throw the non-missile-weapon-in-hand at a target a distance in feet equal to his/her Strength (STR) × 2 for with a scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonus. In addition, the target suffers a penalty to any attempt to parry the thrown weapon. A successful parry does not negate the attack but yields half damage to the target.		Throw Melee Weap for Bonus

		THROW WEAPON Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		1		-1		1		+3		Parry -3		Half DMG		1 × per Combat Enctr		Weapon Master is able to throw the non-missile-weapon-in-hand at a target a distance in feet equal to his/her Strength (STR) × 2 for with a scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonus. In addition, the target suffers a penalty to any attempt to parry the thrown weapon. A successful parry does not negate the attack but yields half damage to the target.		Throw Melee Weap for Bonus

		VICIOUS CRIT I Rank 3		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Replaced by Vicious Crit II		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		When the Weapons Master rolls a Critical Hit, the minimum Critical Hit damage is maximum weapon damage × 2 (a roll of 10 or less on the Critical Hit Chart). If the Critical Hit damage rolled is less than maximum weapon damage × 2 (11 or 12 on the Critical it Chart), no re-roll is required, simply change the Critical Hit damage to the appropriate amount.		Increased Crit Hit Minimum

		VICIOUS CRIT I Rank 4		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Replaced by Vicious Crit II		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		When the Weapons Master rolls a Critical Hit, the minimum Critical Hit damage is maximum weapon damage × 2 (a roll of 10 or less on the Critical Hit Chart). If the Critical Hit damage rolled is less than maximum weapon damage × 2 (11 or 12 on the Critical it Chart), no re-roll is required, simply change the Critical Hit damage to the appropriate amount.		Increased Crit Hit Minimum

		VICIOUS CRIT I Rank 5		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Replaced by Vicious Crit II		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		When the Weapons Master rolls a Critical Hit, the minimum Critical Hit damage is maximum weapon damage × 2 (a roll of 10 or less on the Critical Hit Chart). If the Critical Hit damage rolled is less than maximum weapon damage × 2 (11 or 12 on the Critical it Chart), no re-roll is required, simply change the Critical Hit damage to the appropriate amount.		Increased Crit Hit Minimum

		VICIOUS CRIT II Rank 3		PRECISION		Vicious Crit I		Replaced by Vicious Crit III		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		Minimum Critical Hit damage is maximum weapon damage × 2 plus the rolled weapon damage (a roll of 8 or less on the Critical Hit chart) plus chance, equal to the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank x 2 to automatically cause a Minor Injury (roll on Critical Hit Chart). If the damage rolled is less than maximum weapon damage × 2 (9-12 on the Critical Hit Chart), no re-roll is required, simply change the Critical Hit damage to the appropriate amount.		Inc Crit Hit Min + Poss Injury

		VICIOUS CRIT II Rank 4		PRECISION		Vicious Crit I		Replaced by Vicious Crit III		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		Minimum Critical Hit damage is maximum weapon damage × 2 plus the rolled weapon damage (a roll of 8 or less on the Critical Hit chart) plus chance, equal to the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank x 2 to automatically cause a Minor Injury (roll on Critical Hit Chart). If the damage rolled is less than maximum weapon damage × 2 (9-12 on the Critical Hit Chart), no re-roll is required, simply change the Critical Hit damage to the appropriate amount.		Inc Crit Hit Min + Poss Injury

		VICIOUS CRIT II Rank 5		PRECISION		Vicious Crit I		Replaced by Vicious Crit III		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		Minimum Critical Hit damage is maximum weapon damage × 2 plus the rolled weapon damage (a roll of 8 or less on the Critical Hit chart) plus chance, equal to the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank x 2 to automatically cause a Minor Injury (roll on Critical Hit Chart). If the damage rolled is less than maximum weapon damage × 2 (9-12 on the Critical Hit Chart), no re-roll is required, simply change the Critical Hit damage to the appropriate amount.		Inc Crit Hit Min + Poss Injury

		VICIOUS CRIT III Rank 3		PRECISION		Vicious Crit I, Vicious Crit II		Replaces Vicious Crit I-II		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		When the Weapons Master rolls a Critical Hit, the minimum Critical Hit reduces the enemy Health Points to 10 and roll a MINOR injury. The d12 Critical Hit roll is not needed. If enemy health is already 10 or lower, reduce HP to 2. If already at 2 or lower, the enemy dies.		Inc Crit Hit Min + Auto Minor Inj

		VICIOUS CRIT III Rank 4		PRECISION		Vicious Crit I, Vicious Crit II		Replaces Vicious Crit I-II		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		When the Weapons Master rolls a Critical Hit, the minimum Critical Hit reduces the enemy Health Points to 10 and roll a MINOR injury. The d12 Critical Hit roll is not needed. If enemy health is already 10 or lower, reduce HP to 2. If already at 2 or lower, the enemy dies.		Inc Crit Hit Min + Auto Minor Inj

		VICIOUS CRIT III Rank 5		PRECISION		Vicious Crit I, Vicious Crit II		Replaces Vicious Crit I-II		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		When the Weapons Master rolls a Critical Hit, the minimum Critical Hit reduces the enemy Health Points to 10 and roll a MINOR injury. The d12 Critical Hit roll is not needed. If enemy health is already 10 or lower, reduce HP to 2. If already at 2 or lower, the enemy dies.		Inc Crit Hit Min + Auto Minor Inj

		WEAPON FLURRY Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		All EAM		All WAM		-2		-3		+1		Parry -1		Negate		1 × per Combat Enctr		Weapons Master gains surge of battle energy to double WAM for one combat round. Each hit during the S+A round receives a bonus to ARM and Damage depending on Mastery Rank. Does not carry over into the next round, therefore ALL WAM must be used during the combat round in which Weapon Flurry is activated. Critical Hits and Epic Fumbles only apply to the first attack in a Weapon Flurry. In addition, Epic Fumbles negate the S+A.		Double WAM for 1 round

		WEAPON FLURRY Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		All EAM		All WAM		-1		-2		+1		Parry -1		Negate		1 × per Combat Enctr		Weapons Master gains surge of battle energy to double WAM for one combat round. Each hit during the S+A round receives a bonus to ARM and Damage depending on Mastery Rank. Does not carry over into the next round, therefore ALL WAM must be used during the combat round in which Weapon Flurry is activated. Critical Hits and Epic Fumbles only apply to the first attack in a Weapon Flurry. In addition, Epic Fumbles negate the S+A.		Double WAM for 1 round

		WEAPON FLURRY Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		All EAM		All WAM		0		-1		+2		Parry -2		Negate		1 × per Combat Enctr		Weapons Master gains surge of battle energy to double WAM for one combat round. Each hit during the S+A round receives a bonus to ARM and Damage depending on Mastery Rank. Does not carry over into the next round, therefore ALL WAM must be used during the combat round in which Weapon Flurry is activated. Critical Hits and Epic Fumbles only apply to the first attack in a Weapon Flurry. In addition, Epic Fumbles negate the S+A.		Double WAM for 1 round

		WRAP AROUND Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		per Weap		per Weap		-1		-3		d3		PAC% -3%		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master is adept at wrapping a flexible weapon  (such as a whip, a chain, a keusárégáma, etc), around an item or person. The Weapons Master gains a bonus to ARM depending on Mastery Rank. If the target is a person, the target is allowed a PAC% check with a penalty, depending on the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank, to negate the Wrap-Around. A wrapped item or person should be treated as if bound by non-majikal means.		Bind Tgt w/Flexible Weapon

		WRAP AROUND Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		per Weap		per Weap		-1		-2		d3+1		PAC% -6%		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master is adept at wrapping a flexible weapon  (such as a whip, a chain, a keusárégáma, etc), around an item or person. The Weapons Master gains a bonus to ARM depending on Mastery Rank. If the target is a person, the target is allowed a PAC% check with a penalty, depending on the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank, to negate the Wrap-Around. A wrapped item or person should be treated as if bound by non-majikal means.		Bind Tgt w/Flexible Weapon

		WRAP AROUND Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		per Weap		per Weap		0		-1		d4+1		PAC% -9%		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master is adept at wrapping a flexible weapon  (such as a whip, a chain, a keusárégáma, etc), around an item or person. The Weapons Master gains a bonus to ARM depending on Mastery Rank. If the target is a person, the target is allowed a PAC% check with a penalty, depending on the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank, to negate the Wrap-Around. A wrapped item or person should be treated as if bound by non-majikal means.		Bind Tgt w/Flexible Weapon




		STAFF_ATK_D		STAFF_HANDS_D		STAFF_WAM_D		STAFF_DMG_D

		Snap, Forward		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Rear		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side High		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side Low		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Strike, Forward 45°		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Strike, Overhead 180°		2 Hands		3		d12+2+

		Strike, Overhead 360°		2 Hands		4		d12+3+

		Strike, Overhead 90°		2 Hands		2		d10+1+

		Sweep, Back		2 Hands		1		d6+

		Sweep, Full		2 Hands		2		d6+2+

		Sweep, Full Counter		2 Hands		2		d6+1+

		Sweep, Side		2 Hands		1		d6+1+

		Sweep, Side Counter		2 Hands		1		d6+

		Swing, Loin Cruncher		2 Hands		2		d12+4+

		Swing, Low		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Swing, Low		1 Hands		1		d8+

		Swing, Side		1 Hands		1		d8+

		Swing, Side		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Swing, Upward		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Downward		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Forward		2 Hands		1		d8+1+

		Thrust, Rear		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Side		2 Hands		1		d8+1+

		Thrust, Upward		2 Hands		1		d8+




		ARCH_ARROW_D		DMG_ARROW_D

		Arrow (1), Corded 120'		d4+

		Arrow (1), Grappling 120'		d3+

		Arrow, Barbed 		d8+

		Arrow, Blunt		d2+

		Arrow, Bodkin 		d3+

		Arrow, Broadhead		d4+

		Arrow, Crescent		d3+

		Arrow, Leafblade		d6+

		Arrow, Longleaf		d6+

		Arrow, Notched		d6+

		Arrow, Serrated		d8+

		Arrow, Spearhead		d4+

		Arrow, Spined		d10+

		Arrow, Teardrop		d4+

		Arrow, Waisted		d8+




		TNAZ_ATK_H		TNAZ_FORM_H		TNAZ_WAM_H		TNAZ_DMG_H

		Clap, Ear Thunder		2 Hand Strike		2		d4+St

		Combo Attack		Varies		Varies		Varies

		Kick, Axe		1 Foot Kick		2		d6

		Kick, Back		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Flying Drop		2+ Foot JumpKick		3		d8

		Kick, Flying Front		2+ Foot JumpKick		4		d6

		Kick, Foot Sweep		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Front		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Hook		1 Foot Kick		1		d6

		Kick, Jump		2 Foot JumpKick		2		d6

		Kick, Jumping Axe		2 Foot JumpKick		3		d8

		Kick, Push		2 Foot JumpKick		2		d6

		Kick, Spin		2 Foot Kick		2		d6

		Kick, Spinning Jump		2+ Foot JumpKick		3		d8+2

		Punch, Back Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d4

		Punch, Bolo Uppercut		1 Hand Punch		2		d8+1

		Punch, Double Fist		2 Hand Punch		2		d8

		Punch, Flying Super		1 Hand JumpPunch		3		d10+2

		Punch, Forward Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Punch, Hook Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Punch, Stone Fist		1 Hand Punch		2		d10+1

		Punch, Uppercut Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Strike, Charging		2+ Hand Strike		4		d8+2

		Strike, Finger Beak		1 per 2 Hand Strike		1		d2

		Strike, Front Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d6

		Strike, Hand Knife		1 Hand Strike		1		d4

		Strike, Hand Spear		1 Hand Strike		1		d6

		Strike, Open Hand		1 Hand Strike		1		d10

		Strike, Rear Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d8

		Strike, Side Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d8




		WEAPON_MELEE02		WAM_REQD_MEL02		DMG_BASE_MEL02

		Axe, Battle (Double Edged)		1		d10+

		Axe, Battle (Single Edged)		1		d8+

		Axe, Hand/throwing		1		d6+

		Axe, Mákéwáré		1		2d4+

		Axe, Two-handed		1		2d3+

		Axe, Wárékomé		1		2d2+

		Brass Knuckles		1		d2+

		Club		1		d4+

		Club, Great		1		d6+

		Club, Tetsúbo		1		2d3+

		Cudgel		1		d4+

		Dagger		1		d4+

		Dagger, Curved		1		d4+

		Dagger, Punch		1		d4+

		Dagger, Push		1		d4+

		Dagger, Serrated		1		d6+

		Dagger, Stiletto		1		d4+

		Dagger. Parrying		1		d4+

		Dart (20), Hand		1		d2+

		Dart (50) (Barbed), Hand		1		d3+

		Fist, Gauntlet		1		d4+

		Fist, Unarmed		1		d3+

		Flail		1		d4+

		Flail, Bladed		1		d8+

		Flail, Spiked		1		d6+

		Fork, Pitch		1		d6+

		Fork, Tiger (Long)		1		d6+

		Fork, Tiger (Short)		1		d6+

		Fork, War (Long)		1		d4+

		Fork, War (Short)		1		d4+

		Gaff/Hook		1		d3+

		Garrott Wire		1		d10+

		Grappling Hook 120'		1		d2+

		Hammer (Throwing)		1		d4+

		Hammer, Melon		1		d4+

		Hammer, Sledge 		1		d6+

		Hammer, War		1		d8+

		Hammer, War (2 Handed)		1		d10+

		Harpoon		1		d8+

		Hatchet		1		2d2+

		Hilt of Large Weapon		1		d6+

		Hilt of Medium Weapon		1		d4+

		Hilt of Small Weapon		1		d2+

		Javelin		1		d8+

		Jité Rod		1		d3+

		Káma Blade		1		d6+

		Keusárégáma 		1		d6+d4+

		Knife		1		d4+

		Knife, Keukré		1		d6+

		Knife, Tanto		1		d4+

		Lance, Heavy		1		d12+

		Lance, Light		1		d8+

		Lance, Medium		1		d10+

		Lasso		1		0+

		Machete		1		d6+

		Mancatcher		1		1+

		Maul		1		2d4+

		Morningstar		1		d6+

		Net		1		Special+

		Nuncháku		1		d4+

		Pick, Heavy		1		d8+

		Pick, Light		1		d6+

		Pipe, Máché'Kánshésha		2		Special+

		Polearm, Bardiche		1		d8+

		Polearm, Fauchard		1		d8+

		Polearm, Glaive		1		d8+

		Polearm, Halberd		1		d8+

		Polearm, Pike		1		d10+

		Polearm, Pilum		1		d6+

		Polearm, Ranseur		1		d6+

		Polearm, Spetum		1		d6+

		Pry bar		1		d4+

		Rake, Keumádé		1		d4+

		Rock (Large)		1		d6+

		Rock (Medium)		1		d4+

		Rock (Small)		1		d3+

		Rod, Chéjéréké		1		2d4+

		Sai		1		d6+

		Sap   		1		d2+

		Scourge		1		2d4+

		Scythe		1		d6+

		Shobo Sticks (2)		1		d2+

		Shovel		1		d4+

		Sickle		1		d4+

		Spear (Long)		1		d6+

		Spear (One-handed)		1		d6+

		Spear (Short) 		1		d6+

		Spear (Two-handed)		1		d8+

		Spear, Angon		1		d6+

		Spear, Deum		1		2d4+

		Spear, Nagi'Yáré		1		d6+1+

		Spear, Serrated		1		3d3+

		Staff, 3 Part		1		d6+

		Staff, Bladed (Double)		1		d8+

		Staff, Bladed (Single)		1		d8+

		Staff, Flute (Long)		1		d6+

		Staff, Flute (Short)		1		d4+

		Staff, Long (QuarterStaff)		1		d6+

		Staff, Metal Cap (Blunt)		- -		+1+

		Staff, Metal Cap (Clawed)		- -		+3+

		Staff, Metal Cap (Point)		- -		+2+

		Staff, Short (BoStaff)		1		d6+

		Sticks, Eskrýma		1		d4+

		Swofd, Nagénáta		1		d8+1+

		Sword, Bastard		1		d10+

		Sword, Bastard (Two-handed) 1		1		d12+

		Sword, Broad		1		d10+

		Sword, Butterfly		1		d6+

		Sword, Claymore		1		d12+

		Sword, Cutlass		1		d8+

		Sword, Dádao		1		d6+

		Sword, Falchion		1		d8+

		Sword, Great		1		d10+

		Sword, Kátána		1		2d4+

		Sword, Kopesh		1		d8+

		Sword, Kopesh Two-Handed 		1		d10+

		Sword, Serrated Long		1		d10+

		Sword, Long		1		d8+

		Sword, Rapier		1		d8+

		Sword, Sabre		1		d8+

		Sword, Sápára		1		d8+

		Sword, Serrated Scimitar		1		d10+

		Sword, Scimitar		1		d8+

		Sword, Shávona		1		d8+

		Sword, Short		1		d6+

		Sword, Two-handed		1		d10+

		Sword, Wákézáshé		1		2d3+

		Thimbles, Neko'Té (5)		1		3d2+

		Tiger Claws (2)		1		d6+

		Tonfá Blades		1		d6+

		Tonfá Sticks		1		d4+

		Trident		1		d6+

		Trident, Two-handed		1		d8+

		War Fan (2)		1		d4+

		Whip		1		d4+

		Whip, Barbed		1		3d2+

		Whip, Multi		1		3d3+




		ARCH_ARROW_C		DMG_ARROW_C

		Arrow (1), Corded 120'		d4+

		Arrow (1), Grappling 120'		d3+

		Arrow, Barbed 		d8+

		Arrow, Blunt		d2+

		Arrow, Bodkin 		d3+

		Arrow, Broadhead		d4+

		Arrow, Crescent		d3+

		Arrow, Leafblade		d6+

		Arrow, Longleaf		d6+

		Arrow, Notched		d6+

		Arrow, Serrated		d8+

		Arrow, Spearhead		d4+

		Arrow, Spined		d10+

		Arrow, Teardrop		d4+

		Arrow, Waisted		d8+




		ARCH_ARROW_B		DMG_ARROW_B

		Arrow (1), Corded 120'		d4+

		Arrow (1), Grappling 120'		d3+

		Arrow, Barbed 		d8+

		Arrow, Blunt		d2+

		Arrow, Bodkin 		d3+

		Arrow, Broadhead		d4+

		Arrow, Crescent		d3+

		Arrow, Leafblade		d6+

		Arrow, Longleaf		d6+

		Arrow, Notched		d6+

		Arrow, Serrated		d8+

		Arrow, Spearhead		d4+

		Arrow, Spined		d10+

		Arrow, Teardrop		d4+

		Arrow, Waisted		d8+




		A-WEAP-NAME		A-WEAP-TYPE		A-WEAP-PREREQ		A-WEAP-COMBINE		A-WEAP-EAM		A-WEAP-WAM		A-WEAP-INIT		A-WEAP-ARM		A-WEAP-DMG		A-WEAP-AVDTYPE		A-WEAP-AVDEFF		A-WEAP-USES		A-WEAP-DESC		A-WEAP-COMBAT

		AID COMPANION Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2/Use		1/Use		0		Ally +1		0		MAC% -5%		Negate		1 × per Avail WAM		Weapons Master feints an attack toward an ally's opponent, distracting the opponent, to effect an ARM bonus for the ally. Requires 2 EAM – 1 to move to target and 1 to feint attack. May be used a number of times equal to Weapon Master's WAM. MAC% with scaling penalties allowed to negate.		Distract Target to Give ARM+ to Ally

		AID COMPANION Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2/Use		1/Use		0		Ally +1		0		MAC% -10%		Negate		1 × per Avail WAM		Weapons Master feints an attack toward an ally's opponent, distracting the opponent, to effect an ARM bonus for the ally. Requires 2 EAM – 1 to move to target and 1 to feint attack. May be used a number of times equal to Weapon Master's WAM. MAC% with scaling penalties allowed to negate.		Distract Target to Give ARM+ to Ally

		AID COMPANION Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2/Use		1/Use		0		Ally +2		0		MAC% -15%		Negate		1 × per Avail WAM		Weapons Master feints an attack toward an ally's opponent, distracting the opponent, to effect an ARM bonus for the ally. Requires 2 EAM – 1 to move to target and 1 to feint attack. May be used a number of times equal to Weapon Master's WAM. MAC% with scaling penalties allowed to negate.		Distract Target to Give ARM+ to Ally

		BATTLE READY Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		0		0		+1		0		0		None		None		Automatic		The Weapons Master is alert and keenly observant of the battle field effecting an automatic bonus to his/her Initiative.		Automatic Initiative Bonus

		BATTLE READY Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		0		0		+1		0		0		None		None		Automatic		The Weapons Master is alert and keenly observant of the battle field effecting an automatic bonus to his/her Initiative.		Automatic Initiative Bonus

		BATTLE READY Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		0		0		+1		0		0		None		None		Automatic		The Weapons Master is alert and keenly observant of the battle field effecting an automatic bonus to his/her Initiative.		Automatic Initiative Bonus

		BEHIND THE BACK Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		per Weap		-2		+1		+1		None		None		1 × per Target		The Weapons Master uses a quick slide to move behind the target's back effecting a scaling Initiative penalty/bonus and an ARM and DAMAGE bonus. Backstab damage is not applicable.		Position Shift for DMG/ARM Bonus

		BEHIND THE BACK Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		per Weap		-2		+1		+2		None		None		1 × per Target		The Weapons Master uses a quick slide to move behind the target's back effecting a scaling Initiative penalty/bonus and an ARM and DAMAGE bonus. Backstab damage is not applicable.		Position Shift for DMG/ARM Bonus

		BEHIND THE BACK Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		per Weap		-1		+2		+3		None		None		1 × per Target		The Weapons Master uses a quick slide to move behind the target's back effecting a scaling Initiative penalty/bonus and an ARM and DAMAGE bonus. Backstab damage is not applicable.		Position Shift for DMG/ARM Bonus

		BLUDGEON Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		per Weap		0		0		1/2 DMG		Parry -1		Negate		1× per Combat Round		A successful hit with the flat of a blade, the hilt of a weapon, or other non-edged part of the weapon does ½ damage and causes the target to roll a Physical Avoidance Check (PAC%) on d100 with scaling penalties or be STUNNED for 1-6 rounds based on Mastery Rank. STUNNED: -2 ARM/DEF, -1 INIT, lose all EAM except Avoidance.		Stun d2 Rounds - Half Damage

		BLUDGEON Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		per Weap		0		1		1/2 DMG		Parry -1		Negate		1× per Combat Round		A successful hit with the flat of a blade, the hilt of a weapon, or other non-edged part of the weapon does ½ damage and causes the target to roll a Physical Avoidance Check (PAC%) on d100 with scaling penalties or be STUNNED for 1-6 rounds based on Mastery Rank. STUNNED: -2 ARM/DEF, -1 INIT, lose all EAM except Avoidance.		Stun d2 Rounds - Half Damage

		BLUDGEON Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		per Weap		0		1		1/2 DMG		Parry -2		Negate		1× per Combat Round		A successful hit with the flat of a blade, the hilt of a weapon, or other non-edged part of the weapon does ½ damage and causes the target to roll a Physical Avoidance Check (PAC%) on d100 with scaling penalties or be STUNNED for 1-6 rounds based on Mastery Rank. STUNNED: -2 ARM/DEF, -1 INIT, lose all EAM except Avoidance.		Stun d3 Rounds - Half Damage

		BRAWLER Rank 3		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 per Atk		1 per Atk		-1		-3		1 DMG		Parry -1		Negate		Unlimited		The Weapons Master is proficient with hand-to-hand, fist-fighting, bar room brawling style combat using fists and feet with scaling INITIATIVE and ARM bonuses/penalties. The Weapons Master will receive 1 additional WAM per round for every 10 of his/her Experience Levels. Each Brawler attack will inflict scaling damage (plus normal Mastery Damage bonus).		Bar Room Brawling Fighting

		BRAWLER Rank 4		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 per Atk		1 per Atk		-1		-2		d2		Parry -1		Negate		Unlimited		The Weapons Master is proficient with hand-to-hand, fist-fighting, bar room brawling style combat using fists and feet with scaling INITIATIVE and ARM bonuses/penalties. The Weapons Master will receive 1 additional WAM per round for every 10 of his/her Experience Levels. Each Brawler attack will inflict scaling damage (plus normal Mastery Damage bonus).		Bar Room Brawling Fighting

		BRAWLER Rank 5		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 per Atk		1 per Atk		0		-1		d2+1		Parry -2		Negate		Unlimited		The Weapons Master is proficient with hand-to-hand, fist-fighting, bar room brawling style combat using fists and feet with scaling INITIATIVE and ARM bonuses/penalties. The Weapons Master will receive 1 additional WAM per round for every 10 of his/her Experience Levels. Each Brawler attack will inflict scaling damage (plus normal Mastery Damage bonus).		Bar Room Brawling Fighting

		CHARGE ATTACK Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 + 1/5 ft		per Weap		1/5 ft		+1/5ft		+1/5ft		PAC% -3%		1/2 DMG|No Fall		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master charges to target from 5+ feet away then attacks target with weapon for scaling bonuses to ARM/DMG for every 5 feet of charge (Max 15 feet). Target gets PAC% with scaling penalties. PAC% failure indicates target takes full damange and falls down suffering loss of all WAM and Combat Disadvantage  for remainder of current round while regaining combat ready position. Successful PAC% yields half damage and no fall. Move 5 ft per segment when charging.		Charge for Bonus ARM/DMG

		CHARGE ATTACK Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 + 1/5 ft		per Weap		1/5 ft		+1/5ft		+1/5ft		PAC% -6%		1/2 DMG|No Fall		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master charges to target from 5+ feet away then attacks target with weapon for scaling bonuses to ARM/DMG for every 5 feet of charge (Max 15 feet). Target gets PAC% with scaling penalties. PAC% failure indicates target takes full damange and falls down suffering loss of all WAM and Combat Disadvantage  for remainder of current round while regaining combat ready position. Successful PAC% yields half damage and no fall. Move 5 ft per segment when charging.		Charge for Bonus ARM/DMG

		CHARGE ATTACK Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 + 1/5 ft		per Weap		1/5 ft		+1/5ft		+2/5ft		PAC% -9%		1/2 DMG|No Fall		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master charges to target from 5+ feet away then attacks target with weapon for scaling bonuses to ARM/DMG for every 5 feet of charge (Max 15 feet). Target gets PAC% with scaling penalties. PAC% failure indicates target takes full damange and falls down suffering loss of all WAM and Combat Disadvantage  for remainder of current round while regaining combat ready position. Successful PAC% yields half damage and no fall. Move 5 ft per segment when charging.		Charge for Bonus ARM/DMG

		DEFLECT MISSILE Rank 3		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		-3		0		None		None		Unlimited		Weapons Master uses the weapon-in-hand to deflect an incoming missile attack (arrow, dagger, etc), knocking the missile d20 feet away in a direction of the GameMaster's choosing. Deflect Missile is performed by making a standard parry roll.		Knock Away Incoming Missile

		DEFLECT MISSILE Rank 4		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		-2		0		None		None		Unlimited		Weapons Master uses the weapon-in-hand to deflect an incoming missile attack (arrow, dagger, etc), knocking the missile d20 feet away in a direction of the GameMaster's choosing. Deflect Missile is performed by making a standard parry roll.		Knock Away Incoming Missile

		DEFLECT MISSILE Rank 5		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		-1		0		None		None		Unlimited		Weapons Master uses the weapon-in-hand to deflect an incoming missile attack (arrow, dagger, etc), knocking the missile d20 feet away in a direction of the GameMaster's choosing. Deflect Missile is performed by making a standard parry roll.		Knock Away Incoming Missile

		DISARM ENEMY Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		+1		0		PAC% -3%		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master must make a successful parry with scaling bonuses that targets the enemy's weapon hand and betters the enemy's attack by 2 or more for the Disarm Enemy S+A to be successful. Success causes the enemy to make a successful PAC% with scaling penalties or drop weapon and lose all WAM until in combat ready stance. For example, if a hit of 0 is needed to successfully parry, a hit of -2 or lower forcesa PAC% to disarm the opponent.		Parry to Disarm Target

		DISARM ENEMY Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		+1		0		PAC% -6%		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master must make a successful parry with scaling bonuses that targets the enemy's weapon hand and betters the enemy's attack by 2 or more for the Disarm Enemy S+A to be successful. Success causes the enemy to make a successful PAC% with scaling penalties or drop weapon and lose all WAM until in combat ready stance. For example, if a hit of 0 is needed to successfully parry, a hit of -2 or lower forcesa PAC% to disarm the opponent.		Parry to Disarm Target

		DISARM ENEMY Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		+2		0		PAC% -9%		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master must make a successful parry with scaling bonuses that targets the enemy's weapon hand and betters the enemy's attack by 2 or more for the Disarm Enemy S+A to be successful. Success causes the enemy to make a successful PAC% with scaling penalties or drop weapon and lose all WAM until in combat ready stance. For example, if a hit of 0 is needed to successfully parry, a hit of -2 or lower forcesa PAC% to disarm the opponent.		Parry to Disarm Target

		DUCK & DODGE Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		-2		0		None		None		Unlimited		Weapons Master is able to parry an attack by using a Duck and Dodge maneuver to evade the attack. The Weapons Master must make a standard parry roll to attempt this S+A. The Weapons Master is still in combat ready mode at the end of this action. Attempting this without this S+A incurs a -4 penalty to the parry.		Parry by Duck/Dodge Action

		DUCK & DODGE Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		-1		0		None		None		Unlimited		Weapons Master is able to parry an attack by using a Duck and Dodge maneuver to evade the attack. The Weapons Master must make a standard parry roll to attempt this S+A. The Weapons Master is still in combat ready mode at the end of this action. Attempting this without this S+A incurs a -4 penalty to the parry.		Parry by Duck/Dodge Action

		DUCK & DODGE Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		0		0		None		None		Unlimited		Weapons Master is able to parry an attack by using a Duck and Dodge maneuver to evade the attack. The Weapons Master must make a standard parry roll to attempt this S+A. The Weapons Master is still in combat ready mode at the end of this action. Attempting this without this S+A incurs a -4 penalty to the parry.		Parry by Duck/Dodge Action

		FOCUS STRIKE Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Combine with Precision Strke or Fury Strike		1 per INIT		1		-1 per INIT		+1 per INIT		0		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master holds INIT to focus attack yielding scaling bonus to ARM. Gain +1 for every 1 held INIT with max bonus equal to 1/2 Mastery Rank. Being successfully attacked or failing to attack before end of the combat round results in having to abandon the Focus Strike or start the focus segments over from the beginning. Bonus only applies to 1st attack following the focus segments and expires whehter attack is successful or not.		Hold INIT to Gain ARM Bonus

		FOCUS STRIKE Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Combine with Precision Strke or Fury Strike		1 per INIT		1		-1 per INIT		+1 per INIT		0		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master holds INIT to focus attack yielding scaling bonus to ARM. Gain +1 for every 1 held INIT with max bonus equal to 1/2 Mastery Rank. Being successfully attacked or failing to attack before end of the combat round results in having to abandon the Focus Strike or start the focus segments over from the beginning. Bonus only applies to 1st attack following the focus segments and expires whehter attack is successful or not.		Hold INIT to Gain ARM Bonus

		FOCUS STRIKE Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Combine with Precision Strke or Fury Strike		1 per INIT		1		-1 per INIT		+1 per INIT		0		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master holds INIT to focus attack yielding scaling bonus to ARM. Gain +1 for every 1 held INIT with max bonus equal to 1/2 Mastery Rank. Being successfully attacked or failing to attack before end of the combat round results in having to abandon the Focus Strike or start the focus segments over from the beginning. Bonus only applies to 1st attack following the focus segments and expires whehter attack is successful or not.		Hold INIT to Gain ARM Bonus

		FURY STRIKE Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Combine with Precision Strke or Focus Strike		1 per INIT		1		-1 per INIT		0		+1 per INIT		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master holds INIT to gather strength yielding scaling bonus to DAMAGE. Gain +1 for every 1 held INIT with max bonus equal to 1/2 Mastery Rank. Being successfully attacked or failing to attack before end of the combat round results in abandonment of Fury Strike or start the hold segments over from the beginning. Bonus only applies to 1st attack following the held segments and expires whehter attack is successful or not.		Hold INIT to Gain DMG Bonus

		FURY STRIKE Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Combine with Precision Strke or Focus Strike		1 per INIT		1		-1 per INIT		0		+1 per INIT		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master holds INIT to gather strength yielding scaling bonus to DAMAGE. Gain +1 for every 1 held INIT with max bonus equal to 1/2 Mastery Rank. Being successfully attacked or failing to attack before end of the combat round results in abandonment of Fury Strike or start the hold segments over from the beginning. Bonus only applies to 1st attack following the held segments and expires whehter attack is successful or not.		Hold INIT to Gain DMG Bonus

		FURY STRIKE Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Combine with Precision Strke or Focus Strike		1 per INIT		1		-1 per INIT		0		+1 per INIT		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master holds INIT to gather strength yielding scaling bonus to DAMAGE. Gain +1 for every 1 held INIT with max bonus equal to 1/2 Mastery Rank. Being successfully attacked or failing to attack before end of the combat round results in abandonment of Fury Strike or start the hold segments over from the beginning. Bonus only applies to 1st attack following the held segments and expires whehter attack is successful or not.		Hold INIT to Gain DMG Bonus

		KICKER Rank 3		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 - 3		1 - 3		-2		-2		d3		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master gains 1 extra WAM per combat round for each of his/her 10 Experience Levels. These additional WAM can only be used to kick the enemy with a full leg extension forward kick or a side kick with a scaling ARM bonus depending on Mastery Rank and inflicting scaling damage that ranges from  1 - 12 health points. These kick attacks are in addition to any other WAM during the combat round.		Extra WAM to KICK Target

		KICKER Rank 4		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 - 3		1 - 3		-1		-1		d3+1		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master gains 1 extra WAM per combat round for each of his/her 10 Experience Levels. These additional WAM can only be used to kick the enemy with a full leg extension forward kick or a side kick with a scaling ARM bonus depending on Mastery Rank and inflicting scaling damage that ranges from  1 - 12 health points. These kick attacks are in addition to any other WAM during the combat round.		Extra WAM to KICK Target

		KICKER Rank 5		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1 - 3		1 - 3		-1		0		d4+1		None		None		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master gains 1 extra WAM per combat round for each of his/her 10 Experience Levels. These additional WAM can only be used to kick the enemy with a full leg extension forward kick or a side kick with a scaling ARM bonus depending on Mastery Rank and inflicting scaling damage that ranges from  1 - 12 health points. These kick attacks are in addition to any other WAM during the combat round.		Extra WAM to KICK Target

		KNOCK OUT WEAPON Rank 3		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		1		-1		-2		d4		PGA -1		Hold Weap		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master targets attack at knuckles of enemy's weapon hand with blunt part of weapon to weaken grip then quickly hits weapon itself sending it flying d4+6 feet away. Enemy must make successful PGA check with scaling penalties to hold onto weapon. If Knock Out is successful, enemy loses all WAM and is at Combat Disadvantage that round and cannot attack again until in Combat Ready Stance no sooner than start of next round.		Know Enemy Weapon up to 10' Away

		KNOCK OUT WEAPON Rank 4		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		1		0		-1		d4		PGA -2		Hold Weap		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master targets attack at knuckles of enemy's weapon hand with blunt part of weapon to weaken grip then quickly hits weapon itself sending it flying d4+6 feet away. Enemy must make successful PGA check with scaling penalties to hold onto weapon. If Knock Out is successful, enemy loses all WAM and is at Combat Disadvantage that round and cannot attack again until in Combat Ready Stance no sooner than start of next round.		Know Enemy Weapon up to 10' Away

		KNOCK OUT WEAPON Rank 5		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		1		0		0		d4		PGA -3		Hold Weap		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master targets attack at knuckles of enemy's weapon hand with blunt part of weapon to weaken grip then quickly hits weapon itself sending it flying d4+6 feet away. Enemy must make successful PGA check with scaling penalties to hold onto weapon. If Knock Out is successful, enemy loses all WAM and is at Combat Disadvantage that round and cannot attack again until in Combat Ready Stance no sooner than start of next round.		Know Enemy Weapon up to 10' Away

		MAJIK BREAKER I Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker II, Majik Breaker III		1		1		0		0		Normal		WIL -1		Cont Cast		1 × per Target		Weapons Master uses initiative sement 1 to verbally taunts spell caster and feints an attack forcing caster to make WIL Check to see if concentration is broken. On segment 2 Weapons Master uses 1 WAM to make melee attack with scaling arm bonus. If the Majik Weaver is still casting, this forces a second WIL check with a scaling penalty. If WIL Chck is successful, he/she continues casting but still takes the damage from the melee attack.		Maj Wvr WIL Penalty + ARM Bonus

		MAJIK BREAKER I Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker II, Majik Breaker III		1		1		0		0		Normal		WIL -2		Cont Cast		1 × per Target		Weapons Master uses initiative sement 1 to verbally taunts spell caster and feints an attack forcing caster to make WIL Check to see if concentration is broken. On segment 2 Weapons Master uses 1 WAM to make melee attack with scaling arm bonus. If the Majik Weaver is still casting, this forces a second WIL check with a scaling penalty. If WIL Chck is successful, he/she continues casting but still takes the damage from the melee attack.		Maj Wvr WIL Penalty + ARM Bonus

		MAJIK BREAKER I Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker II, Majik Breaker III		1		1		0		0		Normal		WIL -3		Cont Cast		1 × per Target		Weapons Master uses initiative sement 1 to verbally taunts spell caster and feints an attack forcing caster to make WIL Check to see if concentration is broken. On segment 2 Weapons Master uses 1 WAM to make melee attack with scaling arm bonus. If the Majik Weaver is still casting, this forces a second WIL check with a scaling penalty. If WIL Chck is successful, he/she continues casting but still takes the damage from the melee attack.		Maj Wvr WIL Penalty + ARM Bonus

		MAJIK BREAKER II Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker I, Majik Breaker III		1		1		0		+1		+1		See MB I		See MB I		1 × per Target		In addition to the benefits of Majik Breaker I, the Weapons Master receives a scaling DAMAGE bonus to his/her melee attack that follows the taunt/feint. 		MB I + DAMAGE Bonus

		MAJIK BREAKER II Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker I, Majik Breaker III		1		1		0		+1		+2		See MB I		See MB I		1 × per Target		In addition to the benefits of Majik Breaker I, the Weapons Master receives a scaling DAMAGE bonus to his/her melee attack that follows the taunt/feint. 		MB I + DAMAGE Bonus

		MAJIK BREAKER II Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker I, Majik Breaker III		1		1		0		+2		+3		See MB I		See MB I		1 × per Target		In addition to the benefits of Majik Breaker I, the Weapons Master receives a scaling DAMAGE bonus to his/her melee attack that follows the taunt/feint. 		MB I + DAMAGE Bonus

		MAJIK BREAKER III Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker I, Majik Breaker II		1		1		0		See MB I		See MB II		See MB I		See MB I		1 × per Target		In addition to MB I and MB II, Weapons Master receives scaling bonus to Avoidance Majik Resistance if the Majik Weaver makes successful WIL check and effects his/her spell.  Bonus only applies to the spell being cast by the Majik Wever being attacked with Majik Breaker by the Weapons Master. Bonus does not apply to any other spells and does not apply to spell effects from Majik Items or innate spell-like abilities.		MB I +MB II + Maj Resist +6%

		MAJIK BREAKER III Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker I, Majik Breaker II		1		1		0		See MB I		See MB II		See MB I		See MB I		1 × per Target		In addition to MB I and MB II, Weapons Master receives scaling bonus to Avoidance Majik Resistance if the Majik Weaver makes successful WIL check and effects his/her spell.  Bonus only applies to the spell being cast by the Majik Wever being attacked with Majik Breaker by the Weapons Master. Bonus does not apply to any other spells and does not apply to spell effects from Majik Items or innate spell-like abilities.		MB I +MB II + Maj Resist +6%

		MAJIK BREAKER III Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Majik Breaker I, Majik Breaker II		1		1		0		See MB I		See MB II		See MB I		See MB I		1 × per Target		In addition to MB I and MB II, Weapons Master receives scaling bonus to Avoidance Majik Resistance if the Majik Weaver makes successful WIL check and effects his/her spell.  Bonus only applies to the spell being cast by the Majik Wever being attacked with Majik Breaker by the Weapons Master. Bonus does not apply to any other spells and does not apply to spell effects from Majik Items or innate spell-like abilities.		MB I +MB II + Maj Resist +6%

		MIGHTY HIT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		1		-1		1		3		Parry -1		Norm DMG		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master steps bak and pulls weapon to max striking distance (causing a -1 INIT), then steps forward to attack with scaling ARM bonus using momentum to gain scaling DAMAGE bonus. If the Weapons Master has more than one WAM per combat round, only the first attack of the round will receive Mighty Hit benefits. Target is allowed Parry with scaling penalties to receive only normal damage instead of Mighty Hit damage. 		Momentum Gives DMG Bonus

		MIGHTY HIT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		1		-1		1		4		Parry -1		Norm DMG		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master steps bak and pulls weapon to max striking distance (causing a -1 INIT), then steps forward to attack with scaling ARM bonus using momentum to gain scaling DAMAGE bonus. If the Weapons Master has more than one WAM per combat round, only the first attack of the round will receive Mighty Hit benefits. Target is allowed Parry with scaling penalties to receive only normal damage instead of Mighty Hit damage. 		Momentum Gives DMG Bonus

		MIGHTY HIT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		1		-1		2		5		Parry -2		Norm DMG		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master steps bak and pulls weapon to max striking distance (causing a -1 INIT), then steps forward to attack with scaling ARM bonus using momentum to gain scaling DAMAGE bonus. If the Weapons Master has more than one WAM per combat round, only the first attack of the round will receive Mighty Hit benefits. Target is allowed Parry with scaling penalties to receive only normal damage instead of Mighty Hit damage. 		Momentum Gives DMG Bonus

		MISSILE & MELEE Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		3		1		-2		-1		+1		Parry -1		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master throws hand-held missile from 5-10 feet then rushes in to make melee attack with scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonuses to both attacks. Missile attack is a free action (does not use any WAM). Melee attack is normal attack and uses 1 WAM. Full combo requires 3 segments (uses 3 EAM) – missile on segment 1, move to the enemy on segment 2, and melee on segment 3. Target gets parry with scaling penalties to negate damage.		1 Msl + 1 Mel Atk Uses 1 WAM

		MISSILE & MELEE Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		3		1		-2		-1		+2		Parry -1		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master throws hand-held missile from 5-10 feet then rushes in to make melee attack with scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonuses to both attacks. Missile attack is a free action (does not use any WAM). Melee attack is normal attack and uses 1 WAM. Full combo requires 3 segments (uses 3 EAM) – missile on segment 1, move to the enemy on segment 2, and melee on segment 3. Target gets parry with scaling penalties to negate damage.		1 Msl + 1 Mel Atk Uses 1 WAM

		MISSILE & MELEE Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		3		1		-1		0		+3		Parry -2		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master throws hand-held missile from 5-10 feet then rushes in to make melee attack with scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonuses to both attacks. Missile attack is a free action (does not use any WAM). Melee attack is normal attack and uses 1 WAM. Full combo requires 3 segments (uses 3 EAM) – missile on segment 1, move to the enemy on segment 2, and melee on segment 3. Target gets parry with scaling penalties to negate damage.		1 Msl + 1 Mel Atk Uses 1 WAM

		MOUNTED COMBAT Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		per Weap		per Weap		-1		+1		+1		Parry -1		Negate		While Mounted		Weapons Master has mastered Mounted Combat and can fight proficiently with primary weapon from the back of a mount with scaling modifiers to Initiative, ARM, and Damage while the enemy receives modifiers to parry rolls and suffers Combat Disadvantage. This Skilled + Action is automatically active any time the Weapons Master is sitting atop a mount while engaged in combat.		Use Weapon While Mounted

		MOUNTED COMBAT Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		per Weap		per Weap		-1		+1		+1		Parry -1		Negate		While Mounted		Weapons Master has mastered Mounted Combat and can fight proficiently with primary weapon from the back of a mount with scaling modifiers to Initiative, ARM, and Damage while the enemy receives modifiers to parry rolls and suffers Combat Disadvantage. This Skilled + Action is automatically active any time the Weapons Master is sitting atop a mount while engaged in combat.		Use Weapon While Mounted

		MOUNTED COMBAT Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		per Weap		per Weap		0		+2		+2		Parry -2		Negate		While Mounted		Weapons Master has mastered Mounted Combat and can fight proficiently with primary weapon from the back of a mount with scaling modifiers to Initiative, ARM, and Damage while the enemy receives modifiers to parry rolls and suffers Combat Disadvantage. This Skilled + Action is automatically active any time the Weapons Master is sitting atop a mount while engaged in combat.		Use Weapon While Mounted

		OUT COLD Rank 3		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		1		0		+1		1/2 Roll Dmg		PGA -1		Neg Effect		Unlimited		Weapons Master uses hilt of weapon for two lightning quick blows (uses only 1 WAM), with scaling ARM bonuses, to target's carotid artery, one on left and one on right. Inflict half normal weapon damage and render target unconscious for a number of rounds equal to 1/2 Weapon Master's Mastery Rank. Target is allowed a PGA check with scaling penalties to negate the Out Cold effect. Any parry attempt by target is at -4 penalty.		Knock Target Unconscious

		OUT COLD Rank 4		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		1		0		+1		1/2 Roll Dmg		PGA -2		Neg Effect		Unlimited		Weapons Master uses hilt of weapon for two lightning quick blows (uses only 1 WAM), with scaling ARM bonuses, to target's carotid artery, one on left and one on right. Inflict half normal weapon damage and render target unconscious for a number of rounds equal to 1/2 Weapon Master's Mastery Rank. Target is allowed a PGA check with scaling penalties to negate the Out Cold effect. Any parry attempt by target is at -4 penalty.		Knock Target Unconscious

		OUT COLD Rank 5		MARTIAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		1		+1		+2		1/2 Roll Dmg		PGA -3		Neg Effect		Unlimited		Weapons Master uses hilt of weapon for two lightning quick blows (uses only 1 WAM), with scaling ARM bonuses, to target's carotid artery, one on left and one on right. Inflict half normal weapon damage and render target unconscious for a number of rounds equal to 1/2 Weapon Master's Mastery Rank. Target is allowed a PGA check with scaling penalties to negate the Out Cold effect. Any parry attempt by target is at -4 penalty.		Knock Target Unconscious

		PARRY ELITE I Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Parry Elite II		1		0		0		+1		0		None		None		Automatic		The Weapons Master has mastered the art of the parry and parries incoming melee attacks with a scaling bonus. This bonus is automatic and applies to all parries made by the Weapons Master.		Gain ARM Bonus to Parry

		PARRY ELITE I Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Parry Elite II		1		0		0		+2		0		None		None		Automatic		The Weapons Master has mastered the art of the parry and parries incoming melee attacks with a scaling bonus. This bonus is automatic and applies to all parries made by the Weapons Master.		Gain ARM Bonus to Parry

		PARRY ELITE I Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Parry Elite II		1		0		0		+3		0		None		None		Automatic		The Weapons Master has mastered the art of the parry and parries incoming melee attacks with a scaling bonus. This bonus is automatic and applies to all parries made by the Weapons Master.		Gain ARM Bonus to Parry

		PARRY ELITE II Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		Parry Eliite I		Parry Elite I		1		0		0		+1		+1		None		None		Automatic		Weapons Master receives the parry bonus in Parry Elite I as well as an extra Reflex Attack that does not utilize any WAM. The Reflex Attack must be with the weapon-in-hand when the initial parry was made. The Reflex Attack is only available if the Parry Elite is a success and receives the same ARM bonus the initial parry received as well as a scaling DAMAGE bonus. Target is not allowed to parry the Reflex Attack.		Reflex Atk on Parry Success w/ARM +

		PARRY ELITE II Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		Parry Eliite I		Parry Elite I		1		0		0		+2		+1		None		None		Automatic		Weapons Master receives the parry bonus in Parry Elite I as well as an extra Reflex Attack that does not utilize any WAM. The Reflex Attack must be with the weapon-in-hand when the initial parry was made. The Reflex Attack is only available if the Parry Elite is a success and receives the same ARM bonus the initial parry received as well as a scaling DAMAGE bonus. Target is not allowed to parry the Reflex Attack.		Reflex Atk on Parry Success w/ARM +

		PARRY ELITE II Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		Parry Eliite I		Parry Elite I		1		0		0		+3		+2		None		None		Automatic		Weapons Master receives the parry bonus in Parry Elite I as well as an extra Reflex Attack that does not utilize any WAM. The Reflex Attack must be with the weapon-in-hand when the initial parry was made. The Reflex Attack is only available if the Parry Elite is a success and receives the same ARM bonus the initial parry received as well as a scaling DAMAGE bonus. Target is not allowed to parry the Reflex Attack.		Reflex Atk on Parry Success w/ARM +

		PRECISION STRIKE Rank 3		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Focus Strike or Fury Strike		per Weap		per Weap		-2		-3		3		Parry -1		Half DMG		1 × per Combat Round		The Weapons Master targets a specific part or area of the target's body with a better chance to hit than when making a standard called shot and gains scaling ARM and DAMAGE modifiers. A successful Precision Strike has a % chance to cause a minor injury (rolled from the Critical Hit chart) equal to the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank x 2 (rolled on d%). The target is allowed a parry with scaling penalties.		Called Shot with Modifiers

		PRECISION STRIKE Rank 4		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Focus Strike or Fury Strike		per Weap		per Weap		-2		-2		4		Parry -1		Half DMG		1 × per Combat Round		The Weapons Master targets a specific part or area of the target's body with a better chance to hit than when making a standard called shot and gains scaling ARM and DAMAGE modifiers. A successful Precision Strike has a % chance to cause a minor injury (rolled from the Critical Hit chart) equal to the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank x 2 (rolled on d%). The target is allowed a parry with scaling penalties.		Called Shot with Modifiers

		PRECISION STRIKE Rank 5		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Focus Strike or Fury Strike		per Weap		per Weap		-1		-1		5		Parry -2		Half DMG		1 × per Combat Round		The Weapons Master targets a specific part or area of the target's body with a better chance to hit than when making a standard called shot and gains scaling ARM and DAMAGE modifiers. A successful Precision Strike has a % chance to cause a minor injury (rolled from the Critical Hit chart) equal to the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank x 2 (rolled on d%). The target is allowed a parry with scaling penalties.		Called Shot with Modifiers

		REFLEX STRIKE PRO Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		+1		+1		None		None		Automatic		A pro version of a normal reflex attack, when a Weapons Master is attacked by an enemy melee attack, the enemy attack triggers a reflex strike that costs 0 Weapon Master's WAM and gives the Weapon Master's reflex attack a scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonus.		Auto Reflex Atk w/Bonus

		REFLEX STRIKE PRO Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		+1		+1		None		None		Automatic		A pro version of a normal reflex attack, when a Weapons Master is attacked by an enemy melee attack, the enemy attack triggers a reflex strike that costs 0 Weapon Master's WAM and gives the Weapon Master's reflex attack a scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonus.		Auto Reflex Atk w/Bonus

		REFLEX STRIKE PRO Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1		0		0		+2		+2		None		None		Automatic		A pro version of a normal reflex attack, when a Weapons Master is attacked by an enemy melee attack, the enemy attack triggers a reflex strike that costs 0 Weapon Master's WAM and gives the Weapon Master's reflex attack a scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonus.		Auto Reflex Atk w/Bonus

		SPIN DEFENSE Rank 3		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1/Seg		0		0		0		0		0		0		Unlimited		Weapons Master rapidly spins weapon-in-hand between him/herself and the enemy yielding a scaling Defense Factor bonus, with a scaling maximum bonus based on Mastery Rank, that lasts as long as the Weapons Master spins weapon. Medium size weapon or larger required. The weapon does not have to be a familiar weapon. Every spin segment uses one EAM (does not use WAM), and he/she must stop the spinning to make an attack.		DEF Bonus +1/Seg MAX = 1

		SPIN DEFENSE Rank 4		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1/Seg		0		0		0		0		0		0		Unlimited		Weapons Master rapidly spins weapon-in-hand between him/herself and the enemy yielding a scaling Defense Factor bonus, with a scaling maximum bonus based on Mastery Rank, that lasts as long as the Weapons Master spins weapon. Medium size weapon or larger required. The weapon does not have to be a familiar weapon. Every spin segment uses one EAM (does not use WAM), and he/she must stop the spinning to make an attack.		DEF Bonus +1/Seg MAX = 1

		SPIN DEFENSE Rank 5		DEFENSIVE		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1/Seg		0		0		0		0		0		0		Unlimited		Weapons Master rapidly spins weapon-in-hand between him/herself and the enemy yielding a scaling Defense Factor bonus, with a scaling maximum bonus based on Mastery Rank, that lasts as long as the Weapons Master spins weapon. Medium size weapon or larger required. The weapon does not have to be a familiar weapon. Every spin segment uses one EAM (does not use WAM), and he/she must stop the spinning to make an attack.		DEF Bonus +1/Seg MAX = 2

		SPREAD THE PAIN Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1/Atk		1/Atk		0		+1/Tgt		3		Parry -1		Negate		1 × per 3 Combat Rounds		Weapon Master hits multiple targets in one combat round with scaling ARM/DAMAGE with a flurry of hits and dashes to move from one target to next. Targets must be within 5 feet of one another. Attack sequence = Atk 1 on Seg 1, Move Seg 2, Atk 2 on Seg 3, Move Seg 4, etc. Number of targets only limited by available WAM. Moving from target to target is free action (no EAM). Does not carry to next round. Max Bonus based on Mastery Rank.		Atk Multi Tgt w/Max ARM +3

		SPREAD THE PAIN Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1/Atk		1/Atk		0		+1/Tgt		4		Parry -1		Negate		1 × per 3 Combat Rounds		Weapon Master hits multiple targets in one combat round with scaling ARM/DAMAGE with a flurry of hits and dashes to move from one target to next. Targets must be within 5 feet of one another. Attack sequence = Atk 1 on Seg 1, Move Seg 2, Atk 2 on Seg 3, Move Seg 4, etc. Number of targets only limited by available WAM. Moving from target to target is free action (no EAM). Does not carry to next round. Max Bonus based on Mastery Rank.		Atk Multi Tgt w/Max ARM +4

		SPREAD THE PAIN Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		1/Atk		1/Atk		0		+1/Tgt		5		Parry -2		Negate		1 × per 3 Combat Rounds		Weapon Master hits multiple targets in one combat round with scaling ARM/DAMAGE with a flurry of hits and dashes to move from one target to next. Targets must be within 5 feet of one another. Attack sequence = Atk 1 on Seg 1, Move Seg 2, Atk 2 on Seg 3, Move Seg 4, etc. Number of targets only limited by available WAM. Moving from target to target is free action (no EAM). Does not carry to next round. Max Bonus based on Mastery Rank.		Atk Multi Tgt w/Max ARM +5

		THROW WEAPON Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		1		-2		-1		+1		Parry -2		Half DMG		1 × per Combat Enctr		Weapon Master is able to throw the non-missile-weapon-in-hand at a target a distance in feet equal to his/her Strength (STR) × 2 for with a scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonus. In addition, the target suffers a penalty to any attempt to parry the thrown weapon. A successful parry does not negate the attack but yields half damage to the target.		Throw Melee Weap for Bonus

		THROW WEAPON Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		1		-2		0		+2		Parry -2		Half DMG		1 × per Combat Enctr		Weapon Master is able to throw the non-missile-weapon-in-hand at a target a distance in feet equal to his/her Strength (STR) × 2 for with a scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonus. In addition, the target suffers a penalty to any attempt to parry the thrown weapon. A successful parry does not negate the attack but yields half damage to the target.		Throw Melee Weap for Bonus

		THROW WEAPON Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		2		1		-1		1		+3		Parry -3		Half DMG		1 × per Combat Enctr		Weapon Master is able to throw the non-missile-weapon-in-hand at a target a distance in feet equal to his/her Strength (STR) × 2 for with a scaling ARM and DAMAGE bonus. In addition, the target suffers a penalty to any attempt to parry the thrown weapon. A successful parry does not negate the attack but yields half damage to the target.		Throw Melee Weap for Bonus

		VICIOUS CRIT I Rank 3		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Replaced by Vicious Crit II		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		When the Weapons Master rolls a Critical Hit, the minimum Critical Hit damage is maximum weapon damage × 2 (a roll of 10 or less on the Critical Hit Chart). If the Critical Hit damage rolled is less than maximum weapon damage × 2 (11 or 12 on the Critical it Chart), no re-roll is required, simply change the Critical Hit damage to the appropriate amount.		Increased Crit Hit Minimum

		VICIOUS CRIT I Rank 4		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Replaced by Vicious Crit II		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		When the Weapons Master rolls a Critical Hit, the minimum Critical Hit damage is maximum weapon damage × 2 (a roll of 10 or less on the Critical Hit Chart). If the Critical Hit damage rolled is less than maximum weapon damage × 2 (11 or 12 on the Critical it Chart), no re-roll is required, simply change the Critical Hit damage to the appropriate amount.		Increased Crit Hit Minimum

		VICIOUS CRIT I Rank 5		PRECISION		No Pre-Requisite		Replaced by Vicious Crit II		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		When the Weapons Master rolls a Critical Hit, the minimum Critical Hit damage is maximum weapon damage × 2 (a roll of 10 or less on the Critical Hit Chart). If the Critical Hit damage rolled is less than maximum weapon damage × 2 (11 or 12 on the Critical it Chart), no re-roll is required, simply change the Critical Hit damage to the appropriate amount.		Increased Crit Hit Minimum

		VICIOUS CRIT II Rank 3		PRECISION		Vicious Crit I		Replaced by Vicious Crit III		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		Minimum Critical Hit damage is maximum weapon damage × 2 plus the rolled weapon damage (a roll of 8 or less on the Critical Hit chart) plus chance, equal to the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank x 2 to automatically cause a Minor Injury (roll on Critical Hit Chart). If the damage rolled is less than maximum weapon damage × 2 (9-12 on the Critical Hit Chart), no re-roll is required, simply change the Critical Hit damage to the appropriate amount.		Inc Crit Hit Min + Poss Injury

		VICIOUS CRIT II Rank 4		PRECISION		Vicious Crit I		Replaced by Vicious Crit III		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		Minimum Critical Hit damage is maximum weapon damage × 2 plus the rolled weapon damage (a roll of 8 or less on the Critical Hit chart) plus chance, equal to the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank x 2 to automatically cause a Minor Injury (roll on Critical Hit Chart). If the damage rolled is less than maximum weapon damage × 2 (9-12 on the Critical Hit Chart), no re-roll is required, simply change the Critical Hit damage to the appropriate amount.		Inc Crit Hit Min + Poss Injury

		VICIOUS CRIT II Rank 5		PRECISION		Vicious Crit I		Replaced by Vicious Crit III		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		Minimum Critical Hit damage is maximum weapon damage × 2 plus the rolled weapon damage (a roll of 8 or less on the Critical Hit chart) plus chance, equal to the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank x 2 to automatically cause a Minor Injury (roll on Critical Hit Chart). If the damage rolled is less than maximum weapon damage × 2 (9-12 on the Critical Hit Chart), no re-roll is required, simply change the Critical Hit damage to the appropriate amount.		Inc Crit Hit Min + Poss Injury

		VICIOUS CRIT III Rank 3		PRECISION		Vicious Crit I, Vicious Crit II		Replaces Vicious Crit I-II		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		When the Weapons Master rolls a Critical Hit, the minimum Critical Hit reduces the enemy Health Points to 10 and roll a MINOR injury. The d12 Critical Hit roll is not needed. If enemy health is already 10 or lower, reduce HP to 2. If already at 2 or lower, the enemy dies.		Inc Crit Hit Min + Auto Minor Inj

		VICIOUS CRIT III Rank 4		PRECISION		Vicious Crit I, Vicious Crit II		Replaces Vicious Crit I-II		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		When the Weapons Master rolls a Critical Hit, the minimum Critical Hit reduces the enemy Health Points to 10 and roll a MINOR injury. The d12 Critical Hit roll is not needed. If enemy health is already 10 or lower, reduce HP to 2. If already at 2 or lower, the enemy dies.		Inc Crit Hit Min + Auto Minor Inj

		VICIOUS CRIT III Rank 5		PRECISION		Vicious Crit I, Vicious Crit II		Replaces Vicious Crit I-II		0		0		0		0		Special		None		None		Automatic		When the Weapons Master rolls a Critical Hit, the minimum Critical Hit reduces the enemy Health Points to 10 and roll a MINOR injury. The d12 Critical Hit roll is not needed. If enemy health is already 10 or lower, reduce HP to 2. If already at 2 or lower, the enemy dies.		Inc Crit Hit Min + Auto Minor Inj

		WEAPON FLURRY Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		All EAM		All WAM		-2		-3		+1		Parry -1		Negate		1 × per Combat Enctr		Weapons Master gains surge of battle energy to double WAM for one combat round. Each hit during the S+A round receives a bonus to ARM and Damage depending on Mastery Rank. Does not carry over into the next round, therefore ALL WAM must be used during the combat round in which Weapon Flurry is activated. Critical Hits and Epic Fumbles only apply to the first attack in a Weapon Flurry. In addition, Epic Fumbles negate the S+A.		Double WAM for 1 round

		WEAPON FLURRY Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		All EAM		All WAM		-1		-2		+1		Parry -1		Negate		1 × per Combat Enctr		Weapons Master gains surge of battle energy to double WAM for one combat round. Each hit during the S+A round receives a bonus to ARM and Damage depending on Mastery Rank. Does not carry over into the next round, therefore ALL WAM must be used during the combat round in which Weapon Flurry is activated. Critical Hits and Epic Fumbles only apply to the first attack in a Weapon Flurry. In addition, Epic Fumbles negate the S+A.		Double WAM for 1 round

		WEAPON FLURRY Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		All EAM		All WAM		0		-1		+2		Parry -2		Negate		1 × per Combat Enctr		Weapons Master gains surge of battle energy to double WAM for one combat round. Each hit during the S+A round receives a bonus to ARM and Damage depending on Mastery Rank. Does not carry over into the next round, therefore ALL WAM must be used during the combat round in which Weapon Flurry is activated. Critical Hits and Epic Fumbles only apply to the first attack in a Weapon Flurry. In addition, Epic Fumbles negate the S+A.		Double WAM for 1 round

		WRAP AROUND Rank 3		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		per Weap		per Weap		-1		-3		d3		PAC% -3%		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master is adept at wrapping a flexible weapon  (such as a whip, a chain, a keusárégáma, etc), around an item or person. The Weapons Master gains a bonus to ARM depending on Mastery Rank. If the target is a person, the target is allowed a PAC% check with a penalty, depending on the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank, to negate the Wrap-Around. A wrapped item or person should be treated as if bound by non-majikal means.		Bind Tgt w/Flexible Weapon

		WRAP AROUND Rank 4		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		per Weap		per Weap		-1		-2		d3+1		PAC% -6%		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master is adept at wrapping a flexible weapon  (such as a whip, a chain, a keusárégáma, etc), around an item or person. The Weapons Master gains a bonus to ARM depending on Mastery Rank. If the target is a person, the target is allowed a PAC% check with a penalty, depending on the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank, to negate the Wrap-Around. A wrapped item or person should be treated as if bound by non-majikal means.		Bind Tgt w/Flexible Weapon

		WRAP AROUND Rank 5		GENERAL		No Pre-Requisite		Cannot be Combined		per Weap		per Weap		0		-1		d4+1		PAC% -9%		Negate		1 × per Combat Round		Weapons Master is adept at wrapping a flexible weapon  (such as a whip, a chain, a keusárégáma, etc), around an item or person. The Weapons Master gains a bonus to ARM depending on Mastery Rank. If the target is a person, the target is allowed a PAC% check with a penalty, depending on the Weapon Master's Mastery Rank, to negate the Wrap-Around. A wrapped item or person should be treated as if bound by non-majikal means.		Bind Tgt w/Flexible Weapon




		STAFF_ATK_F		STAFF_HANDS_F		STAFF_WAM_F		STAFF_DMG_F

		Snap, Forward		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Rear		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side High		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Snap, Side Low		2 Hands		1		d4+

		Strike, Forward 45°		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Strike, Overhead 180°		2 Hands		3		d12+2+

		Strike, Overhead 360°		2 Hands		4		d12+3+

		Strike, Overhead 90°		2 Hands		2		d10+1+

		Sweep, Back		2 Hands		1		d6+

		Sweep, Full		2 Hands		2		d6+2+

		Sweep, Full Counter		2 Hands		2		d6+1+

		Sweep, Side		2 Hands		1		d6+1+

		Sweep, Side Counter		2 Hands		1		d6+

		Swing, Loin Cruncher		2 Hands		2		d12+4+

		Swing, Low		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Swing, Low		1 Hands		1		d8+

		Swing, Side		1 Hands		1		d8+

		Swing, Side		2 Hands		1		d10+

		Swing, Upward		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Downward		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Forward		2 Hands		1		d8+1+

		Thrust, Rear		2 Hands		1		d8+

		Thrust, Side		2 Hands		1		d8+1+

		Thrust, Upward		2 Hands		1		d8+




		WEAPON_MELEE01		WAM_REQD_MEL01		DMG_BASE_MEL01

		Axe, Battle (Double Edged)		1		d10+

		Axe, Battle (Single Edged)		1		d8+

		Axe, Hand/throwing		1		d6+

		Axe, Mákéwáré		1		2d4+

		Axe, Two-handed		1		2d3+

		Axe, Wárékomé		1		2d2+

		Brass Knuckles		1		d2+

		Club		1		d4+

		Club, Great		1		d6+

		Club, Tetsúbo		1		2d3+

		Cudgel		1		d4+

		Dagger		1		d4+

		Dagger, Curved		1		d4+

		Dagger, Punch		1		d4+

		Dagger, Push		1		d4+

		Dagger, Serrated		1		d6+

		Dagger, Stiletto		1		d4+

		Dagger. Parrying		1		d4+

		Dart (20), Hand		1		d2+

		Dart (50) (Barbed), Hand		1		d3+

		Fist, Gauntlet		1		d4+

		Fist, Unarmed		1		d3+

		Flail		1		d4+

		Flail, Bladed		1		d8+

		Flail, Spiked		1		d6+

		Fork, Pitch		1		d6+

		Fork, Tiger (Long)		1		d6+

		Fork, Tiger (Short)		1		d6+

		Fork, War (Long)		1		d4+

		Fork, War (Short)		1		d4+

		Gaff/Hook		1		d3+

		Garrott Wire		1		d10+

		Grappling Hook 120'		1		d2+

		Hammer (Throwing)		1		d4+

		Hammer, Melon		1		d4+

		Hammer, Sledge 		1		d6+

		Hammer, War		1		d8+

		Hammer, War (2 Handed)		1		d10+

		Harpoon		1		d8+

		Hatchet		1		2d2+

		Hilt of Large Weapon		1		d6+

		Hilt of Medium Weapon		1		d4+

		Hilt of Small Weapon		1		d2+

		Javelin		1		d8+

		Jité Rod		1		d3+

		Káma Blade		1		d6+

		Keusárégáma 		1		d6+d4+

		Knife		1		d4+

		Knife, Keukré		1		d6+

		Knife, Tanto		1		d4+

		Lance, Heavy		1		d12+

		Lance, Light		1		d8+

		Lance, Medium		1		d10+

		Lasso		1		0+

		Machete		1		d6+

		Mancatcher		1		1+

		Maul		1		2d4+

		Morningstar		1		d6+

		Net		1		Special+

		Nuncháku		1		d4+

		Pick, Heavy		1		d8+

		Pick, Light		1		d6+

		Pipe, Máché'Kánshésha		2		Special+

		Polearm, Bardiche		1		d8+

		Polearm, Fauchard		1		d8+

		Polearm, Glaive		1		d8+

		Polearm, Halberd		1		d8+

		Polearm, Pike		1		d10+

		Polearm, Pilum		1		d6+

		Polearm, Ranseur		1		d6+

		Polearm, Spetum		1		d6+

		Pry bar		1		d4+

		Rake, Keumádé		1		d4+

		Rock (Large)		1		d6+

		Rock (Medium)		1		d4+

		Rock (Small)		1		d3+

		Rod, Chéjéréké		1		2d4+

		Sai		1		d6+

		Sap   		1		d2+

		Scourge		1		2d4+

		Scythe		1		d6+

		Shobo Sticks (2)		1		d2+

		Shovel		1		d4+

		Sickle		1		d4+

		Spear (Long)		1		d6+

		Spear (One-handed)		1		d6+

		Spear (Short) 		1		d6+

		Spear (Two-handed)		1		d8+

		Spear, Angon		1		d6+

		Spear, Deum		1		2d4+

		Spear, Nagi'Yáré		1		d6+1+

		Spear, Serrated		1		3d3+

		Staff, 3 Part		1		d6+

		Staff, Bladed (Double)		1		d8+

		Staff, Bladed (Single)		1		d8+

		Staff, Flute (Long)		1		d6+

		Staff, Flute (Short)		1		d4+

		Staff, Long (QuarterStaff)		1		d6+

		Staff, Metal Cap (Blunt)		- -		+1+

		Staff, Metal Cap (Clawed)		- -		+3+

		Staff, Metal Cap (Point)		- -		+2+

		Staff, Short (BoStaff)		1		d6+

		Sticks, Eskrýma		1		d4+

		Swofd, Nagénáta		1		d8+1+

		Sword, Bastard		1		d10+

		Sword, Bastard (Two-handed) 1		1		d12+

		Sword, Broad		1		d10+

		Sword, Butterfly		1		d6+

		Sword, Claymore		1		d12+

		Sword, Cutlass		1		d8+

		Sword, Dádao		1		d6+

		Sword, Falchion		1		d8+

		Sword, Great		1		d10+

		Sword, Kátána		1		2d4+

		Sword, Kopesh		1		d8+

		Sword, Kopesh Two-Handed 		1		d10+

		Sword, Serrated Long		1		d10+

		Sword, Long		1		d8+

		Sword, Rapier		1		d8+

		Sword, Sabre		1		d8+

		Sword, Sápára		1		d8+

		Sword, Serrated Scimitar		1		d10+

		Sword, Scimitar		1		d8+

		Sword, Shávona		1		d8+

		Sword, Short		1		d6+

		Sword, Two-handed		1		d10+

		Sword, Wákézáshé		1		2d3+

		Thimbles, Neko'Té (5)		1		3d2+

		Tiger Claws (2)		1		d6+

		Tonfá Blades		1		d6+

		Tonfá Sticks		1		d4+

		Trident		1		d6+

		Trident, Two-handed		1		d8+

		War Fan (2)		1		d4+

		Whip		1		d4+

		Whip, Barbed		1		3d2+

		Whip, Multi		1		3d3+




		WEAP_ARW_BOW_B		WEAP_ARW_BOW_WAM_REQD_B		WEAP_ARW_BOW_RANGE_MAX_B		WEAP_ARW_BOW_RANGE_UNIT_B

				0		0		0

		Bow, Composite Long		1W/2E		150		30

		Bow, Recurve Long		1W/2E		200		40

		Bow, Recurve Short		1W/2E		125		25

		Bow, Composite Short		1W/2E		100		20

		Bow, Double Curve Long		1W/2E		120		24

		Bow, Double Curve Short		1W/2E		75		15

		Bow, Horse (Mohuran)		1W/2E		30		6

		Bow, Long		1W/2E		90		18

		Bow, Short		1W/2E		60		12

		Crossbow, Hand		1W/2E		50		10

		Crossbow, Heavy		1W/2E		150		30

		Crossbow, Light		1W/2E		100		20

		Sling		1W/2E		100		20

		Sling Staff		1W/2E		150		30




		TNAZ_ATK_A		TNAZ_FORM_A		TNAZ_WAM_A		TNAZ_DMG_A

		Clap, Ear Thunder		2 Hand Strike		2		d4+St

		Combo Attack		Varies		Varies		Varies

		Kick, Axe		1 Foot Kick		2		d6

		Kick, Back		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Flying Drop		2+ Foot JumpKick		3		d8

		Kick, Flying Front		2+ Foot JumpKick		4		d6

		Kick, Foot Sweep		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Front		1 Foot Kick		1		d4

		Kick, Hook		1 Foot Kick		1		d6

		Kick, Jump		2 Foot JumpKick		2		d6

		Kick, Jumping Axe		2 Foot JumpKick		3		d8

		Kick, Push		2 Foot JumpKick		2		d6

		Kick, Spin		2 Foot Kick		2		d6

		Kick, Spinning Jump		2+ Foot JumpKick		3		d8+2

		Punch, Back Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d4

		Punch, Bolo Uppercut		1 Hand Punch		2		d8+1

		Punch, Double Fist		2 Hand Punch		2		d8

		Punch, Flying Super		1 Hand JumpPunch		3		d10+2

		Punch, Forward Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Punch, Hook Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Punch, Stone Fist		1 Hand Punch		2		d10+1

		Punch, Uppercut Fist		1 Hand Punch		1		d6

		Strike, Charging		2+ Hand Strike		4		d8+2

		Strike, Finger Beak		1 per 2 Hand Strike		1		d2

		Strike, Front Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d6

		Strike, Hand Knife		1 Hand Strike		1		d4

		Strike, Hand Spear		1 Hand Strike		1		d6

		Strike, Open Hand		1 Hand Strike		1		d10

		Strike, Rear Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d8

		Strike, Side Elbow		1 Hand Strike		1		d8
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